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Preface

The present book includes extended and revised versions of a set of selected papers
from the 6th International Conference on Agents and Artiﬁcial Intelligence (ICAART
2014), held in Angers, Loire Valley, France, during March 6–8, 2014. The conference
was sponsored by the Institute for Systems and Technologies of Information, Control
and Communication (INSTICC) in cooperation with the ACM Special Interest Group
on Artiﬁcial Intelligence (ACM Sigart), the Association for the Advancement of
Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AAAI), and the Portuguese Association for Artiﬁcial Intelligence (APPIA). ICAART was also technically co-sponsored by the IEEE Computer
Society.
The purpose of the International Conference on Agents and Artiﬁcial Intelligence is
to bring together researchers, engineers, and practitioners interested in theory and
applications in the areas of agents and artiﬁcial intelligence. Two simultaneous related
tracks were held, covering both applications and current research work. One track
focused on agents, multi-agent systems and software platforms, distributed problem
solving and distributed AI in general. The other track focused mainly on artiﬁcial
intelligence, knowledge representation, planning, learning, scheduling, perception,
reactive AI systems, and evolutionary computing.
ICAART 2014 received 225 paper submissions from 48 countries in all continents,
of which 15 % were presented at the conference as full papers, and their authors were
invited to submit extended versions of their papers for this book. In order to evaluate
each submission, a double-blind review was performed by the Program Committee.
We would like to highlight that ICAART 2014 also included six plenary keynote
lectures, given by internationally distinguished researchers, namely: Philippe Leray
(Université de Nantes, France), Henry Lieberman (MIT Media Laboratory, USA),
Matthias Klusch (German Research Center for Artiﬁcial Intelligence, DFKI, GmbH,
Germany), Claude Frasson (University of Montreal, Canada), Pieter Spronck (Tilburg
University, The Netherlands), and Marc-Philippe Huget (University of Savoie, France).
We would like to express our appreciation to all of them and in particular to those
who took the time to contribute with a paper to this book.
We must thank the authors, whose research and development efforts are recorded
here. We also thank the keynote speakers for their invaluable contribution and for
taking the time to synthesize and prepare their talks. The knowledge and diligence
of the reviewers and program chairs were essential to ensuring the quality of the papers
presented at the conference and published in this book. Finally, a special thanks to all
members of the INSTICC team, whose collaboration was fundamental for the success
of this conference.
April 2015
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The New Era of High-Functionality Interfaces
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Abstract. Traditional user interface design works best for applications that
only have a relatively small number of operations for the user to choose from.
These applications achieve usability by maintaining a simple correspondence
between user goals and interface elements such as menu items or icons. But we
are entering an era of high-functionality applications, where there may be
hundreds or thousands of possible operations. In contexts like mobile phones,
even if each individual application is simple, the combined functionality represented by the entire phone constitutes such a high-functionality command set.
How are we going to manage the continued growth of high-functionality
computing? Artiﬁcial Intelligence promises some strategies for dealing with
high-functionality situations. Interfaces can be oriented around the goals of the
user rather than the features of the hardware or software. New interaction
modalities like natural language, speech, gesture, vision, and multi-modal
interfaces can extend the interface vocabulary. End-user programming can
rethink the computer as a collection of capabilities to be composed on the fly
rather than a set of predeﬁned “applications”. We also need new ways of
teaching users about what kind of capabilities are available to them, and how to
interact in high-functionality situations.

1 High-Functionality (Hi-Fun) Interfaces
As the range of tasks that people want to do with computers expands, and the capability
of software grows, we are faced with the development of high-functionality (hi-fun)
interfaces. We are not going to give a precise deﬁnition of hi-functionality interfaces
here, but roughly, we mean those that provide large command sets, long menus, large
or numerous icon bars, many data types, and complex patterns of use. In many cases,
the names of interface operations may not be “obvious” to a beginning user, unless they
know the underlying concepts of the application.
Low-functionality (lo-fun) interfaces are much simpler, acting on just a few kinds
of data, and providing reasonably small command sets, where the name and effect of
each command are expected to be immediately apparent to the user.
Apple’s Preview is an example of a relatively lo-fun application for images; it can,
for example, print, crop, and rotate images, but it has relatively few operations (about 9
top-level operations, 7 menus of 5–15 items, few subsidiary dialogs). Adobe’s
Photoshop is a hi-fun image application (25 top level operations (+ modiﬁer keys on
many), 4 palettes of 2–3 tabs each, 8 menus of 10 to > 25 items, many subsidiary
© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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dialogs). It has many different image types, and the total number of operations reaches
into the thousands. It has a number of abstract concepts that it is necessary to learn,
such as layers and different color models. It is user customizable, can record and play
macros, has numerous plug-ins, etc. (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Apple’s Preview (left) is an example of a “low functionality” application, with a few
dozen operations. Adobe’s “high-functionality” Photoshop (right) has thousands of operations.

Applications that become popular tend to grow into high-functionality interfaces
over time as users desire more features and companies continually try to improve their
products. The most successful, like Photoshop or Microsoft Excel, become languages
and programming environments in their own right. They become as powerful (and as
difﬁcult to learn for new users) as interactive development environments for programming languages.
The UI for high-functionality applications is typically designed for the expert and
habitual user. It aims to make all the operations that the expert user would want to use
easily accessible. But then the new user doesn’t know where to start. And users who try
to learn an interface by sequential exploration get confused because they are tempted to
try many things for which they won’t have use until much later, if at all.

2 User Interface Design for High Functionality Interfaces
Traditional user interface design aims to make interfaces easy to use, especially for
beginning users, reduce error rates, and be aesthetically pleasing. The metaphor that
most user-interface design tries to promote is that the computer is like a box of tools,
like hammers and screwdrivers. Each tool is specialized for a certain job, and it’s up to
the user to know what each tool does, and which tool is appropriate for which job.
Interfaces strive for an ideal of simplicity and learnability. The menu items and
icons that provide access to each tool should be suggestive of the functionality that the
tool provides. Don Norman refers to this as “affordances” [11]. Simplicity demands a
one-to-one correspondence between controls and tools.
The problem is, as the number of things the person wants to do with the computer
grows, you wind up with too many tools in your toolbox. So you wind up with too
many controls. Our screens ﬁll up with icons and menu bars. Hierarchical menus, shift
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keys and other techniques, increase the capacity of the command set, but eventually
space runs out (not to mention the user’s patience), no matter what you do. The
problem is that we’re using the UI design principles that are appropriate for
low-functionality interfaces to design the interfaces for high-functionality applications.
The alternative is what we call “goal-oriented interfaces”. People have goals –
things like “plan a trip” or “design a building”. But programs don’t have goals. What
they have is speciﬁc functions, which are invoked by menu items, icons and typing. It’s
up to the user to ﬁgure out how to accomplish their goals in terms of the functions that
the software provides. But when you have a large number of possible goals, and each
goal might require a sequence of steps to be accomplished, planning the interaction
becomes a high cognitive load on the user. This is at the root of most problems with
usability of high-functionality applications.
The solution is to try to move as much as possible of the burden of translating goals
into concrete functions, onto the computer. So Artiﬁcial Intelligence has a vital role to
play. Natural language and speech recognition interfaces are a good way of interacting
with high-functionality applications, since a typical user can use the expressiveness of
language to cover a wide range of possible goals. Gestural interfaces, image recognition, and other “natural” interface modalities can expand the vocabulary of interactive
elements. Recent technical improvements in this area are making such interfaces
increasingly practical. Traditional menu and icon-based interfaces can also be used for
high functionality applications, but require a greater degree of context sensitivity and
personalization to avoid overwhelming the user (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Roadie is a speech interface for consumer electronics. The user’s utterance, “I want to
hear the news” is recognized (top left) as one of a number of possible goals (TV, radio). For each
goal, a step-by-step plan is constructed (middle left), and a variety of execution options provided
(lower left). On the right, interfaces to each of the devices are simulated.

As an example of a high-functionality user interface architecture, Roadie [7] is a
framework for goal oriented user interfaces. It provides a goal-oriented speech recognition interface to control a room full of consumer electronics devices like televisions, audio equipment, and other devices. The intent of Roadie is that the user can just
speak their goal in relatively unrestricted natural language, and the system performs the
operation.
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The essential steps in Roadie’s operation are:
•
•
•
•

Goal recognition;
Planning;
Execution (either all at once or step-by-step); and
(if necessary) Debugging.

Roadie puts a variety of AI technologies to work, detailed in the reference [7].
Roadie uses a commonsense knowledge base to perform the goal recognition. It uses a
partial-order planner to compute a plan from each goal. It has introspective knowledge
of the capabilities of each device, mapping each function onto possible goals. Diagnostic
reasoning modules are invoked in case the user says “Oops” or is otherwise dissatisﬁed
with the results. NLP, planning, and diagnostic reasoning are all well-studied AI
technologies, and they result in enabling an easy-to-use, yet high-functionality interface.

3 The Present and Future of Goal-Oriented Interfaces
Signiﬁcant commercially available examples of goal-oriented interfaces are now
beginning to appear. The most well-known of these is perhaps Apple’s Siri, which
provides a speech recognition interface to Apple’s iPhone. In the same category is
Google Now, which leverages the Google search engine to provide personal assistant
functions. Microsoft also recently entered this arena with an agent named Cortana.
IBM has ambitions to transform their successful Jeopardy-playing program, Watson,
into a broad-spectrum user agent in a variety of vertical markets. These are undoubtably
the ﬁrst shots over the bow of an emerging category that will see rapid growth in the
near future.
But at the present time, all these efforts lack some essential capabilities that would
be desirable to make a personal assistant effective over a broad range of high functionality applications. The limitations of present efforts provide AI with a research
agenda for improving the next generation of personal assistants.
Siri is only designed for one-shot speech interactions. You say something, and if
Siri is able to recognize your goal, it invokes a single function in a single application. It
can only work with a small number of applications programmed in advance. It can’t
engage you in a multistep dialogue, execute multistep procedures, or work with more
than one application. It is purely a speech agent, and has no visual interface itself.
Google Now leverages the high functionality Google search engine (and Siri has a tie
to Wolfram Alpha), but again provides its personal assistant functions in a few
well-deﬁned areas only, indicated by its “cards”, for things like reminders and route
planning. There’s no way to “debug” Siri or Now if they don’t do what you want. Their
capacity for true personalization is limited [8].
A key ingredient to making truly high-functionality interfaces is Commonsense
knowledge reasoning. In interfaces, Commonsense knowledge can be used to provide
intelligent, personalized, context-sensitive defaults; to adapt the interface to the user’s
expertise, goals, and particulars of a situation, and to provide proactive help. As
mentioned above, Roadie consults a Commonsense knowledge base for goal
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recognition, planning, and debugging. The Open Mind Common Sense effort, which
has been running for more than a decade, is collecting millions of statements of
Commonsense facts [5], and we have developed a large number of applications in
speciﬁc areas, from speech recognition to personalizing browsers and Web procedures
[1], to enable high-functionality personal assistants.
No less a key ingredient is good user interface design. It is necessary to understand
the needs of the user, understand how the user might use the interface to satisfy their
goals, and get continual feedback from users on whether they are willing and able to
learn, understand, and appreciate the functionality.

4 High-Functionality Interaction is End-User Programming
Part of the key to removing these limitations is the realization that the user of a
high-functionality interface is really engaged in what is essentially a programming task.
After all, it’s a computer; and what other way do we have a telling a computer what to
do than to program it? We’re just programming it with natural language (and perhaps
pointing and typing and other modalities) rather than a conventional programming
language. Programming is our high-functionality way of accessing the capabilities of a
computer, and it’s just that to date, we have artiﬁcially imposed on our users the
low-functionality interaction paradigm of command and GUI interfaces.
So, we need some way to do everything that you might do in an interactive
development environment (IDE). We need sequencing. We need functions with
arguments. We need conditionals. We need loops. We need debugging. We even need
capabilities that seem advanced or exotic in programming environments, such as
introspection. AI also has a tradition of working on various kinds of “Automatic
Programming” – generating programs from high-level speciﬁcations. Some work has
also tried to bring together the commonalities between natural language dialog and
programs [10]. Even though there is no conventional programming language, we’re
really doing end-user programming [6].
Justify [2] is an example. It is a high-functionality decision-support system for
online deliberation and argumentation. Arguments are threaded discussions composed
of “points”, each of which has a type that indicates its role in the argument. It provides
automatic summarization at every level, called “assessments”, to emphasize their
contingent nature. The type system is analogous to that of a programming language,
and many programming facilities are provided. It even supports novel AI-style program
generation, in providing a facility for Programming by Example [4] (Fig. 3).
Justify has a total of 4808 interface operations, making it comparable to Photoshop
(whose documentation index contains 4032 entries). While Photoshop has some programming facilities like macros, it doesn’t take its nature is a programming system very
seriously. Justify explicitly provides the programming operations and abstractions
which give it the true generality that a high functionality system should have.
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Fig. 3. The Justify decision support system. It is a hi-fun system for online discussion, but really,
it is a programming environment for decision support. It has a rich type system, and
summarization and decision procedures can be programmed.

5 Learning High-Functionality Interfaces
Further, it’s not enough just to give a user a high-functionality interface. They’ve got to
be able to learn to use it. Today, many high functionality applications fail because
beginning users have a hard time learning them. Some that are successful today are
only that way because they started out as low functionality applications, and people
gradually learned them over time. Photoshop 1.0 was actually a relatively low functionality application, roughly similar to Preview today. Today’s gargantuan Photoshop
is only acceptable because the community transitioned slowly to its increasing capabilities. If Photoshop had been ﬁrst introduced in 2014, most likely it would have been
rejected as too difﬁcult to use!
The AI community has had a tradition of research into Intelligent Tutoring Systems
(ITS), which hold the promise of being able to resolve the paradox of learning a high
functionality system. Contemporary applications seem to have almost given up on the
idea of help systems, after experience showing that conventional help is ineffective or
that users ignore help. But in the new era of high functionality computing we need to
revisit the idea of intelligent tutorials.
We have invented a new kind of interactive tutorial, the steptorial (“stepper tutorial”) [9] that allows a learner to vary the autonomy of the interaction at every
step. A steptorial is a kind of interactive tutorial based on the control structure of a
reversible programming language stepper (Fig. 4).
The idea is that the interface steps necessary to complete the introductory example
are like a “program” (described by English sentences and/or interaction with the
application rather than programming language code). The steptorial allows the user to
step through the example, as a programmer steps through code. The steptorial is
completely reversible. In extending the stepper metaphor beyond its origins in program
debugging, we are enabling learning by end-user debugging of application use-cases.
Not having to choose a ﬁxed level of autonomy in advance means that interactions
can be tailored to the level of expertise of the individual user for that particular part of
the application, supporting different cognitive styles. Depending on the situation at the
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Fig. 4. A steptorial (“stepper tutorial”) for Justify. The user is stepping through a natural
language description of an introductory example. At any point he/she can choose to have the
system perform an operation, try it him/herself, be guided through it step-by-step (Kelleher &
Pausch 2005) [3], or to back up to a previous state.

moment, the user can choose help either in or out of context. Finally, having a variable
level of autonomy reduces the risk, since the user can always go back and choose a
different level of autonomy without any penalty.
Again, we see this work in the AI tradition of Intelligent Tutoring Systems, and
many opportunities arise for trying to better understand user behavior and provide
personalized help.

6 Testing High-Functionality Interfaces
Finally, no discussion of user interface development is complete without attention to
testing. User experience (UX) testers should realize that testing a high-functionality
interface is not the same as testing a low-functionality interface. In low-functionality
interfaces, UX testing may focus on the best way to organize the command set, receive
user input, choose and display interface elements, and aesthetics.
In testing high-functionality interfaces, developers need more high-level feedback
on the adequacy of the functionality, the flexibility and composability of operations, the
learnability for new users, and the effectiveness of personalization to assure efﬁciency
for expert and habitual users. Can users grasp the high functionality that the system can
offer? This doesn’t need to fully happen in the initial encounter; the new user need only
get the sense that there is a world of utility waiting to be discovered. Can the users
understand the essential concepts that will enable them to succeed on a simple but
interesting example in the time plausible for an introductory session? Will they be
enthusiastic about continuing to learn the interface as time goes on? How can the
system communicate these essential concepts and offer assistance when users are
confused or stuck? Does the system take into account different people’s learning styles
when providing help in learning the system?
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7 Conclusion
High functionality interfaces are here to stay, and AI has a lot to contribute to the
development of personalized interface agents that can operate over a broad spectrum of
“application” capabilities that computers, phones, and function-speciﬁc devices can
provide.
Today, some conservative or technophobic users recoil at the ever-growing proliferation of applications, worrying that the increased capability will be plagued by difﬁculty in learning and using interfaces. They blame themselves as being “non-technical”
or too stupid to understand technology, when in fact, the fault is in poor interface design.
Let’s bust the myth that interfaces have to be “simple” and low-functionality to be easy
to use. Human beings are enormously capable, and, at the same time, we have developed
ways of interacting with each other that are effective and pleasurable. We should
demand no less from our technology.
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Abstract. In this work, we investigate the eﬀectiveness of communication strategies in the coordination of cooperative robot teams. Robots
are required to perform search and retrieval tasks, in which they need
to search targets of interest in the environment and deliver them back
to a home base. To study communication strategies in robot teams, we
ﬁrst discuss a case without communication, which is considered as the
baseline, and also analyse various kinds of coordination strategies for
robots to explore and deliver the targets in such a setting. We proceed
to analyse three communication cases, where the robots can exchange
their beliefs and/or goals with one another. Using communicated information, the robots can develop more complicated protocols to coordinate
their activities. We use the Blocks World for Teams (BW4T) as the simulator to carry out experiments, and robots in the BW4T are controlled
by cognitive agents. The team goal of the robots is to search and retrieve
a sequence of colored blocks from the environment. In terms of cooperative teamwork, we have studied two main variations: a variant where all
blocks to be retrieved have the same color (no ordering constraints on
the team goal) and a variant where blocks of various colors need to be
retrieved in a particular order (with ordering constraints). The experimental results show that communication will be particularly helpful to
enhance the team performance for the second variant, and exchanging
more information does not always yield a better team performance.
Keywords: Communication

1

· Multi-robot coordination · Foraging

Introduction

In many practical applications, robots are seldom stand-alone systems but need
to cooperate and collaborate with one another. In this work, we focus on search
and retrieval tasks, which have also been studied in the foraging robot domain
[1–3]. Foraging is a canonical task in studying multi-robot teamwork, in which
the robots need to search targets of interest in the environment and then deliver
them back to a home base. The use of multiple robots may yield signiﬁcant
performance gains compared to the performance of a single robot [1,4]. But
multiple robots may also lead to interference between teammates, which can
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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decrease team performance Therefore, it poses a challenge for a robot teams to
develop eﬀective coordination protocols for realising such performance gains.
We are in particular interested in the role of communication in coordination
protocols and its impact on team performance. In previous work, e.g., [5,6],
it has been reported that more complex communication strategies oﬀer little
beneﬁt over more basic strategies. The messages exchanged in [5] among robots,
however, are very simple, and they only studied a simple foraging task without
ordering constraints on the targets to be collected. As no clear conclusion has
been drawn on what kind of communication is most suitable for robot teams [7],
it is our aim to gain a better understanding of the impact of more advanced
communication strategies where multiple robots can coordinate their behavior
by exchanging their beliefs and/or goals. By communicating beliefs and/or goals,
the robots can create a shared mental model to enhance their team awareness.
In this paper, we want to gain in particular a better understanding of the
role of communication in the search and retrieval tasks with and without ordering
constraints on the team goal. The ﬁrst task without ordering constraints on the
team goal is a simple foraging task that requires the robots to retrieve target
blocks all of the same color, whereas the second task with ordering constraints on
the team goal is a cooperative foraging task that requires the robots to retrieve
blocks of various colors in a particular order. To this end, we ﬁrst analyse a
baseline without communication and then proceed to analyse three diﬀerent
communication conditions where the robots exchange only beliefs, only goals,
and both beliefs and goals. We use the BW4T simulator as the testbed to carry
our experimental study.
The paper is organized as follows. Related work is discussed in Sect. 2.
Section 3 introduces the search and retrieval tasks and the BW4T simulator. In
Sect. 4, we discuss the coordination protocols for the baseline without communication and for three communication cases. The experimental setup is presented
in Sect. 5 and the results are discussed in Sect. 6. Finally, Sect. 7 concludes the
paper.

2

Related Work

Robot foraging tasks have been extensively studied and have in particular resulted in various bio-inspired, swarm-based approaches [2, 3]. In these
approaches, typically, robots minimally interact with one another as in [2], and if
they communicate explicitly, only basic information such as the locations of targets or their own locations are exchanged [8]. Most of this work has studied the
simple foraging task where the targets to be collected are not distinguished, so
the team goal of the robots does not have ordering constraints. Another feature
that distinguishes our setup from most related work on foraging tasks is that we
use an oﬃce-like environment instead of the more usual open area with obstacles. Targets are randomly dispersed in the rooms of the environment, and the
robots initially do not know which room has what kinds of targets. Our interest
is to evaluate the contribution that explicit communication between robots can
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make on the time to complete foraging tasks, and to identify the role of communication in coordinating the more complicated foraging task in which the team
goal has ordering constraints.
In order to enhance team awareness, we follow the work of [9,10], which
claims that shared mental models can improve team performance, but it needs
explicit communication among team members. Most of the current research on
foraging, however, only has implicit communication for robot teams [7]. The
work in [3, 5] studies communication in the simple foraging task without ordering constraints on the team goal and its impact on the completion time of the
task. The work in [5] compares diﬀerent communication conditions where robots
do not communicate, communicate the main behavior that they are executing,
and communicate their target locations. Roughly these conditions map with our
no communication, communicating only beliefs, and communicating only goals,
whereas we also study the case where both beliefs and goals are exchanged. A key
task-related diﬀerence is that having multiple robots process the same targets
speeds up completion of the task in [5], whereas this is not so in our case. As a
result, the use of communicated information is quite diﬀerent as it makes sense
to follow a robot or move directly to the same target location in [5], whereas
this is not true in our setting.
The work in [3] studies the conditions where the robots can only exchange
messages within certain communication ranges or in nest areas (i.e., the rooms
in our case), whereas we do not study the constraints on the communication
range; instead, we focus on the communication content. In this work, we assume
that a robot can send messages to any of its teammates in the environment, and
once a sender robot broadcasts a message, the receiver robots can receive the
message successfully.
Several coordination strategies without explicit communication in foraging
tasks have been studied in [11], which takes into account the avoidance of interference in scalable robot teams. Apart from the size of robot teams, the authors
in [12] consider the size of the environment. In our work, we also use scalable
robot teams to perform foraging tasks in scalable environments in our experimental study. We consider a baseline in which the robots do not explicitly
communicate with one another, but they can still apply various combinational
strategies for exploration and exploitation in performing the foraging tasks. As
robots may easily interfere with each other without communication, these combinational coordination strategies in particular take account of the interference in
multi-robot teams, and we carry out experiments to study which combinational
strategy is the best one for the baseline case.
In this work, we assume that the robots only collide with each other when
they want to occupy the same room at the same time in BW4T, and the robots
can pass through each other in all the hallways. Once a robot has made a decision
to move to a particular room, it can directly calculate the shortest path to that
room. Thus, the multi-robot path planning problem is beyond the scope of this
paper.
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3

Multi-robot Search and Retrieval

General multi-robot teamwork usually consists of multiple subtasks that need
to be accomplished concurrently or in sequence. If a robot wants to achieve a
speciﬁc subtask, it may ﬁrst need to move to the right place where the subtask
can be performed. An example of such teamwork is search and retrieval tasks,
which are motivated by many piratical multi-robot applications such as largescale search and rescue robots [13], deep-sea mining robots [14], etc.
3.1

Search and Retrieval Tasks

Search and retrieval tasks have also been studied in the robot foraging domain,
where the team goal of the robots is to search targets of interest in the environment and then deliver them to a home base. At the beginning of the entire
task, the environment may be known, unknown or partially-known to the robots.
Here the targets of interest correspond to the subtasks of general multi-robot
teamwork, and if they can be delivered to the home base concurrently, then the
team goal does not have ordering constraints; otherwise, all the needed targets
must be collected in the right order.
In this work, the robots do not have prior knowledge about the distribution
of the targets. The robots have the map of the rough locations where the targets
might be, but they have to explore these locations in order to ﬁnd the exact
dispersed targets. For instance, in the context of searching for and rescuing
survivals in a village after an earthquake, even though the robots may have the
map information of the village, they are hardly likely know the precise locations
of the survivals when starting their work. Moreover, due to the limited carrying
capability of robots, we assume that a robot can only carry one target at one
time in this work.
3.2

The Blocks World for Teams Simulator

We simulate the search and retrieval tasks using the Blocks World for Teams
(BW4T1 ) simulator, which is an extension of the classic single agent Blocks
World problem. The BW4T has oﬃce-like environments consisting of rooms in
which colored blocks are randomly distritbuted for each simulation (see Fig. 1).
One or more robots are supposed to search, locate, and retrieve the required
blocks from rooms and return them to a so-called drop-zone.
As indicated at the bottom of the simulator in Fig. 1, required blocks need to
be returned in a speciﬁc order. If all the required blocks have the same color, then
the team goal of the task does not have ordering constraints. Access to rooms
is limited in the BW4T, and at any time at most one robot can be present in a
room or the drop-zone. Robots, moreover, can only carry one block at a time.
The robots have the information about the locations of the rooms, but they do
1

BW4T has been integrated into the agent environments in Goal [15], which can be
found from http://ii.tudelft.nl/trac/goal.
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Fig. 1. The Blocks World for Teams Simulator.

not initially know which blocks are present in which rooms. This knowledge is
obtained for a particular room by a robot when it visits that room. Each robot,
moreover, is informed of the complete required blocks and its teammates at the
start of a simulation. Robots in BW4T can be controlled by agents written in
Goal [15], the agent programming language that we have used for implementing
and evaluating the team coordination strategies discussed in this paper. Goal
also facilitates communication among the agents.
While interacting with the BW4T environment, each robot gets various percepts that allow it to keep track of the current environment state. Whenever a
robot arrives at a place, in a room, or near a block, it will receive a corresponding percept, i.e., at(PlaceID), in(RoomID) or atBlock(BlockID). A robot also
receives percepts about its state of movement (traveling, arrived, or collided),
and, if so, which block the robot is holding. Blocks are identiﬁed by a unique ID
and a robot in a room can perceive which blocks of what color are in that room
by receiving percepts of the form color(BlockID,ColorID).

4

Coordination Protocols

A coordination protocol for search and retrieval tasks consists of three main
strategies: deployment, subtask allocation and destination selection strategies.
The deployment strategy determines the starting positions of the robots. In our
settings, all robots start in front of the drop-zone, so we will not further discuss
this strategy in our coordination protocols. The subtask allocation strategy determines which target blocks the robots should aim for. Once a robot has decided to
retrieve a particular target, it needs to choose a room to move towards so that
it can get such a target. The destination selection strategy determines which
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rooms the robots should move towards, consisting of exploration and exploitation sub-strategies that are used for exploring the environment and exploiting
the knowledge obtained during the execution of the entire task.
We will ﬁrst investigate a baseline without any communication and set it
as the performance standard that we want to improve upon by adding various
communication strategies. And then we are particularly interested in whether,
and, if so, how much performance gain can be realised by communicating only
beliefs, only goals, and both beliefs and goals.
4.1

Baseline: No Communication

In the baseline, although the robots do not explicitly communicate with one
another, they can still obtain some information about their teamwork because
the robots may interfere with each other in their shared workspace. Without
communication, for the subtask allocation all the robots will aim for the currently
needed block until it is delivered to the drop-zone. But for destination selection,
the exploration and exploitation sub-strategies can ensure that they will not visit
rooms more often than needed (as far as possible), and basically that knowledge
is exploited whenever the opportunity arises (i.e., a robot is greedy and will start
collecting a known block that is the closest one and has the needed color).
In the baseline, we have identiﬁed four dimensions of variation: which room
a robot initially will visit, how a robot uses knowledge obtained about another
robot through interference, how it selects a (next) room to visit, and what a
robot will do when holding a block that is not needed now but needed later.
Initial Room Selection. At the beginning of the task, a robot has to choose a
room to explore since it does not have any information about the dispersed blocks
in the environment. One possible option labeled (1a) is to choose a random room
without considering any distance information. Assuming that k robots initially
select a room to visit from n available rooms, the probability that each robot
chooses a diﬀerent room to visit is P , and the probability that collisions may
occur in the team is Pc = 1 − P . Then we can know:

n!
k , k ≤ n,
(1)
P = (n−k)!·n
0
, k > n.
This gives, for instance, a probability of 9.38 % that 4 robots select diﬀerent
initial rooms from 4 available rooms, which drops to only 1.81 % for 8 robots
performing in the environment with 10 rooms. Working as a team, robots
are expected to have as few collisions as possible, and we use Pc to reduce
the likelihood that robots may collide with each other. For example, suppose
we want the likelihood of collisions for k = 4 robots to be less than 5 %, then
we need n > 119. This tells us that it is virtually impossible to avoid collisions
without communication in large robot teams as a very large number of rooms
would be required then.
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A second option labeled (1b) is to choose the nearest room, which means
that the robot will take account of the distance from its current location to the
room’s location. In this case, almost all robots will choose the same initial room
given that they all start exploring from more or less the same location according
to the deployment strategy in our settings.
Visited by Teammates. Another issue concerns how a robot should use the
knowledge about a collision with its teammates. A collision occurs when a robot
is trying to enter a room but fails to do so because the room is already occupied
by one of its teammates. The ﬁrst option labeled (2a) is to ignore this information. That simply means that the fact that the room is currently being visited
by the teammate has no eﬀect on the behavior of the robot.
The second option labeled (2b) is to take this information into account. The
idea is to exploit the fact that the robot, even though it still does not know what
blocks are in the room, believes that the team knows what is inside the room.
Intuitively, there is no urgent need anymore to visit this room therefore. The
robot thus will delay visiting this particular room and assign a higher priority
to visiting other rooms. Only if there is nothing more useful to do, a robot then
would consider visiting this room again.
Next Room Selection. If a robot does not ﬁnd a block it needs in a room, it
has to decide which room to explore next. The available options for this problem
are very similar to those for the initial room selection but the situation may
actually be quite diﬀerent as the robots will have moved and most of the time
will not locate at more or less the same position anymore. In addition, some
rooms have already been visited, which means there are less options available to
a robot to select from in this case.
One option labeled (3a) is to randomly choose a room from the rooms that
have not yet been visited, and a second one labeled (3b) is to visit the room
nearest to the robot’s current position. It is not upfront clear which strategy
will perform better. If the robots very systematically visit rooms, because they
all start from the same location, this will most likely increase interference. The
issue is somewhat similar to the initial room selection problem as it is not clear
whether it is best to minimize distance traveled (i.e., choose the nearest room)
or to minimize interference (i.e., choose a random room).
Holding a Block Needed Later. When the robots are required to collect
blocks of various color with ordering constraints, this issue concerns what to do
when a robot is holding a block that is not needed now but is needed later. For
instance, robot Alice is delivering a red block to the drop-zone because it believes
that the current needed target should be a red one. If robot Bob completes the
subtask of retrieving a red block before Alice moves to the drop-zone, and the
remaining required targets still need a red block in the future, then Alice comes
to this situation.
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One option labeled (4a) is to wait in front of the drop-zone, and then enter
the drop-zone and drop the block when it is needed. The waiting time depends
on how long it will take before the block that the robot is holding will be needed.
A second option labeled (4b) is to drop the block in the nearest room. Since the
waiting time in the ﬁrst option is uncertain, it might be better to store the block
in a room where it can be picked up again later if needed and invest time now
rather in retrieving blocks that are needed now.
In the baseline case, each dimension discussed above has two options, so we
can at most have 16 combinational strategies, some of which can be eliminated for
the experimental study (see Sect. 5). We will investigate the best combinational
strategy of the baseline, and then we take it as the performance standard to
compare with the communication cases.
4.2

Communicating Robot Teams

In decentralized robot teams, there are no central manager or any shared database, for example, in distributed robot teams, so the robots have to explicitly
exchange messages to keep track of the progress of their teamwork. In the communication cases, we mainly focus on the communication content in terms of
beliefs and goals, and the robots use those shared information enhance team
awareness. Since the robots can be better informed about their teammates in
comparison with the baseline case, they can have more sophisticated coordination protocols concerning subtask allocation and destination selection.
Constructing Shared Mental Models. By communicating beliefs with one
another, robots can be informed about what other robots have observed in
the environment and where they are. Messages about beliefs are diﬀerentiated
by the indicative operator “:” from those about goals, whose type is indicated by
the imperative operator “!” in Goal agent programming language. In this work,
the robots exchange the following messages in respect of beliefs with associated
meaning listed:
– :block(BlockID, ColorID, RoomID) means block BlockID of color ColorID
is in room RoomID,
– :holding(BlockID) means the message sender robot is holding block
BlockID,
– :in(RoomID) means the message sender robot is in room RoomID, and
– :at( DropZone ) means the message sender robot is at the drop-zone.
Each of the messages listed above can also be negated to represent. For example,
when a robot leaves a room, it will inform the other robots that it is not in the
room using the negated message :not(in(RoomID)). Upon receiving a negated
message, a robot will remove the corresponding belief from its belief base.
A robot sends the ﬁrst message to its teammates when entering room RoomID
and getting the percept of color(BlockID,ColorID). Note that only this message does not implicitly refer to the sending robot, and therefore except for the
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Fig. 2. Constructing a shared mental model via communicating beliefs and/or goals.

ﬁrst message type, a robot who receives a message will also associate the name
of the sender with the message. For instance, if robot Chris receives a message
in( RoomC1 in) from robot Bob, Chris will insert in( Bob , RoomC1 ) into its
belief base (see Fig. 2).
By communicating goals with one another, robots can be informed about
what other robots are planning to do. Robots exchange the following messages
in respect of goals with associated meaning listed:
– !holding(BlockID) means the message sender robot wants to hold block
BlockID,
– !in(RoomID) means the message sender robot wants to be in room RoomID,
and
– !at( DropZone ) means the message sender robot wants to be at the dropzone.
Negated versions of goal messages indicate that previously communicated goals
are no longer pursued and have been dropped by the sender. All goal messages
received are associated with the sender who sent the message and stored or
removed as expected (e.g., see Fig. 2).
As we assume that the robots are cooperative, and they communicate with
each other truthfully, the received messages can be used to update their own
beliefs and goals. Algorithm 1 shows the main decision making process of an
individual robot: how the robot updates its own mental states and at the same
time shares them with its teammates for constructing a shared mental model. In
its decision making process, the robot ﬁrst handles new environmental percepts
(line 2–5), and then uses received messages to update its own mental states (line
6–8). Based on the updated mental states, the robot can decide whether some
dated goals should be dropped (line 9–12) and whether, and, if so, what, new
goals can be adopted to execute (line 13–16). When the robot has obtained new
percepts about its environment and itself or has adopted or dropped a goal, it
will also inform its teammates (line 4, 11 and 15).
As shown in Fig. 2, when decentralized robot teams construct such a shared
mental model via communicating belief and goal messages discussed above, even
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Algorithm 1. Main decision making process of an individual robot.
1: while entire task has not been ﬁnished do
2:
if new percepts then
3:
update own belief base, and
4:
send message “:percepts”.
5:
end if
6:
if receive new messages then
7:
update own belief base and goal base.
8:
end if
9:
if some goals are dated and useless then
10:
drop them from own goal base, and
11:
send messages “!not(goals)”.
12:
end if
13:
if new goals are applicable then
14:
adopt them in own goal base, and
15:
send messages “!(goals)”.
16:
end if
17:
execute actions.
18: end while

though they do not have any shared database or centralised manager, they could
fully know each other as what they can know in a centralised team. Therefore,
such a shared mental model can enable the robots to have more sophisticated
coordination protocols.
Subtask Allocation and Destination Selection Strategies. By just communicating belief messages, there is quite a bit of potential to avoid interference
since a robot will inform its teammates when entering a room. More interestingly,
it is even possible to avoid duplication of eﬀort because a robot can also obtain
what block should be picked up next from the information about the blocks that
are being delivered by teammates. Robot use the shared beliefs to coordinate
their activities for subtask allocation (see item 3 and 4) and destination selection
(see item 1 and 2) as follows:
1. A robot will not visit a room for exploration purposes anymore if it has
already been explored by a team member;
2. A robot will not adopt a goal to go to a room (or the drop-zone) that is
currently occupied by another robot;
3. A robot will not adopt a goal to hold a block if another robot is already holding
that block (which may occur when another robot beats the ﬁrst robot to it);
4. A robot will infer which of the blocks that are required are already being
delivered from the information about the blocks that its teammates are holding and will use this to adopt a goal to collect the next block that is not yet
picked up and is still to be delivered.
By just communicating goal messages, the robots can also coordinate the
activities to avoid, as in the case of sharing only beliefs, interference and dupli-
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cation of eﬀort. Whereas it is clear that a robot should not want to hold a block
that is being held by another robot, it is not clear per se that a robot should not
want to hold a block if another already wants to hold it. The focus of our work
reported here, however, is not on negotiating options between robots. Instead,
we have used a “ﬁrst-come ﬁrst-serve” policy here, and the shared goals can
be used for subtask allocation (see item 2 and 3) and destination selection (see
item 1) as follows:
1. A robot will not adopt a goal to go to a room (or the drop-zone) that another
robot already wants to be in,
2. A robot will not adopt a goal to hold a block that another robot already
wants to hold, and
3. A robot will infer which of the blocks that are required will be delivered from
the information about goals to hold a block from its teammates and will use
this to adopt a goal to collect the next block that is not yet planned to be
picked up and is still to be delivered.
It should be noted that the diﬀerence between item 3 listed above for the use
of goal messages and that of item 4 listed above for the use of belief messages is
rather subtle. Whereas the information about goals is an indication of what is
planned to happen in the near future, the information about beliefs represents
what is going on right now. It will turn out that the potential additional gain
that can be achieved from the third rule for goals above, because the information
is available before the actual fact takes place, is rather limited. Still, we have
found that because the information about what is planned to happen in the
future precedes the information about what actually is happening, it is possible
to almost completely remove interferences between robots.
As the robots are decentralized and have their own decision processes, even
though they use ﬁrst-come ﬁrst-serve policy to compete for subtasks and destinations, it may happen that they make decisions in a synchronous manner.
For instance, both robot Alice and Bob may adopt a goal to explore the same
room at the same time, which indeed does not violate the ﬁrst protocol of shared
goals when they make such a decision but may actually lead to an interference
situation. In order to prevent such ineﬃciency, in our coordination protocols the
robots can also drop goals that have already been adopted so that they can stop
corresponding actions that are being executed. For example, a robot can drop a
goal to enter a room if it ﬁnds that another robot also wants to enter that room.
Apart from this reason, some dated goals should also be removed from the goal
base. For example, a robot should drop a goal of retrieving a block if it does
not have the currently needed color any more. As can be seen in Algorithm 1, a
robot will check dated and useless goals and then drop them (see see line 9–12)
in its decision making process.
When robots communicate both beliefs and goals, the coordination protocol
combines the rules listed above for belief and goal messages. For example, a robot
will not adopt a goal of going to a room if the room is occupied now or another
robot already wants to enter it. Similarly, a robot will not adopt a goal to hold a
block if the block is already being held by another robot or another robot already
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wants to hold it. In the case of communicating both beliefs and goals, as the
robots should have more complete information about each other, in comparison
with the cases of communicating only beliefs and only goals, so they are expected
to achieve more additional gains with regard to interference and duplication of
eﬀort. But it should be noted that since all the robots have much knowledge to
avoid interference, they may need to frequently change their selected destinations
or to choose farther rooms, which may result in an increase in the walking time. In
our experiments, we will investigate how much performance gain can be realised
in these three communication cases.

5
5.1

Experimental Design
Data Collection

All the experiments are performed in the BW4T simulator in Goal. We have
collected data on a number of diﬀerent items in our experiments. The main
performance measure, i.e., time-to-complete, has been measured for all runs. In
order to gain more detailed insight into the eﬀort needed to ﬁnish the task,
we have collected data on duplicated eﬀort that gives some insight into both the
eﬀectiveness of the strategy as well as in the complexity of the tasks. Duplication
can be obtained by keeping track of the number of blocks that are dropped by
the robots without contributing to the team goal.
Each time when two robots collide, i.e., one robot tries to enter a room
occupied by another, is also logged. The total number of interference provides
an indication of the level of coordination within the team. Finally, to obtain a
measure of the cost involved in communication in multi-robot teams, the number
of exchanged messages is also counted. A distinction is made between messages
about the beliefs and messages about goals.
5.2

Experimental Setup

There are many variations in setup that one would like to run in order to gain as
much insight as possible into the impact of various factors on the performance
Table 1. Baseline instances based on coordination protocols.
Team size Single robot Multiple robots
Team goal Either

Blocks of same color Blocks of random color

Instances

i
ii
iii
iv
v

i
ii
iii
iv

(1a,3a)
(1a,3b)
(1b,3a)
(1b,3b)

(1a,2a,3a)
(1a,2b,3a)
(1a,2b,3b)
(1b,2a,3a)
(1b,2b,3a)

i
ii
iii
iv
v

(1a,2a,3a,4a)
(1a,2a,3a,4b)
(1a,2b,3a,4a)
(1a,2b,3a,4b)
(1a,2b,3b,4a)

vi
vii
viii
ix
x

(1a,2b,3b,4b)
(1b,2a,3a,4a)
(1b,2a,3a,4b)
(1b,2b,3a,4a)
(1b,2b,3a,4b)
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of a team. Since we want to understand the relative speed up of teams compared
to a single robot to measure the eﬀectiveness of various of our coordination
protocols, we need to run simulations with a single robot. For multiple robots,
we have used team sizes of 5 and 10. We also consider the factor of robots’
environmental size, and we use maps of 12 rooms and 24 rooms.
In our experiments, the robots are required to retrieve 10 blocks from their
environments where there are total 30 blocks that are randomly distributed for
each simulation, but there are two diﬀerent tasks. Recall that the ﬁrst task does
not have ordering constraints on the team goal and the robots retrieve block of
the same color, which is relatively simple and similar to the tasks that many
researchers have addressed in the robot foraging domain. Comparatively, the
second task is more complicated and is a cooperative foraging task that has
ordering constraints on the team goal, requiring the robots to retrieve blocks of
various colors. In order to so, in each run, BW4T simulator randomly generates
a sequence of blocks of various colors, so the team goal is to collected blocks of
random colors in the right order.
We list the baseline instances in Table 1 based on the combinational strategies
used by the robots. A single robot’s behavior is relatively simple because it does
not need to consider interference with other robots, and duplicated eﬀort will
never occur. Although there are 4 dimensions in baseline strategies, a single
robot only needs to consider the ﬁrst and the third dimension with regards to
initial room selection and next room selection, respectively. Accordantly, the
single robot case has 4 setups in each environmental condition. For instance, we
use S(iii) in Sect. 6 to indicate the strategy combining (1b, 3a).
When multiple robots participate in the tasks, there are more combinations
based on the strategies that the robots may use. As baseline has four dimensions,
each of which has two options, we can get at most 16 combinational strategies.
Although we cannot directly ﬁgure out which combinational strategy is the best
one without experiments, we can still eliminate several choices that are apparently inferior to the other ones.
One issue occurs when the strategy combines (2a) and (3b). In case a robot
wants to go to room A but one of its teammates arrives earlier, the robot will then
reconsider but select the same room again because it will select the nearest room
based on the strategy. This behavior will result in very ineﬃcient performance,
so we can eliminate those choices combining (2a) and (3b). Another issue arises
when a choice combines (1b) and (3b), which will make robots cluster together as
they more or less start from the same location, and then they always try to visit
the nearest rooms. A cluster of robots will cause ineﬃciency and interference, so
we can further eliminate those choices combining (1b) and (3b). As a result, for
the second task, we have 10 setups as shown in Table 1 and, for example, we use
MR (iii) in Sect. 6 to indicate the strategy combining (1a,2b,3a,4a).
When the robots perform the ﬁrst task, as all the required blocks have the
same color, the fourth dimension does not make sense because any holding block
can contribute to the team goal until the task is ﬁnished. Therefore, we can
eliminate this dimension and ﬁnally have 5 setups left for this task, and we
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use MS (iii) in Sect. 6 to indicate the strategy combining (1a,2b,3b). For the
communication cases, we have three setups, communicating only beliefs, only
goals, and both beliefs and goals, in each environmental condition. Each setup
has been run for 50 times to reduce variance and ﬁlter out random eﬀects in our
experiments.

6
6.1

Results
Baseline Performance

Figures 3 and 4 show the performance of the various strategies for the baseline
on the horizontal axis and the four diﬀerent conditions related to team size and
room numbers on the vertical axis. This results show that the relation between
team size and environment size has an important eﬀect on the team performance
that also relies on which combinational coordination strategy is used.
Statistically, the performance of the combinational strategies does not signiﬁcantly diﬀer from any of the others. Even so, from Fig. 3 we can see that the
strategy MS (iii) on average performs better than any of the other ones and has
minimal variance which is why we choose this strategy as our baseline to compare with the communication cases. This strategy combines options (1a) which
initially selects a room randomly, option (2b) which uses information from collisions with other robots to avoid duplication of eﬀort, and option (3b) which
selects the nearest room to go to next. Interestingly, this strategy does not minimize interference. This is because if the robots do not communicate with one
another, using the option to go to the nearest rooms for the next room selection,
i.e., option (3b), increases the likelihood of selecting the same room at the same
time and causes interference.
Similarly, from the data shown in Fig. 4, it follows that strategy MR (v) on
average takes the minimum time-to-complete the second task and again its variance is also less than those of the other strategies. This strategy combines options
(1a), (2b), (3b) and (4a). It thus is an extension of the best strategy MS (iii) for
the ﬁrst task in Fig. 3 with option (4a) which means that robots wait in front

Fig. 3. Baseline performance for the ﬁrst task (i.e., team goal without ordering constraints).
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Fig. 4. Baseline performance for the second task (i.e., team goal with ordering constraints) & Speedup.

of the drop-zone if they hold a block that is needed later. We can conclude that
even though sometimes option (4a) makes the robots idle away and stop in front
of the drop-zone with a block that is needed later, it is more economical than
the idea of storing the block in the nearest room so that it can be picked up
again later.
6.2

Speedup with Multiple Robots

Balch [5] introduced a speedup measurement, which is used to investigate to
what extent multiple robots in comparison with a single robot can speed up
a task. We have plotted the performance of the best strategies for single and
multiple robot cases to analyse the speedup of various team sizes in Fig. 4(d).
The results show that doubling a robot team does not double its performance.
For example, 5 robots take 27.26 s on average to complete the second task in
12 rooms, but 10 robots on average need 26.88 s. We therefore conclude that
speedup obtained by using more robots is sub-linear, which is consistent with
the results reported in [5].
In order to better understand the relation between speedup and the strategies we have proposed, we can inspect Fig. 4(a) again. We can see that speedup
depends on the strategy that is used. One particular fact that stands out is
that the time-to-complete for the odd numbered strategies in Fig. 4(a) is similar for 5 and 10 robots that are exploring 12 rooms (we ﬁnd no statistically
signiﬁcant diﬀerence). We can conclude that adding more robots does not nec-
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Fig. 5. Performance measures for diﬀerent communication conditions.

essarily increase team performance because more robots may also bring about
more interference among the robots. We can also see in Fig. 4(b) that it is quite
clear that the average numbers of interference in 5 and 10 robots exploring 12
rooms are signiﬁcantly diﬀerent. Thus, more interference makes the robots take
more time to complete the task, but it also depends on the strategies. It follows
that using more robots only increases the performance of a team if the right team
strategy is used. It is more diﬃcult to explain the fact that both interference
and duplication of eﬀort are lower for the odd-numbered strategies than for the
even-numbered ones. It turns out that the diﬀerence relates to option 4 where
robots in all odd-numbered strategies wait in front of the drop-zone if a block is
needed later. In a smaller sized environment, adding more robots in the second
task means also adding more waiting time which in this particular case cancels
out any speedup that one might have expected.
6.3

Communication Performance

Figure 5 shows the results that we obtained for the performance measures for
the communication conditions we study here. First, we can see in Fig. 5(a) that
communication is much more useful in the second task than the ﬁrst one. When
5 robots operate in the 12 rooms environment, communicating beliefs yields a
34.15 % gain compared to the no communication case for the ﬁrst task whereas
it yields a 44.5 % gain in the second task. It is also clear from Fig. 5(a) that
communication yields more predictable performance as the variance in each of
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the communication conditions is signiﬁcantly less than that without communication. Recall that the second task requires robots to retrieve blocks in a particular
order, and thus we can conclude that when a multi-robot task consists of multiple subtask that need to be achieved with ordering constraints, communication
will be particulary helpful to enhance team performance.
Second, though communicating beliefs is more costly than communicating
goals in terms of messages, the resulting performance of time-to-complete is signiﬁcantly better when communicating only beliefs compared to the performance
when only goals are communicated. For example, Fig. 5(a) and (d) show that
when 5 robots only communicate beliefs, the team takes 15.13 s and sends 318
messages on average to complete the second task in the 12 rooms environment
while only communicating goals takes the same team 22.23 s and 288 messages.
This is because communicating beliefs can inform robots about what blocks
have been found by teammates, and the environment can become known for
all the robots sooner than the case of communicating goals, which can save the
exploration time.
Third, the communication of goals yields a signiﬁcantly higher decrease in
interference compared to communicating beliefs. For instance, communicating
goals eliminated 91.56 % of the interference present in the no communication
condition compared to only 61.6 % when communicating beliefs for 10 robots that
perform the second task in 12 rooms. This is because communicating goals can
inform a robot about what its teammates want to go, so it can choose a diﬀerent
room as its destination. Comparatively, a robot only inform its teammates when
entering a room in the case of communicating beliefs, which cannot eﬀectively
prevent other teammates clustering together in front of this room. On the other
hand, the communication of goals does not signiﬁcantly decrease duplication
of eﬀort as shown in Fig. 5(c). There is a simple explanation of this fact: even
though a robot knows which blocks its teammates want to handle in this case, it
does not know what color these blocks have if it did not observe the block itself
before. This lack of information about the color of the blocks makes it impossible
to avoid duplication of eﬀort in that case.
A somewhat surprising observation is that though communicating only beliefs
or only goals would never negatively impact performance, communicating both
of them does not always yield a better performance than just communicating
beliefs. T-tests show that there is no signiﬁcant diﬀerence between communicating only beliefs and communicating both beliefs and goals with regards to
time-to-complete. The reason is that when the robots share both beliefs and
goals, they are even better informed about what their teammates are doing,
which allows them to reduce interference even more. We can see in Fig. 5(b)
that communicating both beliefs and goals can ensure that the robots do not
collide with each other anymore. However, this more careful behavior though not
often but still sometimes results in a robot choosing rooms that are farther away
on average in order to avoid collisions with teammates, which may increases the
time to complete the entire task.
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Conclusions

In this paper, we presented various coordination protocols for cooperative multirobot teams performing search and retrieval tasks, and we compared the performance of a baseline case without communication with the cases with various
communication strategies. We performed extensive experiments using the BW4T
simulator to investigate how various factors, but most importantly how the content of communication, impacts the performance of robot teams in such tasks
with or without ordering constraints on the team goal. A key insight from our
work is that communication is able to improve performance more in the task with
ordering constraints on the team goal than the one without ordering constraints.
At the same time, however, we also found that communicating more does not
always yield better team performance in multi-robot teams because more robots
will increase the likelihood of interference that depends on what coordination
strategy the robots have used. This suggests that we need to further improve our
understanding of factors that inﬂuence team performance in order to be able to
design appropriate coordination protocols.
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Abstract. In the context of wholesale electricity markets, agent-based
models have shown to be an appealing approach. Given its ability to
adequately model interrelated markets with its main players and considering detailed data, agent-based models have already provided valuable
insights in related research questions, e.g. about adequate regulatory
frameworks. In this paper, an agent-based model with an application
to the German and French market area is presented. The model is able
to analyze short-term as well as long-term eﬀects in electricity markets.
It simulates the hourly day-ahead market with limited interconnection
capacities between the regarded market areas and determines the market outcome as well as the power plant dispatch. Yearly, each agent has
the possibility to invest in new conventional capacities which e.g. allows
assessing security of supply related questions in future years. Furthermore, the model can be used for participatory simulations where humans
take the place of the models agents. In order to adapt to the ongoing
changes in electricity markets, e.g. due to the rise of renewable energies and the integration of European electricity markets, the model is
constantly developed further. Future extensions include amongst others
the implementations of an intraday market as well as the integration of
additional market areas.
Keywords: Agent-based simulation · Economic agent models
Electricity markets · Multi-agent systems

1

·

Introduction

Todays liberalized wholesale electricity markets are generally considered to be
highly complex systems. This is due to, among other things, the speciﬁc characteristics of the commodity electricity (e.g. instantaneous balancing of supply
and demand, limited storability) and the fact that electricity can only be transported by a transmission grid with limited capacities. Other factors that increase
the complexity are the various interrelated markets where electricity or related
products can be traded (e.g. day-ahead market, future market) and the inﬂuence
of other volatile markets such as the market for carbon emission allowances.
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One important aspect of electricity systems is the reliability which should be
ensured at all times. In liberalized European markets electricity generation companies are not obliged to invest in new power plants. Consequently, electricity
markets need to be designed in such a way that there are suﬃcient incentives
for adequate investments. The currently often discussed concept to ensure reliability in Europe is called energy only because power plant operators generate
their proﬁts mainly from the produced energy but are not compensated for only
providing generation capacity that ensures reliability.
In Germany and several other European countries the spot market for electricity, in particular the day-ahead market auctions organized by electricity
exchanges, plays an important role as it provides a market place to sell or buy
electricity and its price serves as a reference for other markets (e.g. future markets, bilateral contracts). In addition, reserve markets are implemented to ensure
the short-term reliability of the electricity system.
Two important developments currently altering the economics of European electricity markets are the increasing electricity generation from renewable energy sources and the European market integration. While for a long time
mainly nuclear, coal and oil power plants had been installed in Europe, governments have recognized the decarbonisation potential of the electricity sector and
there has been a continuous trend to move towards renewables and gas. Specifically, the introduction of the European Union Emissions Trading System and
the creation of various policy programs to support the use of renewable energy
sources have contributed to this development.
However, the feed-in of electricity generated from photovoltaic and wind
power poses challenges to the electricity markets in their current form because in
comparison with thermal power plants the generation from these sources is neither projectable nor exactly predictable and typically enjoys a guaranteed feed-in
and compensation, respectively. Consequently, operators of conventional power
plants are faced with another source of uncertainty that needs to be considered within the unit commitment problem, where an optimal balance of demand
and supply under the various technical constraints of the power plants is to be
determined. After determining the day-ahead operation schedule, the intraday
market, where electricity can be traded at short notice, oﬀers a possibility to
adjust the schedule based on updated information, e.g. forecast of renewable
generation. The intraday market is likely to gain importance in the next years,
as the generation from renewable energy sources is expected to further increase.
Another important development in the electricity market is that the current borders of the national markets are subject to change; there are ongoing
eﬀorts to achieve a single European market. One aspect thereof is the implementation of market-based mechanisms to allocate limited cross-border capacities between European countries. The Central Western Europe (CWE) Market Coupling between Germany, France, Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxemburg serves as one of the most prominent examples. Market coupling maximizes
social welfare, leads to price convergence and helps to balance diﬀerent supply
and demand situation in the interconnected market areas. The integration of
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markets is a matter-of-fact, thus inﬂuencing market prices and proﬁtability of
power plants in Europe.
Given the electricity systems complexity the relevant actors rely on diﬀerent
types of models for decision support. For instance, models are used by regulatory entities to analyse questions related to market design which is necessary to
guarantee system reliability on diﬀerent levels. Similarly, generation companies
rely on electricity market models, for example, in order to examine investment
cases. Naturally, market changes need to be reﬂected appropriately in modelling
techniques.
In this paper, the main elements of the detailed bottom-up agent-based simulation model PowerACE are described and current extensions to adjust the
model to relevant electricity market developments are presented. The aims of
this paper are to present a comprehensive overview of the PowerACE modelling
framework for electricity markets and how it can be applied to diﬀerent research
questions.
The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 provides a brief overview of the
diﬀerent types of electricity market models and shows the general suitability of
agent-based simulation in the context of electricity markets. In Sect. 3, the models main elements with a focus on agents and markets are described. Exemplary
results are presented in Sect. 4. Finally, Sect. 5 concludes with a summary and
an outlook.

2

Models for Electricity Markets

The models used for electricity markets can be classiﬁed into several categories.
[14] identify three major categories in electricity market modelling: optimization models, equilibrium models and simulation models. Distinguishing features include the mathematical structure, market representation, computational
tractability and main applications.
While in Europe the liberalization of electricity markets started in 1996, electricity market models developed beforehand had been mostly optimizing models
incorporating the perspective of a single planner, i.e. the government. Through
the liberalization, the integration of a market perspective in models has gained
importance, which brought forth the development of alternative models such as
agent-based models that are able to adequately represent the current market situation where not one central decision maker is found, but several market players
pursue their individual goals. In general, agent-based models which have been
developed in quite diﬀerent disciplines can provide a ﬂexible environment which
allows considering inter alia learning eﬀects, imperfect competition including
strategic behaviour and asymmetric information among market participants [13].
Nowadays, there exists a large number of agent-based electricity market models. Depending on the research focus, the models in the literature will diﬀer from
each other with respect to various criteria.
Each agent-based model features a certain agent deﬁnition and architecture
which can include several dimensions. In the ﬁrst place, it is essential to deﬁne
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conceptually what the agent represents in the model. In the ﬁeld of Agent-based
Computational Economics (ACE) agents generally are deﬁned as having a set
of data and pre-deﬁned behavioural rules within a computationally constructed
world [13]. Agent architecture includes the design of speciﬁc agent decision models including adaptive learning algorithms. Market modelling is another large
building block of agent-based models. Given the complex nature of electricity
wholesale markets and the electricity supply chain, diﬀerent types of horizontally and vertically integrated markets exist. In order to analyse the existing
interrelations between markets, one has to consider these markets with respect
to their speciﬁc clearing rules. Depending on the spatial coverage of the model,
coupling of interconnected areas might be considered as well. Similarly, agentbased models diﬀer with regard to the time resolution as well as time scale of the
simulation. The latter aspects includes, for instance, whether short-term behaviour (e.g. spot market bidding strategies) and long-term aspects (e.g. investment
decisions) are jointly considered. Another important aspect of electricity market
models is the representation of the electricity systems technical constraints (e.g.
techno-economic aspects of generation units, grid constraints.
Three comprehensive review papers showing the large body of agent-based
models for electricity markets and their distinctive features are provided by
[8,12,15]. These literature reviews contain a comparison of the diﬀerent existing
models including the model presented in this paper.
Generally, having an integrated agent and market perspective, as well as a
high degree of ﬂexibility, agent-based simulation models can be used for detailed
analyses of electricity markets and interactions therein. Potential applications
include market power analysis or market design studies while considering the
feed-in from renewable energy sources and integrated markets with respect to
products, time and region.

3
3.1

PowerACE Model
Model Overview

The development of the PowerACE model started in 2004 and since then the
model has been continuously extended and applied to various research questions.
The subject of modelling is the electricity wholesale market which is simulated for each hour of a year. Originally, the model was designed for the German
market area. However, Europes electricity markets are all liberalized and set up
according to the same fundamental principles. That is why PowerACE can be
used to simulate other European market areas as well. Market areas are interpreted as one object in the programming environment featuring diﬀerent market
elements, agents and input data. In order to simulate diﬀerent market areas, the
respective object is instantiated repeatedly.
One of the key features of the model is the integration of both short-term
market developments and long-term capacity expansion planning. Thereby, interactions and feedback loops between short-term and long-term output decisions
are considered. Decisions regarding the expansion of capacity, i.e. whether to
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install a new power plant are inﬂuenced by current and future developments in
the daily electricity trading as the main source of income and vice versa.
The key modules are markets, electricity supply, electricity demand and regulatory aspects. The main players participating in the wholesale electricity market are modelled individually; small companies are represented in an aggregated
form. Diﬀerent types of market participants are modelled as diﬀerent types of
agents. Each agent takes over certain roles, makes decisions based on speciﬁed
functions and either takes part in or sets rules for a respective market. A simpliﬁed overview of the model structure with two market areas is given in Fig. 1.

Market Area 2
Results
Market Coupling

Capacity

All Bids

Results

Market Area 1
Results

Forward Market
Results

Investment
Planner

All
Bids

Day-ahead
Market
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Supply
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Power Plants

Legend:

Market

Sell Bid
Bid

Database

Agent

Other Bidders

Information Flow

Fig. 1. Simpliﬁed structure of the PowerACE model.

In the following sections, the focus is set on the supply side, i.e. on generation
companies which have to decide on the short-term operation of their existing
power plants and on the investment in new ones.
3.2

Short-Term Bidding on Electricity Markets

The short-term operation of power plants is determined by the SupplyBidder
agent. The agent evaluates the diﬀerent markets where energy or capacity of
thermal power plants can be oﬀered and determines the operation schedule and
dispatch of the plants. Within PowerACE the day-ahead market is the main spot
market. In accordance with the current situation in Central Western Europe,
every SupplyBidder daily submits for each available power plant electricity
supply bids to the day-ahead market. Besides for thermal power plants, also
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supply bids for generation from renewable energy sources, e.g. wind or biomass,
are regarded. Since pumped-storage units can produce or consume electricity,
they submit either buy or sell bids. The same applies to the electricity exchange
with market areas which are not explicitly modelled. After receiving the bids
the DayAheadMarketAuctioneer determines a uniform price for each hour of
the next day considering all submitted supply and demand bids.
SupplyBidders are faced with an economic optimization problem, where the
oﬀered volume and price of their power plants needs to be determined and which
is solved in several steps. Firstly, the available capacity Pi,d of a power plant i
on a day d needs to be determined. Power plants may not be available at all for
a given day due to unexpected issues, e.g. start-up failure, or expected reasons,
e.g. maintenance. Since power plants act on other markets (e.g. reserve market)
as well, the reserved capacity Pr,i,d for these markets is not available anymore for
the day-ahead market bidding and needs to be subtracted from the net electrical
capacity Pnet,i :

Pnet,i − Pr,i,d if plant i is available on day d
Pi,d =
(1)
0
otherwise
Secondly, the bid price is calculated. It consists of three elements: variable
costs, start-up costs and a potential mark-up. Variable costs cvar,i,d represent
the direct costs of producing one unit of electricity and are determined by the
fuel price pf uel,i,d , the power plants net electrical eﬃciency ηi , the price of CO2
emission allowances pCO2 ,d , the CO2 emission factor of the fuel EFf uel and the
costs for operation and maintenance cO&M,i :
cvar,i,d =

pf uel,i,d
pCO2 ,d · EFf uel
+
+ cO&M,i
ηi
ηi

(2)

Changing the mode of operation of power plants, i.e. starting up or shutting
down, causes additional costs. Firstly, material is stressed mainly by temperature
changes reducing life expectancy; secondly, for start-ups fuel is needed in order
to reach the operating temperature of a power plant. When determining the
bid price the costs from start-up and shutdown processes as an intertemporal
restriction can be considered by power plant operators. In the PowerACE model,
this means that for base load running power plants also lower market prices are
accepted in order to avoid shutting down the power plant. In turn, start-up costs
are added to the bid price for peak load power plants in order to earn start-up
costs in hours where the plant is expected to be running. To estimate start-up
costs a price forecast for the next day is made by an agent. The bid price pi,h
including start-up costs in hour h is deﬁned as follows:


⎧
c
⎪
,
0
if p̂h < cvar,i,d ∧ i ∈ BL
⎨ max cvar,i,d − ts,i
s
pi,h = cvar,i,d + cs,i
(3)
if p̂h > cvar,i,d ∧ i ∈ P L
ts
⎪
⎩
cvar,i,d
otherwise
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cs,i
tu
ts
p̂h
M
BL ∧ M
PL ∧ M

start-up costs
number of continuous unscheduled hours per day
number of continuous scheduled hours per day
predicted price for hour h
set of all operation-ready power plants
set of base load power plants
set of peak load power plants

In addition, SupplyBidders can increase the bid price for their power plants
by a mark-up value. According to the standard economic model of perfectly
competitive markets, market prices for a respective good are determined by
marginal prices at all times. However, in order to cover capital expenditures and
ﬁxed costs market prices need to rise above marginal costs of supply at least in
some periods. This reasoning is based on the peak-load pricing concept [3]. One
potential remedy is to include an additional mark-up factor in the bid price of
supply capacity, which is implemented in the PowerACE model.
The value of the mark-up factor depends on the relative scarcity in the market; a higher scarcity induces a higher mark-up, which is added to the bid price:
= pi,d + markuph
pmarkup
i,d

(4)

After determining the oﬀered volume and price for each hour of the following
day the bids are submitted to the day-ahead market auctions. A comprehensive
and formal description of the original short-term bidding algorithm can be found
in [5].
3.3

Coupling of Interconnected Markets

European electricity markets are interconnected via high-voltage transmission
lines. Since electricity ﬂows according to physical laws and interconnector capacities are limited, these capacities have to be allocated to market participants otherwise transmission lines might get congested. Management methods are required
to avoid congestion and to eﬃciently use cross-border transmission capacities.
Since 2010, a market coupling approach has been implemented in Central
Western Europe which complies with the European Unions general principles
of congestion management (e.g. non-discriminatory, market-based). Market coupling describes the implicit auctioning of interconnection capacity through power
exchanges for predeﬁned zones (market or bidding areas). The market coupling
operator clears the energy markets of the participating market areas simultaneously and determines implicitly the commercial ﬂows between markets areas as
well as the prices. The market coupling approach maximizes the social welfare by
optimizing the selection of bids while considering limited transmission capacity.
The transmission capacity is determined up-front based on deﬁned rules [4].
In accordance with the CWE Market Coupling architecture, market coupling is implemented within PowerACE for the day-ahead market and market
participants submit their bid curves to the local power exchanges based on the
described method in Sect. 3.2.
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In PowerACE the MarketCouplingOperator takes over all processes related
to the market coupling. For that purpose, the operator receives all day-ahead
bids from the local power exchanges. Market coupling itself can be formulated
as an optimization problem with the objective to maximize social welfare. Since
PowerACE currently only considers hourly bids with a ﬁxed price, the original
COSMOS algorithm used for the CWE Market Coupling [1] can be simpliﬁed
and the mathematical problem is formulated as follows [10]:
Pb,d · Qb,d · qb,d −

maximize
q

b

Pb,s · Qb,s · qb,s

(5)

s

d

subject to
qb,d , qb,s ≤ 1
Pb,d · Qb,d · qb,d −

Pb,s · Qb,s · qb,s
s

d

Capb,b(to) −

+
b(to)

(6)

Capb(f rom),b = 0

(7)

b(f rom)

Capb(f rom),b(to) ≤ Capmax
b(f rom),b(to)

(8)

where the indices d and s indicate demand and supply variables, respectively.
b denotes the market (bidding) area, Pi the bid prices and Qi the bid volumes.
qb,d and qb,s are the acceptance rates of the corresponding demand and supply
bids. Capb(f rom),b(to) equals the determined capacity between two market areas.
Capmax
b(f rom),b(to) denotes the upper limit for the transmission capacity between to
market areas and is given exogenously based on current values from the European
Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E).
The constraints ensure that supply and buy bids do not exceed their maximum volume (6), that supply and demand including exports as well as imports
in market areas are balanced (7) and that the limitation on the transmission
capacity (8) is not violated. In this form, the problem is linear and can be solved
with common solvers.
Optimization results are the acceptance rates for each submitted bid and
the commercial utilization of transmission capacity. Furthermore, the algorithm
determines the market prices of electricity one day- ahead of delivery in the
coupled bidding areas and the implicit prices for transmission capacities, which
are only diﬀerent from zero if lines are congested. Prices are sent to the local
market areas and processed by the supply agents.
3.4

Long-Term Investment Planning

In the model generation companies can also make decisions regarding their longterm capacity extension through investments in new power plants. The responsible agent is called InvestmentPlanner.
The basic methodology is based on a discounted-cash ﬂow valuation of predeﬁned technology options. For that purpose the InvestmentPlanner makes a
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forecast of the expected hourly electricity prices during the investment period
and calculates the expected yearly gross proﬁt. After accounting for ﬁxed costs
and capital expenditures, the net present value is calculated. A formal description is provided in [5].
The quantity of the installed capacity is based on the expected development of
market shares within the following ﬁve years taking future demand and electricity
generation from renewable energy sources into account. As long as the net present
value of the investment options is positive and there is need for new capacity,
new power plants are built by the InvestmentPlanner. After the construction
phase, whose length depends on the technology option, the new power plants
can generate electricity that can then be sold in the markets.
3.5

Input Data and Technical Implementation

For the considered market areas each thermal power plant with a capacity of
at least 10 Megawatt is stored together with its main relevant techno-economic
characteristics (e.g. net electrical eﬃciency, variable and ﬁxed costs, yearly availability) in the database of the model.
The model database includes investment options for diﬀerent power plant
technologies with its relevant characteristics and the electricity feed-in from
renewable energy sources. The electricity demand is represented by the aggregated consumption of all consumers connected to the public power supply.
For market coupling, transmission capacities between interconnected market
areas are required. Since not all neighbouring countries are always part of a simulation, the electricity exchange with these countries is based on historical values.
Prices for fuel and CO2 emission allowances are required for the calculation of
the variable generation costs. Most time series data is stored with hourly values,
but sometimes only less detailed values, e.g. for lignite prices, are available.
The models results include the hourly spot market prices in the simulated
wholesale markets, the investments in new capacity and the commercial ﬂows
between interconnected market areas. Since the model considers the wholesale
day-head market as the only trading place for electricity, bilateral day-ahead
contracts are not part of models results.
PowerACE is implemented in the object-oriented programming language
Java and can simulate each hour of recent historical years as well as future
years up to 2050. The simulation runs are comparatively quick in terms of computing time. Yearly runs for one market area last only a few minutes, which is
a small fraction of the several hours that optimization models with a similar
amount of details may take.

4

Exemplary Applications

The PowerACE model has been used for various research analyses in the past. For
instance, [11] ﬁnd a considerable impact of the subsidised renewable electricity
generation in the short run on spot market prices in Germany. The impact of
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emissions trading on electricity prices is explored by [7]. The authors ﬁnd for
the years under consideration that a large part but not the totality of the CO2
emission allowance price is added by the generation companies to the variable
costs during the bidding process. A thorough analysis of the models capacity to
adequately reproduce the main characteristics of the German electricity market
can be found, for example, in [5].
In the following sections, additional recent analyses are presented
4.1

Market Coupling Between Germany and France

Based on the algorithm described in Sect. 3.3, eﬀects from a market coupling
between the German and French day-ahead electricity markets are analysed.
Both markets represent the two largest in Europe in terms of electricity consumption and are part of the CWE Market Coupling. To the authors best knowledge this is the ﬁrst agent-based approach that includes the coupling of diﬀerent
market areas based on the current market situation.
The simulation of the model coupling is performed for the year 2012. In the
Single Markets scenario, there is no coupling of the two markets, i.e. no exchange
between Germany and France is considered. The Model Coupling scenario uses
the optimization routine for the coupling of the German and French market
areas. The electricity exchange with other countries (e.g. between France and
Spain, Germany and Poland) is in both scenarios given exogenously based on
historical data.
The Model Coupling scenario shows lower average prices than the Single
Market scenario, while the price decrease is stronger in France than in Germany.
The more pronounced eﬀect for France can be explained, to some extent, by
the supply curves shapes of the two market areas. The French supply curve
has only a gentle slope for a large part of the countrys capacity because of the
low variable operating costs of nuclear power stations. However, the small part
of the remaining capacity consists of notably more expensive fossil fuel-ﬁred
units. These units are often called upon in the Single Markets scenario. When
coupling the markets, the expensive units in France are less frequently used
because cheaper electricity can be imported from Germany.
The change in market prices does not imply that all market participants,
buyers and sellers, beneﬁt. The results in this simulation indicate that mainly
the consumers beneﬁt from the market coupling which is consistent with expectations given a lower average price. The social welfare (sum of consumer surplus,
producer surplus and congestion revenue) increases with market coupling, which
could be expected, as the clearing algorithm tries to maximize this value.
In the Model Coupling scenario the available transfer capacity is fully used in
65 % of the cases. The high usage of the full capacities and the price eﬀect of the
coupling can be seen for a period of 100 h in Fig. 2. Expanding (e.g. doubling)
the capacity ampliﬁes the price reduction in both countries; while the additional
eﬀect is smaller in France than in Germany, the total price reduction is still
stronger in France. In case of suﬃcient capacity there are identical prices in
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Fig. 2. Simulated electricity ﬂow and price diﬀerence (before and after market coupling) between Germany and France for a period of 100 hours in 2012.

all hours, which is equal to the situation of having one completely integrated
market.
Regarding only market coupling between two countries, in this case
Germany and France, while the exchange with other country is based on historical values, is, of course, a simpliﬁcation. Germany, for instance, has interconnections with nine countries while France is connected to seven countries.
Amongst those countries are some that take part in the market coupling as well,
e.g., Austria, Belgium or the Netherlands. Hence, the eﬀects from the market
coupling between Germany and France in this paper might be overstated, since
either country would exchange electricity with other countries, if this as well
is no longer static and less costly than the exchange with Germany or France,
respectively.
The presented results also depend on information which is not publicly available and therefore needs to be estimated, such as the operation and maintenance
costs of power plants. Deviations between estimated and real world values could,
of course, alter the results of the simulation.
4.2

PowerACE LAB

Besides the computational model, there exists a laboratory version, “PowerACE LAB”, where real-life participants can assume the tasks of software agents.
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Thus, the core agent-based simulation model is supplemented by elements from
experimental economics and role-playing games [6].
In literature, two approaches are distinguished in combining agent-based
models and role playing games. [2] proposes a parallel existence of agent-based
models and role playing games. Hence, the model is rebuilt in a simpliﬁed version as a game. The main goal of this approach is to increase the acceptance of
the model. [9] develop an agent-based participatory approach, where real participants are integrated into the model by (partly) controlling the agents actions.
For this, user interfaces have to be developed. In the PowerACE Lab version,
the agent based participatory approach is used.
Currently, in PowerACE Lab two modules exist where human participants
can interact. The participants either simulate the power trading or the investments in new generation capacity. In the trading module, the participants receive
the same information as the computer agents. Each participant has a list of daily
available power plants with all the relevant technical and economic data, e.g.
installed capacity, fuel costs and eﬃciency. In addition, a forecast of the dayahead prices is presented. Based on this information, the participants submit
their bids. When all players have successfully completed their task, the market
clearing price is computed analogously to the computational model. The players
have the possibility to adopt their strategies in each round in order to maximize
proﬁts.
In the investment module, the players can carry out investments according
to the power and fuel price forecast and by taking into account the decreasing
capacities due to the limited technical lifetime of existing power plants. The
players decisions and chosen strategies can be used to improve the behaviour of
the computer agents. Computer agents and real participants can coexist as well
in the simulations.

5

Conclusions and Outlook

Agent-based simulation in general and the PowerACE model in particular are
useful means to analyse diﬀerent aspects of electricity markets. The market and
agent perspective as well as the ﬂexibility of agent-based simulation models
allows us to thoroughly analyse electricity markets and interactions therein. The
PowerACE model is a detailed bottom-up simulation model which integrates
short-term market operations and long-term capacity planning while the most
important market participants are represented by diﬀerent agents. The model has
been successfully used for various analyses in the context of electricity markets.
Given the continuously changing economic and regulatory environment in the
power sector, several enhancements to the model are currently in progress. In
order to reﬂect the European market integration, the model scope is extended
to several market areas which can be simultaneously run and coupled. Model
coupling clears the energy and capacity markets simultaneously and determines
an optimal solution to the plant dispatch in the interconnected market areas
considering limited commercial transfer capacities. The model coupling routine
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presented in this paper oﬀers a socially beneﬁcial opportunity to interconnect
electricity markets compared to a situation where no market coupling occurs.
The results for Germany and France show that the average market price is lower
in both countries, while the price decrease is stronger in France than in Germany.
The methodological approach of PowerACE has nonetheless some limitations.
Regarding the supply of electricity, additional technical constraints concerning
the operation of power plants (e.g. minimum downtimes or partial eﬃciency
levels) could further improve the model. Furthermore, the perspective is limited
to the supply of electricity, which diﬀers from the real world situation where also
the heat demand inﬂuences the usage of combined heat and power plants.
Given the ﬂexible modelling framework future model extensions could include
the development of a generally scalable model version in order to simulate microsystems as well as larger systems (e.g. Europe) with additional market elements
(e.g. intraday market). Concerning the decision making process of agents, the
reﬁnement of the investment module and the integration of diﬀerent aspects of
uncertainty is another possibility to extend the model. Regarding the design of
electricity markets, the remuneration of power plants by capacity mechanisms
in order to ensure system reliability is another topic of research that is currently
explored within the model.
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Abstract. This paper presents an algorithm for cooperatively transporting objects by multiple robots without any initial knowledge. The
robots are connected by communication networks, and the controlling
algorithm is based on the pheromone communication of social insects
such as ants. Unlike traditional pheromone based cooperative transportation, we have implemented the pheromone as mobile software agents that
control the mobile robots corresponding to the ants. The pheromone
agent has the vector value pointing to its birth location inside, which is
used to guide a robot to the birth location. Since the pheromone agent
can diﬀuse with migrations between robots as the same manner as physical pheromone, it can attract other robots scattering in a work ﬁeld to
the birth location. Once the robot ﬁnds an object, it brieﬂy pushes the
object, measuring the degree of the inclination of the object. The robot
generates a pheromone agent with the vector value to pushing point
suitable for suppressing the inclination of the object. The process of the
pushes and generations of pheromone agents enables the eﬃcient transportation of the object. We have implemented a simulator that follows
our algorithm, and conducted experiments to demonstrate the feasibility
of our approach.
Keywords: Mobile agent
Swarm intelligence
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· Multiple robots · Ant colony optimization ·

Introduction

In the last decade, robot systems have made rapid progress not only in their
behaviors but also in the way they are controlled. In particular, a control
system based on multiple software agents can control robots eﬃciently [20].
Multi-agent systems introduced modularity, reconﬁgurability and extensibility
to control systems, which had been traditionally monolithic. It has made easier
the development of control systems on distributed environments such as multirobot systems.
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Fig. 1. A team of mobile robots are working under control of mobile agents.

On the other hand, excessive interactions among agents in the multi-agent
system may cause problems in the multiple robot environments. In order to
mitigate the problems of excessive communication, mobile agent methodologies
have been developed for distributed environments. In a mobile agent system, each
agent can actively migrate from one site to another site. Since a mobile agent can
bring the necessary functionalities with it and perform its tasks autonomously,
it can reduce the necessity for interaction with other sites. Mobile agent systems
are especially useful in an intermittently connected ad hoc network environment.
In the minimal case,a mobile agent requires that the connection is established
only when it performs migration [2].
The model of our system is a set of cooperative multiple mobile agents executing tasks by controlling a pool of multiple robots as shown in Fig. 1 [8].
The property of inter-robot movements of the mobile agents contributes to
the ﬂexible and eﬃcient use of the robot resources. A mobile agent can migrate
to the robot that is most conveniently located to a given task, e.g. closest robot
to a physical object such as a soccer ball. Since the agent migration is much
easier than the robot motion, the agent migration contributes to saving power
consumption [20]. Here, notice that any agents on a robot can be killed as soon
as they ﬁnish their tasks. If the agent has a policy of choosing idle robots rather
than busy ones in addition to the power-saving eﬀect, it would result in more
eﬃcient use of robot resources.
We have proposed our model in the previous paper [20] and have also shown
the eﬀectiveness of saving power consumption and the eﬃciency of our system
for searching targets [1,14] and transporting them to a designated collection
area [16].
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In this paper, we focus our attention on transportation of a large object that
a single robot alone cannot move. In order to deal with such a large object,
several robots have to cooperate to achieve the objective tasks. This task seems
to require too artiﬁcial behaviors for each robot. For the cooperatively solving
of such problem, swarm-based approaches have been proposed. A swarm-based
approach is based on the social insect metaphor. The swarm-based system, which
consists of several robots with simple behaviors, can achieve complex tasks, just
like ants that behave based on simple rules cooperatively transport a large prey.
The swarm of simple robots makes a system more ﬂexible and fault-tolerant,
and contributes to suppressing costs of building a large complex system.
We have implemented the ants as actual mobile software agents that control
the mobile robots. The ant agent migrates among robots to look for an available
one. Once the ant agent ﬁnds the available robot, the ant agent physically drives
the robot. We also implemented pheromone as mobile software agents, which
attract many robots to the large object to convey through diﬀusing with the
migrations. The pheromone agent has a vector value pointing to the birth point.
The vector value is modiﬁed in order to always point to the birth point, each
that the pheromone agent migrates to another robot. Once the pheromone agent
migrates to the robot where an ant agent resides, it guides the ant agent to lead
the robot to its birth point. Thus, the pheromone agents enable scattering free
robots to eﬃciently attend to the transportation of the object. In our new approach, we take advantage of the pheromone agents not only to collect robots, but
also to suppress the rotation of an object during the transportation. We assume
that each robot has a simple sensor for checking the degree of the inclination
of the object that it is pushing. When each robot slightly pushes the object, it
generates pheromones at the suitable location to suppress the increase of the
inclination of the object. As a result, the object can be linearly transported to
a target area, even if the object has the form such as a stick. Notice that such
an object could not be transported without suppressing the rolling.
The structure of the balance of this paper is as follows. In the second section,
we describe the background. The third section describes our transport model
based on pheromone agents. In the fourth section, we describe the numerical
experiments using a simulator that follows our algorithm. In the ﬁfth section, we
discuss further improvement of our algorithm and show its eﬀectiveness. Finally,
we conclude our discussions in the sixth section and present future research
directions.

2

Backgrounds

Making multiple robots cooperatively carry and push common objects has been
intensively studied and yet to established the standard way. Many research
projects have dealt this topic but few of them have demonstrated on physical
multi-robot systems. One of the most demonstrated tasks involving cooperative
transport is the pushing objects by multiple robot teams [15,19]. This task is
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inherently easy to accomplish when comparing to carrying tasks, because a carrying task involves multiple robots’ gripping a common object and navigating
to a destination in a coordinated fashion [9,22].
One of the most famous transportation problems is the box-pushing problem
[12]. The problem is deﬁned in [7] and consists of cooperatively moving a box,
which is relatively large when compared to the size of the multi-robots, from
an initial position to a destination using robots that can only perform pushing
movements.
On the other hand, algorithms that are inspired by behaviors of social insects
such as ants to communicate to each other by an indirect communication called
stigmergy are becoming popular. [4,5,19]. Upon observing real ants’ behaviors,
Dorigo et al. found that ants exchanged information by laying down a trail of
a chemical substance (called pheromone) that is followed by other ants. They
adopted this ant strategy, known as ant colony optimization (ACO), to solve
various optimization problems such as the traveling salesman problem (TSP) [5].
Deneubourg has originally formulated the biology inspired behavioral algorithm
that simulates the ant corps gathering and brood sorting behaviors [3]. Wang
and Zhang proposed an ant inspired approach along this line of research that
sorts objects with multiple robots [21]. Lumer has improved Deneubourg’s model
and proposed a new simulation model that is called Ant Colony Clustering [11].
His method could cluster similar objects into a few groups. [13] has proposed
to implement pheromones as mobile agents in ACO [13]. In their system, ants
are implemented as also mobile agents. They repeatedly migrate to robots to
searching free robots corresponding to objects. Once the ant agent ﬁnds a free
robot, it drives the robot to a cluster of robots. The pheromone agent is generated
by the ant agent when its driving robot reaches a cluster, and repeatedly migrates
to robots to guide ant agents to drive robots to the cluster. The mobile agent
based algorithm has been improved to serialize collected robots [17,18].
The applications of ants’ behaviors to cooperative transportation have been
proposed by Kube and Bonabeau [10]. It transports an object through the interplay of forces. The robots can recognize an object through the light emitted
from the object, which works as the pheromone, but its eﬀectiveness is restrictive. Fujisawa et al. have proposed the eﬃcient cooperative transportation using
ethanol as physical pheromone [6].

3

Transport Model

We assume that each robot just aﬀects the object they are transporting through
pushing. We also assume that each robot has to simultaneously push the object
together while other robots to move it. Also, since we assume that our multiple robots system is used for several tasks [14], the robots available for the
transportation are just ones not engaging other tasks.
In order to achieve the transportation over the robots shared with several
tasks, we introduce two kinds of agents, which are called Ant Agents (AA)
and Pheromone Agents (PA). The AA has a role for searching a robot with
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Fig. 2. State transition diagram of ant agent.

no other task, and driving a robot to the object to transport. The PA has a
role for eﬃciently attracting the free robots to the object by guiding AAs on
robots instead of directly driving them. In this section, we describe the robot’s
functionalities required in our system, and the details of two agents.
3.1

Robots

We assume mobile robots such as PIONEER 3-DX, which have two servo-motors
with tires, one camera and sixteen sonic sensors [14]. The power is supplied
by rechargeable battery. The PIONEER 3-DX has a servo-motor and sensor
controller board that sends/receives data to/from a host computer on it through
a USB cable. The camera is directly operated by the host. Each robot holds a
lap-top computer as a host, which is also used as a server for the migration of
our control agents through the wireless LAN.
Also, in our transportation system, we assume that each robot has additional
features as follows:
– it can push an object,
– it has the sensor for checking the degree of the inclination of the pushing
object,
– it can always know the direction to which the object should be transported,
and
– it knows the IP addresses of other robots by identifying them through the
camera.
All functionalities for controlling the robot are introduced into each robot
through migrations of mobile agents. Once an agent migrates to a host, the
agent can communicate with other agents on the same host, so that the user can
construct a larger system though migrations of mobile agents to the host.
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Fig. 4. State guided of AA.

Ant Agent

AA has the list of IP addresses of all the robots in order to traverse them one
by one and to ﬁnd out a free robot. If it has exhausted to check all the robots, it
goes back to the home host for administration of the robots, and updates its IP
address list in the following cases: (1) some new robots have been added, and (2)
some robots have been broken, where notice that the addition or the removal of
a robot is recorded on the home host. However, these are so rare that the home
host is made to go through in most cases.
Once an AA reaches a free robot, the AA controls the robot along the state
transition as shown in Fig. 2. First, the AA drives the robot to the object to
transport through two kinds of manners. Initially, the AA makes the robot randomly walk to search the object as shown by state Search. Once PA migrates
to the same robot, the AA drives the robot to the object along the guidance of
the PA as shown by state Guided. After that, once the AA ﬁnds the object, it
prepares for transporting the object as shown by state Prepare. Actual transportation is performed by repetition of brieﬂy pushing the object as shown by
state Push and attracting other robots to the suitable location for balancing the
object as shown by state Attract. The transportation task of each robot is limited in the speciﬁc time, and therefore, after the time-out, the robot is released
from the task as shown by state Leave. The details of each state is as follows:
State Search: In this state, AA drives the robot at random as shown in Fig. 3.
If the robot contacts with other robots, it temporarily stop there, and then take
an action for avoidance. Once the robot bumps onto the object to transport, the
state of the AA is changed to the state Prepare as shown by T3 in Fig. 2. On
the other hand, if a PA migrates to the robot, the state is changed to the state
Guided as shown by T1.
State Guided: In this state, AA drives the robot along the guidance of the PA
that has migrated to the same robot as shown in Fig. 4. The PA has the vector
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Fig. 5. State prepare of AA.

Fig. 6. State attract of AA.

value pointing to the birth location of the PA, which is adjusted to always
point to the birth location even if the robot moves or rotates. Since the PA can
observe the rotations of wheels, the vector value is modiﬁed to neutralize the
change caused by the rotation or the approach to the birth point of the robot.
AA is guided for driving the robot in the direction of the vector value. Once
the robot reaches the destination of the vector, the AA checks whether there are
some objects around the robot or not. If some objects are found, the AA changes
its state to the state Prepare for transporting the closest object as shown by T4 ;
otherwise, the AA abandons the PA guiding it, and then changes its state to the
state Search as shown by T2. At this time, the PA is killed.
State Prepare: Once an AA ﬁnds an object, the AA makes the robot approach
to the object till contacting with it. After that, the AA measures the normal
vector Vc against the surface of the object to know the degree of the inclination,
as shown in Fig. 5. Furthermore, since the AA always holds vector Vn to its nest
to which the object is transported, it can calculate θ that is the angle between
Vc and Vn . The agents including AA have the vector values in polar coordinate
form. Therefore, using the angle θc of Vc and θn of Vn , θ is straightforwardly
calculated as follows:
θ = θc − θn

(1)

If the θ is more than − π2 and less than π2 , the AA judges that robot has a
suitable direction for eﬃcient transportation, and changes its state to Push in
order to start the transportation of the object as shown by T 6. Otherwise, the
AA changes its state to Leave in order to abandon the transportation, as shown
by T 5.
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State Push: In this state, the AA just brieﬂy pushes the object, and then changes
its state to Attract in order to check the change of θ as shown by T 8, and to
attract another robot to the suitable location for balancing the object. Also,
the AA releases the robot from the transportation task after speciﬁc time. The
time-out functionality enables the ﬁnite robot resources to be reused for pushing
another location, another object or another task, and it is achieved by changing
its state to Leave, as shown by T 9.
State Attract: Figure 6 shows the relation of a robot and an object after the
robot pushed the object in the short period in the state Push, where Vc may
have change. Therefore AA calculates θδ to check the angle θc of new Vc as
follows:
θδ = θc − θc
If θδ is negative, it means that the object have rotated to the right. In this case,
pushing the object at the neighbor location of the robot in the right hand side
may suppress the rotation. Conversely, in the case where θδ is positive, pushing
the object in the left hand side of the robot may suppress the rotation to the
left. We call the location to push in order to balance the object additional push
point. Once the AA knows the additional push point, it generates PA with the
vector value pointing to the push point in order to attract another robot. After
that, the PA repeatedly migrates some robots to ﬁnd a free robot to attract.
Notice that the AA generates no PA when θδ is correctly 0.
The AA generates some PAs in the predeﬁned time, and then changes its
state back to the Push, as shown by T 7. The several transitions between the
Push and the Attract achieves the transportation of the object in balance.
State Leave: In this state, the AA makes the robot turn to the back, and then,
move it in the speciﬁc distance in order to release it from the transportation
task.
3.3

Pheromone Agent (PA)

The PA has behaviors imitating the physical pheromone of ants, of which the
main role is to attract the ants to preys or their nest. In a PA, the attraction is
implemented as a guidance functionality based on the vector value to the birth
location. As well as diﬀusion of physical pheromones, the PA searches the free
robot to guide in two steps: generation and propagation of PA. First, in the
generation step, the vector value to the birth location is set to the PA, and then,
in the propagation step, it starts migrating to other robots. Finally, it is killed by
the abandonment of AA. Also, when PA migrates to the robot on which another
PA resides, they are composed in the composition step. In the remainder of the
section, we describe the details of these steps.
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Fig. 7. Generation of PA.

Fig. 8. Propagation of PA.

Generation: The PA is generated by AA, of which the vector value is initialized to point to the neighbor location of the robot on which the AA resides.
For example, when AA founds that the object rotates to the right in the state
Attract, it generates a PA with the vector value as shown by Vr in Fig. 7, where
Vc is the normal vector against the object. Conversely, if the object rotates to
the left, the vector is initialized as shown by Vl . The initial vector has the length
corresponding with the size of a robot and 90 degrees against Vc .
Propagation: The purpose of the PA is to ﬁnd a free robot, and then to lead
it to the destination of the vector value. Therefore, as soon as it is generated
or arrives at another robot, it checks around the current robot, so that if some
robots are found, it generates its clone and makes the clone migrate to the closest
one of them. The migration to the closest robot enables the moving distance of
the robot guided by the PA to be short. Notice here that in a migration process,
the destination of the vector value of new PA after the migration has to be same
as one of the old PA before the migration, which is achieved by synthesizing the
old vector value Vold and the vector value Vp from the destination to source of
the migration as follows:
Vnew = Vold + V p
Figure 8 shows the ﬁrst migration of PA after its generation. In this case, Vnew
is set to Vp + Vl .
As mentioned above, a PA generates its clone, which migrates to another
robot. The number of the generation of a clone is limited to ﬁve. A clone is
generated one at a time. Also, each PA is ﬁnally abandoned by the AA in its
state Leave, and therefore, the PA does not continue giving the old information
to the system.
Composition: Once the PA migrates to the robot on which another PA resides,
they have to be composed. In the case of physical pheromone, the eﬀectiveness
of the attraction is strengthened by the composition, whereas in PAs, either of
them is alternatively selected. All the vector values of them are checked, so that
the PA with shortest vector is selected.
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Fig. 9. The snapshot image of the simulator.

This composition strategy enables decreasing the total distance that all
robots move, so that it contributes to suppressing energy consumption of the
entire robot system. In addition, the strategy also contributes to keeping the
degree of the current dispersion, because it is proﬁtable for robots to uniformly
scatter considering the case where several objects are simultaneously transported.

4

Experimental Results

In order to demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of our transportation method, we have
implemented a simulator. Figure 9 shows the output image of the simulator,
through which we can observe the behaviors of the agents and the robots. Numerical statistic data are recorded apart from it.
Each small circle shows a robot, the moving direction of which is shown by a
triangle inside it. Each robot is assumed to move from a grid to another grid in
500×500 grids square ﬁeld. Also, the ﬁeld is surrounded by a wall, and therefore,
robots cannot go out the ﬁeld. A big red circle with a robot at its center shows
the view range of the camera equipped on the robot, and it is also the range
where AA or PA can migrate. In the ﬁgure, the object to transport is shown by
an equilateral triangle with sides 240 grids long.
In order to conﬁrm the accuracy and eﬃciency of our method, we have conducted eight experiments through applying two kinds of strategies, which are
ones with PA and without PA, to four kinds of objects with the shapes of triangle, square, rectangle, and circle. For each experiment, we have measured the
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Fig. 10. Transportation time.

Fig. 11. Transportation distance.

total time and the total distance for transporting an object, and the total angle
where the object rotates.
Figure 10 through Fig. 12 show the results of the transportation time, the
transportation distance and the total angle of the rotation of the object, respectively. In all ﬁgures, the horizontal axes indicate the number of AAs. The vertical
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Fig. 12. Rotation angle.

Fig. 13. Generation of PA(Extension).

axis of Fig. 10 indicates the number of the execution steps of the simulator as the
transportation time. Each graph of Fig. 11 shows the number of moving grids
as the transportation distance. Each graph of Fig. 12 is the total angle in the
transportation. In both ﬁgures, the thin lines show the results without PA, and
the dark lines show the results with PA.
Figure 10 shows the transportation time decreases as AAs increases. This
observation means that the more robots attend the transportation task, the more
eﬃciently the task is performed, even though the slope of the graph decreases
close to ﬂat around 70 AAs. Comparing the results of without PA and the ones
with PA, the transportation with PA is found to be much more eﬃcient. Besides,
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Fig. 14. Transportation time.

as observed from the fact that the eﬃciency of 30 AAs with PA is the same as
one of 70 AAs without PA, we can conclude that our method is eﬀective for
suppressing the number of robots required.
The result of the transportation distance shows that the distance of the
strategy with PA is less than without PA for all object shapes, and furthermore,
the transportation distance of the no PA strategy increases as the number of
AAs increase except for just the square, while the PA strategy decreases for
all the shapes, as shown in Fig. 11. That means PA contributes to suppressing
energy consumption in the transportation task.
Figure 12 shows the results that the rotation angle decreases as AA increases
for both strategies. This phenomenon can be explained that the object with
the symmetry shape naturally balances when a lot of robots uniformly contacts
with one side. Even if such a fact is considered, the eﬀectiveness suppressing
the rotation in proportion to the number of AAs is remarkable. However, the
degradation around 15 AAs is one of the issues to be solved. The degradation is
marked for the rectangle, which likely increases for objects with a shape such as a
stick. It is derived from the generation manner of the PA. Since AA generates PA
with the vector value to the neighbor location of it, the impact of each attraction
is not so strong as in the case of fewer AAs.

5

Discussions

As shown in the experimental results, the transportation system using AAs and
PAs works well in most cases. However, in some cases, the results have shown
that it may cause rotation or oscillation of an object, which decreases eﬃciency
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Fig. 15. Transportation distance.

Fig. 16. Rotation angle.

of the transportation task. As mentioned above, the issue is derived from the
generation manner of PA, in which AA generates PA with the vector value to
the neighbor location of it.
In order to solve the issue, it would be eﬀective to introduce the strategy that
determines the destination of PA’s vector value in proportion to the degree of
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the inclination caused in pushing the object as shown in Fig. 13. We have implemented another generation manner of PAs in order to conﬁrm the eﬀectiveness
of the strategy. In the manner, a robot generates a PA two robot sizes apart, if
|θδ | is more than 5 and less than 10; also, if |θδ | is more than 10, it generates
the PA three robot sizes apart; otherwise, it generates the PA at its neighbor
location. Notice that the generation distance is restricted to three robot sizes
because the range where PA can migrate is within three robot size.
In order to observe the extended manner, in addition to the initial experiments,we have conducted experiments that apply it and the initial PA manner
to four kinds of objects, and have measured the total time and the total distance for transporting an object, and the total angle where the object rotates.
Figures 14, 15 and 16 show the results. In each ﬁgure, the results of the extended
manner are represented by object shape names with V, such as Triangle V,
Rectangle V, Square V, and Circle V.
In the result of the transportation time, as shown in Fig. 14, the time of
the initial PA manner was less than the extended manner. This is because the
extended manner tends to sparsely attract other robots compared with the initial
manner, so that the speed of transportation is decreased.
Inversely, the transportation distance of the extended manner tends to be
less than the initial manner as shown in Fig. 15. This is because the extended
manner can transport an object in mostly straight, suppressing the rotation
and oscillation. In fact, Fig. 16 shows that the extended manner remarkably
suppresses the rotation angle of each object. We can conclude that the extended
manner makes the transportation behavior more stable than the original one.

6

Conclusions

We have proposed an eﬀective transportation method for multiple robots using
mobile agents that imitate social insects. The transportation method enables
robots scattering in a work ﬁled to cooperate for pushing an object in balance, which suppresses the rotation of the object, so that it contributes to eﬃcient transportation and suppressing energy consumption. In order to show the
eﬀectiveness of our transportation method, we have implemented a simulator,
on which we have conducted numerical experiments. As shown in the previous section, in most cases, our method shows remarkable eﬀectiveness for the
transportation task.
On the other hand, in some case where the number of Ant agents is small, the
eﬀectiveness of our method was restrictive. In order to solve the issue, we gave a
simple extension changing the generation locations of PAs in proportion to the
degree of the inclination in pushing an object. As the results, we observe that the
extension decreases transportation distance, contributing to suppressing energy
consumption, but tends to increase transportation time. Most importantly, the
extended method achieves the stable transportation behaviors.
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Abstract. The design and simulation of an agent processing platform
suitable for distributed computing in heterogeneous sensor networks consisting of low-resource nodes is presented, providing a unique distributed
programming model and enhanced robustness of the entire heterogeneous
environment in the presence of node, sensor, link, data processing, and
communication failures. In this work multi-agent systems with mobile
activity-based agents are used for sensor data processing in unreliable
mesh-like networks of nodes, consisting of a single microchip with limited
low computational resources, which can be integrated into materials and
technical structures. The agent behaviour, based on an activity-transition
graph model, the interaction, and mobility can be eﬃciently integrated
on the microchip using a conﬁgurable pipelined multi-process architecture based on the Petri-Net model and token-based processing. A new
sub-state partitioning of activities simpliﬁes and optimizes the processing
platform signiﬁcantly. Additionally, software implementations and simulation models with equal functional behaviour can be derived from the
same program source. Hardware, software, and simulation platforms can
be directly connected in heterogeneous networks. Agent interaction and
communication is provided by a simple tuple-space database. A reconﬁguration mechanism of the agent processing system oﬀers activity graph
changes at run-time. The suitability of the agent processing platform in
large scale networks is demonstrated by using agent-based simulation of
the platform architecture at process level with hundreds of nodes.
Keywords: Multi-agent platform · Sensor network
Heterogeneous networks · Embedded systems
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·

Mobile agent

·

Introduction

Trends are recently emerging in engineering and micro-system applications such
as the development of sensorial materials [11] show a growing demand for distributed autonomous sensor networks of miniaturized low-power smart sensors
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embedded in technical structures [4]. These sensor networks are used for sensorial perception or structural health monitoring, employed, for example in CyberPhysical-Systems (CPS), and perform the monitoring and control of complex
physical processes using applications running on dedicated execution platforms
in a resource-constrained manner under real-time processing and technical failure constraints.
To reduce the impact of such embedded sensorial systems on mechanical structure properties, single microchip sensor nodes (in mm3 range) are preferred.
Real-time constraints require parallel data processing inadequately provided by
software based systems.
Multi-agent systems can be used for a decentralized and self-organizing
approach of data processing in a distributed system like a sensor network
[2], enabling information extraction, for example based on pattern recognition
[3,12], and by decomposing complex tasks in simpler cooperative agents. Hardware (microchip level) designs have advantages compared with microcontroller
approaches concerning power consumption, performance, and chip resources by
exploiting parallel data processing (covered by the agent model) and enhanced
resource sharing [6], which will be applied in this work.
Usually sensor networks are a part of and connected to a larger heterogeneous
computational network [2]. Employing of agents can overcome interface barriers
arising between platforms diﬀering considerably in computational and communication capabilities. That’s why agent speciﬁcation models and languages must
be independent of the underlying run-time platform. On the other hand, some
level of resource and processing control must be available to support the eﬃcient
design of hardware platforms.
Hardware implementations of multi-agent systems are still limited to single
or a few and non-mobile agents [13,15], and were originally proposed for low level
tasks, for example in [8] using agents to negotiate network resources. Coarse
grained reconﬁguration is enabled by using FPGA technologies [13]. Most current
work uses hardware-software co-design methodologies and code generators,like
in [14]. This work provides more ﬁne-grained agent reconﬁguration and true
agent mobility without relying on a speciﬁc technology and employs high-level
synthesis to create standalone hardware and software platforms delivering the
same functional and reactive behaviour.
There is related work concerning agent programming languages and processing architectures, like APRIL [10] providing tuple-space like agent communication, and widely used FIPAACL, and KQGML [7] focusing on high-level knowledge representations and exchange by speech acts, or model-driven engineering
(e.g. INGENIAS [9]). But the above required resource and processing control is
missing, which is addressed in this work.
There are actually four major issues related to the scaling of traditional
software-based multi-agents systems to the hardware level and their design:
– limited static processing, storage, and communication resources, real-time
processing, unreliable communication,
– suitable simulation environments for testing distributed and parallel multiagent processing on functional and operational level,
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– suitable simpliﬁed agent-oriented programming models and processing architectures qualiﬁed for hardware designs with ﬁnite state machines (FSM) and
resource sharing for parallel agent execution,
– and appropriate high-level design and simulation tools oﬀering MAS design
on programming level.
Traditionally agent programs are interpreted, leading to a signiﬁcant decrease
in performance. In the approach presented here, the agent processing is directly
implemented in standalone hardware nodes without intermediate processing levels and without the necessity of an operating system.
This work introduces some novelties compared to other data processing and
agent platform approaches:
– One common agent behaviour model, which is implementable on diﬀerent
processing platforms (hardware, software, simulator).
– Agent mobility crossing diﬀerent platforms in a mesh-like network and agent
interaction by using a tuple-space database and global signal propagation aid
solving data distribution and synchronization issues in the design of distributed sensor networks.
– Support for heterogeneous networks and platforms covered by one design and
synthesis ﬂow including functional behavioural and architectural simulation.
– A token-based pipelined multi-process agent processing architecture very well
suited to hardware platforms with the Register-Transfer Level Logic oﬀering
optimized computational resources and speed.
– A Petri-Net representation is used to derive a speciﬁcation of the hardware
process and communication network, and performing advanced analysis like
deadlock detection. Timed Petri-Nets can be used to calculate computing time
bounds to support real-time processing.
– A fast processing platform simulation on architectural level with large scale
networks (with hundreds of nodes) and simulation of the processing of large
scale MAS (with hundreds of mobile agents).
The next sections introduce the activity based agent processing model, available mobility and interaction, and the proposed agent platform architecture
related to the programming model. Finally, the suitability of the agent processing platform in large scale networks is demonstrated by using a novel agent-based
simulation technique for the simulation of the entire platform and network architecture at process level. The simulator can be integrated in an existing sensor
network oﬀering a simulation-in-the-loop methodology.

2

Programming State-Based Mobile Agents

The implementation of mobile multi-agent systems for resource constrained
embedded systems with a particular focus on microchip level is a complex design
challenge. High-level agent programming and behaviour modelling languages can
aid to solve this design issue. To carry out multi-agent systems on hardware platforms, the activity-based agent-orientated programming language AAPL was
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Fig. 1. From one common AAPL programming level to heterogeneous distributed
networks (RTL: Register-Transfer Level, MT: Multi-Threading, CSP: Communicating
Sequential Processes.

designed. Though the imperative programming model is quite simple and closer
to a traditional PL it can be used as a common source and intermediate representation for diﬀerent agent processing platform implementations (hardware,
software, simulation) by using a high-level synthesis approach, shown in Fig. 1.
Commonly used agent behaviour models based on PRS/BDI architectures with
a declarative paradigm (2APL, AgentSpeak/Jason), communication models (e.g.
FIPA ACL, KQML), and adaptive agent models can be implemented with AAPL
providing primitives for the representation of beliefs or plans (discussed later).
Agent mobility, interaction, and replication including inheritance are central
multi-agent-orientated behaviours provided by AAPL.
Definition: There is a multi-agent system (MAS) consisting of a set of individual agents {A1 , A2 ,..}. There is a set of diﬀerent agent behaviours, called classes
C={AC1 , AC2 ,..}. An agent belongs to one class. A super class ACi can be composed of diﬀerent sub-classes {ACi,1 , ACi,2 ,..}, sharing activities and transitions
of the super class. In a speciﬁc situation an agent Ai is bound to and processed
on a network node Nm,n (e.g. microchip, computer, virtual simulation node) at
a unique spatial location (m,n). There is a set of diﬀerent nodes N={N1 , N2 ,..}
arranged in a mesh-like network with peer-to-peer neighbour connectivity (e.g.
two-dimensional grid). Each node is capable to process a number of agents ni
(ACi ) belonging to one agent behaviour class ACi , and supporting at least a subset of C’ ⊆ C. An agent (or at least its state) can migrate to a neighbour node
where it continues working.
AAPL Programming Model
The agent behaviour is partitioned and modelled with an activity graph,
with activities representing the control state of the agent reasoning engine, and
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Fig. 2. Eﬀects of AAPL control statements at run-time.

conditional transitions connecting and enabling activities, shown in Fig. 3 (left
side). Activities provide a procedural agent processing by sequential execution
of imperative data processing and control statements.
The activity-graph based agent model is attractive due to the proximity to
the ﬁnite-state machine model, which simpliﬁes the hardware implementation.An
activity is activated by a transition which can depend on a predicate as a result
of the evaluation of (private) agent data related to a part of the agents belief
in terms of BDI architectures. An agent belongs to a speciﬁc parameterizable
agent class AC, specifying local agent data (only visible for the agent itself),
types, signals, activities, signal handlers, and transitions. The class AC can be
composed of sub-classes, which can be independently selected.
Plans are related to AAPL activities and transitions close to conditional
triggering of plans. Tables 1 and 2 summarize the available language statements.
Their eﬀects on a multi-agent system is shown in Fig. 2.
Agent Identifiers. Some statements like signal propagation require the identiﬁcation of agents. In a node-local scope this is the token identiﬁer assigned to
the agent (Local LID). If an agent migrates, the LID can be extended by the relative displacement (Δ) to a unique identiﬁer in the global network scope (GID).
But this enforces the blocking of the token on the root node to avoid duplicates.
Random generation of agent identiﬁers can overcome this issue,which is applied
in this work.
Instantiation. Parameterized new agents of a speciﬁc class AC can be created
at runtime by agents using the new AC(v1,v2..) statement returning a node
unique agent identiﬁer. An agent can create multiple living copies of itself with
a fork mechanism, creating child agents of the same class with inherited data
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and control state but with diﬀerent parameter initialization, done by using the
fork(v1,v2,..) statement. Agents can be destroyed by using the kill(id)
statement. Additionally, sub-classes of an agent super class can be selected by
adding the sub-class identiﬁer.
Each agent has private data (the body variables), deﬁned by the var and
var* statements. Variables from the latter deﬁnition will not be inherited or
migrated! Agent body variables, the current activity, and the transition table
represent the mobile data part of the agents beliefs database.
Statements inside an activity are processed sequentially and consist of data
assignments (x := ) operating on agent’s private data, control ﬂow statements
(conditional branches and loops), and special agent control and interaction statements, which can block agent processing until an event has occurred.
Agent interaction and synchronization is provided by a tuple-space database server available on each node (based on [10]). An agent can store an ndimensional data tuple (v1,v2,..) in the database by using the out(v1,v2,..)
statement (commonly the ﬁrst value is treated as a key). A data tuple can
be removed or read from the database by using the in(v1,p2?,v3,..) or
rd(v1,p2?,v3,..) statements with a pattern template based on a set of formal
(variable,?) and actual (constant) parameters. These operations block the agent
processing until a matching tuple was found/stored in the database. These simple operations solve the mutual exclusion problem in concurrent systems easily.
Only agents processed on the same network node can exchange data in this way.
Simpliﬁed the expression of beliefs of agents is strongly based on AAPL tuple
database model.Tuple values have their origin in environmental perception and
processing bound to a speciﬁc node location.
The existence of a tuple can be checked by using the exist? function or
with atomic test-and-read behaviour using the try in/rd functions. A tuple
with a limited lifetime (a marking) can be stored in the database by using the
mark statement. Tuples with exhausted lifetime are removed automatically (by
a garbage collector). Tuples matching a speciﬁc pattern can be removed with
the rm statement.
Remote interaction between agents is provided by signals carrying optional
parameters (they can be used locally, too). A signal can be raised by an agent
using the send(ID,S,V) statement specifying the ID of the target agent, the
signal name S, and an optional argument value V propagated with the signal. The receiving agent must provide a signal handler (like an activity) to
handle signals asynchronously. Alternatively, a signal can be sent to a group
of agents belonging to the same class AC within a bounded region using
the broadcast(AC,DX,DY,S,V) statement.Signals implement remote procedure
calls. Within a signal handler a reply can be sent back to the initial sender by
using the reply(S,V) statement.
Timers can be installed for temporal agent control using (private) signal handlers, too. Agent processing can be suspended with the sleep and resumed with
the wakeup statements.
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Table 1. Summary of the AAPL statements used to deﬁne the agent behaviour and
control.

Migration of agents to a neighbour node (preserving the body variables, the
processing, and conﬁguration state) is performed by using the moveto(DIR)
statement, assuming the arrangement of network nodes in a mesh- or cube-like
network. To test if a neighbour node is reachable (testing connection liveliness),
the link?(DIR) statement returning a Boolean result can be used.
Reconfiguration. Agents are capable to change their transitional network
(initially speciﬁed in the transition section) by changing, deleting, or adding
(conditional) transitions using the transition♦(Ai , Aj , cond) statements. This
behaviour allows the modiﬁcation of the activity graph, i.e., based on learning or
environmental changes, which can be inherited by child agents. The modiﬁcation
can be restricted to a sub-class transition set, which is useful for child agent
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Fig. 3. Pipelined Communicating Sequential Processes Architecture derived from a
Petri-Net speciﬁcation and relationship to the activity-transition graph. Signals are
handled asynchronously and independently from the activity processing.

generation. Additionally, the ATG can be transformed by adding or removing
activities using the activity♦(Ai , Aj , ...) statements, which is only applicable
for dynamic code-based agents not considered here.

3

Agent Platform Architecture and Synthesis

The AAPL model is a common source for the implementation of agent processing
in hardware, software, and simulation processing platforms. A database driven
high-level synthesis approach [1] is used to map the agent behaviour to these
diﬀerent platforms. The agent processing architecture required at each network
node must implement diﬀerent agent classes and must be eﬃciently scalable to
the microchip level to enable material-integrated embedded system design, which
represents a central design issue, further focussing on parallel agent processing
and optimized resource sharing.
3.1

The RPCSP Agent Platform

This processing platform - very well matching microchip-level designs - implements the agent behaviour with reconﬁgurable pipelined communicating processes
(RPCSP) related to the Communicating Sequential Process model (CSP) proposed by Hoare (1985). The activities and transitions of the AAPL programming model are merged in a ﬁrst intermediate representation by using
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Table 2. Summary of the AAPL statements used for interaction and communication.

state-transition Petri Nets (PN), shown in Fig. 3. This PN representation allows
the following CSP derivation specifying the process and communication network,
and advanced analysis like deadlock detection. Timed Petri-Nets can be used to
calculate computing time bounds to support real-time processing.
Keeping the PN representation in mind,the set of activities {Ai } is mapped
on a set of sequential processes {Pi } executed concurrently. Each subset of transitions {Ti,j } activating one common activity process Pj is mapped on a synchronous n:1 queue Qj providing inter-activity-process communication, and the
computational part for transitions embedded in all contributing processes {Pi },
shown in Fig. 3. Changes (reconﬁguration) of the transition network at run-time
are supported by transition tables, shown in Fig. 4. Body variables of agents are
stored in an indexed table set. Activity processes are partitioned into sub-states,
at least one computational and one transitional state, discussed below.
Each sequential process is mapped (by synthesis) on a ﬁnite-state machine and
a data path using a register-transfer architecture (RTL) with mutual exclusive
guarded access of shared objects, all implemented in hardware.
This pipeline architecture oﬀers advanced resource sharing and parallel agent
processing with only one activity process chain implementation required for each
agent class. The hardware resource requirement (digital logic) is divided into
a control and a data part. The control part is proportional to the number of
supported diﬀerent agent classes. The data part depends on the maximal number
of agents executed by the platform and the storage requirement for each agent.
Token-Based Processing. Agents are represented by tokens (natural numbers equal to the agent identiﬁer, unique at node level), which are transferred
by the queues between activity processes depending on the speciﬁed transition
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Fig. 4. Interaction of the agent, signal, and network manager with activity processes.

conditions and the enabling of transitions. This multi-process model is directly
mappable to Register-Transfer Level (RTL) hardware architectures. Each process
Pi is mapped on a ﬁnite state machine F SMi controlling process execution and a
register-transfer data path. Local agent data are stored in a region of a memory
module assigned to each individual agent. There is only one incoming transition
queue for each process consuming tokens, performing processing, and ﬁnally
passing tokens to outgoing queues, which can depend on conditional expressions
and body variables. There are computational and IO/event-based activity statements. The latter ones can block the agent processing until an event occurs (for
example, the availability of a data tuple in the database).
Agents in diﬀerent activity states can be processed concurrently. Thus, activity processes which are shared by several agents may not block. To prevent
blocking of IO processes,not-ready processes pass the waiting agent to the agent
manager.
Activity Sub-State Partitioning and Event-based Processing. To handle I/O-event and migration related blocking of statements, activity processes
executing these statements are partitioned into sub-states Ai ⇒ {ai,1 , ai,2 , ...,
ai,T RAN S } and a sub-state-machine decomposing the process in computational,
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I/O statement, and transitional parts, which can be executed sequentially by
back passing the agent token to the input queue of the process (sub-state loop
iteration). The control state of an agent consists therefore of the actual/next
activity Ai /Ai+n and the activity sub-state aj (Ai ) to be executed. Agents which
wait for the occurrence of an event are passed to the agent manager queue releasing the activity process. After the event occurred, the agent token is passed
back to the activity process continuing the execution, shown in Fig. 4. Usually
I/O events are related to tuple-space database (TSDB) access (in -operation is
blocked until a matching out-operation is performed). For this reason the TSDB
module is directly connected to the agent manager which is notiﬁed about the
keys of new tuples stored in the database releasing waiting consumer agents. The
following annotated code snippet shows the sub-state partitioning and sub-state
transitions (→:immediate, ⊥: blocked and passed to the agent manager).
activity init =
init1 : dx:= 0; dy := 0; h := 0; → init2
init2 : if dir <> ORIGIN then
moveto(dir); ⊥ init3
init3 :case dir of
| NORTH => backdir:=SOUTH;
| SOUTH => backdir:=NORTH;
| WEST => backdir:=EAST;
| EAST => backdir:=WEST;
end; → init4
else live:=MAXLIVE; backdir:=ORIGIN; → init4
end;
init4 : group:= Random(integer[0..1023]);
out(H,id(SELF),0); → init5
init5 : rd(SENSORVALUE,s0?); ⊥ initT RAN
initTRAN : Transition Computation

If there are conditional outgoing transitions which cannot actually be satisﬁed, the activity process can be suspended (by using the AAPL sleep statement)
by transferring the agent token to the agent manager. A signal handler of the
agent can be used to wake up the agent again (by using the wakeup statement).
Agent and Network Managers. The agent manager is connected with all
input queues of the activity processes and with the network managers handling
remote agent migration and signal propagation. Agents are associated with control state structures. Agent tokens are injected by the agent manager after agent
creation, migration, or resumption.
The agent manager uses agent tables and caches to store information about
created, migrated, and passed through agents (req., for ex.,for signal propagation).
Transitions and Reconfiguration. Each activity process has a ﬁnal transition
sub-state ai,TRAN which tests for enabled transitions in the current context.
All possible (enabled and disabled) transitions outgoing from an activity are
processed in the transition sub-state of each activity process. If a condition of an
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enabled transition is true, the agent token is passed to the respective destination
queue.
Conﬁguration of the transition network at run-time modiﬁes transition
tables, storing the state of each transition {enabled, disabled}. There is one
table set for each individual agent which can be divided further in the super
class and possible sub-classes.
Though the possible reconﬁguration and the conditional expressions must
be known at compile time (static resource constraints), a reconﬁguration can
release the use of some activity processes and enhances the utilization for parallel
processing of other agents. The transition network is implemented with selector
tables in case of the HW and SW implementations, and with transition lists in
case of the SIM implementation.
Reconﬁguration can aid to increase and optimize utilization of the activity
process network populated by diﬀerent sub-classed agents using only a sub-set of
the activities.
Migration of agents requires the transfer of the agent data and the control state
of the agent together with a unique global agent identiﬁer (extending the local id
with the agent class and the relative displacement of its root node) encapsulated
in messages.
Messages carrying the state of agents consisting of the body variables (only
the long-term part) and the control structure with the current activity, the substate which is entered after migration,and agent identiﬁers (id, Δ). Furthermore
messages are used to carry signals. The network managers (input & output) perform message encoding, decoding, and delivery. Migration requires at least one
more activity sub-state. After migration, the next sub-state of the last activity
is executed.
Tuple-Space Database. Each n-dimensional tuple-space T S n (storing n-ary
tuples) is implemented with ﬁxed size tables in case of the hardware implementation, and with dynamic lists in the case of the software and simulation
model implementations. The access of each tuple-space is handled independently.
Concurrent access of agents is mutually exclusive. The HW implementation
implicates further type constraints, which must be known at design time (e.g.
limitation to integer values).
Signal Handling. Signals are handled asynchronously by activating signal handlers, implemented by a process and a signal handler input queue. The signal
manager is responsible for the creation and propagation of signals, shown in the
bottom of Fig. 4. Signal tokens represent tuple values (signal, argument, dst-id,
src-id, Δ). Remote signals are processed by the signal and network managers,
which encapsulate signals in messages sent to the appropriate target node and
agent.
Replication of activity processes sharing the same input queue oﬀers advanced
parallel processing of multiple agents for activities with high computing times
reducing the mean computational latency.
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Software Platform

The already introduced RPCSP architecture can be implemented in software,
too. In this case the activity processes are implemented with light weighted
processes (threads) communicating through queues, providing token based agent
processing, too. The software platform includes the agent and signal managers,
tuple space databases, and networking. Software platforms can be directly connected to hardware platforms and vice versa. They are compatible at the interface (message) and agent behaviour level.
Implementing the RPCSP architecture in software has the advantage of lowresource requirements and the exploitation of parallelism by multi-processor
or multi-core architectures including advanced hyper-threading techniques. The
number of threads and resources are known and allocated in advance, which can
be mandatory for hard real-time processing systems.
3.3

Simulation Platform

In addition to real hardware and software implemented agent processing platforms there is the capability of the simulation of the agent behaviour, mobility,
and interaction on a functional level. The SeSAm simulation framework [5] oﬀers
a platform for the modeling, simulation, and visualization of mobile multi-agent
systems employed in a two-dimensional world. The behaviours of agents are
modeled with activity graphs (specifying the agent reasoning machine) close to
the AAPL model. Activity transitions depend on the evaluation of conditional
expressions using agent variables. Agent variables can have a private or global
(shared) scope. Basically SeSAm agent interaction is performed by modiﬁcation
and access of shared variables and resources (static agents).
Simulation of complex MAS on behavioural level and the methodology using
the SeSAm simulator was already demonstrated in [16], mapping AAPL agents
of the MAS one-to-one to SeSAm agents. In this work instead the RPCSP agent
processing platform is simulated with the agent-based SeSAm simulation framework, discussed in detail in the following section. This simulation provides the
testing and proﬁling of the proposed processing platform architecture in a distributed network world.
The simulator is also fully compatible with the software and hardware platforms on behavioural and interface level and can be integrated in an existing
real-world network, oﬀering simulation-in-the-loop capabilities.
3.4

Synthesis

The database driven synthesis ﬂow (details in [1]) is shown in Fig. 5 and consists of an AAPL front end, the core compiler, and several backends targeting
diﬀerent platforms. The AAPL program is parsed and mapped on an abstract
syntax tree (AST). The ﬁrst compiler stage analyses, checks, and optimizes the
agent speciﬁcation AST. The second stage is split in three parts: an activity
to process-queue pair mapper with sub-state expansion, a transition network
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builder, manager generators, and a message generator supporting agent and
signal migration. Diﬀerent outputs can be produced: a hardware description
enabling SoC synthesis using the ConPro SoC high-level synthesis framework
(details in [6]), a software description (C) which can be embedded in application
programs, and the SeSAm simulation model (XML). The ConPro programming
model reﬂects an extended CSP with atomic guarded actions on shared global
resources. Each process is implemented with a FSM and a RT data path. The
simulation design ﬂow includes an intermediate representation using the SEM
programming language, providing a textual representation of the entire SeSAm
simulation model, which can be used independently, too.

Fig. 5. Simpliﬁed overview of the high-level synthesis ﬂow architecture.

All implementation models (HW/SW/SIM) provide equal functional behaviour, and only diﬀer in their timing, resource requirements, and execution environments. Some more implementation and synthesis details follow.

4

Platform Simulation

This section will demonstrate that agent-based simulation is suitable to for the
simulation of the RPCSP agent processing platform itself and large scale distributed networks, e.g., sensor networks, using the agent-based SeSAm simulator [5].
Simulation and analysis of parallel and distributed systems are a challenge. Performance proﬁling and the detection of race conditions or deadlocks are essential
in the design of such systems, where the agent processing platform is a central
part. Furthermore, platform simulation allows the estimation and optimization
of static resources like agent tables or queues, completed with the ability to study
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the temporal behaviour of the entire network including communication treated
as a distributed virtual machine, e.g., identifying bottlenecks for speciﬁc task
situations, hard to monitor in technical systems.
Behavioural simulation [1,16] maps agents of the MAS to be tested directly
and isomorphic on agent objects of the simulation model. Platform simulation
uses agents to implement architectural blocks like the agent manager or activity
processes. Hence, agents of the MAS are virtually represented by the data space
of the simulator, and not by the agent objects themselves.
The simulation of the processing platform with large scale networks processing large scale MAS aid to modify and reﬁne the RCSP architecture, and to
tune the static resource parameters like token pool and queue sizes or activity
process replication to optimize timing. The platform simulation allows a ﬁne
grained estimation of the required resources.
The networks to be simulated (aka. the simulated world) consist of nodes
arranged in a two-dimensional mesh grid, with each node connected to his four
neighbour nodes, shown in Fig. 6 for a 10 by 10 sensor network with dedicated
computational nodes at the outsides of the network. The entire platform and network system is partitioned into diﬀerent non-mobile agent and resource classes
(a resource is a passive agent with a data state only):
World Agent. The world agent creates all node agents and provides some network wide services. The world agent implements a reduced physical environment,
e.g., by creating sensor signals or by disabling (destroying) connections between
network nodes. Connections are represented by resources (passive agents providing only a geometric shape and body variables).
Node Agent. Each node is represented by a node agent, basically providing a
common interface to data structures and tables required by the node managers
and the activity processes. The node agent creates all the platform agents at the
beginning of the simulation run.
Manager Agent. There is one “agent manager” agent for each agent class
which is supported on the network node platform.
Network Manager Agents. There are two network manager agents. One
input network manager agent handling incoming messages from neighbour nodes,
decoding messages, creating agent or signal tokens, and ﬁnally passing the tokens
to the agent or signal manager. The second output network manager agent is
responsible for encoding and sending of messages carrying agent states or signals.
Activity Process Agents. For each agent class and each activity process of
an agent class there is one activity processing agent performing token-based
agent processing. The sub-states of an activity process are implemented by a
simple sub-state selector and token loop-backing providing a sub-state FSM.
Each activity process agent has local storage and an global visible token input
queue.
Monitor Agent. There is one monitor agent per world collecting temporal
resolved statistical data, ﬁnally writing the results to a CSV data ﬁle.
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Table 3. Comparison of behavioural and platform simulation of the same MAS
[16] using the SeSAm simulator.
Behavioural Simulation

Platform Simulation

Number
of
Agents
and Static: 300 agents, 700 res.; Static: 1600 agents, 700
Resources (dynamic = mobile) dynamic: 130 explorer agents res.; dynamic: 130 virtual
agent resources
Simulation time including 60 simulation steps in 5 s (on 280 simulation steps in 60 s
setup of simulation, with a 1.2 GHz Intel U9300, 3 GB)
(on 1.2 GHz Intel U9300,
correlated cluster scenario of 8
3 GB)
nodes, until MAS has finished
work.

Token and Queues. The agent token queues are implemented with lists in the
body variable space of each node agent. The size of the list can be monitored
at run-time to detect resource underﬂow. Mutex guarded operations (inq,outq)
allow concurrent access to the queues by diﬀerent agents (manager, activity
processes,..). Tokens are record structures with additional descriptive entries
like the current queue they are stored in.
Virtual Agent. For visualization and debugging there is a mobile virtual agent
resource representing an agent to be processed by a speciﬁc agent node platform.
The virtual agent references the data and control state of an agent.
The new platform simulation is compared with the behavioural simulation
from previous work in Table 3 for the simulation of a self-organizing MAS

Network Connection
Sensor Node

Computational Node

Network-Input Manager
Activity Processes
Network-Output Manager

Agent Manager
Connection &
Link Ressource
Node Agent

Signal Manager
Virtual Agent Ressource

Fig. 6. Simulation world of a sensor network (left) consisting of 10 × 10 nodes and the
network populated with non-mobile platform and virtual mobile agents (right).
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Peak Parallel Agent Proc.
Mean Parallel Act. Proc.
Mean Queued Act. Agents

Fig. 7. Analysis of the MAS simulation: Left plot shows the temporal development
of the agent population (explorer agent) and the rise of found features in the sensor
network, right plot shows the utilization of the platform processes (peak parallel agent
processing on one node, mean parallel active processes per node, and mean agent tokens
queued per active node).

used for feature extraction in a sensor network. The behaviour model of the
MAS is described in detail in [16]. It bases on a distributed divide-and-conquer
approach. The number of (non-mobile) agents implementing the processing platform depends mainly on the number of activities decomposing the agent behaviour and the number of agent classes to be supported on the platform. For
this example, the platform simulation model requires ﬁve times more agents
and twenty times more computing time than the behavioural model. But the
required resources and computing time for the ﬁne-grained platform simulation
is still reasonable and can be handled well with low end computers.
The analysis of a simulation run is shown in Fig. 7. It shows the temporal
resolved analysis of the population of explorer agents of the MAS and the utilization of the PCSP network for nodes processing actually agents. There are
nodes capable to process up to four agents simultaneous (speedup 4, in diﬀerent
activity states and processes). The mean speedup factor is about 1.5 for all nodes
actually processing agents. Both platform and behavioural simulation deliver the
same computational results of the distributed MAS.

5

Conclusions

A novel design approach using mobile agents for reliable distributed and parallel data processing in large scale networks of low-resource nodes was introduced. An agent-orientated programming language AAPL provides computational statements and statements for agent creation, inheritance, mobility, interaction, reconﬁguration, and information exchange, based on agent behaviour partitioning in an activity graph, which can be directly synthesized to the microchip
level by using a high-level synthesis approach. The high-level synthesis tool also
enables the synthesis of diﬀerent processing platforms from a common program
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source, including standalone hardware and software platforms, as well as simulation models oﬀering functional and behavioural testing. The diﬀerent platform
implementations are compatible at the behavioural and message-interface level.
Agents of the same class share one virtual machine consisting of a reconﬁgurable pipelined multi-process chain based on the CSP model implementing
the activities and transitions, oﬀering parallel agent processing with optimized
resource sharing. Unique identiﬁcation of agents does not require unique absolute
node identiﬁers or network addresses, a prerequisite for loosely coupled and
dynamic networks (due to failures, reconﬁguration, or expansion). The migration of an agent to a neighbour node takes place by migrating the data and
control state of an agent using message transfers. Two diﬀerent agent interaction primitives are available: signals carrying data and tuple-space database
access with pattern templates.
Reconﬁguration of the activity transition network oﬀers agent behaviour
adaptation (which can be inherited by children) at runtime and improved
resource sharing for parallel agent processing.
A novel agent-based simulation of the agent processing platform and largescale networks with a MAS case study demonstrated the suitability of the proposed programming model, processing architecture, and synthesis approach.
The platform simulation oﬀers advanced study and visualization of the platform behaviour, performance, and synchronisation issues in a distributed system
under real world conditions with respect to the executed MAS. The platform simulation was compared with earlier behavioural agent simulations using the same
MAS. Though there is a signiﬁcant increase of the required data resources and
computation time, this simulation approach is well suited for large-scale MAS
simulation.
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Abstract. The aim of this article is to provide a method for evaluating the credibility of agents’ behaviors in immersive multi-agent simulations. It is based on a quantitative data collection from both humans
and agents simulation logs during an experiment. These data allow us to
semi-automatically extract behavior clusters. In order to obtain explicit
information about the behaviors, we analyze questionnaires ﬁlled by the
users and annotations ﬁlled by a second set of participants. It enables
to draw user categories related to their behavior in the context of the
simulation or of their real life habits. We then study the similarities
between behavior clusters, user categories, and participants’ annotations.
Afterwards, we evaluate the agents’ credibility and make their behaviors
explicit by comparing human behaviors to agent ones according to user
categories and annotations. Our method is applied to the study of virtual
driver simulation through an immersive driving simulator.
Keywords: Multi-agent simulation
evaluation
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Introduction

The validation of the credibility and realism of agents in multi-agent simulations
is a complex task that has given rise to a lot of work in the domain of multiagent simulation (see e.g. [4]). When the number of agents increases, Drogoul
shows [8] that the validation of such a simulation requires an evaluation of the
system at the macroscopic level. However, this does not guarantee validity at the
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microscopic level, i.e. the validity of the behavior of each agent in the system.
In some simulations such as virtual reality environments, where humans coexist
with simulated agents, the human point of view is purely local and behavior is
considered at the microscopic level. Indeed, if the agents’ behavior is inconsistent,
user immersion in the virtual environment (i.e. the human’s feeling to belong to
the virtual environment) is broken [9,19].
Methods and implementations of behaviors are not directly observable by
the user, only the resulting behaviors are. This is why, this notion of credibility
at the microscopic level does not depend on the way the behaviors are modeled.
The outside observer judges them and this perception depends on many factors
including sensory elements (visual rendering, haptic, proprioceptive, etc.) [3,29].
The term used in the literature to denote this feeling of realism is called presence
eﬀect [30]. The multiple techniques that are used to enhance the presence eﬀect
(called immersion techniques) are mainly evaluated on subjective data. Consequently, the evaluation of the presence eﬀect resulting from a virtual reality
(VR) device is done with methods from human sciences.
In this paper, we propose to evaluate the agents’ credibility at the microscopic level. To do so, we combine subjective evaluation methods from human
sciences with automated behavior traces analysis based on artiﬁcial intelligence
algorithms. Section 2 presents the state of the art. Section 3 explains the general method we have developed, which relies on data clustering and comparison,
and Sect. 4 gives the details of the underlying algorithms. Section 5 presents its
application on an immersive driving simulator and its results.

2

State of the Art

In this section, we ﬁrst deﬁne the notion of behavior. We then present existing
subjective and objective approaches.
2.1

Levels of Behavior

Behaviors are a set of observable actions of a person in the environment. There
are diﬀerent levels of human behavior [22]: The lowest level corresponds to simple
reﬂex actions such as going into ﬁrst gear in a car. These behaviors are similar to
the agent’s elementary operations. The intermediary level is tactical, it is built
on an ordered sequence of elementary behaviors such as a car changing lane on
the highway. The highest level of behavior is the strategic level, corresponding
to the long term. It is based on a choice of tactics and evolves according to
the dynamics of the environment and the mental state of the person [24] as in
overtaking a truck platoon or choosing a stable cruise speed. In our study, we
evaluate the behavior of the agents at the last two levels (tactical and strategic).
2.2

Subjective Approach

The subjective approach comes from the VR ﬁeld and aims at validating the
agents’ behavior in simulation. It consists in evaluating the general (or detailed)
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immersion quality via the presence eﬀect using questionnaires [15]. In our case,
the notion of presence is too broad because it includes various elements (visual
quality, sound quality, etc.) of the device, but does not detail the virtual agents
behavior credibility component.
However subparts of the presence eﬀect evaluation are consistent with our
goal:
– The behavioral credibility: Users interacting with the agent believe that they
observe a human being with his own beliefs, desires and personality [16],
– The psychological ﬁdelity: The simulated task generates for the user an activity and psychological processes which are similar to those generated by the
real task [21]. The simulator produces a similar behavior to the one required
in the real situation [14].
In this article, we focus on the behavioral credibility and especially on its qualitative and quantitative evaluation. A solution is to set up a mixed system where
humans control avatars in the virtual environment. The evaluation of presence or
of behavioral credibility is subjective. This is why it is sensitive to psychological
phenomena such as the inability to explain one’s judgments [12]. Moreover this
evaluation does not necessarily explain missing behaviors nor the faults of the
behaviors judged as not credible.
That is why we propose to complete these subjective studies with an objective
analysis of simulation data.
2.3

Objective Approach

The objective approach is generally used in the ﬁeld of multi-agents systems: It
consists in comparing quantitative data produced by humans with data produced
by diﬀerent categories of virtual agents [4]. It aims at verifying that the behavior
of the agents is identical to the one observed in reality and therefore at evaluating
the realism of the simulation. When the number of agents increases, objective
evaluation is generally done at the macroscopic level because real data are both
more readily available and easier to compare with simulation outputs [7,18].
This macroscopic validation is necessary for the VR but not suﬃcient to validate the agents’ behavior. A valid collective behavior does not imply that the
individual behaviors that compose it are valid. Thus, an analysis at the microscopic level is required, although microscopic data analysis and comparison is
complex. Some tools are available to summarize interactions of a multi-agent
system for manual debugging [28]. Nevertheless, as simulation data involving
participants consist of more than just message exchange variables, these tools
are not directly applicable to complex and noisy data. A solution for data analysis, adopted by [10] for driving tasks consists of classifying participants according
to variables. However, our method deals with a larger amount of both variables
and participants, increasing the clustering task diﬃculty. It also provides explicit
high-level behaviors via external annotation.
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To the best of our knowledge, there is no tool to analyze strategic behavior
in simulation combining both a validation of behavioral credibility and similarities between humans and virtual agents. Subjective and objective approaches
complement each other in two diﬀerent ways: human expertise and raw data.

3

Objective and Approach

Our goal is the evaluation of the agents of a multi-agents simulation at a microscopic level, in the context of virtual environments. The method we propose is
based on the aggregation of individual data (for both agents and human participants) into behavior clusters that will support the actual behavior analysis. In
this view, behavior clusters act as abstractions of individual traces. This paper
details the computation of such clusters (Sect. 4) and their use for behavior
analysis (Sect. 5). The originality of our model is that we use the two available
types of data: objective data with logs and subjective data via questionnaires.
3.1

General Approach

The general architecture of the method is described in the Fig. 1 and the data
processing is detailed in Fig. 4. It consists of 4 main steps: collection of data in
simulation, annotation of this data, automatic clustering of data, and clusters
comparison.
The ﬁrst step of our method is to collect data about human participants. We
consider both subjective data, using questionnaires about their general habits
and their adopted behaviors in the given task, and objective data, using immersive (or participatory) simulation in the virtual environment. The raw data from
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Fig. 1. An architecture for behavior analysis and evaluation.
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participants’ experiments in the simulator is called logs and the answers to questionnaires is called habits in the ﬁgure.
The second step is to reﬁne this data by 1) producing new simulations (or
“replays”) in which the human participant has been replaced by a virtual agent;
and 2) having all replays (with human participants and with virtual agents) being
annotated by a diﬀerent set of participants, using the behavior questionnaire.
This step produces a set of annotations.
Our objective is twofold. First, we want to study the correlation between participants’ categories and their behaviors observed in the simulation so as to verify
that the automated clustering of observation data is related to task-related highlevel behavior. Second, we need to compare participants’ behavior and agents’
behavior so as to report on the capability of agents to simulate human behavior.
In both cases, this cannot be done on raw data (should it be questionnaires or
data logs). Logs, especially in the case of participants, are noisy: two diﬀerent
logs can represent the same type of tactic or strategic behavior. This is the
reason why, in order to generalize the analysis of our logs to a higher behavior
level, we propose to use behavior categories (called abstractions in the ﬁgure).
These categories serve as abstraction to the logs by gathering together, within
the same cluster, diﬀerent logs representative of the same high level behavior.
This is done using automatic unsupervised clustering methods (because supervised algorithms require labeling by an expert of a large amount of logs). In
the same way, we use clustering methods on the two questionnaires habits and
annotations.
The comparison of these abstractions is our ﬁnal step. We both evaluate the
similarity between agents and humans logs and the annotated behaviors (dashed
arrow number 1); and between the logs and self-reported habits for humans
(dashed arrow number 2). While the ﬁrst comparison allows us to evaluate the
level of credibility of our virtual agents in the simulation, the second one is
used to verify that the logs automated clustering corresponds to task-related
high-level behaviors. If there is a strong similarity between the composition of
behavior clusters and participant self-reported categories (habits), it then means
that behavior clusters are meaningful in terms of participant typology. Note that
this comparison is meaningful if and only if we use the same sort of indicators
for habits and annotations.
Human Participants and Agents. For the comparison between participants’
behavior clusters and agents’ ones, we collect the same logs for simulated agents
as for the participants. As will be discussed in Sect. 4.2, the clustering algorithm
does not work directly on raw data: we use higher-level representation based on
expert knowledge on the ﬁeld.
Diﬀerent types of agents are generated by exploring the parameter space such
as normativity, experience, decision parameters . . . The agents are placed in an
identical situation to that presented to participants, so that the same logs are
collected. The clustering is done on both agents and human participants logs,
gathered together in the general term of main actors (see Sect. 4.2).
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Fig. 2. Driving simulator device with 3 screens, steering wheel, gearbox and a set of
pedals.

For the evaluation step, it is possible to distinguish three cluster types:
1. The clusters containing both human and agent main actors; they corresponds
to high-level behaviors that are correctly reproduced by the agents.
2. Those consisting of simulated agents only; they correspond to behaviors that
were produced only by the agents. In most cases, it reﬂects simulation errors,
but it can also be due to a too small participants sample.
3. Those consisting of participants only; they correspond to behaviors that have
not been replicated by the agents, and are thus either lacks in the agent’s
model, or due to a too small agents sample in the parameter space.
In the end, we combine this agent-human comparison with the annotationhabits analysis: The participants’ behavior clusters are correlated to their habits
categories. Furthermore, the composition of the behavior clusters in term of
simulated agents and participants allows us to give explicit information about
those agents.
3.2

Case Study

Our method was tested in the context of driving simulators. We want to evaluate
the realism and credibility of the behavior of the IFSTTAR’s road traﬃc simulator’s agents (see Fig. 2) by using the ARCHISIM driving simulator [6]. To do
this, the participants drive a car on a road containing simulated vehicles. The
circuit (shown in Fig. 3) provides a driving situation on a single carriage way
with two lanes in the same direction. It corresponds to about 1 min of driving.
The main actor encounters a vehicle at low speed on the right lane.

Fig. 3. Scenario: The main actor (in black) is driving on a single carriage way with two
lanes in the same direction with a smooth traﬃc ﬂow. Then, a vehicle at low speed on
the right lane (in dark gray) disturbs the traﬃc.
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Our method is illustrated in the following sections with this application to
the study of driving behavior. However, the presented method may be used in
any kind of participatory simulation, by choosing relevant task-related questionnaires.

4

Data Processing Method

In this section, we detail the diﬀerent elements of our behavioral validation
method and the algorithms that we use.
4.1

Clustering of Main Actors Categories

We ﬁrst describe the habits questionnaire and the annotations questionnaire
applied to the driving simulation, and then detail the clustering algorithm.
Participants Habits. In the ﬁrst place it is necessary to submit a behavior
questionnaire speciﬁc to the ﬁeld before the experiment to characterize the general behavior of the participant in the studied activity. In the context of our
application to driving simulators, we chose the Driving Behavior Questionnaire
(DBQ) [26]. It provides a general score, but also scores on 5 subscales: (1) slips;
(2) lapses; (3) mistakes; (4)unintended violations; and (5) deliberate violations.
In addition, it supplies 3 subscales related to the accident risk: (1) no risk ; (2)
possible risk ; and (3) definite risk.
Annotation of Main Actors Behaviors. An adopted behavior in a precise
situation may not correspond to the participant’s general behavior. For example, in driving simulators, the general driving behavior captured by the DBQ
may not correspond to the participant’s behavior in the precise studied situation. Furthermore, the general behavior questionnaire is completed by the driver
himself about his own behaviors. This adds a bias due to introspection.
This is why we need to use a second questionnaire called annotations. This
questionnaire is completed by a diﬀerent set of participants. It avoids the introspection bias. Furthermore, having a population which is observing the situation
allows us to collect situation speciﬁc information. The questions are rated on a
Likert-type scale [17]. In our application to driving simulators, the questionnaire
contains a question rated on a 7 points scale (and no opinion) from no to yes
for each of the 5 DBQ subscales.
The 3 risk-related subscales are merged in a unique question named accident
risk rated on a 3 points scale (and no opinion). We also add a question related to
the perceived control on the same 7 points scale with the purpose of evaluating
the main actors control in general. At last, a question asking if the main actor
is a human or a simulated agent is added in order to compare how the behavior
clustering and the annotators separated the participants from the agents.
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From Data to Categories. In the general case (independently from the application domain), using behavior questionnaires, we obtain qualitative data on
Likert-type scales. The answers are transformed into quantitative data via a linear numeric scale. Scale scores of questionnaires are then calculated by adding
the scale-related questions, and normalized between 0 and 1. Once data are
processed, we classify the participants’ scores using a clustering algorithm to
obtain drivers categories. This allows us to obtain clusters corresponding to participants’ habits and how they are annotated. As seen in Sect. 3.1, the algorithm
must be unsupervised with a free number of clusters. Several algorithms exist in
the literature to this purpose, such as Cascade K-means with the Variance Ratio
Criterion (Calinski-Harabasz ) [5], X-means based on the Bayesian Information
Criterion [23], or Self-Organizing Maps [13].
We chose to use the Cascade K-means algorithm which executes several
K-means for K ∈ {1, . . . , N }. The classic K-means algorithm uses K random
initial centroids. It then proceeds those two steps alternatively until convergence: (1) The assignment step which assigns each main actor ma to the cluster
Ci whose mean yields the least within-cluster sum of squares mi at time t (see
Eq. 1); (2) The update step which calculates the new means m to be the centroids
of the main actors in the new clusters at time t + 1 (see Eq. 2).

(t)

Ci

∀ j ∈ {1, . . . , k}

2 
2 


(t) 
(t) 
= {map : map − mi  ≤ map − mj 
(t+1)

mi

=

1



maj

(t)

|Ci |

(1)
(2)

(t)

maj ∈Ci

The initialization of the clusters is done with K-means++ [1] which allows a
better distribution of clusters’ centers in accordance with the data. To do so, the
centroid of the ﬁrst cluster is initialized randomly among the main actors. Until
having K clusters, the algorithm computes the distance of each main actor to the
last selected centroid. Then, it selects the centroid of a new cluster among the
main actors. The selection is done randomly according to a weighted probability
distribution proportional to their squared distance.
Finally, we must select the “best” number of clusters with respect to our
clustering goal. This is done using the Variance Ratio Criterion which takes into
account the inter-distance (i.e. the within-cluster error sum of squares W ) and
intra-distance (i.e. the between-cluster error sum of squares B) of the clusters [5]
(see Eq. 4). Let |Ck | be the number of elements in the cluster Ck , Ck be the
barycenter of this cluster and C be the barycenter of all main actors (i.e. the
clustering). Then, the Variance Ratio Criterion CH for K clusters is as described
bellow (in Eq. 3):
CH(K) =
where B =

K

k=1

B/(K − 1)
W/(N − K)

|Ck |Ck − C2 and W =

K 
N

k=1 n=1

(3)
mak,n − Ck 2

(4)
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Clustering of Behaviors

This section describes how raw data logs are turned into clusters, within a series
of pre-processing and clustering methods. The Fig. 4 shows the pre-processing
applied to the logs in order to obtain clusters. Squares indicate the data name
and its shape with the number of variables (X), the number of indicators (K),
the number of main actors (N ), and the time (T ). The used algorithms are in
squircles above arrows. The Sect. 4.2 (on the top of the ﬁgure) describes the logs
of the main actors; the Sect. 4.2 (on the middle of the ﬁgure) explains the preprocessing; and the Sect. 4.2 (on the right of the ﬁgure) explains the clustering
algorithm.
Main Actors Logs. During the simulation we collect the logs of the main actor
(participant or agent), of neighboring agents and of the environment. These logs
are then used for the clustering of tactical and strategic behaviors. The data to
be recorded must be deﬁned by experts in the domain of application.
In our traﬃc simulation example, we collect each 300 ms from 8 to 13 variables. The variables shared by all the main actors are the time, the milepost,
the road, the gap and the cap to the lane axis, the speed, the acceleration, and
the topology. Speciﬁc variables to the driven vehicles are added: the wheel angle,
the pressure on pedals (acceleration, brake and clutch), and the gear.
The road traﬃc experts chose the following indicators: some high-level variables like the inter-vehicles distance and time, the jerk (the derivative of acceleration with respect to time), the time to collision (under the assumption of
constant speeds for both vehicles), and the number of lane changings (which
is not a temporal indicator); as well as some low-level variables such as speed,
acceleration, and lateral distance to the road axis.
Pre-processing. Some signiﬁcant indicators dependent on the application ﬁeld
cannot be directly obtained. For this reason, ﬁeld experts are consulted to identify important indicators. Then we calculate the indicators from the logs for
those that could not be collected.
In the context of a dynamic simulation, most of the indicators are temporal.
The data to classify are thus ordered sequences of values for each main actor. In

Logs
XxNxT

Experts

Indicators
KxNxT

DTW

Std
KxN
Mean
KxN

DTWs
KxNxN
MDS
Coords
KxN

RMS
KxN
PCA

K-means

Clustering

Coords’
K’ x N

Fig. 4. Logs pre-processing and clustering.
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order to classify those data, two ways exist: to use an algorithm taking temporal
data as input or to use ﬂat data by concatenating temporal indicators related to
a participant on a single line. The ﬁrst solution signiﬁcantly increases the algorithms’ complexity because they must take into account the possible temporal
oﬀsets of similar behaviors. The second one ignores temporal oﬀsets but permits
the application of classic algorithms.
We chose a hybrid solution of data pre-processing which allows us both to
have a single set of attributes for each participant and to take into account
temporal oﬀsets. To do this, we generate as many vectors as main actors (participants and virtual agents). Each vector contains the following information
extracted from the indicators identiﬁed by the ﬁeld experts: (a)mean values;
(b) standard deviations; (c) root mean squares; and (d) temporal aggregations.
Temporal indicators are compared with an algorithm taking into account temporal oﬀsets.
The adopted solution for the pre-processing of temporal oﬀsets is to use a
pattern matching algorithm such as Dynamic Time Warping (DTW ) or Longest
Common Subsequence (LCS ). We chose the DTW algorithm which calculates
the matching cost between two ordered sequences (i.e. indicators inda and indb )
in order to measure their similarity [2]. Let T be the number of simulation time
steps. The algorithm computes a T ×T matrix. It initializes the ﬁrst row and the
ﬁrst column to infinity, and the ﬁrst element to 0. It then computes each elements
of the matrix Mi,j ∀(i, j) ∈ {2, . . . , T + 1}2 according to the distance between the
two sequences at this time t and to the matrix element neighborhood (see Eq. 5).
As DTW complexity is O(N 2 ), we use an approximation of this algorithm: the
FastDTW algorithm which has order of O(N ) time and memory complexity [27].
DT W [i, j] ← distance(indai , indbj )+

(5)

min(DT W [i − 1, j],DT W [i, j − 1], DT W [i − 1, j − 1])
As DTW calculates the similarity between two instances of a temporal variable,
the less the instances are similar, the more the cost increases. Let inds be the
set of indicators and K = |inds| be the number of indicators. For each indicator
ind
ind ∈ inds, we calculate the N × N mutual distances matrix DDT
W , where N
is the number of main actors (participants and agents).
In order to include DTW similarities as new variables describing the main
actors, we use a Multi-Dimensional Scaling algorithm (MDS ) to place each main
actor in a dimensional space. The algorithm assigns a point to each instance in
a multidimensional space and tries to minimize the number of space dimensions.
The goal is to ﬁnd N vectors (coord1 , . . . , coordN ) ∈ RN such that ∀(i, j) ∈
ind
N 2 , coordi − coordj  ≈ DDT
W (i, j).
As DTW is a mathematical distance, the MDS algorithm applied to each
DDT W is able to minimize the number of space dimensions to 1 (i.e. a vector of
coordinates). Then we have as many vectors of coordinates as indicators.
Indicators’ coordinates may be correlated among each others but the
K-means algorithm uses a dimensional space of which the axes are
orthogonal to each other. In order to apply this algorithm, we need to project
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the data on an orthogonal hyperplane of which the axes are two by two noncorrelated.
The Principal Component Analysis (PCA) calculates the non-correlated axes
which give a maximal dispersion of the data. It is then possible to reduce the
number of dimensions avoiding redundant information by compressing them.
Data are represented in a matrix of coordinates C with K random variables
{ind1 , . . . , indK } containing N independent
 realizations. This matrix is standardized according to the center of gravity ind1 , . . . , indK (with ind the arithmetic mean) and to the standard deviation σ of the random variables. It is then
 T · C.
 The PCA looks for the
possible to calculate the correlation matrix: N1 · C
axis u which maximizes the variance of the data. To do so, it calculates a linear
combination of the random variables in order to project the data on this axis:
πu (C) = C · u. We keep the same number of axes K  for the projected indicators
as for the indicators (K).
⎡ ind
⎢
=⎢
C
⎣

1,1 −ind1
σ(ind1 )

..
.

indN,1 −ind1
σ(ind1 )

···
..
.

ind1,K −indK
σ(indK )

···

indN,K −indK
σ(indK )

..
.

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎦

(6)

Behavior Clusters. Finally, we apply on the PCA projected indicators the
same K-means algorithm as the one applied on the questionnaire’s scores in order
to classify these data (normalized between 0 and 1). We thus obtain behavior
clusters of main actors, as shown in Fig. 4.
4.3

Clusterings Comparison

Now that we have annotations clustering, behaviors clustering on main actors
and habits clustering on participants, we want to compare the clusters composition between the annotations and the behaviors, and between the habits and
the behaviors.
As we want to compare clusterings, we need a similarity measure between
two clusterings C1 and C2 . We use the Adjusted Rand Index (ARI ) [11] - a well
known index recommended in [20] - which is based on pair counting: a) N00 : the
number of pairs that are in the same set in both clusterings (agreement); b) N11 :
the number of pairs that are in diﬀerent sets in both clusterings (agreement); and
c) N01 and N10 : the number of pairs that are in the same set in one clustering
and in diﬀerent sets in the other (disagreement) and vice-versa. The Rand Index
RI ∈ [0, 1] is described in Eq. 7 [25]. The Adjusted Rand Index ARI ∈ [−1, 1] is
calculated using a contingency table [nij ] where nij is the number of agreements
between instances i and j: nij = |Ci1 ∩ Cj2 | (see Eq. 8). It is a corrected-forrandomness version of the RI : Where the expected value of RI for two random
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clusterings is not constant, the expected value of ARI is 0.
N00 + N11
N00 + N11 + N01 + N10
RI(C1 , C2 ) − E [RI(C1 , C2 )]
ARI(C1 , C2 ) =
1 − E [RI(C1 , C2 )]
RI(C1 , C2 ) =

where

5

(7)
(8)

⎡
⎤
  nik    nlj  n
k
l
⎦/
E [RI(C1 , C2 )] = ⎣
2
2
2
i
j

Experimentation

The participants to our driving simulation experiment are regular drivers aged
from 24 to 59 (44 % female). Our experiment is carried out on a device comprising
a steering wheel, a set of pedals, a gearbox and 3 screens allowing suﬃcient lateral
ﬁeld of view (see Fig. 2). These screens are also used to integrate the rear-view
mirror and the left-hand mirror. 23 participants used this device.
Firstly, the Driver Behavior Questionnaire is submitted before the simulation.
Secondly, a ﬁrst test without simulated traﬃc is performed for the participant
to get accustomed to the functioning of the simulator and to the circuit. Then,
the participant performs the scenario, this time in interaction with simulated
vehicles. It should be noted that as the behavior of simulated vehicles is not
scripted, situations diﬀer more or less depending on the main actor behavior.
The data are then recorded for the processing phase. A video is also made for
the replay. Finally, another population of 6 participants ﬁlls the annotations
questionnaire after viewing the video replay of the simulation in order to evaluate
the adopted behaviors of the main actors (i.e. 23 participants and 14 agents).
One participant had simulator sickness but was able to ﬁnish the experiment,
and one annotator had dizziness and ceased watching.
5.1

Results

We have compared the habits clustering, the annotations clustering, and the
behaviors clustering. The composition of the clusterings is illustrated with three
graphs. Agents are represented with rectangles and are named a#. Participants
are represented with ellipses and are named s#. The main actors of one clustering
are grouped together within rectangles containing the cluster number on the top.
The others clustering’s main actors are grouped together by color and the cluster
number is written just bellow the main actors names.
Habits and Annotations Clusters. We want to compare the DBQ scales and
the summarized DBQ scales of our annotations questionnaire. The Fig. 5 shows
the habits clustering (within rectangles) and the annotations clustering (grouped
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Fig. 5. Comparison of participants between habits clustering (within rectangles) and
annotations clustering (grouped together by color) (Color ﬁgure online).

together by color), and their similarity. As the habits clustering from the DBQ
questionnaire is only ﬁlled by simulation participants, we do not display the
agents from the annotations clustering. The habits clustering contains 3 clusters
which are close to the 2 clusters of the annotations clustering. cluster1 contains
nearly all participants of the cluster (1) (excepted s12). cluster2 is composed
of cluster (2) participants only. Also, cluster3 is mainly composed of cluster
(2) participants (excepted s17). The rand index is 0.71 and the adjusted rand
index is 0.42. This means that our summarized DBQ scales in the annotations
questionnaire is meaningful with regard to driver behavior habits.
Behavior Clusters and Annotations Clusters. With the behavior clustering
on main actors, we are able to analyze how many human behaviors are reproduced by the agents, how many human behaviors are not adopted by the agents,
and how many agent behaviors are not adopted by participants. We are also
capable of making explicit those behaviors via the similarity with annotations
clusters if relevant.
The Fig. 6 presents the behaviors clustering (within rectangles) and the annotations 1 clustering grouped together by color. The number of clusters is similar
in both clusterings (3 behaviors versus 2 types of annotations). The rand index
is 0.59 and the adjusted rand index is 0.17.
– cluster1 contains one participant and nearly all the agents (excepted a5).
Most of its main actors are annotated in the same way (i.e. in cluster (1)). So,
1

except for the human or simulated agent question which is not related to the adopted
behavior.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of main actors between behavior clustering within rectangles and
annotations clustering grouped together by color (Color ﬁgure online).

the main actors of the cluster 1 adopted a similar driving behavior and were
annotated in the same way, i.e.: the highest score on perceived control question
and the lowest scores on the questions related to driving issues. Therefore, they
are judged as careful drivers.
– cluster2 is only composed of participants which are mixed between the two
annotations clusters. These participants do not overtake the vehicle at low
speed on the right lane. Some of them do not reach the disturbed traﬃc zone
due to low speed at the start, others decide not to overtake the vehicle at low
speed but rather to follow it. This behavior is characterized by a lower speed
and no lane change.
– cluster3 is mainly composed of participants (and the agent a5). Those participants are largely annotated in the same cluster (2), which has the lowest
score on the perceived control question and the highest scores on the questions
related to driving issues, meaning that they are judged as unsafe drivers.
Behavior Clusters and Habits. We have compared the drivers habits using
the DBQ questionnaire with the adopted behavior (see Fig. 7). As the habits
clustering from the DBQ questionnaire is only ﬁlled by simulation participants,
we do not displayed the agents from the annotations clustering. The Variance
Ratio Criterion selects 3 clusters. The rand index is low (0.48) as is the adjusted
rand index (0.07). The clustering contains a singleton cluster and two other
clusters, each containing a mixture of all the DBQ clusters, meaning that the
behavior clustering does not correspond to the habits clustering. It validates the
use of annotations by observers, which are closer to data clustering results.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of main actors between behavior clustering within rectangles and
habits clustering grouped together by color (Color ﬁgure online).

5.2

Discussion

Firstly, there is no signiﬁcant similarity between habits clustering and behaviors
clustering. This might be due to the general approach of the DBQ questionnaire.
The driver’s habits may diﬀer from the adopted behavior. The DBQ is ﬁlled by
the driver itself. The introspection bias may be the reason of the diﬀerences.
This is also an issue for us because we cannot apply it to the agent. The 3 scales
dealing with the risk could be another problem: 8 % of the participants had some
high scores on the No risk scale and the Definite risk scale but a low score one
the Possible risk scale. Another problem is that the same type of participant
in term of DBQ cluster can adopt diﬀerent behaviors for the same situation,
leading to diﬀerent logs. Similarly, the same behavior can be adopted by diﬀerent types of participants. This is an issue to analyze the similarity between the
habits clustering and the behaviors clustering with the ARI measure. A solution
could be to merge the subsets for which all main actors are also in the same
cluster in the other clustering.
Secondly, we have a signiﬁcant similarity between annotations and behavior clusterings, meaning that we are able to classify our logs data into high-level
behavior clusters which are meaningful in term of driving annotations. Nevertheless the two clusterings are not identical with regard to the clusters composition
nor with regard to the clusters number. This could be due to the few number of
annotators, we are currently increasing this population. Furthermore, the behavior clustering is done on noisy indicators for human participants and on smooth
indicators for agents. A solution might be to add a noise on the agents data or
to smooth the participants data. This problem may come from the clustering
algorithm which is a classic but basic one. In order to better take account of the
data temporal aspect than by aggregating them, we have to test with temporal
algorithms.
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In the comparison of annotations and behaviors, one agent was in a mainly
human composed cluster. Does this mean that it is able to simulate the majority
of driver’s behaviors of this cluster which is cautious ? If it is, we can then consider that this cautious behavior is an agents ability. To verify this assumption,
we would need a speciﬁc test in which the parameter set that was used for the
agent a5 is confronted to diﬀerent situations, and compared with logs and annotations of cautious human drivers. Conversely, one participant was in the mainly
agent composed cluster judged as dangerous for a majority of them. This requires
further study to understand what was speciﬁc in this subject’s driving behavior
that was similar to the agents’ behaviors. cluster2 does not contain any agent,
meaning that the agent’s model is not able to reproduce this human driving
behavior (i.e. this behavior is lacking in the agent’s model). Another type of
cluster - which does not appear in this experiment - is composed of agents only.
In that case, we can consider - as no participant adopted this behavior - that
the agents behavior is inaccurate (i.e. is an error) and should be investigated
further.

6

Conclusion and Perspectives

This paper presents a method to study the agents’ behavioral credibility through
an experiment in a virtual environment. This validation is original in coupling
a subjective analysis of the agents’ behavioral credibility (via human sciences
questionnaires and annotations) with an objective analysis of the agents’ abilities. This analysis is based on behaviors clustering which allows us to obtain
behaviors categories at a higher level than raw data. The method is generic for
mixed simulation where agents and humans interact. When applied to a new
domain, some of the tools have to be adapted, such as the choice of the behavior
questionnaire which is domain-speciﬁc. The method is fully implemented, built
on the Weka toolkit. The software shall be made available in the future.
Our validation method was applied to the road traﬃc simulation. This experiment showed that the methodology is usable for mixed and complex VEs and
that it is possible to obtain high-level behaviors from the logs via our abstraction.
A larger annotators population should provide more evidence of the method’s
robustness.
Several tracks for further work remain to explore. On the clustering part, the
evaluation of multiple algorithms should enable to better assess their relevance.
To do so, the use of the results of the comparison between annotations clusters
and observed behavior clusters allows us to choose the most pertinent algorithm
depending on the application. Another research open issue - as annotation are
similar to behaviors whereas habits diﬀer - is how the behaviors clustering evolve
through multiple situations of a longer scenario, whether the participants clusters
remain stable or change in number or composition.
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Abstract. The most interesting challenge for a reinforcement learning
agent is to learn online in unknown large discrete, or continuous stochastic model. The agent has not only to trade-oﬀ between exploration
and exploitation, but also has to ﬁnd a good set of basis functions to
approximate the value function. We extend oﬄine kernel-based LSPI (or
least squares policy iteration) to online learning. Online kernel-based
LSPI combines feature of oﬄine kernel-based LSPI and online LSPI.
Online kernel-based LSPI uses knowledge gradient policy as an exploration policy to trade-oﬀ between exploration and exploitation, and the
approximate linear dependency based kernel sparsiﬁcation method to
select basis functions automatically. We compare between online kernelbased LSPI and online LSPI on 5 discrete Markov decision problems,
where online kernel-based LSPI outperforms online LSPI according to
the optimal policy performance.
Keywords: Online reinforcement learning · Trade-oﬀ between exploration and exploitation · Knowledge gradient exploration policy · Value
function approximation · (Kernel-based) least squares policy iteration ·
Approximate linear dependency kernel sparsiﬁcation

1

Introduction

A Reinforcement Learning (RL) agent has to learn to make optimal sequential
decisions while interacting with its environment. At each time step, the agent
takes an action and as a result the environment transits from the current state
to the next one while the agent receives feedback signal from the environment
in the form of a scalar reward.
The mapping from states to actions that speciﬁes which actions to take in
states is called a policy π and the goal of the agent is to ﬁnd the optimal policy
π ∗ , i.e. the one that maximises the total expected discounted reward, as soon as
possible. The state-action value function Qπ (s, a) is deﬁned as the total expected
discounted reward obtained when the agent starts in state s, takes action a, and
follows policy π thereafter. The optimal policy maximises these Qπ (s, a) values.
When the agent’s environment can be modelled as a Markov Decision Process
(MDP) then the Bellman equations for the state-action value functions, one per
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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state-action pair, can be written down and can be solved by algorithms like
policy iteration or value iteration [1]. We refer to Sect. 2.1 for more details.
When no such model is available, the Bellman equations cannot be written
down. Instead, the agent has to rely only on information collected while interacting with its environment. At each time step, the information collected consists
of the current state, the action taken in that state, the reward obtained and the
next state of the environment. The agent can either learn oﬄine when ﬁrstly a
batch of past experience is collected and subsequently used and reused to learn
the optimal policy π ∗ , or online when it tries to improve its behaviour at each
time step based on the current information.
Fortunately, the optimal Q-values can still be determined using Q-learning [1]
which represents the actions-value Qπ (s, a) as a lookup table and uses the agent’s
experience to build the Qπ (s, a). Unfortunately, when the state and/or the action
spaces are large ﬁnite or continuous space, the agent faces a challenge called the
curse of dimensionality, since the memory space needed to store all the Q-values
grows exponentially in the number of states and actions. Computing all Q-values
becomes infeasible. To handle this challenge, function approximation methods
have been introduced to approximate the Q-values, e.g. [2] have proposed Least
Squares Policy Iteration (LSPI) to ﬁnd the optimal policy when no model of
the environment is available. LSPI is an example of both approximate policy
iteration and oﬄine learning. LSPI approximates the Q-values using a linear
combination of predeﬁned basis functions. The used predeﬁned basis functions
have a large impact on the performance of LSPI in terms of the number of
iterations that LSPI needs to converge to a policy, the probability that the
converged policy is optimal, and the accuracy of the approximated Q-values.
To improve the accuracy of the approximated Q-values and to ﬁnd a (near)
optimal policy, [3] have proposed Kernel-Based LSPI (KBLSPI), an example of
oﬄine approximated policy iteration that uses Mercer kernels to approximate
Q-values [4]. Moreover, kernel-based LSPI provides automatic feature selection
by the kernel basis functions since it uses the approximate linear dependency
sparsiﬁcation method described in [5].
[6,7] have adapted LSPI, which does oﬄine learning, for online reinforcement
learning and the result is called online LSPI. A good online learning algorithm
must quickly produce acceptable performance rather than at the end of the
learning process as is the case in oﬄine learning. In order to obtain good performance, an online algorithm has to ﬁnd a proper balance between exploitation,
i.e. using the collected information in the best possible way, and exploration, i.e.
testing out the available alternatives [1]. Several exploration policies are available for that purpose and one of the most popular ones is -greedy exploration
that selects with probability 1 −  the action with the highest estimated Q-value
and selects uniformly, randomly with probability  one of the actions available in
the current state. To get good performance, the parameter  has to be tuned for
each problem. To get rid of parameter tuning and to increase the performance
of online LSPI, [8] have proposed using Knowledge Gradient (KG) policy [9] in
the online-LSPI.
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To improve the performance of online-LSPI and to get automatic feature
selection, we propose online kernel-based LSPI and we use the knowledge gradient (KG) as an exploration policy. The rest of the paper is organised as follows:
In Sect. 2 we present Markov decision processes, LSPI, the knowledge gradient
policy for online learning, kernel-based LSPI and the approximate linear dependency test. While in Sect. 3, we present the knowledge gradient policy in online
kernel-based LSPI. In Sect. 4 we give the domains used in our experiments and
our results. We conclude in Sect. 5.

2

Preliminaries

In this section, we discuss Markov decision processes, online LSPI, the knowledge gradient exploration policy (KG), oﬄine kernel-based LSPI (KBLSPI) and
approximate linear dependency (ALD).
2.1

Markov Decision Process

A ﬁnite Markov decision process (MDP) is a 5-tuple (S, A, P, R, γ), where the
state space S contains a ﬁnite number of states s and the action space A contains a ﬁnite number of actions a, the transition probabilities P (s, a, s ) give
the conditional probabilities p(s |s, a) that the environment transits to state s
when the agent takes action a in state s, the reward distributions R(s, a, s ) give
the expected immediate reward when the environment transits to state s after
taking action a in state s, and γ ∈ [0, 1) is the discount factor that determines
the present value of future rewards [1,10].
A deterministic policy π : S → A determines which action a the agent
takes in each state s. For the MDPs considered, there is always a deterministic
optimal policy and so we can restrict the search process to such policies [1,10].
π
By deﬁnition, the state-action value function
∞ t Q (s, a) for a policy π gives the
expected total discounted reward Eπ ( i=t γ rt ) when the agent starts in state
s, takes action a and follows policy π thereafter. The goal of the agent is to ﬁnd
the optimal policy π ∗ , i.e. the one that maximizes Qπ for every state s and action
a: π ∗ (s) = argmaxa∈A Q∗ (s, a) where Q∗ (s, a) = maxπ Qπ (s, a) is the optimal
state-action value function. For the MDPs considered, the Bellman equations for
the state-action value function Qπ are given by

Qπ (s, a) = R(s, a, s ) + γ
P (s, a, s )Qπ (s , a )
(1)
s

In Eq. 1, the sum is taken over all states s that can be reached from state s when
action a is taken, and the action a taken in next state s is determined by the
policy π, i.e. a = π(s ). If the MDP is completely known then algorithms such
as value or policy iteration ﬁnd the optimal policy π ∗ . Policy iteration starts
with an initial policy π0 , e.g. randomly selected, and repeats the next two steps
until no further improvement is found: (1) policy evaluation where the current
policy πi is evaluated using Bellman equation 1 to calculate the corresponding
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value function Qπi , and (2) policy improvement where this value function is
used to ﬁnd an improved new policy πi+1 that is greedy in the previous one, i.e.
πi+1 = argmaxa∈A Qπi (s, a) [1].
For ﬁnite MDPs, the action-value functions Qπ for a policy π can be represented by a lookup table of size |S| × |A|, one entry per state-action pair.
However, when the state and/or action spaces are large, this approach becomes
computationally infeasible due to the curse of dimensionality and one has to rely
on function approximation instead. Moreover, the agent does not know the transition probabilities P (s, a, s ) and the reward distributions R(s, a, s ). Therefore,
it must rely on information collected while interacting with the environment to
learn the optimal policy. The information collected is a trajectory of samples of
the form (st , at , rt , st+1 ) or (st , at , rt , st+1 , at+1 ), where st , at , rt , st+1 , and at+1 ,
are the state, the action in the state, the reward, the next state, and the next
action in the next state, respectively. To overcome these problems, least squares
policy iteration (LSPI) uses such samples to approximate the Qπ -values [2].
More recently, [6] have adapted LSPI so that it can work online and [8]
have used the knowledge gradient (KG) policy in this online LSPI. Since we are
interested in the most challenging RL problem: online learning in a stochastic
environment of which no model is available. Therefore, we are going to compare
the performance of online-LSPI with the proposed algorithm using KG policy.
2.2

Least Squares Policy Iteration

LSPI approximates the action-value Qπ for a policy π in a linear way [2]:
Q̂π (s, a; wπ ) =

n


φ i (s, a)wiπ

(2)

i=1

where n, n << |S × A|, is the number of basis functions, the weights (wiπ )ni=1
φi (s, a)}ni=1 is the set of
are parameters to be learned for each policy π, and {φ
predeﬁned basis function vectors. Let Φ be the basis matrix of size |S × A| × n,
where each row contains the values of all basis functions in one of the state-action
pairs (s, a) and each column contains the values of one of the basis function vector
φ i in all state-action pairs and let w π be a column weight vector of length n.
Given a trajectory of length L of samples (st , at , rt , st+1 )L
t=1 . Oﬄine-LSPI
is an example of approximated policy iteration and repeats the following two
steps until no further improvement in the policy is obtained: (1) Approximate
policy evaluation that approximates the state-action value function Qπ of the
current policy π, and (2) Approximate policy improvement that derives from
the current estimated state-action value functions Q̂π a better policy π  , i.e.
π  = argmaxa∈A Q̂π (s, a)
Using the least square error of the projected Bellman’s equation, Eq. 1, the
weight vector w π can be approximated as follows [2]:
Aŵ
w π = b̂b
Â

(3)
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A is a matrix and b̂b is a vector. Oﬄine-LSPI updates the matrix Â
A and
where Â
the vector b̂b from all available samples as follows:
At−1 + φ (st , at )[φ
φ(st , at ) − γφ
φ(st+1 , π(st+1 ))]T
At = Â
Â
b̂bt = b̂bt−1 + φ (st , at )rt

(4)

where T is the transpose and rt is the immediate reward that is obtained at time
w π can be
step t. After iterating over all collected samples, the weight vector ŵ
found. [6] have adapted oﬄine-LSPI for online learning. The changes with respect
A and
to the oﬄine algorithm are twofold: (1) online-LSPI updates the matrix Â
the vector b̂b after each time step t. Then, after every few samples Kθ obtained
w π for the current
from the environment, online-LSPI estimates the weight vector ŵ
policy π, computes the corresponding approximated Q̂-function, and derives an
improved new learned policy π  , π  = argmaxa∈A Q̂π (s, a). When Kθ = 1, onlineLSPI is called fully optimistic and when Kθ > 1 is a small value, online-LSPI is
called partially optimistic. (2) online-LSPI needs an exploration policy and [8]
proposed using KG policy as an exploration policy instead of -greedy policy.
[8] have shown that the performance of the online-LSPI is increased, e.g. the
average frequency that the learned policy is converged to the optimal policy.
Therefore, we are going to use KG policy in our algorithm and experiments.
2.3

KG Exploration Policy

Knowledge gradient KG [9] assumes that the rewards of each action a are
drawn according to a probability distribution and it takes normal distributions N (μa , σa2 ) with mean μa and standard deviation σa . At time step t, the
current estimates, based on the rewards obtained so far, are denoted by μ̂a (t)
and σ̂a (t). The root-mean-square error (RMSE) of the estimated mean reward
μ̂a (t), given na (t) rewards resulting from action a, at time step t is given by
√
ˆa (t) = σ̂a / na . And, the change in the RMSE of action a at time step t is
σ̄


√
a (t) = (σ̂a (t)/ na )2 − (σ̂a (t + 1)/ na (t + 1))2 , where σ̂a (t + 1) is the
σ
a (t), σ
estimated standard deviation of the mean of action a at time step t + 1 and
na (t + 1) is the number of times action a is selected at time step t + 1. The KG
is an index strategy that determines for each action a the index V KG (a) and
selects the action with the ‘highest’ index. The index V KG (a)1 is calculated as
follows:


μ̂a − maxa =a μ̂a
ˆ σ
a f −|
| .
(5)
V KG (a) =
σ
a
√
In this equation, f (x)=φ
ˆ KG (x)+xΦKG (x) where φKG (x) = 1/ 2π exp (−x2 /2)
x
is the density of the standard normal distribution and ΦKG (x) = −∞ φ(x )dx
is its cumulative distribution. Then KG selects the next action according to:


γ
KG
aKG =
V
ˆ argmax μ̂a +
(a)
(6)
1−γ
a∈A
1

In order not to overload the notation we omit the time step t when it does not cause
confusion.
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Fig. 1. Algorithm: (Knowledge gradient).

where the second term in the right hand side is the total discounted index of
action a. For more details about KG policy, we refer to [11]. KG prefers those
actions about which comparatively little is known. These actions are the ones
ˆa around the estimated mean reward μ̂a is large. Thus,
whose RMSE (or spread) σ̄
KG prefers an action a over its alternatives if its conﬁdence in the estimated
mean reward μ̂a is low.
For discrete MDPs, [8] estimated the Q-values, Q̂(st , ai ) and the RMSE,
ˆq2 of the estimated Q-value to calculate the index V KG (ai ) for each available
σ̄
action ai , ai ∈ Ast in the current state st , where Ast is the set of actions in
state st 2 . The pseudocode algorithm of the KG exploration policy is shown in
Fig. 1. KG is easy to implement and does not have parameters to be tuned like
-greedy or sof tmax action selection policies [1]. KG balances between exploration and exploitation by adding an exploration bonus to the estimated Q-values
for each available action ai in the current state st and this bonus depends on all
ˆq2 (steps:
estimated Q-values Q̂(st , ai ) and the RMSE of the estimated Q-value σ̄
ˆq2 are updated according to [11].
2–8 in Fig. 1). The RMSE σ̄
2.4

Kernel-Based LSPI

Kernel-based LSPI [3] is a kernelized version of oﬄine-LSPI. Kernel-based LSPI
uses Mercer’s kernels in the approximated policy evaluation and improvement [4].
Given a ﬁnite set of points, i.e. {z1 , z2 , · · · , zt }, where zi is the state-action
pair, with the corresponding set of basis functions, i.e. φ (z) : z → R. Mercer theorem states the kernel function K is a positive deﬁnite matrix, i.e.
K(zi , zj ) =< φ (zi ), φ (zj ) >.
Given a trajectory of length L of samples and an initial policy π0 . Oﬄine
kernel-based LSPI (KBLSPI) uses the approximate linear dependency based
2

ˆ instead of
Note that, [8] used a variant of the KG policy. [8] used the RMSE σ̄
the change in the RMSE σ
 to calculate the KG index V KG to get better trade-oﬀ
between exploration and exploitation.
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sparsiﬁcation method to select a part of the data samples and consists a dictio|Dic|
nary Dic elements set, i.e. Dic = {(si , ai )}i=1 with the corresponding kernel
matrix K Dic of size |Dic × Dic| [5]. Kernel-based LSPI repeats the following two
steps: (1) Approximate policy evaluation, kernel-based LSPI approximates the
w π for policy π, Eq. 3 from all available samples as follows:
weight vector ŵ
At−1 + k ((st , at ), j)[kk ((st , at ), j) − γkk ((st+1 , π(st+1 )), j)]T
At = Â
Â
b̂bt = b̂bt−1 + k ((st , at ), j)rt , j ∈ Dic, j = 1, · · · , |Dic|

(7)

where k (., .) is a kernel vector with the kernel function k(., .) between two points
(a state-action pair (s, a) and j, where j is the state-action pair zj that is element
A should be
in the dictionary Dic, i.e. j ∈ {z1 , z2 , · · · , z|Dic| }). The matrix Â
initialized to a small multiple of the identity matrix to calculate the inverse of
A or using the pseudo inverse. After iterating for all the collected samples, the
Â
w π under policy π can be found and the approximated Qπ -values
weight vector ŵ
for policy π is the following linear combination:
w π k ((s, a), j), j ∈ Dic, j = 1, 2, · · · , |Dic|
Q̂π (s, a) = ŵ

(8)

(2) Approximate policy improvement, KBLSPI derives a new learned policy
which is the greedy one, i.e. π  (s) = argmaxa∈A Q̂π (s, a). The above two steps
are repeated until no change in the improved policy or a maximum number of
iterations is reached.
2.5

Approximate Linear Dependency

Given a set of data samples D from a MDP, i.e. D = {z1 , . . . , zL }, where zi is
a state-action pair and the corresponding linear independent basis functions set
φ(z1 ), · · · , φ (zL )}. Approximate linear dependency ALD method [5]
Φ , i.e. Φ = {φ
over the data samples set D is to ﬁnd a subset Dic, i.e. Dic ⊂ D whose elements
|Dic|
{zi }i=1 and the corresponding basis functions are stored in ΦDic , i.e. ΦDic ⊂ Φ.
The data dictionary Dic is initially empty, i.e. Dic = {} and ALD is implemented by testing every basis function vector φ in the basis function matrix Φ ,
one at time. If the basis function φ (zt ) can not be approximated, within a predeﬁned accuracy v, by the linear combination of the basis functions of the elements
that stored in Dict , then the basis function φ (zt ) will be added to Φ Dict and zt
will be added to Dict , otherwise zt will not be added to Dict and φ (zt ) will not
be added to the dictionary basis functions Φ Dic . As a result, after the ALD test,
the dictionary basis functions Φ Dic can approximate all the basis functions of Φ .
|Dic |
At time step t, let Dict = {zj }j=1 t and the corresponding basis functions are

t|
φ(zj )}|Dic
stored in the dictionary basis functions Φ Dict , i.e. Φ Dict = {φ
and zt
j=1
is a given state-action pair at time t. The ALD test on the basis function vector
φ (zt ) supposes that the basis functions are linearly dependent and uses least
squares error to approximate φ (zt ) by all the basis functions of the elements
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in the dictionary set Dict , for more detail we refer to [12]. The least squares
error is:
|Dict |

error = min||
c



c j φ (zj ) − φ (zt )||2 < v

(9)

j=1

error = k(zt , zt ) − k TDict (zt ) c t , where

(10)

ct = K −1
Dict k Dict (zt ),
k TDict = [k(1, zt ), · · · , k(j, zt ), · · · , k(|Dict |, zt )]
If the error is larger than predeﬁned accuracy v, then zt will be added to the
dictionary elements, i.e. Dict+1 = Dict ∪ {zt }, otherwise Dict+1 = Dict . After
testing all the elements in the data samples set D, the matrix K −1
Dic can be
computed, this is in the oﬄine learning method. For online learning, the matrix
K −1
Dic can be updated at each time step [13].
At each time step t, if the error that results from testing the basis functions
−1
of zt is smaller than v, then Dict+1 = Dict and K −1
Dict+1 = K Dict , otherwise
−1
Dict+1 = Dict ∪ {zt }. The matrix K Dict+1 is updated as follows:
K −1
Dict+1 =

3

1
ct
errort K −1
Dict −c
−ccTt
1
errort

(11)

Online Kernel-Based LSPI

Online kernel-based LSPI (KBLSPI) is a kernelised version of online-LSPI and
the pseudocode is given in Fig. 2. Given the basis function matrix Φ , the initial
learned policy π0 , the accuracy parameter v and the initial state s1 . At each
time step t, online-KBLSPI uses the KG exploration policy, the algorithm in
Fig. 1. to select the action at in the state st (step: 4) and observes the new
state st+1 and reward rt . The action at+1 in st+1 is chosen by the learning
policy πt . The algorithm in Fig. 2 performs the ALD test, Sect. 2.5 on the basis
functions of zt and zt+1 to provide feature selection (steps: 7–14), where zt is
the state-action pair (st , at ) at time step t and zt+1 is the state-action pair
(st+1 , at+1 ) at time step t + 1. If the basis functions of a given state-action pair,
i.e. zt and zt+1 can not approximated by the basis functions of the elements that
stored in the dictionary Dict , then the given state-action pair will be added to
the dictionary, the inverse kernel matrix K −1 will be updated, the number of
A will be increased and the number of dimensions
columns and rows of the matrix Â
of the vector b̂b will be increased (step: 11). Otherwise, the given state-action pair
will not be added to the dictionary (step: 12). Then, online-KBLSPI updates
A and the vector b̂b (steps: 15–16). After few samples Kθ obtained
the matrix Â
w πt under
from the environment, online-KBLSPI estimates the weight vector ŵ
the current policy πt (step: 18) and approximates the corresponding state-action
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Fig. 2. Algorithm: (Online-KBLSPI).

value function Q̂πt (step: 19), i.e. approximate policy evaluation. Then, onlineKBLSPI derives an improved new learned policy πt+1 which is a greedy one (step:
20), i.e. approximated policy improvement. This procedure is repeated until the
end of playing L time steps which is the horizon of an experiment.

4

Experiments

In this section, we describe the test domain, the experimental setup and the
experiments where we compare online-LSPI and online-KBLSPI using KG policy.
All experiments are implemented in MATLAB.
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Test Domain/Experimental Setup

The test domain consists of 5 MDPs as shown in Fig. 3, each with discount factor
γ = 0.9. The ﬁrst three domains are the 4-, 20-, and 50- chain. The 4-, and 20domain are also used in [2,3] and the 50-chain is used in [2]. In general, the
x-open chain which is originally studied in [14] consists of a sequence of x states,
labeled from s1 to sx . In each state, the agent has 2 actions, either GoRight (R)
or GoLeft (L). The actions succeed with probability 0.9 changing the state in
the intended direction and fail with probability 0.1 changing the state in the
opposite direction. The reward structure can vary such as the agent gets reward
for visiting the middle states or the end states. For the 4-chain problem, the
agent is rewarded 1 in the middle states, i.e. s2 and s3 , and 0 at the edge states,
i.e. s1 and s4 . The optimal policy is R in states s1 and s2 and L in states s3
and s4 . [14] used a policy iteration method to solve the 4-chain and showed
that the resulting suboptimal policies oscillate between R R R R and L L L L.
The reason is because of the limited approximation abilities of basis functions
in policy evaluation. For the 20-chain, the agent is rewarded 1 in states s1 and
s20 , and 0 elsewhere. The optimal policy is L from states s1 through s10 and
R from states s11 through s20 . And, for the 50-chain, The agent gets reward 1
in states s10 and s41 and 0 elsewhere. The optimal policy is R from state s1
through state s10 and from state s26 through state s40 , and L from state s11
through state s25 and from state s41 through state s50 [2]. The fourth and ﬁfth
MDPs, the grid1 and grid2 worlds, are used in [1]. The agent has 4 actions Go
Up, Down, Left and Right and for each of them it transits to the intended state
with probability 0.7 and fails with probability 0.1 changing the state to the one
of other directions. The agent gets reward 1 if it reaches the goal state, −1 if it
hits the wall, and 0 elsewhere.
The experimental setup is as follows: For each of the 5 MDPs, we compared online-LSPI and online-KBLSPI using knowledge gradient KG policy as
an exploration policy. For number of experiments EXP s equals 1000 for the
chain domains, 100 for the grid1 domain and 50 for the grid2 domain, each one
with length L. The performance measures are: (1) the average frequency at each
time step, i.e. at each time step t for each experiment, we computed the probability that the learned policy (step: 19) in Algorithm 2 reached to the optimal
policy, then we took the average of EXP s experiments to give us the average
frequency at each time step. (2) the average cumulative frequency at each time
step, i.e. the cumulative average frequency at each time step t. [15] used the
50-chain domain with length of trajectories L equals 5000, therefore, we used
the same horizon. For other MDP domains we adapted the length of trajectories
L according to the number of states, i.e. as the number of states is increased, L
will be increased. For instance, L is set to 18800 for the grid world.
Knowledge gradient KG policy, needs estimated standard deviation and estimated mean for each state-action pair. Therefore, we assume that the reward
has a normal distribution. For example, for the 50-chain problem, the agent is
rewarded 1 if it goes to state 10, therefore, we set the reward in s10 to N (μ1 , σa2 ),
where μ1 = 1. And, the agent is rewarded 0 if it goes to s1 , therefore, we set the
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(a) The chain domains

(b) The grid1 domain

(c) The grid2 domain

Fig. 3. Subﬁgure (a) is the chain domains, in the red cells, the agent gets rewards.
Subﬁgure (b) is the grid1 with 280 states and 188 accessible states. Subﬁgure (c) is the
grid2 with 400 states and 294 accessible states. The arrows show the optimal actions
in each state.

reward to N (μ2 , σa2 ), where μ2 = 0. The standard deviation σa of the reward is
set to a ﬁxed and equal value for each action, i.e. σa = 0.01, 0.1, 1. Moreover,
KG exploration policy is a full optimistic policy, therefore, we set the policy
improvement interval Kθ to 1. For each run, the initial state s1 was selected
uniformly at random from the state space S. We used the pseudo-inverse when
A is non-invertible [15].
the matrix Â
For online KBLSPI, we deﬁne a kernel function K on state-action pairs, i.e.
K : |SA|×|SA| → R, we composed K into a state kernel K s , i.e. K s : |S|×|S| →
R and an action kernel K a , i.e. K a : |A| × |A| → R as [13]. Therefore, the kernel
function K is K = K s ⊗ K a where ⊗ is the Kronecker product. K is a kernel
matrix because K s and K a are kernel matrices, we refer to [16] for more details.
 2
2
The kernel state matrix K s is a Gaussian kernel, i.e. k(s, s ) = exp−||s−s || /(2σks )
where σks is the standard deviation of the kernel state function, s is the state
at time t and s is the state at time t + 1. And, the action kernel is a Gaussian
 2
2
kernel, i.e. k(a, a ) = exp−||a−a || /(2σka ) where σka is the standard deviation of
the kernel action function, a is the action at time t and a is the action at time
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t + 1. s and s , and a and a are normalized as [3], e.g. for 50-chain with number
of states |S| = 50 and number of actions |A| = 2, s, s ∈ {1/|S|, · · · , 50/|S|} and
a, a ∈ {0.5, 1}. The standard deviation of the kernel state σks and kernel action
σka are tuned empirically and set to 0.55 for the chain domains and 2.25 for the
grid world domains (grid1 and grid2 ). We set the accuracy v in the approximated
kernel basis to 0.0001.
2
2
For online-LSPI, we used Gaussian basis functions φs = exp−||s−ci || /(2σΦ )
n
where φs is the basis functions for state s with center nodes (ci )i=1 which are
set with equal distance between each other, and σΦ is the standard deviation of
the basis functions which is set to 0.55. The number of basis functions n equals
3 for 4-chain, 5 for 20-chain, and 10 for 50-chain as [2] and 40 for the grid1 and
grid2 domains as [17].

(a) Performance on 4-chain domain

(b) Performance on 20-chain domain

(c) Performance on 50-chain domain

Fig. 4. Performance of the average frequency by the KG policy in online-LSPI in blue
and KG in online-KBLSPI in red. Subﬁgure (a) shows the performance on the 4-chain
using standard deviation of reward σa = 0.01. Subﬁgure (b) shows the performance
on the 20-chain using standard deviation of reward σa = 1. Subﬁgure (c) shows the
performance on the 50-chain using σa = 0.1.
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(a) Performance on grid1 domain
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(b) Performance on grid2 domain

Fig. 5. Performance of the average frequency by the KG policy in online-LSPI in
blue and KG in online-KBLSPI in red. Subﬁgure (a) shows the performance on the
grid1 domain using standard deviation of reward σa = 0.01. Subﬁgure (b) shows the
performance on the grid2 domain using standard deviation of reward σa = 1.

4.2

Experimental Results

Using diﬀerent values of the standard deviation of reward, i.e. σa = 0.01, 0.1
and 1. We compared the performance of online LSPI and KBLSPI using knowledge gradient policy KG as an exploration policy. The experimental results on
the chain domains, i.e. 4-, 20-, and 50-chain show that the online-KBLSPI outperforms the online-LSPI according to the average frequency of optimal policy
and cumulative average frequency of optimal policy performances for all values
of the standard deviation of reward σa i.e. σa = 0.01, 0.1 and 1. Figure 4 gives
the average frequency of optimal policy performance. The x-axis is the horizon
of each experiment. The y-axis is the average frequency of optimal policy performance which is the average of EXP s experiments. Figure 4 shows how the
performance of the learned policy is increased by using online-KBLSPI on the
4-chain, 20-chain and 50-chain.
The experimental results on the grid1 domain show that the online-KBLSPI
outperforms the online-LSPI according to the average frequency and cumulative
average frequency of optimal policy performances for all values of the standard deviation of reward σa i.e. σa = 0.01, 0.1 and 1. And, the experimental
results on the grid2 domain show that the online-KBLSPI performs better than
the online-LSPI for standard deviation of reward equals 1. Figure 5 shows how
the performance of the learned policy is increased by using online-KBLSPI on
the grid1 and grid2 domains.
The results clearly show that online-KBLSPI usually converges faster than
online-LSPI to the (near) optimal policies, i.e. the performance of the online
KBLSPI is increased. Although, the performance of the online-LSPI is better in
the beginning and this is because the online-LSPI uses its all basis functions,
while online-KBLSPI incrementally constructs its basis functions by the kernel
sparsiﬁcation method.
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(a) p-value of the 50-chain domain

(b) p-value of the grid domain

Fig. 6. The conﬁdence probability p-value that the average frequency of optimal policy
performance of online-KBLSPI performs better than online-LSPI. Subﬁgure (a) shows
the p-value of the 50-chain using standard deviation of reward σa = 0.1. Subﬁgure (b)
shows the p-value of the grid domain using standard deviation of reward σa = 0.1.

4.3

Statistical Methodology

We used a statistical hypothesis test, i.e. student’s t-test with signiﬁcance level
αst = 0.05 to compare the performance of the average frequency of optimal
policy that results from the online-LSPI and the online-KBLSPI at each time
step t. The null hypothesis H0 is the online-KBLSPI average frequency performance (AFKBLSP I ) larger than the online-LSPI average frequency performance
(AFLSP I ) and the alternative hypothesis Ha is AFKBLSP I less or equal AFLSP I .
We wanted to calculate the conﬁdence in the null hypothesis, therefore, we computed the conﬁdence probability p-value at each time step t. The p-value is the
probability that the null hypothesis is correct. The conﬁdence probability converges to 1 for all standard deviation of reward, i.e. σa = 0.01, 0.1, and 1 and for
all domains, i.e. the 4-, 20-, and 50-chain domains and the grid world domains.
Figure 6 shows how the p-value converges to 1 using the 50-chain, and the grid1
domain with standard deviation of reward σa = 0.1. The x-axis gives the time
steps (the length of trajectories). The y-axis gives the conﬁdence probability, i.e.
p-value. Figure 6 shows the conﬁdence in the online kernel-based LSPI performance is very high, where the p-value converged quickly to 1.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

We presented Markov decision process which is a mathematical model for the
reinforcement learning. We introduced online and oﬄine least squares policy iteration (LSPI) that ﬁnd the optimal policy in an unknown environment. We presented knowledge gradient KG policy to be used as an exploration policy in the
online learning algorithm. We introduced oﬄine kernel-based LSPI (KBLSPI).
We also introduced approximate linear dependency (ALD) method to select
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feature automatically and get rid of tuning empirically the center nodes. We
proposed online-KBLSPI which uses KG exploration policy and ALD method.
Finally, we compared online-KBLSPI and online-LSPI and concluded that the
average frequency of optimal policy performance is improved by using onlineKBLSPI. Future work must compare the performance of online-LSPI and onlineKBLSPI using other types of basis functions, e.g. the hybrid shortest path basis
functions [18], must compare the performance using continuous MDP domain,
e.g. Interval pendulum and must prove a convergence analysis of the onlineKBLSPI.
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Abstract. This paper presents a proposal of a construction method
for non-task-oriented dialogue agents (chatbots) that are based on the
statistical response method. The method prepares candidate utterances
in advance. From the data, it learns which utterances are suitable for
context. Therefore, a dialogue agent constructed using our method automatically selects a suitable utterance depending on a context from candidate utterances. This paper also proposes a low-cost quality-assured
method of learning data acquisition for the proposed response method.
The method uses crowdsourcing and brings game mechanics to data
acquisition.
Results of an experiment using learning data obtained using the proposed data acquisition method demonstrate that the appropriate utterance is selected with high accuracy.
Keywords: Dialogue agent · Chatbots · Crowdsourcing · Gamiﬁcation.

1

Introduction

Computerized dialogue agents are used increasingly in diﬀerent areas. Not only
are task-oriented dialogue agents demanded recently. Non-task-oriented dialogue
agents are also in high demand. task-oriented dialogue agents are made for
accomplishing particular tasks such as reservation services [1] and supplying
speciﬁc information [2]. Non-task-oriented dialogue agents have no such tasks.
They are used for personal communication tasks such as chat.
Non-task-oriented dialogues play a crucially important role in human society
because they are important tools for building relationships with humans. Robots
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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and other anthropomorphic agents are expected to participate in our daily lives
to an increasing degree. Therefore, much more investigation must be done to
ascertain how non-task-oriented dialogue agents can be designed to develop good
relationships with people.
Even a task-oriented dialogue agent can accomplish a task more eﬃciently
using non-task-oriented dialogue. For example, a study by Bickmore showed that
when dialogue agents that supported the buying and selling of real estate initially
chatted about subjects not pertinent to real estate such as the weather, people
were much more motivated to buy real estate through them than through agents
who did not engage in non-task-oriented dialogues [3].
As described herein, we propose a method for producing non-task-oriented
dialogue agents that are based on the statistical response method. In fact, two
major response methods exist for non-task-oriented dialogue agents.
The ﬁrst of these are rule-based methods that produce utterances in accordance with response rules. Well-known dialogue agents using this strategy are
ELIZA [4] and A.L.I.C.E. [5]. Mitsuku [6], which is the Loebner prize contest1 (non-task-oriented dialogue agent competition) winner of 2013, and Eugene
Goostman [7], which is the ﬁrst agent to pass a Turing test (in 2014), also used
this strategy. The problem of this strategy is their substantial cost because the
rules are developed manually.
The other is an example-based method [8,9]. A dialogue agent employing this
strategy searches a large database of dialogue with user input (a user’s utterance)
using cosine similarity. It selects an utterance that follows the most similar one
as a response. The problem is how it acquires a large quantity of good quality
dialogues eﬃciently because the performance depends on the quality of dialogues
in the database. A response method based on statistical machine translation
[10] has been proposed. It treats the last user’s utterance as an input sentence
and translates it into the response utterance. This method, categorized as the
example-based method, has the same problem.
A problem shared by both methods is that they cannot use a context
(sequence of utterances). They only use a user’s last given utterance. According to the rule-based method, necessary rules and costs of creating them are
increased extremely. Regarding example-based methods, if it searches the database by a context, in many cases, then it cannot ﬁnd a similar one because of the
diversity of non-task-oriented dialogues. When the method cannot ﬁnd a similar
one, it has no choice but to use random selection.
Our statistical response method belongs to the category of example-based
methods because it uses dialogue data. However, our method, which uses no
cosine similarity but statistical machine learning, is able to use contexts. Our
method prepares candidate utterances in advance. It learns which utterances
are suitable for context by the data. Therefore, a dialogue agent that is constructed using our method automatically selects a suitable utterance from candidate utterances, depending on a context. Additionally, we provide a low-cost,
quality-assured method of learning data acquisition using crowdsourcing and
gamiﬁcation.
1

http://www.loebner.net/Prizef/loebner-prize.html.
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Statistical Response Method
Selection of Candidate Utterances

As described herein, we deﬁne “utterance” as a one-time statement and “context” as an ordered set consisting of utterances from the conversation’s beginning
to a speciﬁc point in time. Here, “an utterance is suitable to a context” means
that the utterance is a “humanly” and semantically appropriate answer to the
context.
First, we deﬁne a state of a point of time in a dialogue as context c =
{u1 , u2 , . . . , ul }. Each ui (i = 1, 2, . . . , l) denotes an utterance appearing in the
context. Also, each l denotes a number of utterances. Herein, u1 is the last utterance; ul is the ﬁrst utterance in context c. As a matter of practical convenience,
u0 represents a response utterance to context c.
Second, we deﬁne a candidate utterance set Ac = {ac1 , ac2 , . . . , ac|Ac | }, where
aci (i = 1, 2, . . . , |Ac |) denotes a candidate utterance. Here, Ac includes suitable
and unsuitable utterances to context c. |Ac | represents a number of candidate
c
} ⊆ Ac ,
utterances. We deﬁne the correct utterance set Rc = {r1c , r2c , . . . , r|R
c|
c
where ri (i = 1, 2, . . . , |Rc |) denotes a correct utterance. |Rc | represents a number
of correct utterances to context c. The utterance selection means acquisition of
a correct utterance set Rc from a candidate utterance set Ac , given a context c.
Here, we assume that c and Ac fulﬁll the following requirements.
Table 1. Example of context c.
No Speaker Utterance
u4 Agent

Are you good at English?

u3 Human No I am not. I love Japanese
u2 Agent

It is said that experience is important to enhance English
communication skills

u1 Human I see! It might be a good idea to travel abroad during summer vacation
u0 (Agent) (Select an utterance from Table 2)
Table 2. Example of candidate utterance set Ac .
No.
ac1
c c
a2 [r1 ]
ac3
c c
a4 [r2 ]

Utterance
Are you good at English?
Where do you want to go?
I think dogs are trustworthy and intelligent animals.
That would be nice.
...
ac20 [r3c ] Travel can make a person richer inside.
...
ac130 A link exists between mental and physical health.
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– Ac can be generated by any context c.
– Ac has at least one correct utterance ric for context c.
Tables 1 and 2 present examples of c, Ac , and Rc (Rc is shown by the darkershaded area). In this example, a suitable utterance to context c shown in Table 1
is selected from the candidate utterance set Ac shown in Table 2. The utterance
should be selected from the correct utterance set Rc = {ac2 , ac4 , ac20 } in this case.
2.2

Ranking Candidate Utterances

We describe our study’s method of selecting candidate utterances automatically.
n-dimensional feaBy speciﬁcally processing
c and aci (∈ Ac ), we generate


c
c
ture vector Φ(c, ai ) = x1 (c, ai ), x2 (c, aci ), . . . , xn (c, aci ) that represents relations
between the context and the candidate utterance. Each xj (c, ai )(j = 1, 2, . . . , n)
is a feature representing a binary value. For instance, when particularly addressing the last utterance u1 in c and ai , a feature xj (s, aci ) is represented if it
contains a speciﬁc word, a word class, or a combination of the two.
We then deﬁned f as a function that will return the evaluated value of a
feature vector. In the following passages, we describe expression of the feature
vector Φ(c, ai ) as Φi . Here it can be denoted using a linear function, which can
be expressed as
f (Φj ) =

n


wj xj (c, aci ).

(1)

j=1

Therein, wj is a parameter representing the weight of xj (c, aci ).
Using the evaluation function presented above, optimum utterance â in
response to the context is obtainable by the following equation:
â = argmax f (Φj ).
a∈Ac

(2)

Therefore, the candidate utterances can be ranked by sorting the value from
the evaluation function above.
To estimate the parameter w = (w1 , w2 , . . . , wn ) in evaluation function f ,
we use a learning to rank method ListNet [11] algorithm.
2.3

Parameter Estimation

ListNet is constructed for ranking objects. It uses probability distributions for
representing the ranking lists of objects. Then, minimizing the distance between
learning data and distribution of the model, it learns suitable parameters for
ranking.
c
} as a score list to candidate utterance set
We deﬁne Yc = {y1c , y2c , . . . , y|A
c|
c
c
c
Ac = {a1 , a2 , . . . , a|Ac | }. Each score yic (i = 1, 2, . . . , |Ac |) denotes the score of a
candidate utterance aci with respect to context c. Score yic represents the degree
of correctness aci to c and is an evaluated value assigned by humans. For instance,
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if a candidate utterance is a suitable response to a context, then the score is 10.
Alternatively, if an utterance is unsuitable, then the score is 1.
=
estimation algorithm uses pairs of Xc

 ListNet parameter
Φ1 , Φ2 , . . . , Φ|Ac | , which is a list of feature vectors, and Yc as learning data
that are ranked correctly.
Here, forthe list of feature vectors Xc , using function f , we obtain a list of
scores Zc = f (Φ1 ), f (Φ2 ), . . . , f (Φ|Ac | ) . The objective of learning is to minimize
the diﬀerence between Yc and Zc in terms of their rankings. We then formalize
it using a loss function.

G(C) =
L(Yc , Zc )
(3)
∀c∈C

Therein, C means all contexts in learning data and L is a loss function. In
ListNet, the cross entropy is used as a loss function.

H(p, q) = −
p(x) log q(x)
(4)
x

In that equation, p(x) and q(x) are probability distributions. When p(x) and
q(x) show an equal distribution, cross entropy H(p, q) takes a minimum value.
Therefore, the lists of scores Yc and Zc are converted into probability distributions using the Plackett–Luce model [12,13]. The distribution of Yc using the
Plackett–Luce model for the top rank utterance is expressed as shown below.
pow(α, yic )
PYc (Φi ) = |A |
c
c
j=1 pow(α, yj )

(5)

In that equation, pow(α, y) denotes α to the power of y. This equation represents
the probability distribution of a candidate utterance being ranked at the top.
The higher the candidate utterance score is, the higher the probability becomes.
For instance, when a list of feature vectors Xc is (Φ1 , Φ2 , Φ3 ) and a list of scores
Yc is (1, 0, 3), then the probability of Φ3 being ranked at the top is calculated as
(α = 2).
pow(2, y3c )
+ pow(2, y2c ) + pow(2, y3c )
pow(2, 3)
=
pow(2, 1) + pow(2, 0) + pow(2, 3)
= 0.727

PYc (Φ3 ) =

pow(2, y1c )

(6)

Instead, the probability of Φ1 being ranked at the top is 0.182 and Φ2 is 0.091,
which is the lowest.
Similarly, the distribution of Zc can be converted into a probability distribution as shown below.


pow α, f (Φi )
PZc (Φi ) = |A |
(7)


c
j=1 pow α, f (Φj )
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Using Eq. (4), (5) and (7), then the loss function L(Yc , Zc ) becomes the
following.
|Ac |





L Yc , Zc = −
PYc (Φi ) log PZc (f ) (Φi )
(8)
i=1

Optimum parameter w is obtainable using gradient descent. The gradient of
the loss function L(Yc , Zc (fw )) is expressed as follows.


∂L Yc , Zc (fw )
Δw =
∂w
⎛
= log(α) ⎝−

|Ac |



PYc (Φi )

i=1

∂fw (Φi )
∂w

⎞
|Ac |


 ∂fw (Φi )
1
⎠
pow α, fw (Φi )
+ |A |


c
∂w
pow
α,
f
(Φ
)
w
i
i=1
i=1

(9)

Using Δw, we can obtain optimum w according to the following procedure.
1. Calculate a list of scores Zc (fw ).
2. Calculate Δw using function (9).
3. Update w. (w = w − η × Δw)
here, η indicates the learning rate.
4. Repeat 1. - 3.
The proposed method calculates each score of the candidate utterance using
obtained function fw (Φi ) and ranks them based on these scores.

3
3.1

Data Acquisition
Crowdsourcing

The statistical response method requires various learning data. In this section,
we propose a low-cost quality-assured method of learning data acquisition. The
proposed method uses crowdsourcing and opens a website to acquire the learning
data. It enables the gathering of participants irrespective of gender, age, and
religion.
The crowdsourcing website shows a context c and candidate utterances aci .
The candidate utterances are shown as options and participants select a suitable
one to a given context. The number of options is s (s = 5 in the opened website).
The displayed candidate utterances aci are selected randomly from the candidate
utterance set Ac . Context c and candidate utterance set Ac are prepared in
advance.
Examples of a context c and options are presented in Fig. 1. In this ﬁgure,
speakers A and B are talking about communication skills in the context and
an option “Having strong communication skills is paramount if you want to be
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Fig. 1. Context and candidate utterances on our crowdsourcing website.

successful” is selected. When an option is selected as suitable and a participant
clicks the “OK” button, the evaluation of the displayed dialogue data is ﬁnished.
The website then displays the next one. In our method, a selection of suitable
candidate utterances is a one trial and participants work through N trials in all.
The bottom option in Fig. 1 indicating “(there is no suitable utterance)” is a
free description area. If a participant thinks that there is no suitable utterance,
then the participant selects it and must write a suitable utterance manually in
the textbox. This way, we can acquire new candidate utterances.
Participants select the most suitable utterance from given options. We can
acquire the pair of c and the selected utterance as correct data. When a participant selects “Having strong communication skills is paramount if you want to
be successful” from options in Fig. 1, the correct data that can be acquired are
shown in Table 3. The selected utterance “Having strong communication skills is
paramount if you want to be successful” is a correct datum that can be acquired.
The proposed method uses no non-selected options as learning data because
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Table 3. Example of correct data that can be acquired.
No

Evaluation Utterance

ac3 [r1c ]

suitable

Having strong communication skills is paramount
if you want to be successful

Table 4. Example of incorrect data that can be acquired.
No Evaluation Utterance
ac1

unsuitable I think it’s better to try something new.

ac2

unsuitable What was it that happened?

ac3

unsuitable Having strong communication skills is paramount if you want to
be successful

ac4

unsuitable Who do that?

ac5

unsuitable It’s so funny really.

participants can select only one utterance in one trial even if they think there
are multiple suitable alternatives.
When participants consider options that have no suitable utterance, they
select the “(There is no suitable utterance)” option. Thereupon, they must write
a suitable utterance in the textbox manually. In this case, all alternatives are
regarded as unsuitable to a given context. One can acquire the pair of c and the
non-selected utterances as incorrect data. When a participant selects “(There is
no suitable utterance)” from options in Fig. 1, then incorrect data that can be
acquired are shown in Table 4. All displayed utterances are acquired as incorrect
data.
Additionally, when participants select “(There is no suitable utterance)” , the
website shows another s options only once for the same c to acquire more correct
data. Updated options are candidate utterances that are selected as suitable one
or more times by other participants. The shortfalls are selected randomly from
Ac if the number of such utterances is less than s.
Each pair of context and an utterance are evaluated repeatedly by participants. Here, we deﬁne the number of evaluations to a candidate utterance aci as
naci , the number of evaluations for which aci is suitable as nˆaci , and the number
of evaluations that are unsuitable as n´aci . The eventual evaluation to aci is determined according to nˆaci and n´aci . Adequate evaluations can be acquired from
consideration of multiple participants’ results.
3.2

Confidence Estimation

When we use crowdsourcing, quality control of acquired data is necessary [14,15].
We oﬀer this to the general public. Therefore, quality gaps are unavoidable.
Slapdash workers are not uncommon. Solving the problem of collecting highquality data is an extremely important challenge in using crowdsourcing.
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Table 5. Example of degree of conﬁdence estimation.
Evaluated data
Participant 1

2

3

4

5

Conﬁdence

A

Suitable

Suitable

Suitable

Suitable

Suitable

5

B

Suitable

Suitable

Unsuitable Unsuitable Suitable

3

C
Unsuitable Unsuitable Unsuitable Suitable
Suitable: Suitable utterance is selected
Unsuitable: Unsuitable utterance is selected

Unsuitable 1

An example of data quality control is that the crowdsourcing system itself
has a mechanism to control quality. This mechanism estimates the worker quality
by the number of tasks that the worker has done, by quality evaluations of tasks
from clients, and so on. Alternatively, the quality can be estimated by comparing
other workers’ results. Dekel et al. estimated by assumption that a worker whose
results are well matched with the correct answer creates high-quality data [16].
This method constructed a prediction model of a correct answer and eliminated
workers whose results depart radically from prediction of the model.
In this study, we prepare several evaluated data to estimate the degree of
conﬁdence of participants p. Participants undertake trials of two kinds at our
website: trials to estimate p and to acquire the data. Letting Np and Na respectively denote the number of trials to estimate the degree of conﬁdence p and to
acquire the data, then the total number of trials N is
N = Np + Na .

(10)

For adequate estimation, the website does not tell participants of the existence
of such trials.
The degree of conﬁdence p is estimated by whether or not the participant
can select obviously suitable utterance ric to a given context c from options. The
obviously suitable utterances ric satisfy the following two conditions.
– Candidate utterances that are judged as suitable by multiple evaluators.
– All other options, except for ric , that are judged as unsuitable by multiple
evaluators.
The degree of conﬁdence p is a the number of times that a participant selects ric
correctly in the number of trials Np . Consequently, the range of p is 0 ≤ p ≤ Np .
Table 5 shows the degree of conﬁdence estimation result under the condition
of Np = 5. In this example, because the participant A selected suitable utterances
in all trials, the degree of conﬁdence is the highest 5. However, participant C
selected suitable utterances only once; the degree of conﬁdence is 1. As described
in this paper, because participants whose degree of conﬁdence is lower than
threshold Tp have the potential to be careless, we do not use acquired data that
were evaluated by them.
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Gamification

An important consideration with crowdsourcing is the rewards given to participants. If we set high rewards, then we can gather many participants and acquire
many data. To construct a better non-task-oriented dialogue agent that can
accommodate topics of many kinds, it is desirable to acquire new data continuously. Although the agent requires much new data, setting high rewards increases
the cost of construction and the participation of non-serious users who do not
address the task properly.
In this study, we bring game mechanics to data acquisition to gather participants with no rewards. When using game mechanics, participants come to enjoy
the task as game play. Such a method brings game mechanics to accomplish an
objective called “gamiﬁcation” [17,18].
3.4

Gamified Data Acquisition Environment

We opened a website “The diagnosis game of dialogue skills”2 (Japanese text
only) as a gamiﬁed crowdsourcing data acquisition environment.
At this site, participants work through 10 (N = 10) times trials. It ﬁnally
shows a score for dialogue skills. The score increases to 100 points. By scoring
the selection results, we expect participants’ repetitive challenges to produce a
higher score.
The score is sum of following scores of two kinds. Selections of suitable utterance and similarity of other participants’ selection make one’s score high.
– Scores Based on the Degree of Confidence (Maximum 50 Points)
Using the degree of conﬁdence p and number of trials for conﬁdence estimation
Np , this score is calculated as follows.
p ∗ 50/Np

(11)

When Np = 5 (same as our website) and p = 4, this score becomes 4×50÷5 =
40 points.
– Scores Based on Other Participants’ Selections (Maximum 50
Points) Using naci (number of evaluation to a candidate utterance aci ) and
nˆaci (number of evaluation that aci is suitable) , The rate of the selected option
of total naci times evaluations is nˆaci /naci . Using this and the number of total
trials N , the desired score is calculated as follows.
 nˆac
i

naci

∗ 50/Na

(12)

For example, when Na = 5, the rates of the selected option in each trial are
0.7, 0.4, 0.6, 0.6, 0.9 in a sequence, the score becomes (0.7 + 0.4 + 0.6 + 0.6 +
0.9) × 50 ÷ 5 = 32 points.
2

http://beta.cm.info.hiroshima-cu.ac.jp/DialogCheck/.
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Additionally, the website records all scores by participants and shows a graph
of score distribution for comparison with other participants. Figure 2 portrays an
example of a game result, a calculated score and a graph of the score distribution.
In this graph, participants’ scores are separated by 10 points and are classiﬁed
into 11 bars. In Fig. 2, 70–79 points are the largest number of participants with
subsequent 60–69 points and 80–69 points. The white bar shows the position of
a current participant’s score.
Scoring the results of selection and comparison with those of the other participants stimulates participants’ retrial motivation, by which they want to obtain a
higher score. Additionally, by posting the score on SNS or micro blogs by themselves, we expect advertising eﬀects for other people (the website has a tweet
button to tweet their score easily).
3.5

Candidate Utterance Acquisition

If participants think there is no suitable utterance, then the participant selects
the “(there is no suitable utterance)” option and must write a suitable utterance manually in our website. This handwritten utterance is considered as a
lack utterance in a candidate set Ac . However such utterances might include
inappropriate ones created in a sloppy manner. To resolve this problem, we evaluate acquired utterances by the degree of conﬁdence p. The website rejects the

Fig. 2. Diagnosis game result.
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utterances created by participants whose degree of conﬁdence p is less than the
threshold Tp . Additionally, by including a new utterance in options of a trial to
other participants, the website conducts a third person evaluation. It is judged
as an appropriate candidate utterance if other multiple participants evaluate it
as suitable to a given context.
Another problem of acquired utterances is semantic overlap. For example
“Today is sunny” and “The weather is sunny today” are diﬀerent expressions,
but they are semantically similar. The eﬃciency of the learning data acquisition
becomes worse because evaluations to utterances are dispersed if a number of
similar candidate utterances exist. Therefore, we delete similar utterances using
the cosine similarity.
Cosine similarity is represented using vector x, y as follows.
x•y
|x| ∗ |y|

(13)

Therein, x • y denotes the inner product of x and y. If two vectors are similar,
then the similarity becomes closer to 1. If diﬀerent, then the similarity becomes
closer to 0. In our case, when we regard an utterance as a word vector, we can
calculate the similarity of two utterances a1 and a2 as follows.
number of common words between a1 and a2
√
√
number of words in a1 ∗ number of words in a2

(14)

Using the example given above, let a1 and a2 be “Today is sunny” and “The
weather is sunny today”. Common words between a1 and a2 are three words,
“today”, “is”, and “sunny”. The number of words of a1 is
√3 and
√a2 is 5. Therefore,
the cosine similarity between a1 and a2 becomes 3 ÷ ( 3 × 5) = 0.77. One of
the utterances is removed if the similarity between two utterances is higher than
threshold Tc .

4
4.1

Experiments
Experimental Methodology

To underscore the eﬀectiveness of the statistical response method that learns
data acquired through the gamiﬁed data acquisition environment, we checked
the ranking of suitable utterances that were estimated automatically.
For comparison, we used a classiﬁcation method, support vector machine
(SVM). In general, SVM provides binary classiﬁcation results and no direct
means to obtain scores or probabilities for ranking. Nevertheless, Piatt proposed
the transformation of SVM predictions to posterior probabilities by passing them
through a sigmoid [19]. We then classiﬁed candidate utterances by SVM, selected
correctly classiﬁed ones, and ranked them by posterior probabilities using the
sigmoid method. We used this method as a baseline without the use of the
learning to rank method.
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Features

To rank the utterances, we converted pairs of a context and a candidate utterance
into a feature vector. We used features of 11 types to represent relations between
a context and an utterance. Here, we describe one of these, the noun feature, as
the most basic one.
In the noun feature, we use a combination of a noun in a context and an
utterance. Using this feature, we expect that a candidate utterance that includes
words related to words in a context ranks higher. We only use u1 , u2 , u3 , and u4
in a context for this feature because it is often the case that semantic relations
between old utterances in a context and suitable candidate utterances are few.
The usage range of utterances in a context diﬀers according to the type of feature.
In the noun feature, whether a particular noun pair exists between utterances
represents a binary feature value. We use noun pairs that appear three or more
times in learning data.
Table 6 presents an example. The upper table presents an example of the
context and candidate utterances. The lower shows part of a feature vector
generated from them. As the table shows, we distinguish noun pairs by the
number of utterances in the context. For instance, the vector value of “u2 :
travel & u0 : overseas” is 1 because u2 includes the word “travel” and u0
includes “overseas”. Similarly, the vector value of “u1 : summer & u0 : trip” is
0 because u0 includes “trip” but u1 does not include “summer”.
The features should be designed to represent various aspects of relations
between contexts and utterances such as sentence structures, discourse structures, semantics, and topics.
Table 6. Feature vector generation (noun feature).
No. Speaker Utterance
u4 Agent Enjoy this season fully because it’s
long-awaited summer vacation.
u3 Human Yes, I will.
u2 Agent Do you plan to travel?
u1 Human No. However, I would like to go.
u0 ( Agent ) Why don’t you go on a trip overseas?
Noun pair
u1
u1
u2
u2
u2
u3
u4
u4

: travel & u0 : Europe
: summer & u0 : trip
: part-timer & u0 : overseas
: travel & u0 : trip
: travel & u0 : overseas
: friends & u0 : trip
: summer & u0 : overseas
: vacation & u0 : trip

Vector value
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
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Table 7. Data acquisition result.
Number of participants

460

Number of evaluated contexts

320

Number of evaluated utterances 4694
Average of the conﬁdence p

4.3

4.215

Data Set

Candidate Utterances. We made 980 utterances by hand for crowdsourcing
and the experiment. The topics of utterances were selected to interest as many
people as possible: healthcare, marriage, travel, sport, etc. We also produced
versatile utterances such as “I think so.” and “It’s wonderful!”.
Learning Data. To acquire the data, we opened the gamiﬁed website for crowdsourcing. Table 7 presents data acquisition results.
We used 4520 evaluated utterances for which conﬁdence p is p > 3.0 for the
experiment.
Additionally, we used other data produced by 50 part-time participants
intended to compensate for data deﬁciency. The methods of producing data are
nearly identical, with the exception of using the game mechanics. Results show
that we obtained 239,897 evaluated utterances to 14,900 contexts. We used these
data all together as learning data.
The scores of utterances are given depending on the evaluation. If an utterance is suitable to a context, then the score is 30. The score is 1 if unsuitable.
The values of the score are decided on an empirical basis.
Test Data. We prepared 500 contexts as test data. The ranked utterances using
the proposed method and SVM were evaluated manually. Each utterance was
evaluated by three evaluators who judged whether each utterance was semantically suitable or unsuitable to the context. The eventual judgment was decided
by majority. Therefore, when two evaluators judge an utterance as suitable and
one evaluator judged it as unsuitable, the utterance was determined to be suitable.
4.4

Results

Figure 3 shows the experiment result and 95 % conﬁdence intervals obtained
using the proposed method and SVM.
The x-axis represents the rank of the ﬁrst appearance of a suitable utterance.
The y-axis shows the cumulative frequency. In other words, the ﬁgure shows the
rate of the contexts that include at least one appropriate utterance within each
rank.
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Fig. 3. Rate of appropriate candidate utterance.

In the ﬁgure, the proposed method ranked a suitable utterance on the top at
82.6 %, within the top 3 at 95.0 %, and the top 10 at 98.6 %. However, SVM was
ranked on the top at 58.4 %, within the top 3 at 82.4 %, and at the top 10 at
95.4 %. As shown in the result, the proposed method outperformed SVM overall.
The discussion above demonstrates that the proposed method is eﬀective for the
selection of candidate utterances.
When we implement the proposed method to dialogue agents, the rate of
reply to a suitable utterance (82.6 %) is inadequate for smooth communication.
The set of candidate utterances has at least one correct utterance for each context
(test data). This might not always be the case. The rate might drop when the
agent actually talks to humans. However, the proposed method produced rankings within the top 3 at over 90 % to use new eﬀective features. To improve the
ranking algorithm, apparently it is possible to improve the statistical response
method performance further.
4.5

Discussion

A great beneﬁt of the proposed method is that it can use contexts for responses.
To demonstrate that eﬀectiveness, we created feature vectors using the last user’s
utterance (u1 ) only and conducted an experiment.
Figure 4 portrays the results. The rate of the top 1 was 69.2 %, 13.4 % lower.
All results in the ﬁgure are lower by at least 1.6 % than that using contexts
(Fig. 3). This result is the natural result because a context has more hints than
an utterance for selecting a suitable utterance.
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Fig. 4. Rate of appropriate candidate utterance without use of contexts.

However, as described at the beginning of this paper, existing response
methods cannot use contexts for response generation. Various problems persist because of such information loss. For instance, a dialogue agent broaches a
topic that was discussed previously or makes contradictory comments to what it
had said before. In fact, this experimentally obtained result indicates that using
the last utterance in addition to contexts is necessary to realize superior nontask-oriented dialogue agents. Therefore, in terms of the availability of contexts,
the eﬀectiveness of the statistical response method was clariﬁed.

5

Conclusions

As described in this paper, we proposed a statistical response method that automatically ranks previously prepared candidate utterances in order of suitability
to the context by the application of a machine learning algorithm. Non-taskoriented dialogue agents that applied the method use the top utterance from
the ranking result for carrying out their dialogues. To collect learning data for
ranking, we used crowdsourcing and gamiﬁcation. We opened a gamiﬁed crowdsourcing website and collected learning data through it. Thereby, we achieved
low-cost and continuous learning data acquisition. To prove the performance of
the proposed method, we checked the ranked utterances to contexts and conclude that the method is eﬀective because a suitable utterance is ranked at the
top at 82.6 % and within the top 10 at 98.6 %.
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The non-task-oriented dialogue agents are fundamentally evaluated manually,
which requires a tremendous amount of time and eﬀort. Using the proposed
gamiﬁed crowdsourcing platform, we can evaluate the performance of non-taskoriented dialogue agents at low cost. We prepare several types of agents for
evaluation. Each agent generates a response to the given context. The platform
shows the context and the generated responses to participants in the same way as
our website does. The responses generated by a high-performance agent should
be selected more than others.
The candidate utterances are created manually. Future work includes automatic candidate utterance generation. Our crowdsourcing website has a function
that collects new utterances. However, these utterances present some problems
such as spelling errors and phraseology because they are written by users in free
description format. We must ﬁx them to use the new utterances. As an alternative utterance generation method, using microblog data is promising. Using
microblog data, it can be expected to generate a new utterances set that includes
numerous or newest topics.
We also intend to improve the feature vector. It is important to devise new
eﬀective features because the performance of our method depends heavily on the
features. The features used in the experiment (not illustrated in detail here) did
not deeply consider the semantics of context and utterances. Realizing appropriate responses requires semantical features. We are now deliberating about such
features.
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A Method for Binarization of Document
Images from a Live Camera Stream
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Abstract. This paper describes a method for binarization of document
images from a live camera stream. The method is based on histogram
matching over partial images (referred to as tiles). A method developed
previously has been applied successfully to images with artiﬁcially added
noise. Here, an improved method is presented, in which the user has
more direct control over the speciﬁcation of the binarizer. The resulting
system is then taken a step further, by considering the more diﬃcult
case of binarization of live camera images. It is demonstrated that the
improved method works well for this case, even when the image stream
is obtained using a (slightly modiﬁed) low-cost web camera with low
resolution. For typical images obtained this way, a standard OCR reader
is capable of reading the binarized images, detecting around 87.5 % of all
words without any error, and with mostly minor, correctable errors for
the remaining words.

Keywords: Document image binarization

1

· Image processing

Introduction

Reliably identifying text in a live image stream from (for example) a web camera
is a diﬃcult task, due to variable lighting, image noise, skewing, misalignment,
and focusing problems. In general, the problem of identifying text from images
has been considered by many authors, and a large number of applications have
been identiﬁed [1,2], for example reading the license plates of vehicles, identifying labels on packaging, helping the visually impaired to read signs and other
texts etc.
An important special case is that of detecting, extracting, and reading text
in document images, for example letters, bank statements etc. This application
is slightly less complex than reading, say, all the text available in an arbitrary
image, but is nevertheless far from trivial, and has been the subject of much
research; see e.g. [3–6].
Of course, nowadays, many letters are received in electronic form. However,
particularly for elderly users with visual impairment, a system for automatic
reading of a document held in front of a camera, would potentially be very
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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useful. Such a system could then be integrated in an intelligent agent intended for
helping the visually impaired to manage everyday tasks. The method presented
below is intended to form a part of such a system. Once completed, the agent,
represented as a face on a screen, and running on a computer equipped with a
microphone, a camera, and loudspeakers, will interact with a user to aid in a
variety of tasks, including (but not limited to) the one just mentioned.
In order to read the text in a document image using, for example, an already
available optical character recognition (OCR) system, a common ﬁrst step is to
binarize the image, i.e. taking an often noisy image with varying illumination
levels and converting it to a black-and-white image, ideally containing easily
identiﬁable black characters on a white background. In the binarization of an
image (or a part thereof) any pixel with gray value at or above a threshold
will then be set white (gray level 255) and any pixel with gray value below the
threshold will be set black (gray level 0). In many cases, diﬀerent binarization
thresholds are needed for diﬀerent parts of the image. In general, the main
diﬃculties in binarization concern brightness variations (for example, due to
spotlights or bad lighting altogether), stains, misaligned text (due to bending or
tilting, or a combination thereof), and other noise sources.
In recent years, several binarization methods have been suggested for document images; see e.g. [3,4,6–8]. In an earlier paper [6], we described a method
for text image binarization using histogram matching. While this method did
very well on noisy text images without bending or misalignment, outperforming benchmark methods such as Otsu’s method [9], Niblack’s method [10], and
Sauvola’s method [11], it did less well on images captured from a live video
stream. In addition to being noisy, such images are also typically misaligned and
skewed. Furthermore, it is common that some of the text in the image is not
exactly in focus. In order to cope with such images, which of course is a necessity
for a system of the kind described above to be useful, a modiﬁed method has
been developed, and it will be the subject of this paper.
The paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2 the method is introduced and
described. The results are presented in Sect. 3 and are followed by a discussion
and some conclusions in Sect. 4.

2

Method

As mentioned above, an earlier version of the proposed method was introduced
in [6]. Both the previous method and the modiﬁed method introduced here generate a system for document binarization (henceforth referred to as a binarizer )
consisting of (i) a set of histograms, denoted H, obtained during training, (ii)
a set of binarization thresholds T , one for each histogram in H, also obtained
during training, and (iii) a set of user-speciﬁed parameters, which will be further
explained below.
The method operates in two phases, a training phase and a usage phase.
In the ﬁrst version of the method, described in detail in [6], a set of image
pairs is used, in which each pair consists of a noisy version and a clean, ground
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truth version. In that version, the training images were generated artiﬁcially,
by starting from a perfect image, and then adding suitable amounts of noise,
without bending or misaligning the text. However, in subsequent testing using
a live camera stream, it turned out that the performance was less good than
one might have hoped. In other words, the artiﬁcally generated noise was not
suﬃciently similar to the distortions generated when using a live camera. This is
so, since the use of a clean ground truth version of each image is not very realistic:
In reality, when a text document is held in front of a web camera, the resulting
image is not only noisy but is also, in most cases, skewed and misaligned (due
to bending of the paper, for example). Even though one can generate a ground
truth version (i.e. a perfectly noise-free image, but with the same amount of
skewing and misalignment as in the image captured by the camera) even in such
a case or, alternatively, attempt to remove the skewing and misalignment in
the captured image, it would be a rather time-consuming procedure that would,
moreover, have to be repeated for every new image considered.
By contrast, in the modiﬁed method presented here, the user manually selects
the binarization thresholds for diﬀerent parts of the image, thus avoiding the
problem of generating a perfectly clean ground truth image with which to compare the binarization results. Instead, the assessment of binarization quality is
based on simple inspection of the binarized image. Now, this might seem as a
step backwards given that the ﬁrst version of the method automatically found
suitable binarization thresholds for each part of the image. However, it turns
out that setting suitable thresholds is a rather quick procedure: A binarizer can
be built manually in the space of an hour. More importantly, unlike the binarizers obtained with the previous version of the method, it will be able to handle
live camera streams. The procedure for generating a binarizer, in the modiﬁed
method, will now be described.
2.1

Training a Binarizer

The ﬁrst part of the training phase is to generate a set Itr = {I1 , I2 , . . . , Ik }
of k training images. Using a live video stream (obtained from a web camera),
snapshots are taken of k diﬀerent documents. Next, the user considers the ﬁrst
image, which is divided into a mosaic consisting of N × M tiles, denoted τn,m .
An example is shown in Fig. 1. The top panel shows the original camera image,
and in the bottom panel the grid deﬁning the tiles has been superposed. The
fact that some tiles are highlighted with thick squares will be explained in Sect. 3
below.
As can be seen in Fig. 1, the image quality is quite poor. Most of the noise
comes from the fact that light can shine through a single sheet of paper held in
front of a camera. Of course, one can always ﬁne-tune the settings, for any given
lighting situation, in order to obtain a much better image quality. However, one
should obviously not need to ﬁne-tune the settings for the camera every time
that it is used; if this turned out to be necessary, the binarization system would
not be very useful for, say, a visually impaired person. Instead, the binarizer
must be able to cope with noise of the kind present in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Upper panel: An example of a typical image captured from the live video
stream. Lower panel: The same image, after grayscale conversion and sharpening, and
with the tiles indicated. The reason for highlighting some of the tiles is described in
Sect. 3 below. The size of the image is 640 × 480 pixels, and each tile is 32 × 32 pixels.
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Fig. 2. Top left panel: A blowup of one tile from the image shown in Fig. 1, namely
the tile covering the ﬁrst part of the word while on the eighth line. Right panel: the
histogram obtained from the tile in the top left panel. The horizontal axis runs from
0 to 255 (the gray levels). For each gray level the corresponding vertical bar indicates
the fraction of pixels at that gray level. This particular histogram has two peaks, the
left-most peak (at 0) corresponding to the text in the tile, and the right-most peak
(from around 220 to 255) corresponding to the background. The bottom left panel
shows the result of binarizing the tile, using a threshold of 86.

As an aid to the user, a computer program has been written in connection
with the development of the method. This program is responsible for presenting
tiles to the user, computing histogram distances etc. As will be seen below, the
user’s sole tasks are (i) to select tiles, and (ii) to choose a suitable binarization
threshold for each selected tile. This procedure is repeated until the binarizer
contains a suﬃcient number of histograms for reliable binarization.
From the ﬁrst presented image (I1 ), the user considers the tiles one by one,
starting (for example) from the upper left corner. Now, for each tile a histogram H is generated, showing the fraction of pixels at each grayscale
value

(0, 1, . . . , 255) in the tile. The histogram is then normalized so that i H(i) = 1,
where H(i) denotes the contents of bin i of the histogram and the sum extends
over all 256 bins. As usual, a gray scale value of 0 corresponds to a black pixel,
a value of 255 represents a white pixel, and intermediate values correspond to
diﬀerent shades of gray. An example of a tile histogram (taken from one of the
tiles in the image shown in Fig. 1) is shown in Fig. 2. As can be seen, the histogram has two distinct peaks, one narrow peak at gray level 0, corresponding
to the text in the tile, and one broader peak at high gray levels, corresponding
to the background.
Initially, the binarizer is empty, i.e. the sets H and T contain no elements.
The user then selects the threshold (in the range [0,255]) that provides the best
binarization for the ﬁrst tile. In order to help the user, the computer program
written in connection with the development of the method presents a grid of
256 images, each binarized with a diﬀerent threshold 0, 1, . . . etc. up to 255. An
example is shown in Fig. 3. By visual inspection of this grid, it is usually very
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Fig. 3. The grid showing binarization results (for a given tile, namely the same tile as
in Fig. 2), for all possible binarization thresholds, from 0 to 255. The upper row shows
binarizations with threshold values of 0, 1, . . . , 19, the second row shows binarizations
with threshold values of 20, 21, . . . , 39 etc. As can be seen, for this particular tile,
suitable thresholds can be found roughly in the range 1 to 120. Note that the range
of suitable thresholds is rather wide, making the choice of a speciﬁc threshold quite
simple.

simple to select a suitable binarization threshold T . Typically, many diﬀerent
thresholds will give roughly the same result, meaning that the resulting binarizer
will not be very sensitive to the exact threshold chosen for a given tile.
The histogram of the ﬁrst tile is always added to H, while the corresponding
chosen binarization threshold is added to T . Thus, at this point, the two sets
contain one element each. The user then proceeds to the second tile, for which
the histogram is also computed. Next, the program computes the minimum
distance between any histogram in H (at this stage, there is only one histogram
available) and the histogram of the current (second) tile. The distance between
two histograms Hp and Hq is computed using the chi-square histogram distance
measure [12], deﬁned as
1  (Hp (i) − Hq (i))
,
2 i (Hp (i) + Hq (i))
2

χ2 (Hp , Hq ) =

(1)

where Hs (i) denotes the contents of bin i of histogram Hs , s = p, q, and the sum
extends over all bins.
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set H = ∅
set T = ∅
for each training image I do
for each tile τn,m ∈ I do
generate the tile histogram H
set dmin = ∞
for each histogram Hj ∈ H do
compute d = dist(H, Hj ) ≡ χ2 (H, Hj )
if (d < dmin ) then
dmin ← d
end if
end do
if (dmin > D) or (H = ∅) then
(1) Select a suitable binarization threshold Tb for the current tile.
(2) Add H to H and Tb to T .
end if
end do
end do

Fig. 4. The training algorithm for the binarizer. See the main text for a description of
the algorithm.

If, for all histograms in H, the chi-square distance to the histogram of the
current tile exceeds a limit D (typically set to around 0.10–0.12; see below), i.e. if
χ2 (Hj , H) > D ∀ Hj ∈ H

(2)

the user selects a suitable binarization threshold for the current tile, by considering the grid of all possible tile binarizations, as explained above and as
shown in Fig. 3. Next, the histogram of the current tile is added to H and the
corresponding selected binarization threshold is added to T . If instead there is
some histogram for which the chi-square distance to the current tile histogram is
below the limit D, the current tile histogram is discarded, and the user proceeds
to the next tile etc.
The rationale behind the method is to make sure that the binarizer will contain a representative set of histograms, along with the corresponding binarization
thresholds, to correctly binarize any tile content. The limit D is introduced in
order to keep the number of such histograms to a minimum: If H already contains a histogram that is so similar to the histogram of the current tile that
their distance is below the threshold, there is no need to add the histogram of
the current tile to H. The training method is summarized in Fig. 4.
Now, for an image size of 640 × 480 pixels, and using a tile size of 32 × 32
pixels, there will be 20 × 15 = 300 tiles for each image. However, because of
the rather slow variation in lighting, focus, and noise levels, typically only a
rather small fraction of those histograms must be included in H. Moreover, as
the user proceeds to the 300 tiles of the second image in the training set (having
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completed the ﬁrst image), there will normally be fewer histograms fulﬁlling the
distance criterion than for the ﬁrst image, since H will then already contain
several representative histograms. In fact, after going through a few images, it
becomes diﬃcult to ﬁnd any histogram fulﬁlling the distance criterion in Eq. (2).
The training phase is then complete.
2.2

Using a Binarizer

As mentioned above, in addition to the set of histograms H and the set of binarization thresholds T , a binarizer also contains a set of parameters. The ﬁrst
parameter is the distance threshold D used for determining which histograms to
add, during training (see above). However, during use, another (higher) threshold Duse is employed: When the binarizer is applied to an image, it starts by
dividing the image into tiles, exactly as during training. Next, for each tile, the
corresponding histogram H is computed. Then, the binarizer runs through all
the stored histograms Hj in the set H, computing the distance between H and
Hj , and keeping track of the index (denoted juse ) that yields the smallest distance (dmin ). If, after running through all the histograms, the smallest distance
dmin is smaller than the parameter Duse , the tile is binarized using the threshold
T (from the stored set T ) associated with the corresponding histogram, i.e.
juse = argminj dist(H, Hj )

(3)

T = Tjuse

(4)

and
If instead dmin exceeds Duse , the corresponding tile is set completely white.
Originally, it was thought that the threshold used for training (D) would also be
used when applying the binarizer. However, some experimentation showed that
a larger threshold gave a better result when applying the binarizer. Thus, the
binarizer contains a total of two parameters, D, which is typically set to around
0.10–0.13, and Duse , which is typically set to around 0.40–0.55.

3

Results

A binarizer was trained, as described in Subsect. 2.1 above, using a set of text
images taken as snapshots of a live video stream, obtained from a web camera with ﬁxed focus (see also Sect. 4 below). A total of ﬁve documents were
photographed, thus generating a training set containing ﬁve images. Now, this
might seem like a rather small set of images. However, it should be noted that
each image provided 300 tiles (again using an image size of 640 × 480 pixels, and
a tile size of 32 × 32 pixels), so that the total number of considered tiles equalled
5 × 300 = 1500. Moreover, when the ﬁfth image was reached, only a few histograms could be added, keeping in mind the distance criterion in Eq. (2). The
limit D was set to 0.13. The (manual) training took around one hour to complete, with the aid of the computer program (described above) that generates
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histograms, computes histogram distances, and also generates grids showing, for
any given tile, the result of binarizing the tile with all 256 possible thresholds.
Two preprocessing steps, which are not really part of the binarizer, were
applied, namely (i) conversion to grayscale, and (ii) a sharpening of the image,
using a standard convolution sharpening method, i.e. convolving the image with
the matrix
⎞
⎛ α α
− 8 − 8 − α8
(5)
S = ⎝ − α8 1 + α − α8 ⎠ ,
− α8 − α8 − α8
with α set to 0.75, after some experimentation. These preprocessing steps
were applied to all images (both during training and use), before generating
tiles, histograms etc. The ﬁrst image used during training can be seen in Fig. 1.
The highlighted tiles are those whose histograms were added to H during the
training phase. For example, the ﬁrst added histogram (and the corresponding
binarization threshold), i.e. the one obtained from the upper left tile, was suﬃcient for binarizing the subsequent two tiles in the ﬁrst row. When the fourth tile
was reached, however, the minimum histogram distance (see Eq. (2)) exceeded
D. Thus, the histogram for this tile was added, along with the corresponding
selected binarization threshold etc. In all, 30 histograms were added for the ﬁrst
training image. Next, the procedure was repeated for the second image etc. until
all ﬁve images had been considered. At this stage, H contained a total of 93
histograms, of which only very few were added in connection with the last image
of the training set.
The resulting binarizer was stored, and was then used for binarizing images
from a live camera stream, with the parameter Duse set to 0.55. To this end,
ﬁve additional documents (diﬀerent from the ones used during training) were
generated, and were then held, one by one, in front of the live camera stream.
A snapshot was then taken, and the preprocessing steps (grayscale conversion
and sharpening) described above were applied. Next, the image was passed to
the binarizer. The binarization results obtained for two of the ﬁve test images
can be seen in Fig. 5. As is evident from the ﬁgure, the binarizer achieved very
good results over these images (and also achieved results of similar quality over
the three test images not shown in the ﬁgure), removing almost all noise while
keeping, and enhancing, almost all text.
In the previous version of the method, as described above, it was assumed
that a clean, ground truth image was available, so that the resulting binarized
image could be compared to that image, and a quality measure could be computed. However, in the method presented here, no such clean, ground truth
images are available. Thus, in order to judge the quality of the binarization, a
diﬀerent approach was used: For each of the ﬁve test images, both the original version and the binarized version of the image were passed through a freely
available online OCR engine [13], and the quality of the text obtained was measured. The results are summarized in Table 1. As can be seen, the results for the
non-binarized, original images, i.e. images of the kind shown in the left panels of
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Fig. 5. Two examples of the results obtained when applying the binarizer to (previously
unseen) test images, taken as snapshots from the live camera stream. For each of the
two rows, the left panel shows the original, non-binarized image, whereas the right
panel shows the binarized image.

Fig. 5, are more or less disastrous: The OCR engine was simply not able to make
sense of these noisy images, except for a few rare words here and there. By contrast, once the images had been binarized using the binarizer described above,
the results were greatly improved: Around 87.5 % of the words were completely
correctly identiﬁed (i.e. without any error at all).
For those words that are incorrectly identiﬁed, i.e. words for which there is
any error at all, errors of two kinds are deﬁned: Minor errors, for which the
identiﬁed word has at least two correctly identiﬁed characters and at most two
incorrectly identiﬁed ones, and major errors, for which the conditions just mentioned are not fulﬁlled. Thus, for example, any error in a word with at most
two characters is considered major. An example of a minor error is the misidentiﬁcation of the word remarked as nemarked ; see also Fig. 6. In fact, in many
cases, the errors are minor and could easily be corrected using a dictionary and
possibly some information regarding context.
In Fig. 6, a blowup is shown of the ﬁrst four lines of text in the ﬁrst image
from Fig. 5, both from the original image (top panel), and the binarized image
(middle panel). The OCR result obtained before binarizing, i.e. when passing
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Table 1. Results obtained when passing the original test images (Oi , i = 1, 2, . . . , 5)
and the corresponding binarized images (Bi , i = 1, 2, . . . , 5) through an OCR engine.
The ﬁrst column identiﬁes the image index (i), and the second column shows the
number of words (Nw ) in the corresponding image. The third column shows the number
of correctly identiﬁed words (Ncorrect ) for the binarized images, whereas the fourth
column shows the number of words for which minor errors were obtained (Nminor ),
and the ﬁfth column shows the number of words for which major errors were obtained
(Nmajor ), in both cases for the binarized images. The diﬀerence between minor and
major errors is described in the main text. Finally, the sixth to eighth columns show
the same information for the original (non-binarized) images. The results show that
the text in the binarized images was essentially correctly identiﬁed, whereas the text
in the original images was impossible for the OCR engine to read.
Original image

Binarized image

i Nw Ncorrect Nminor Nmajor Ncorrect Nminor Nmajor
1 87

81

5

1

0

0

87

2 80

68

6

6

0

0

80

3 99

87

5

7

0

0

99

4 88

79

4

5

1

1

86

5 78

64

4

10

4

2

72

the original image through the OCR engine, is not shown: It consisted of an
essentially random sequence of letters and symbols, bearing no resemblance to

Fig. 6. A blowup of the ﬁrst four lines of the ﬁrst image in Fig. 5. The upper panel
shows the original image, the middle panel shows the binarized image, and the bottom
panel shows the text extracted by the OCR engine. As can be seen, the extracted text
was correct except for a few minor errors.
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the actual text. By contrast, the text obtained from the OCR engine applied to
the binarized image is shown at the bottom of the ﬁgure. Here, there are only
a few minor errors: The word the at the end of the ﬁrst line was interpreted
as lhe, the word lamp on the second line was interpreted as lump, the word
corner on the third line was interpreted as comer, and the ﬁnal word, remarked,
was interpreted as nemarked. Also, an extra comma was erroneously inserted in
the word dumb-bell, and two commas were misinterpreted as full stops. Clearly,
most, if not all, of these errors could easily be corrected.

4

Discussion and Conclusion

The most important result of this work is that the proposed method is able
to generate a binarizer that can reliably binarize text images from a live video
stream, using a rather simple web camera (the rationale being that, if reliable
binarization can be obtained with such a camera, it should be possible to obtain
equally good, or better, results with a more advanced camera). Here, a low cost
ﬁxed-focus camera (purchased at a price of around 15 euro) was used. Now, a
typical ﬁxed-focus web camera is ill-suited for the type of application considered
here: Such cameras are normally optimized to provide a clear and focused image
of, say, a person sitting at a typical distance from a computer, rather than a text
image which would normally be held closer to the camera, in order to obtain
suﬃcient resolution of the individual characters in the text. In order to overcome
this problem, the camera was disassembled, and the focal ring, which originally
was glued in place, was made adjustable by simply removing the glue. The focal
ring was then manually adjusted (while running the camera) until a suitable
setting was found for text images held at around 0.25–0.50 m from the camera.
The test reported above comprised only ﬁve images. However, as is evident
from Table 1, the results obtained diﬀer very little between images. In fact, some
additional tests were carried out, with other images, and the results were more
or less the same as those reported in the table: Around 87.5 % of all words are
detected without any error, and the remaining words can, in many cases, be
inferred using a dictionary and some context information. The correct detection
rate is, of course, lower than what one would demand when applying an OCR
system to a scanned, noise-free text document. However, taking into account the
much higher level of complexity of the task considered here, namely reading text
in images captured in a live video stream, the achieved detection rate should be
suﬃcient.
Comparing with the previous method, introduced in [6], the method presented here has even lower complexity, since it does not include the sequence of
repeated enhancements that was an integral part (albeit seldom used, in practice) in the previous method. As mentioned above, the modiﬁed method does
require that the user, rather than the method itself, should ﬁnd suitable histograms. However, doing so is not very diﬃcult, with the help of the computer
program developed together with the method. Typically, a complete binarizer
can be generated in around one hour. Moreover, when using the method, if one
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ﬁnds that some new test image is not binarized correctly, one can easily resume
the training to include a few more histograms. It should be noted, however, that
this was not necessary in order to binarize the ﬁve test images above, using the
binarizer described in the beginning of Sect. 3. Another important advantage of
the method presented here (over the previous method) is that it does not require
that one should deﬁne a set of noise-free, ground truth images for the training
phase. Instead, it is suﬃcient just to have the images captured by the camera.
The resolution of the images used here was deliberately set to a rather low
value (640 × 480 pixels), again in order to provide a stringent test of the method:
If it is capable of correct binarization of such an image, it should be even easier
for it to binarize an image with, say, four times as many pixels (1280 × 960).
As for the time requirements, with a tile size of 32 × 32, using a computer with
an Intel Core i7-2600 CPU (3.40 GHz), the binarizer (with 93 histograms, as
described in Sect. 3 above) runs at a speed of 2.3 ms per tile so that a full image
takes around 0.75 s to binarize. While this is too slow, by around a factor 10, for
real-time operation, it is certainly suﬃcient for the application at hand, namely
reading (aloud) the text in a document held in front of the camera: The actual
reading will, of course, take several seconds, and a slight delay in the beginning
is hardly noticeable. Note also that a speedup can be obtained by, for example,
just binarizing a fraction of the image, and then binarizing the rest (in a separate
thread) while reading the text extracted from the ﬁrst fraction.
The next steps in the project will be to deﬁne and integrate a custom OCR
engine, which will be optimized to work together with the binarizer. Furthermore,
the OCR engine will be equipped with error-correcting methods, which will be
applied to the raw text extracted from the image. Another important topic for
future work is to speed up the method, so that it can operate in real time. Finally,
the resulting system will be integrated into the intelligent agent mentioned in
Sect. 1.
To conclude, a method has been presented which allows a user, assisted by
a computer program, to manually deﬁne (in the space of an hour, or less) a
binarizer capable of generating readable text from a document image obtained
as a snapshot from a live camera stream. The method works well even with a
low-cost camera with rather low image resolution, provided that the focus point
has ﬁrst been manually adjusted.
Acknowledgements. The author gratefully acknowledges ﬁnancial support from De
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Abstract. Cognitive maps are a graphical knowledge representation
model that describes influences between concepts, each influence being
quantified by a value. Most cognitive map models use values the semantics of which is not formally defined. This paper introduces the probabilistic cognitive maps, a new cognitive map model where the influence
values are assumed to be probabilities. We formally define this model and
redefine the propagated influence, an operation that computes the global
influence between two concepts in the map, to be in accordance with this
semantics. To prove the soundness of our model, we propose a method
to represent any probabilistic cognitive map as a Bayesian network.
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Introduction

Graphical models for knowledge representation help to easily organize and understand information. A cognitive map [1] is a graph that represents inﬂuences
between concepts. A concept is a short textual description of an idea of the real
world such as an action or an event and is represented by a labeled node in
the graph. An inﬂuence is an arc between two of these concepts. A cognitive
map provides an easy visual communication medium for humans, especially for
the analysis of a complex system. It can be used for instance to take a decision
in a brainstorming meeting. These maps are used in several domains such as
biology [2], ecology [3], or politics [4].
In a cognitive map, each inﬂuence is labeled with a value that quantiﬁes
it. This value describes the strength of the inﬂuence. It belongs to a previously deﬁned set, called a value set. A cognitive map can be deﬁned on several
kinds of value sets. These value sets can be sets of symbolic values such as
{+, −} [1] or {none, some, much, a lot} [5], or an interval of numeric values such
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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as [−1; 1] [6,7]. Thanks to these values, we are able to compute the global inﬂuence of any concept of the map on any other one. Such an operation is called the
propagated inﬂuence. To compute it, the values of the inﬂuences that compose the
paths linking the two concepts are aggregated according to their semantics. The
propagated inﬂuence is what makes cognitive maps useful for decision-making
since it provides an overview of the consequences of a decision.
The main advantage of cognitive maps is that they are simple to use; people
who are not familiar with formal frameworks need this simplicity. Consequently,
the semantics of the values is sometimes not clearly deﬁned. The drawback is
that it is often hard to interpret the real meaning of the values associated to the
inﬂuences and to verify the soundness of the computed propagated inﬂuence.
Some approaches exist to formally deﬁne the semantics of cognitive maps.
The fuzzy cognitive maps links the cognitive maps to the fuzzy set framework
[6,8]. They consider that the concepts are fuzzy sets and that the values represent
the degrees of causality between these concepts. These maps are generally easy
to use but the inference is sometimes quite obscure for a layman since fuzzy sets
are not a very popular framework.
There exist other knowledge representation models that represent both a
graph and values associated to a strong semantics. The graphical structure of a
cognitive map and the values given by a concept inﬂuencing another one remind
us of the Bayesian network framework [9,10]. Bayesian networks express dependency relations between variables. These relations are quantiﬁed with conditional
probabilities. They are more expressive than cognitive maps but their building
and their use are more complex. It is then interesting to improve the formal
aspect of cognitive maps when dealing with values assumed to be probabilities since probabilities are generally a popular framework. Such a model would
keep the simplicity of cognitive maps while tending to be as formal as Bayesian
networks.
This paper introduces a new cognitive map model, the probabilistic cognitive
maps. This model keeps the simplicity of cognitive maps while improving the
formal representation of the values by providing a probabilistic interpretation
for the inﬂuence values. Such an interpretation is formal enough without being
restrictive to users but needs to adapt the semantics of the concepts and the
inﬂuences. Therefore, the propagated inﬂuence has to be redeﬁned to ﬁt the
semantics. To show the validity of our model, we propose a procedure to represent
a cognitive map as a Bayesian network and show that the propagated inﬂuence
in the probabilistic cognitive map corresponds to a speciﬁc probability in the
Bayesian network. The studied model is the causal Bayesian network model [10]
because, as shown in this paper, it is more closely related to cognitive maps.
There exist other works that link cognitive maps to probabilities. For example, [11] deﬁnes the fuzzy probabilistic cognitive map model, which is based on
the fuzzy cognitive map model. However, in this model, the probabilities are only
expressed on the concepts since they are used to compute whether a concept can
or cannot inﬂuence other concepts. The probabilistic cognitive map model that
we deﬁne must not be confused with the Incident Response Probabilistic Cognitive Map model (IRPCM) [12]. In this model, the links between the concepts are
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not necessarily causal, therefore what they call a “cognitive map” is not the same
model as the one we deﬁne here. IRPCM is mostly used for diagnosis whereas
our model proposes a framework that studies inﬂuences between concepts.
Qualitative Probabilistic Networks (QPN) [13] are a probabilistic model that
acts as a bridge between cognitive maps and Bayesian networks. Indeed, according to their inventor M. Wellman, QPNs generalize cognitive maps deﬁned on
{+, −}. They also allow to express new relations such as synergies that describe
the eﬀect of two combined concepts. However, the values labeling the arcs are
not really inﬂuence values, but rather constraints expressed on the probability
distribution associated to the QPN. Hence, QPNs are qualitative rather than
quantitative. Nevertheless, we prefer to keep using cognitive maps rather than a
diﬀerent model since cognitive maps come with useful operations that we would
like to be able to apply.
In this article, we present in Sect. 2 the cognitive map model and a simple
introduction to Bayesian networks. We then deﬁne the probabilistic cognitive
map model in two parts. First, we focus on the semantics of the model in Sect. 3.
Then, we deﬁne the propagated inﬂuence for this model in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5, we
ensure the soundness of our model by encoding a cognitive map into a causal
Bayesian network. Finally, we present in Sect. 6 a software we developed that
implements the probabilistic cognitive map model.

2

State of the Art

In this section, we ﬁrst present the cognitive map model in Sect. 2.1. Then, we
introduce the Bayesian network model in Sect. 2.2. Finally, we outline the causal
Bayesian network model in Sect. 2.3.
2.1

Cognitive Maps

A cognitive map is a knowledge representation model that represents inﬂuences
between concepts with a graph. An inﬂuence is a causal relation between two
concepts labeled with a value that quantiﬁes it. It expresses how much a concept
inﬂuences another one regardless of the other concepts. This value belongs to a
predeﬁned set, called the value set.

Fig. 1. CM1, a cognitive map defined on the value set [−1; 1].
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Definition 1 (Cognitive Map). Let C be a concept set and I a value set. A
cognitive map CM deﬁned on I is a directed graph CM = (C, A, label) where:
– the concepts of C are the nodes of the graph;
– A ⊆ C × C is a set of arcs, called inﬂuences;
– label : A → I is a function labeling each inﬂuence with a value of I.
Example 1. The cognitive map CM1 (Fig. 1) represents the inﬂuences of some
concepts on the health of my plants. It is deﬁned on the value set [−1; 1]. An
inﬂuence between two concepts labeled with a positive value means that the
ﬁrst concept positively inﬂuences the second one. A negative value means on the
contrary that the ﬁrst concept negatively inﬂuences the second one. A value of
1 means that the inﬂuence is total. A value of 0 means that there is no direct
inﬂuence between two concepts whereas the absence of an inﬂuence between two
concepts means that the designer of the map does not know if there is such a
relation between these concepts. The classic cognitive map model does not deﬁne
more precisely the semantics of this notion of inﬂuence and how to interpret it.
If we consider the concepts R and G, the rain inﬂuences the wetness of my
garden by 0.8. On the contrary, if we consider the concepts N and P , the wetness
of my neighbor’s garden inﬂuences the health of my plants by −0.1 because his
growing trees shade my garden.
Thanks to the inﬂuence values, the global inﬂuence of a concept on another
one can be computed. This global inﬂuence is called the propagated inﬂuence and
is computed by aggregating the values on the inﬂuences that belong to any path
linking these two concepts. Many operators to compute the propagated inﬂuence
exist. We will only present the most common one for the value set [−1; 1] [14].
It is composed of three steps.
The ﬁrst step is to list the diﬀerent paths that link the ﬁrst concept to the
second one. Since a cognitive map may be cyclic, there is potentially an inﬁnite
number of paths between the two concepts. To avoid an inﬁnite computation,
only the most meaningful paths are considered, which are the paths that does
not contain any cycle. Indeed, if a path contains a cycle, it means that a concept
inﬂuences itself. Because the eﬀect of this inﬂuence cannot have immediate consequences, it occurs in fact at a future time frame. Therefore, since the inﬂuences
of a path should belong to the same time frame, the paths that contain a cycle
are not considered. A path that contains no cycle is called a minimal path.
The second step is to compute the inﬂuence value that each of these paths
brings to the second concept. This inﬂuence value is called the propagated inﬂuence on a path and is denoted by IP. To compute it, the inﬂuence values of the
said path are simply multiplied together.
Finally, the third step is to aggregate the propagated inﬂuences on every
minimal path that links the ﬁrst concept to the second one with an average. The
propagated inﬂuence I of a concept on another one is thus deﬁned as the sum
of the propagated inﬂuences on every minimal path between the two concepts
divided by the number of minimal paths.
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Definition 2 (Propagated Influence). Let c1 and c2 be two concepts.
1. An inﬂuence path P from c1 to c2 is a sequence of length k ≥ 1 of inﬂuences
(ui , ui+1 ) ∈ A with i ∈ [0; k − 1] such that u0 = c1 and uk = c2 . P is said
minimal iﬀ ∀i, j ∈ [0; k − 1], i = j ⇒ ui = uj ∧ ui+1 = uj+1 ; we denote by
Pc1 ,c2 the set of all minimal paths from c1 to c2 .
k−1



label (ui , ui+1 ) .
2. The propagated inﬂuence on P is IP(P ) =
i=0

3. The propagated
inﬂuence of c1 on c2 is:

0
if Pc1 ,c2 = ∅
I(c1 , c2 ) = |P 1 | ×
IP(P
)
otherwise .
c ,c
1

2

P ∈Pc1 ,c2

Example 2. In CM1, we want to compute the propagated inﬂuence of R on P .
1. there are two minimal paths between R and P :
PR,P = {p1 , p2 } with p1 = {R → G → P } and p2 = {R → N → P }
2. the propagated inﬂuences on p1 and p2 are:
IP(p2 ) = 0.8 × −0.1 = −0.08
IP(p1 ) = 0.8 × 0.6 = 0.48
3. the propagated inﬂuence
of
R
on
P is:

1
1
I(R, P ) = |PR,P
| × IP(p1 ) + IP(p2 ) = 2 × (0.48 − 0.08) = 0.2
Note that the complexity of the computation of the propagated inﬂuence
depends on the chosen operator. The complexity is in the worst case at least
factorial, as all paths between two concepts must be considered. However, some
operators are expressible as a matrix multiplication and are therefore computable
in polynomial time [15]. The complexity of some of them may even be linear.
2.2

Bayesian Networks

Bayesian networks [9,10] are graphical models that represent probabilistic dependency relations between discrete variables as conditional probabilities. Each variable takes its value from many predeﬁned states. In such a graph, each variable is
assimilated to a node and an arc represents a probabilistic dependency relation
between two variables. This graph is acyclic. Each variable is associated to a
table of conditional probabilities. Each entry of this table provides the probability that a variable has some value given the state of each parent of this variable
in the graph.
A Bayesian network allows to compute the probabilities of the states of the
variables according to the observation of some other variables in the network.
The structure of the graph is used to simplify the computations by using the
independence relations between the variables. However, these computations are
generally NP-hard [16].
Example 3. The Bayesian network BN1 (Fig. 2) represents dependency relations
between variables related to the wetness of my garden. These variables are binary
events. We denote the state A = by A and A = ⊥ by A for any event A. Each
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Fig. 2. The Bayesian network BN1.

node is associated to a probability table. The ﬁrst row of the ﬁrst table means
that the probability that I let my sprinkler on last night is P(S) = 0.4. The values
in the table of the variable G means that I am sure that my garden is wet either
if I let my sprinkler on last night, or if it rained last night, or both. Otherwise,
I am sure that my garden is not wet. From this network, some information can
be deduced, like the probability of the states of each node or the independence
of two nodes. We can also compute conditional probabilities.
For example, as I am leaving my home, I notice that the grass of my garden is
wet. The grass can only be wetted by the rain or my sprinkler. So, I ask myself if
I have let my sprinkler on. Thanks to this network, we compute P(S|G) = 0.625.
This value is greater than P(S). This means that knowing that my garden is wet
increases the probability that I let my sprinkler on. However, we also compute
P(R|G) = 0.625. Thus, we are unable to know what wetted my garden between
my sprinkler and the rain because these events are equiprobable given that my
garden is wet. Then, I notice that the grass of my neighbor’s garden is not wet. If
it rained last night, then both our gardens should be wet. We need so to compute
the probability that my sprinkler is on given that my grass is wet, contrary to
my neighbor’s. We compute P(S|GN ) = 1. Therefore, I am now sure that I let
my sprinkler on.
2.3

Causal Bayesian Networks

The causal Bayesian network model [10] extends the classic Bayesian network
model. The main diﬀerence is the fact that the arcs of a classic Bayesian network
can represent any kind of probabilistic dependency relation whereas they have to
be causal in a causal Bayesian network. Contrary to classic Bayesian networks,
causal Bayesian networks also distinguishes observation and intervention. When
an observation is made on a variable, the information is propagated to the nodes
linked to this variable regardless of the direction of the arcs. When an intervention is made on a variable, the information is propagated only to its children,
following the direction of the arcs. Thus, with intervention, only the descendants
of the variable are inﬂuenced by it.
For example, if I observe that my garden is wet and I want to compute the
probability that it rained last night, I compute P(R|G), as discussed earlier.
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This kind of reasoning can be both deductive and abductive [17]. Now, if I make
my garden wet, I intervene on the wetness of my garden. To represent that
intervention, the causal Bayesian network model deﬁnes a new operator, called
do(·) [10]. Here, if I want to compute the probability that it rained given the
fact that I made my garden wet, I compute P(R| do(G)). Applying do(G) is
thus equivalent to remove the arcs ending on G in the Bayesian network and
separate it from its parents [18]. Intuitively, the fact that I made my garden
wet has no consequence whatsoever on the fact that it rained and therefore
P(R| do(G)) = P(R). That kind of reasoning is strictly deductive and only aﬀects
the descendants of G.

3

The Probabilistic Cognitive Map Model

We now present our new probabilistic cognitive map model. In such a cognitive
map, the inﬂuence values are interpreted as probability values. The semantics
of the concepts and the inﬂuences must be deﬁned according to this interpretation. For the same reason, the propagated inﬂuence of a concept on another
one must be redeﬁned according to this semantics. In this section, we focus on
the semantics of the model by ﬁrst presenting the semantics of the concepts in
Sect. 3.1 and then the semantics of the inﬂuences in Sect. 3.2.
3.1

Semantics of the Concepts

To better understand the idea between the semantics of a probabilistic cognitive
map, let us consider a simple cognitive map made of concepts A and B linked by
a unique inﬂuence from A to B with a value α. Note that in the general case, the
relationships between the inﬂuences, the values and the probabilities are more
complex but this basic example helps to get the basic idea behind our approach.
Such a map means that A inﬂuences B at a level α. Since α is a probability, the
concepts A and B must be associated to random variables.
A random variable is deﬁned over a set of values covering its possible states.
We would like this set to be as small as possible and to be the same for every
variable associated to a concept, in order to keep the simplicity of the model.
These values need to represent an information of the real world.
In a cognitive map, a concept is often associated to a piece of information of
the real world which is quantiﬁable. For example, if we consider the concept S
in Example 3, it can be seen as the strength of the sprinkler or as the quantity of
water it delivers. We deﬁne the possible values of the random variable associated
to the concept using this quantity. However, we cannot use directly the possible
values of this quantity since it may be a continuous scale.
In order to have the same set of values for every random variable, we deﬁne
two values, inspired by [19]. The value + means that the concept is increasing.
The value − means that the concept is decreasing.
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Example 4. We consider the concept S that represents a sprinkler from
Example 1. The quantity associated to S is the quantity of water that the sprinkler is delivering. We deﬁne the random variable XS associated to S. The increase
state XS = + means that S is increasing, that is the sprinkler is delivering more
and more water. The decrease state XS = − means that S is decreasing, that is
the sprinkler is delivering less and less water.
Note that we do not provide a state that represents the fact that a concept
is stagnating. This implies that the quantity associated to the concept cannot
remain unchanged and has to either increase or decrease. However, we consider
that this should not have strong consequences since we consider that cognitive
maps aim to study only inﬂuences between increasing or decreasing concepts.
Hence, we cannot study if a concept stagnates due to an inﬂuence by another
concept but we can know if a concept is not inﬂuenced by another concept if the
propagated inﬂuence is 0.
Note also that in [19], the state XS = + means that the causal eﬀect of S is
positive whereas XS = − means that the eﬀect is negative. This representation is
close to ours but the semantics of the causal eﬀect is stronger with our approach.
Now that the states of the random variables associated to the concepts are
deﬁned, we have to deﬁne a probability distribution on these states. To compute
the probabilistic propagated inﬂuence, we need the a priori probability of the
states of every random variable of the map. The a priori probability of a state is
given when we have no information about the states of any concept. Since there
is no information in a cognitive map providing the a priori probability of any
state of any concept, we assume that the states of every random variable of the
map are equiprobable. Since the random variable associated to each concept has
only two states, for every concept A of the map, P(XA = +) = P(XA = −) = 0.5.
3.2

Semantics of the Influences

We focus now on the semantics of the inﬂuences and especially the inﬂuence
values, to deﬁne them more precisely than the values presented in Example 1,
using probabilities. To evaluate the inﬂuence of a concept on another one, the
idea is to study how the inﬂuenced concept reacts relatively to the diﬀerent states
of the inﬂuencing concept. In our case, this leads to study the probabilities of the
states of the inﬂuenced concept given that the inﬂuencing concept is increasing or
decreasing. Therefore, if we consider the previous simple map from Sect. 3.1, the
inﬂuence between A and B is linked to the probabilities of XB when XA = + and
when XA = −. The value α of an inﬂuence should represent how the inﬂuenced
concept reacts and is thus tied to these conditional probabilities.
A has two ways to inﬂuence B: either when A is increasing or when A is
decreasing. Thus, the inﬂuence should have two values: one for the state XA = +,
and one for the state XA = −. To consider this fact, [20] allows to label each
inﬂuence with two values. However, we want only one value for each inﬂuence in
the cognitive map, in order to keep the simplicity of the model. Therefore, we
need to express a relation between the two values. According to [6], we assume
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that, an inﬂuence being a causal relation, the eﬀect of the increase of A on
the increase of B equals the eﬀect of the decrease of A on the decrease of B.
Thus, the probability of XB when XA = + should be the complement of the
probability of XB when XA = −. In our model, we consider that the inﬂuence
value α represents the inﬂuence of A on B when they are both increasing.
Giving a value α to the direct inﬂuence between A and B would lead to
answer questions such as “Given that A is increasing, how the probability that
B is increasing is modiﬁed?”. The inﬂuence value α quantiﬁes the modiﬁcation of
the a priori probability of B caused by A, in other words, the diﬀerence between
the conditional probability of B given that A is increasing and the a priori
probability of B. Thus, α is linked to the diﬀerence between P(XB = +|XA = +)
and P(XB = +).
This relation between the notion of inﬂuence and a conditional probability
has consequences on the structure of the cognitive map. Indeed, to compute the
global inﬂuence of a concept on another one, we aggregate inﬂuences. Thus, when
we compute the global inﬂuence, we manipulate in fact conditional probabilities.
Therefore, the global inﬂuence of a concept on itself is linked to the conditional
probability of a variable given that variable. In such a case, the value of the
conditional probability must check certain properties: for example, it has to be
equal to either 0 or 1 according to the diﬀerent values of the variable. Thus, if
there are inﬂuences that link a concept to itself, the values of these inﬂuences
should respect this property. As we consider this constraint too strong for the
designer of a cognitive map, we forbid cycles in a probabilistic cognitive map.
Now, we express formally the link between α and the diﬀerence between
P(XB = +|XA = +) and P(XB = +). Since P(XB = +|XA = +) is a probability that therefore belongs to [0; 1] and P(XB = +) = 0.5, α should belong to
[−0.5; 0.5]. However, in the cognitive map of Example 1, it is obviously not the
case since this map is deﬁned on [−1; 1]. The idea is to convert α into a value of
[−0.5; 0.5]. Therefore, a conversion function F must be deﬁned such that whatever the value set I the cognitive map is deﬁned on, its values are converted
into values of [−0.5, 0.5]. Moreover, a reverse conversion function F -1 is deﬁned
to get back an inﬂuence value that belongs to I when the computation of the
propagated
is done. This reverse conversion function is deﬁned such
 inﬂuence

that F -1 F(α) = α. If the conversion function is bijective, then the reverse
conversion function is simply its reciprocal function. The conversion function
allows us to say that we have F(α) = P(XB = +|XA = +) − P(XB = +). Note
that this relation is more complex when B has more than one parent.
Example 5. Since the cognitive map CM1 is deﬁned on [−1; 1], we deﬁne the
conversion function F : [−1; 1] → [−0.5; 0.5] as F(α) = α2 . We deﬁne the reverse
conversion function F -1 : [−0.5; 0.5] → [−1; 1] as F -1 (α) = α × 2.

4

Probabilistic Propagated Influence

The semantics of a direct inﬂuence being established, we deﬁne how to combine
inﬂuences to compute the propagated inﬂuence in a probabilistic cognitive map.
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We call the operation of propagated inﬂuence in a probabilistic cognitive map
the probabilistic propagated inﬂuence. We consider that such an inﬂuence should
take its values in the same value set as the one the cognitive map is deﬁned
on. However, we have stated that the value of a direct inﬂuence is linked to
the diﬀerence between a conditional probability and an a priori probability and
that this diﬀerence belongs to [−0.5; 0.5]. The propagated inﬂuence being the
combination of many direct inﬂuences, its value should also belong to [−0.5; 0.5].
Before computing the probabilistic propagated inﬂuence, we compute what we
call the partial probabilistic propagated inﬂuence I P  that represents this diﬀerence. Since it takes its values in [−0.5; 0.5], we use the reverse conversion function
to compute the probabilistic propagated inﬂuence and get back a value of the
original value set.
The computation of the partial probabilistic propagated inﬂuence of a concept on another one is based on that of the propagated inﬂuence described in
Deﬁnition 2. First, we list the paths between the two concepts. Then we compute
the inﬂuence value of each path. Finally, we aggregate these inﬂuence values.
Since a probabilistic cognitive map is acyclic, the set of paths between two
concepts is necessarily ﬁnite.
We need then to compute the inﬂuence value of each of these paths. The
probabilistic propagated inﬂuence on a path IP P represents the inﬂuence value
of the said path. To compute this value, we cannot simply multiply the converted
values in the same way we did for the values of [−1; 1] in the previous section
as the result of such a product would belong to something like [−(0.5n ); 0.5n ].
A better way to aggregate the values is to multiply the converted values by 2
before the product and then divides the ﬁnal result by 2. Thus, we get a value
that belongs to [−0.5; 0.5].
Definition 3 (Probabilistic Propagated Influence on a Path). Let F be
a conversion function. Let P be a path of length k between two concepts of CM
and made of inﬂuences (ui , ui+1 ) with i ∈ [0; k−1]. The probabilistic propagated

k−1



inﬂuence on P is IP P (P ) = 12 ×
2 × F label (ui , ui+1 ) .
i=0

Example 6. We consider the path p1 = R → G → P in CM6 (Example 2). We
use the conversion function deﬁned
propagated
 in Example
 5. The probabilistic

inﬂuence on p1 is IP P (p1 ) = 12 × 2 × F(0.6) × 2 × F(0.8) = 0.24.
To compute the probabilistic propagated inﬂuence, we aggregate the values of
the probabilistic propagated inﬂuences on the paths between two concepts. This
aggregation is also diﬀerent from the one deﬁned in the previous section. Before
the aggregation, we need to weight each propagated inﬂuence on a path. This
weight is called the part of a path. The idea is to consider that the inﬂuence values
of the parents of each concept are of equal importance during the computation
of the probabilistic propagated inﬂuence.
Following that reasoning on paths, the part of a path is simply 1 divided
by the product of the number of parents of every concept crossed by this path,
except the ﬁrst one.
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Definition 4 (Part of a Path). Let P be a path of length k between two
concepts of CM and made of inﬂuences (ui , ui+1 ) with i ∈ [0; k − 1]. Let C(c)
k

1
denote the parents of any concept c. The part of P is part(P ) =
|C(ui )| .
i=1

Example 7. We consider again the path p1 = R → G → P from Example 2. The
1
1
1
1
1
part of p1 is part(p1 ) = |C(G)|
× |C(P
)| = 2 × 2 = 4 .
Using the part and the probabilistic propagated inﬂuence on a path, we
are able to compute the partial probabilistic propagated inﬂuence of a concept
on another one. It is deﬁned as the sum of the products of the part and the
probabilistic propagated inﬂuence on each path between the two concepts. With
such a deﬁnition, when there is no path from a concept to another one, the
probabilistic propagated inﬂuence is 0, which is what we would expect since
there is no way any of the ﬁrst concept may inﬂuence the second one.
However, there is an exception to this deﬁnition when we want to compute the
probabilistic propagated inﬂuence of a concept on itself. Since, for any random
variable X and any one of its possible values x, we have P(X = x|X = x) = 1,
we should have, for any concept A, P(XA = +|XA = +) = 1. Since we deﬁned
the partial probabilistic propagated inﬂuence of a concept on another one as
the diﬀerence between a conditional probability and the a priori probability, the
partial probabilistic propagated inﬂuence of a concept on itself should be 0.5.
Definition 5 (Partial Probabilistic Propagated Influence). Let F be a
conversion function. Let c1 and c2 be two concepts. The partial probabilistic
propagated inﬂuence
 of c1 on c2 is:
0.5
if c1 = c2

I P  (c1 , c2 ) =
part(P ) × IP P (P ) otherwise
P ∈Pc1 ,c2

Example 8. We want to compute the partial probabilistic propagated inﬂuence
of R on P in CM1. We already stated in Example 2 that there is two paths
between R and P : p1 = R → G → P and p2 = R → N → P . We have
also already computed IP P (p1 ) = 0.24 and part(p1 ) = 14 in Examples 6 and 7.
We compute in the same way IP P (p2 ) = −0.04 and part(p2 ) = 12 . The partial
probabilistic propagated inﬂuence of R on P is:
I P  (R, P ) = part(p1 )×IP P (p1 ) + part(p2 )×IP P (p2 ) = 14 ×0.24 + 12 ×−0.04 = 0.04
The partial probabilistic propagated inﬂuence of N on S is I P  (N, S) = 0, as
there is no path linking the two concepts.
The partial probabilistic propagated inﬂuence of S on itself is I P  (S, S) = 0.5.
We said earlier that the probabilistic propagated inﬂuence is deﬁned as the
value of the partial probabilistic propagated inﬂuence converted using the reverse
conversion function. Looking closely at the deﬁnition of the partial probabilistic
propagated inﬂuence, we notice that this deﬁnition looks like a weighted average
of the probabilistic propagated inﬂuence on the paths. The weights are given by
the respective parts of these paths. However, the sum of these weights does not
equal 1. Normalizing the partial probabilistic propagated inﬂuence by the sum
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of the parts of the paths before converting the value has two advantages. First,
we compute a real weighted average. Second, it ensures that, if two concepts are
linked by a single direct inﬂuence, the probabilistic propagated inﬂuence of the
ﬁrst concept on the second one equals the value of the direct inﬂuence.
After this normalization is done, we can convert the value using the reverse
conversion function to get our probabilistic propagated inﬂuence. Note that to
avoid a division by 0 when there is no path between the two concepts, we simply
convert the partial probabilistic propagated inﬂuence without any normalization.
Definition 6 (Probabilistic Propagated Influence). Let F be a conversion
function and F -1 be its reverse conversion function. Let c1 and c2 be two concepts. The probabilistic
inﬂuence
of c1 on c2 is:
⎧ -1  propagated


F
I
(c
,
c
)
if
P
=∅
⎪
P
1
2
c
1 ,c2
⎨

I P (c1 , c2 ) =

⎪
⎩F

-1

I P  (c1 ,c2 )

part(P )

otherwise

P ∈Pc ,c
1 2

Example 9. As in Example 8, we compute this time the probabilistic propagated
inﬂuence of R on P . We use the reverse conversion function deﬁned in Example 5.
The probabilistic propagated
inﬂuence

 of R onP is:
I P  (R,P )
= 10.04
× 2 = 0.1067
I P (R, P ) = F -1 part(p
1
1 )+part(p2 )
4+2
As there is no path between N and S, the probabilistic propagated inﬂuence is
0. For the same reason, the probabilistic propagated inﬂuence of S on itself is 1.

5

Relations with the Bayesian Network Model

In order to prove the validity of the probabilistic cognitive map model and the
deﬁnition of the probabilistic propagated inﬂuence associated to it, we deﬁne a
procedure to encode any probabilistic cognitive map into a Bayesian network.
We demonstrate also that, in such a cognitive map, the computation of the probabilistic propagated inﬂuence equals the computation of a speciﬁc conditional
probability in the related Bayesian network.
We give ﬁrst the idea of the encoding in Sect. 5.1. We then show more clearly
the relation between the probabilistic propagated inﬂuence and a conditional
probability in the associated Bayesian network in Sect. 5.2.
5.1

Encoding a Cognitive Map as a Bayesian Network

The Bayesian network is built from the cognitive map such that each node of
the map (concept) is encoded as a node in the network. Each inﬂuence between
two concepts of the map is also encoded as an arc between the two nodes in the
network that represent these concepts. So, the network has the same graphical
structure as the map. Thus, we give the same name to the cognitive map nodes
and to the Bayesian network nodes.
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Having the same structure as the Bayesian network and the network being
acyclic, the cognitive map has also to be acyclic. To remove the cycles of a
cognitive map, [21,22] describe how to obtain a map structure suitable for a
Bayesian network. One way to prevent cycles is to discuss with the map designer
to explain what is the meaning of the links to avoid redundancy or inconsistency.
Another way is to disaggregate a concept of the cycle into two time frames. That
is why we consider only acyclic cognitive maps in this paper.
Each node of the Bayesian network is associated to a random variable that
corresponds to the random variable the concept of the cognitive map is associated
to. The probability table associated to each variable is computed from the values
of the inﬂuences that end to its associated concept in the cognitive map.
We consider ﬁrst the nodes that have no parent. With such nodes, the only
probability values to provide are a priori probabilities. We already know these
values as we stated earlier that the diﬀerent states of a concept are equiprobable.
Example 10. The probability table of the node S from Example 1 gives:
P(XS = −) = 0.5.
P(XS = +) = 0.5
For the nodes that have several parents, we have to provide the conditional
probabilities for every possible conﬁguration of the states of their parents. Thus,
we have to merge the values from the arcs that end to one of these nodes to
express these probabilities. There are several methods to compute such probability values with only few values given by an expert. We outline brieﬂy three of
them.
Some of these methods are dedicated to the representation of a cognitive map
as a Bayesian network. [19] provides a procedure that works only for cognitive
maps deﬁned on [−1; 1]. However, it leads to obtain a probability of 1 in each
probability table. The combined inﬂuence of several parents may thus be total
even if the values of each inﬂuence is low. This problem is obvious when we
consider only two concepts linked by an inﬂuence: if the inﬂuence has either a
value of 0.1 or 0.9, these values would be represented by the same value of 1 in
the probability table. Thus, the original inﬂuence value is lost. Note that [20]
uses a similar method, but with two values on each inﬂuence.
The noisy-OR model [23] leads to compute the table from individual
conditional probabilities. In this model, the variables must be binary and the
combined inﬂuence of several parents does not matter, as in cognitive maps.
However, it is necessary to suppose that the given probabilities correspond to
the case where only one parent is set to a speciﬁc value and all the others are
set to the opposite value. This means that we have to give probabilities such
as P(XB = +|XA1 = −, . . . , XAi−1 = −, XAi = +, XAi+1 = −, . . . , XAn = −). This
is not consistent with the fact that the notion of inﬂuence is independent from
the other parents.
[24] uses a weighted average on many values. These values and the weights
are given by an expert. Each expert value represents the probability of a node
considering only one of its parents. The weights represent the relative strengths
of the inﬂuence of the parents. This method is suitable for cognitive maps. The
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question asked to the expert is indeed: “Given that the value of the parent Y is y,
compatible with the values of the other parents, what should be the probability
distribution over the states of the child X?”. A parent Yi with a value yi is said
compatible with another parent Yj with a value yj if, according to the expert’s
mind, the state Yi = yi is most likely to coexist with the state Yj = yj [24]. This
conﬁguration helps the expert to focus only on the state Yi = yi . We use this
method in our encoding of a cognitive map as a Bayesian network to ﬁll the
probability table of a node with many parents.
In a cognitive map, the expert values are given by the inﬂuence values, provided by the map designer fulﬁlling the role of the expert. In the previous section,
we stated that an inﬂuence value is linked to the diﬀerence between a conditional
probability and an a priori probability. The expert values being considered as
conditional probabilities, we deﬁne the expert value associated to an inﬂuence
as the sum of the a priori probability and the converted inﬂuence value. Let us
consider a concept B with n parents Ai , each of them bringing an inﬂuence value
αi . With our example, the expert value of XB = + when XAi = + is therefore
0.5 + F(αi ). Thus, the question to ask to the map designer to get an inﬂuence
value is: “Given that A is increasing, this increase being compatible with the
states of the other parents of B, how much the probability that B is increasing
should increase?”. We also stated in the previous section that the probability of
XB when XAi = + is the complement of the probability of XB when XAi = −.
Therefore, the expert value of XB = + when XAi = − is 0.5 − F(αi ).
Besides the values given by the expert, we also need to provide a weight for
each value. However, in a cognitive map, it is not possible to indicate that the
inﬂuence of a concept is more important than the inﬂuence of another one. Thus,
the values of the inﬂuences are considered to be evenly important and we give
the same weight for each value.
Definition 7 (Probability Table of a Concept). Let F be a conversion
function. Let B be a concept and let XB be the random variable associated to B.
to a random
Let Ai ∈ C(B) be the parents of B, each of thembeing associated

variable XAi . We note, for each Ai , αi = label (Ai , B) and ai the value of
XAi . The probability table of XB is:
P
. . . XA1 = a1 , . . . , XAn = an . . .
n


XB = +
0.5 + n1 c(ai )
F(αi ) if ai = +
where c(ai ) =
i=1
−
F(αi ) if ai = −
n

XB = −
0.5 − n1 c(ai )
i=1

Example 11. Let us consider the node G of CM1 (Example 1). We give just one
example of a computation of a conditional probability: the conditional probability that G is increasing given that S is decreasing
and R is increasing:


P(XG = +|XS = −, XR = +) = 0.5 + 12 − F(0.9) + F(0.8) = 0.475
The full probability table of the variable XG is:
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XS = +, XR = + XS = +, XR = − XS = −, XR = + XS = −, XR = −

XG = + 0.925

0.525

0.475

0.075

XG = − 0.075

0.475

0.525

0.925
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Relation Between the Probabilistic Propagated Influence and
a Conditional Probability

To ensure that the probabilistic cognitive map model is valid, we still need to
show that our probabilistic propagated inﬂuence corresponds to some inference
in the associated causal Bayesian network. Let us consider two concepts A and B.
We want to express the link between the probabilistic propagated inﬂuence and
a probability expressed on A and B. Being causal, the reasoning in a cognitive
map is only deductive. The notion of intervention in a causal Bayesian network
leads also to a strictly deductive reasoning. That’s why this model is closer to
the cognitive maps than the classic one: studying the inﬂuence of a concept is
indeed similar to intervene on the value of a variable. Therefore, the propagated
inﬂuence of A on B is linked to P(XB = +| do(XA = +)). We stated in Sect. 3.2
that the partial probabilistic propagated inﬂuence between A and B is based on
the diﬀerence between the conditional probability of B given A and the a priori
probability of B. This conditional probability is thus P(XB = +| do(XA = +))
and the a priori probability of B is P(XB = +) = 0.5.
Theorem 1 formally expresses the link between the partial probabilistic propagated inﬂuence of concept on another one and a conditional probability on the
random variables associated to these concepts.
Theorem 1. Let CM be a probabilistic cognitive map. Let A and B be two
concepts of CM . We have I P  (A, B) = P(XB = +| do(XA = +)) − 0.5.
Due to a lack of space, the whole proof is not shown here but it is available
in a technical report [25]. The idea is ﬁrst to deﬁne the partial probabilistic
propagated inﬂuence as a recursive operator, given by the following lemma.
Lemma 1. The Deﬁnition 5 of the partial probabilistic propagated inﬂuence is
equivalent to: ⎧
0.5
if A = B
⎪
⎪
⎨
0
if
 
 PA,B = ∅
I P  (A, B) =



2


⎪
F label(B , B) × I P (A, B ) otherwise
⎪
⎩ |C(B)| × 
B ∈C(B)

The equivalence is proven by considering each case separately. For the general
case, each deﬁnition (Deﬁnitions 3, 4 and 5) is unfolded into a single sum on the
inﬂuences of each path between the two concepts, and the recursion is deduced
by extracting the terms linked to the common last inﬂuence of all paths.
Then, we prove the fact that, in a causal Bayesian network that represents a
cognitive map, any P(XB = +| do(XA = +)) − 0.5 can also be written as a recursive operator equivalent to the one of Lemma 1. First, we consider a Bayesian network that represents the cognitive map. We apply the do(·) operator by removing
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from this network the arcs that ends on A, as stated in Sect. 2.3. Then, diﬀerent cases are evaluated separately: A = B, A is not an ancestor of B, A is an
ancestor and a parent of B, and A is an ancestor but not a parent of B. The
ﬁrst two cases are easily proven by applying basic probability relations. The two
other ones are more diﬃcult since they are both recursive. The idea is develop
the computation of the conditional probability on the parents of B as a sum,
and then to use d-separation in order to simplify the expression. By using Deﬁnition 7, and by considering the sign of each inﬂuence value, the value of the last
inﬂuence to B can be extracted from the sum, in order to deduce the recursion.
The equivalence between the two recursive operators is then obvious once it is
proven that PA,B = ∅ iﬀ A is not an ancestor of B, and that the two last cases
of the Bayesian network are equal to the general case of Lemma 1.
We do not currently known the complexity of the computation of the probabilistic propagated inﬂuence but it seems that the computation can be expressed
as a simple value propagation over the nodes in the topological order. Therefore,
its complexity should be polynomial.

6

System

We implemented our model in a software called VSPCC1 . This software allows
to build cognitive maps and to perform diverse operations on them, such as the
computation of the propagated inﬂuence. Figure 3 (left) shows how to build a
cognitive map with our software. The top part is used to build the cognitive
map by selecting the concepts of the bottom part and then by adding inﬂuences
between them. The value of each inﬂuence must belong to the value set that was
chosen beforehand.
Once the cognitive map is built, the propagated inﬂuence between any concept of the map on any other one can be computed, as shown in Fig. 3 (right).

Fig. 3. Screen captures of the building of a cognitive map and of the computation of
the propagated influence in VSPCC.
1

Available at: http://forge.info.univ-angers.fr/∼ledorze/vspcc/.
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First, we choose if we want to use the “classic” propagated inﬂuence (Deﬁnition 2) or the probabilistic propagated inﬂuence deﬁned in Sect. 4. If the later
is chosen, then we select a conversion function with the drop-down list. This
list proposes every registered function that is compatible with the value set of
the map. Finally, we select the inﬂuencing concept and the inﬂuenced concept.
The software then computes automatically the propagated inﬂuence between the
two concepts. Notice the “Return a probability” checkbox: it allows to return a
probability instead of an inﬂuence value. To do so, 0.5 is simply added to the
partial probabilistic propagated inﬂuence, as shown by Theorem 1.

7

Conclusions

In this paper, we introduced the new probabilistic cognitive map model where
the inﬂuence values are interpreted as probabilities. We deﬁned consequently the
semantics of the concepts and the inﬂuences and how to compute the propagated
inﬂuence of a concept on another one in such a map. This model gives thus a
stronger semantics to cognitive maps and provides a better usability. It also helps
to clarify the links between cognitive maps and Bayesian networks.
This new model can be quite diﬃcult to master, especially for laymen that
are not familiar with probabilities. One way to help them in their building task
is to validate their maps in order to ensure that they correctly built it [26].
As said in the introduction, the QPNs are another approach to link Bayesian
networks and cognitive maps. It would be interesting to know if they could
be related to probabilistic cognitive maps. To do so, we could consider some
extensions of the QPN model [27,28] that quantify the constraints to express
the strength of the relations between variables, as cognitive maps. Regarding
causality, since QPNs are based on Bayesian network, representing causality in
a QPN is mostly the same as in a causal Bayesian network.
Last, even if it was not the initial goal, we can see the work presented in this
paper as a ﬁrst step about learning Bayesian networks when the information is
expressed with a cognitive map, a cognitive map being an easy model to capture
informal knowledge. Conversely, representing a Bayesian Network as a cognitive
map could help an expert to better understand the network he has built.
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Abstract. A Simple Temporal Network with Uncertainty (STNU) is a
structure for representing time-points, temporal constraints, and temporal intervals with uncertain—but bounded—durations. The most important property of an STNU is whether it is dynamically controllable
(DC)—that is, whether there exists a strategy for executing its timepoints such that all constraints will necessarily be satisﬁed no matter
how the uncertain durations turn out. Algorithms for checking from
scratch whether STNUs are dynamically controllable are called (full) DCchecking algorithms. Algorithms for checking whether the insertion of one
new constraint into an STNU preserves its dynamic controllability are
called incremental DC-checking algorithms. This paper introduces novel
techniques for speeding up both full and incremental DC checking. The
ﬁrst technique, called rotating Dijkstra, enables constraints generated by
propagation to be immediately incorporated into the network. The second uses novel heuristics that exploit the nesting structure of certain
paths in STNU graphs to determine good orders in which to propagate
constraints. The third technique, which only applies to incremental DC
checking, maintains information acquired from previous invocations to
reduce redundant computation. The most important contribution of the
paper is the incremental algorithm, called Inky, that results from using
these techniques. Like its fastest known competitors, Inky is a cubic-time
algorithm. However, a comparative empirical evaluation of the top incremental algorithms, all of which have only very recently appeared in the
literature, must be left to future work.
Keywords: Temporal Networks · Uncertainty · Dynamic controllability

1

Introduction

An intelligent agent must be able to plan, schedule and manage the execution
of its activities. Invariably, those activities are subject to a variety of temporal
constraints, such as release times, deadlines and precedence constraints. In addition, in some domains, the agent may control the starting times for actions, but
not their durations [1,7]. For a simple example, I may control the starting time
for my taxi ride to the airport, but not its duration. Although I may know that
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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the ride will last between 15 and 30 minutes, I only discover the actual duration
in real time, when I arrive at the airport. Therefore, if I need to ensure that
I arrive at the airport no later than 10:00, I must start my taxi ride no later
than 9:30 to guard against the possibility that the ride might last 30 minutes. In
more complicated examples involving large numbers of actions with uncertain
durations, generating a succesful execution strategy becomes more challenging.
A Simple Temporal Network with Uncertainty (STNU) is a data structure that
an agent can use to support the planning, scheduling and executing of its activities,
some of which may have uncertain durations [10]. The most important property
of an STNU is whether it is dynamically controllable (DC)—that is, whether there
exists a dynamic strategy for executing the constituent actions such that all temporal constraints are guaranteed to be satisﬁed no matter how the uncertain action
durations happen to turn out in real time. The strategy is dynamic in that its execution decisions may depend on past execution events, but not on advance knowledge of future events. Algorithms for determining from scratch whether an STNU
is DC are called (full) DC-checking algorithms. The fastest DC-checking algorithm
reported so far is the O(N 3 )-time algorithm presented by Morris in 2014 [9], where
N is the number of time-points in the network.
In most applications, an STNU is not populated with constraints all at once,
but instead one constraint—or a few constraints—at a time. As each new constraint is added to the network, it is important to know whether the dynamic
controllability property has been preserved. An incremental DC-checking algorithm is an algorithm for determining whether the insertion of a single new
(or tighter) constraint into a DC STNU preserves the DC property. Several
related incremental DC-checking algorithms have been reported in the literature
[12–16]. The latest algorithm in this sequence [14], which is quite similar to
Morris’ full DC-checking algorithm, also runs in O(N 3 ) time.
This paper introduces several new techniques for speeding up both full and
incremental DC checking. The ﬁrst technique, called rotating Dijkstra, enables
constraints generated by propagation to be immediately incorporated into the network. The second uses novel heuristics that exploit the nesting structure of certain
paths in STNU graphs to determine good orders in which to propagate constraints.
The third, which applies only to incremental DC checking, maintains information
from prior invocations to signiﬁcantly reduce redundant computation.
The full DC-checking algorithm that results from using these techniques is
called Speedy. A preliminary version of this paper [6] showed that Speedy achieves
a signiﬁcant improvement over the O(N 4 )-time DC-checking algorithm of
Morris [8] which, at the time, was the fastest known DC-checking algorithm.
Morris subsequently presented his O(N 3 )-time DC-checking algorithm [9]. It is
not known whether Speedy will be competitive with this new algorithm, which
follows a completely diﬀerent approach to DC checking. Speedy is most likely
to be competitive in scenarios involving relatively small numbers of contingent
links, which may make it a practical alternative.
The main contribution of this paper is the incremental algorithm, called
Inky, that results from the new techniques. The worst-case performance of Inky is
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Fig. 1. The graphs for the STNs discussed in the text.

O(N 3 ), which matches that of the fastest known alternatives [9,14]. Furthermore,
given its reduction of redundant computations, it is expected not only to be
competitive, but perhaps much faster than these algorithms. Unfortunately, since
the fastest known alternatives have only very recently been published, a full
comparative evaluation of the top competitors must be left to future work.

2

Background

This section presents relevant background about Simple Temporal Networks
(STNs) and Simple Temporal Networks with Uncertainty (STNUs). The presentation highlights the strong analogies between STNs and STNUs, culminating in
the analogous Fundamental Theorems that explicate the relationships between
an STN/STNU, its associated graph, and its associated shortest-paths matrix.
2.1

Simple Temporal Networks

A Simple Temporal Network is a pair, (T , C), where T is a set of real-valued
variables called time-points, and C is a set of binary constraints of the form,
Y − X ≤ δ, where X, Y ∈ T and δ ∈ R [3]. An STN is called consistent if it
has a solution (i.e., a set of values for the time-points that jointly satisfy the
constraints). Consider the STN where:
T = {A, C, X, Y }; C = {(C − A ≤ 10), (A − C ≤ −5), (C − Y ≤ 3), (X − C ≤ −2)}.

It is consistent. One of its solutions is: {(A = 0), (C = 6), (X = 3), (Y = 4)}.
Each STN, S = (T , C), has an associated graph, G = T , E, where the
time-points in T serve as the nodes for the graph, and the constraints in C
correspond one-to-one to its edges. In particular, each constraint, Y − X ≤ δ,
δ
Y , in E. The graph for the STN above is
in C corresponds to an edge, X
shown on the lefthand side of Fig. 1. For convenience, the constraints and edges
associated with an STN are called ordinary constraints and ordinary edges.
Each path in an STN graph, G, corresponds to a constraint that must be satisﬁed by any solution for the associated STN, S. In particular, if P is a path from
X to Y of length |P| in G, then the constraint, Y − X ≤ |P|, must be satisﬁed
by any solution to S. For example, in the STN from Fig. 1, the path from Y to
C to A of length −2 represents the constraint, A − Y ≤ −2 (i.e., Y ≥ A + 2).
The righthand graph in Fig. 1 includes a dashed edge from Y to A that makes this
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constraint explicit. Note that this derived constraint is satisﬁed by the solution
given earlier. Similar remarks apply to the edge from A to X.
Due to these sorts of connections, the all-pairs, shortest-paths (APSP)
matrix—called the distance matrix, D—plays an important role in the theory of
STNs. In fact, the Fundamental Theorem of STNs states that the following are
equivalent: (1) S is consistent; (2) each loop in G has non-negative length; and
(3) D has only non-negative entries down its main diagonal [3,4].
2.2

Simple Temporal Networks with Uncertainty

A Simple Temporal Network with Uncertainty augments an STN to include a
set, L, of contingent links, each of which represents a temporal interval whose
duration is bounded but uncontrollable [10]. Each contingent link has the form,
(A, x, y, C), where A, C ∈ T and 0 < x < y < ∞. A is called the activation
time-point; C is called the contingent time-point. Although the link’s duration,
C −A, is uncontrollable, it is guaranteed to lie within the interval, [x, y]. When an
agent uses an STNU to manage its activities, contingent links typically represent
actions with uncertain durations. The agent may control the action’s starting
time (i.e., when A executes), but only observes, in real time, the action’s ending
time (i.e., when C executes)1 . For example, consider the STNU:
T = {A, C, X, Y };

C = {(C − Y ≤ 3), (X − C ≤ −2)};

L = {(A, 5, 10, C)}.

It is similar to the STN seen earlier, except for one important diﬀerence. In
the STN, the duration, C − A, was constrained to lie within the interval [5, 10],
but the agent was free to choose any values for A and C that satisﬁed that
constraint. In contrast, in the STNU, C − A is the duration of a contingent link.
This duration is guaranteed to lie within [5, 10], but the agent does not get to
choose this value. For example, if A is executed at 0, then the agent only gets
to observe the execution of C when it happens, sometime between 5 and 10. In
this sense, the contingent duration is uncontrollable, but bounded.
Dynamic Controllability. For an STNU, (T , C, L), the most important property
is whether it is dynamically controllable (DC)—that is, whether there exists a
strategy for executing the controllable (i.e., non-contingent) time-points in T
such that all constraints in C are guaranteed to be satisﬁed no matter how the
durations of the contingent links in L turn out in real time—within their speciﬁed bounds [10]. Such strategies, if they exist, are called dynamic execution
strategies—dynamic in that their execution decisions may depend on the observation of past execution events, but not on advance knowledge of future events.
It is not hard to verify that the following strategy is an example of a dynamic
execution strategy for the sample STNU:
• Execute A at 0, and X at 3.
1

Agents are not part of the semantics of STNUs. They are used here for expository
convenience.
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Fig. 2. The graph for the sample STNU before (left) and after (right) generating new
edges.
Table 1. Morris and Muscettola’s edge-generation rules for STNUs.

• If C executes before time 7, then execute Y at time C + 1; otherwise, execute
Y at 7.
Thus, the sample STNU is dynamically controllable. The given strategy is
dynamic in that the decision to execute Y depends on observations about C.
STNU Graphs. Each STNU, (T , C, L), has an associated graph, T , E + , where
the time-points in T serve as the nodes in the graph; and the constraints in C and
the contingent links in L together give rise to the edges in E + [11]. To capture the
diﬀerence between constraints and contingent links, the edges in E + come in two
varieties: ordinary and labeled. As with an STN, each constraint, Y − X ≤ δ, in
δ
Y , in E + . In addition, each contingent
C corresponds to an ordinary edge, X
link, (A, x, y, C), in L gives rise to two ordinary edges that together represent the
constraint, C − A ∈ [x, y]. Finally, each contingent link, (A, x, y, C), also gives
c:x
rise to the following labeled edges: a lower-case edge, A
C, and an upperC:−y

case edge, A
C. The lower-case (LC) edge represents the uncontrollable
possibility that the duration, C −A, might assume its lower bound, x. The uppercase (UC) edge represents the uncontrollable possibility that C −A might assume
its upper-bound, y. The graph for the sample STNU is shown on the lefthand
side of Fig. 2.
Edge Generation for STNUs. Because the labeled edges in an STNU graph
represent uncontrollable possibilities, edge generation (equiv., constraint propagation) for STNUs is more complex than for STNs. In particular, a variety
of rules are required to handle the interactions between diﬀerent kinds of edges.
Table 1 lists the edge-generation rules for STNUs given by Morris and Muscettola
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Fig. 3. (a) A generic path transformation; (b) reducing away a lower-case edge.

(2005)2 . The No Case rule encodes ordinary STN constraint propagation. The
Lower Case rule generates edges/constraints that guard against the possibility
of a contingent link taking on its minimum duration. The Upper Case rule generates edges/constraints that guard against the possibility of a contingent link
taking on its maximum duration. The Cross Case rule addresses the interaction
of LC and UC edges from diﬀerent contingent links.
The edge-generation rules are sound in the sense that the edges they generate correspond to constraints that must be satisﬁed by any dynamic execution
strategy. For example, consider the righthand graph in Fig. 2. For ease of exposi−2
X, represents the
tion, suppose that A has been executed at 0. The edge, C
constraint, X −C ≤ −2 (i.e., X ≤ C −2), which requires X to be executed before
the contingent time-point C. To ensure that this constraint will be satisﬁed even
if C eventually happens to take on its minimum value of 5, X must be executed
no later than 3 units after A, whence the dashed edge from A to X. This dashed
edge can be generated by applying the Lower Case rule to the path from A to
C to X.
3
C, which represents the constraint, C − Y ≤
Next, consider the edge, Y
3 (i.e., Y ≥ C − 3). To ensure that this constraint is satisﬁed, the following
conditional constraint must be satisﬁed: While C remains unexecuted, Y must
occur 7 or more units after A. This conditional constraint, represented by the
C:−7
A, eﬀectively guards against the possibility of C taking
upper-case edge, Y
on its maximum value, 10. The UC edge can be generated by applying the Upper
Case rule to the path from Y to C to A.
It is not hard to verify that the constraints corresponding to these generated
edges are satisﬁed by the sample dynamic execution strategy given earlier.
Semi-reducible Paths. Recall that, for an STN, each path in its graph corresponds to a constraint that must be satisﬁed by any solution to that STN.
In contrast, for an STNU, it is the semi-reducible paths—deﬁned below—that
2

The rules are shown using Morris and Muscettola’s notation. Note that: the x’s and
y’s here are not necessarily bounds for contingent links; C is only required to be
contingent in the Lower Case and Cross Case rules, where its activation time-point
is D and its lower bound is y; and in the Upper Case and Cross Case rules, B is
contingent, with activation time-point A. The Lower Case rule only applies when
x ≤ 0 and A = C; the Cross Case rule only applies when x ≤ 0 and B = C; and the
Label Removal rule only applies when z ≥ −x.
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Fig. 5. The AllMax graphs, Gx , for the corresponding graphs from Fig. 2.

correspond to the (possibly conditional) constraints that must be satisﬁed by any
dynamic execution strategy for that STNU. Whereas an STN is consistent if and
only if its graph has no negative-length loops, an STNU is dynamically controllable if and only if its graph has no semi-reducible negative-length loops [8].
Before deﬁning semi-reducible paths, it is useful to view the edge-generation
rules from Table 1 as path-transformation rules, as follows. Suppose e1 and e2
are consecutive edges in a path P, and that one of the ﬁrst four rules can be
applied to e1 and e2 to generate a new edge e, as illustrated in Fig. 3(a), where
P  is the path obtained from P by replacing the edges, e1 and e2 , with e. We
say that P has been transformed into P  . Similar remarks apply to the Label
Removal rule, which operates on a single edge.
A path in an STNU graph is called semi-reducible if it can be transformed
into a path that has only ordinary or upper-case edges [8]. Thus, for any semireducible path P, there must be some transformation of P whereby each lowercase edge e in P is eventually “reduced away” by either the Lower Case or Cross
Case rule. In other words, as illustrated in Fig. 3(b), for each lower-case edge e
in P, there must be some sub-path, P † , following e in P, such that P † can be
transformed into a single edge, e , using the rules from Table 1. Depending on
whether e is ordinary or upper-case, either the Lower Case or Cross Case rule
can then be used to transform e and e into a single edge, e , eﬀectively reducing
away the lower-case edge e.
The soundness of the edge-generation rules ensures that the constraints represented by semi-reducible paths must be satisﬁed by any dynamic execution
strategy. Since shorter paths correspond to stronger constraints, the all-pairs,
shortest-semi-reducible-paths (APSSRP) matrix, D∗ , plays an important role
in the theory of STNUs. The Fundamental Theorem of STNUs states that the
following are equivalent for any STNU S: (1) S is dynamically controllable;
(2) every semi-reducible loop in its associated graph has non-negative length;
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and (3) its APSSRP matrix, D∗ , has only non-negative entries along its main
diagonal [5,8].
2.3

Morris’ O(N 4 )-time DC-checking Algorithm

In 2006, Morris presented an O(N 4 )-time DC-checking algorithm—hereinafter
called the Morris-N 4 algorithm—that uses the rules from Table 1 to generate
new edges. Each newly generated edge is added not only to G, but also, in
a stripped down form, to a related STN graph, called the AllMax graph. If
the AllMax graph ever exhibits a negative-length loop, the original STNU is
declared to be non-DC. The algorithm achieves its eﬃciency by focusing its
edge-generation activity on reducing away lower-case edges. Although Morris
has since presented a faster, O(N 3 )-time algorithm [9], the Morris-N 4 algorithm
lays a foundation for the rest of this paper and, so, is summarized below.
Let S be an STNU and G its associated graph. The lengths of all shortest
semi-reducible paths in G can be determined as follows. First, for convenience,
any ordinary or upper-case edge may be called an OU-edge, and the graph consisting of all of the OU-edges from G shall be called the OU-graph for G, denoted
by G ou . Since the edges in G ou are drawn from G, any path in G ou also appears
in G. In addition, since each path in G ou contains only OU-edges, it is trivially
semi-reducible. Thus, the paths in G ou are a subset of the semi-reducible paths in
G. Furthermore, since the rules from Table 1 generate only OU-edges, inserting
any such edges into both G ou and G necessarily preserves the property that the
paths in G ou are a subset of the semi-reducible paths in G. For example, Fig. 4
shows the OU-graph for the sample STNU from Fig. 2 before (left) and after
(right) the insertion of two newly generated edges.
Next, with the goal of computing the lengths of the paths in G ou , let Gx be
the graph obtained by removing the alphabetic labels from all upper-case edges in
G ou . Gx is called the AllMax graph because it can be obtained from the original
STNU by forcing each contingent link to take on its maximum value [11]. The
AllMax graphs corresponding to the graphs from Fig. 2 are shown in Fig. 5. In the
−5
A, is drawn in light gray because it represents
ﬁgure, the ordinary edge, C
−10

a weaker constraint than the edge, C
A, and thus can be ignored. Note
that if the edge-generation rules produce an upper-case edge (e.g., the UC edge
from Y to A in Fig. 4), then that edge is stripped of its alphabetic label before
being added to the AllMax graph, Gx .
Since the AllMax graph contains only ordinary edges, it is an STN graph. Its
associated distance matrix, Dx , is called the AllMax matrix. For any X and Y ,
Dx (X, Y ) equals the length of a shortest path from X to Y in Gx . Dx (X, Y )
also equals the length of a shortest semi-reducible path from X to Y in the OUgraph, G ou . Because G ou may contain only a subset of the semi-reducible paths
from G, Dx (X, Y ) only provides an upper bound on the length of the shortest
semi-reducible path from X to Y in G. However, as newly generated edges are
inserted into the appropriate graphs, the upper bounds on the lengths of shortest
semi-reducible paths provided by Dx typically tighten.
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The Morris-N 4 algorithm focuses its attention on ﬁnding paths in the graph
that can be used to reduce away lower-case edges. However, it need not ﬁnd all
such paths; instead, it suﬃces to follow shortest allowable paths (deﬁned below),
seeking to ﬁnd extension sub-paths (deﬁned below). The following sequence of
deﬁnitions is provided for expository convenience. First, let e be any lower-case
c:x
C. A quasi-allowable path for e is any path, Pe , such that:
edge, A
• Pe is a loopless path emanating from C;
• Pe contains only OU-edges (i.e., edges in G ou ); and
• Pe is breach-free (i.e., does not contain any upper-case edges labeled by C)3 .
Next, the path Pe is said to have the positive proper prefix (PPP) property if
every proper preﬁx of Pe has positive length. A quasi-allowable path that has
the PPP property is called an allowable path. If, further still, Pe itself has nonpositive length, then Pe is called an extension sub-path for e. It is not hard
to show that any extension sub-path for e can be transformed into a single
edge, e , which can then be used to reduce away e, as described earlier (cf.
Fig. 3(b)). The resulting edge, e , is then inserted into G ou and—after removing
any alphabetic label—Gx . Furthermore, it is not necessary to search through
paths that are quasi-allowable but not allowable, since any such path must have
a proper preﬁx that is an extension sub-path. Of course, reducing away a lowercase edge e1 might generate a new edge E1 that could subsequently be used
as part of an extension sub-path that reduces away another lower-case edge e2 ,
to generate another new edge, E2 . In such a case, the extension sub-path that
generated E1 is said to be nested inside the extension sub-path that generated
E2 . However, Morris proved that, for an STNU with K contingent links, it
suﬃces to consider at most K levels of such nesting. As a result, the Morris-N 4
algorithm performs at most K rounds of searching through shortest allowable
paths to determine whether the original graph, G, contains any semi-reducible
negative loops. Pseudo-code for the Morris-N 4 DC-checking algorithm is given
in Table 2. Its most important features are:
• The outer loop (Lines 1–12) runs at most K times.
• Each outer iteration begins (Line 2) by applying the Bellman-Ford singlesource, shortest-paths (SSSP) algorithm [2] to the AllMax graph Gx . This
serves two purposes. First, if Bellman-Ford determines that the AllMax graph
is inconsistent, then the algorithm immediately returns False. However if Gx
is consistent, then the shortest-path information generated by Bellman-Ford
can be used to create a potential function (Line 4) to transform the lengths of
all edges in Gx —and hence all edges in G ou —into non-negative values, as in
Johnson’s algorithm [2].
• During each iteration of the outer loop, the inner loop (Lines 6–9) runs exactly
K times, once per contingent link.
• The j th iteration of the inner loop (Lines 7–8) focuses on Cj , the contingent
time-point for the j th contingent link. The algorithm uses the potential func3

A breach edge could prevent application of the Cross Case rule.
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Table 2. Pseudo-code for the Morris-N 4 DC-checking algorithm.

tion generated in Line 4 to enable a Dijkstra-like traversal of shortest allowable
paths emanating from Cj in the graph G ou .
• New edges generated by K iterations of the inner loop are accumulated in a
set, newEdges (Line 8). Afterward, if it is discovered that no new edges have
been generated, then the algorithm immediately returns True (Line 10). On
the other hand, if some new edges were generated by the inner loop, then
they are inserted into the graphs (Line 11) in preparation for the running of
Bellman-Ford at the beginning of the next iteration of the outer loop (Line
2).
• If, after completing K iterations of the outer loop, the AllMax graph remains
consistent (Lines 14–15), then the network must be DC4 .
The complexity of the algorithm is dominated by the O(N 3 )-time complexity
of the Bellman-Ford algorithm (Line 2), as well as the Dijkstra-like traversals
of shortest allowable paths (Line 8). Since Bellman-Ford is run a maximum of
K times, and O(K) = O(N ), the overall complexity due to the use of BellmanFord is O(N 4 ). Each Dijkstra-like traversal of shortest allowable paths (Line 8)
is O(N 2 ) in the worst case. Since these traversals are run at most K 2 times, the
overall contribution is again O(N 4 ).
4

This conclusion is justiﬁed by Morris’ Theorem 3 that an STNU contains a semireducible negative loop if and only if it contains a breach-free semi-reducible negative
loop in which the extension sub-paths are nested to a depth of at most K [8].
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Speedy: Speeding Up Full DC Checking

As discussed above, the Morris-N 4 algorithm uses the Bellman-Ford algorithm
to compute a potential function at the beginning of each iteration of the outer
loop (Lines 2–4). This same potential function is then used for all K iterations of
the inner loop (Lines 6–9). For this reason, any new edges discovered during the
K iterations of the inner loop cannot be inserted into G ou or Gx until preparing
for the next iteration of the outer loop (Line 11). To see this, consider that
the Dijkstra-like traversal of shortest allowable paths (Line 8) depends on all
edge-lengths having been converted into non-negative values by the potential
function. Incorporating new edges into this traversal without recomputing the
potential function could introduce negative-length edges, violating the conditions
of a Dijkstra-like traversal. A second important consequence of delaying the
integration of new edges until the next outer iteration, is that the order in which
the contingent links are processed by the inner loop cannot make any diﬀerence
to the Morris-N 4 algorithm.
Given these observations, Hunsberger [6] made two inter-related modiﬁcations to the Morris-N 4 algorithm to signiﬁcantly improve its performance. For
convenience, the modiﬁed algorithm will hereinafter be called Speedy. The ﬁrst
modiﬁcation used by Speedy is called rotating Dijkstra. It enables the edges generated by one iteration of the inner loop to be immediately inserted into the
network for use during the very next iteration of the inner loop, instead of waiting until the beginning of the next outer iteration. Next, because each iteration
of the inner loop can use the edges generated by any prior iteration, Speedy uses
a heuristic function to choose a “good” order in which to process the lower-case
edges during the K iterations of the inner loop. The heuristic is inspired by the
nesting structure of so-called magic loops analyzed in prior work [5]. In some networks, these two changes combine to produce an order-of-magnitude speed-up in
DC checking [6]. Although Morris has, in the interim, presented an O(N 3 )-time
DC-checking algorithm that might be faster than Speedy, the techniques used by
Speedy also have novel applications to incremental DC checking, to be discussed
in Sect. 4; therefore, these new techniques are brieﬂy summarized below.
Recalling Johnson’s Algorithm. Johnson’s algorithm [2] is an all-pairs, shortestpaths algorithm that can be used on graphs whose edges have any numerical
lengths: positive, negative or zero. It begins by using the Bellman-Ford singlesource, shortest-paths algorithm to generate a potential function, h. In particular, for any node X, h(X) is deﬁned to be the length of the shortest path
from some source node S to X. Johnson’s algorithm then uses that potential function to convert edge lengths to non-negative values, as follows. For
δ
V , the converted length is h(U ) + δ − h(V ). This is guarany edge, U
anteed to be non-negative since the path from S to V via U cannot be shorter
than the shortest path from S to V . Then, for each time-point X in the graph,
Johnson’s algorithm runs Dijkstra’s single-source, shortest-paths algorithm on
the re-weighted edges using X as the source. This works because shortest paths
in the re-weighted graph correspond to shortest paths in the original graph.
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In particular, for any X and Y , the length of the shortest path from X to Y in
the original graph is h(Y ) + D(X, Y ) − h(X), where D(X, Y ) is the length of
the shortest path from X to Y in the re-weighted graph.
Rotating Dijkstra. The rotating Dijkstra technique is based on several observations. First, just as single-source, shortest-paths information can be used to
generate a potential function to support the conversion of edge-lengths to nonnegative values, so too can single-sink, shortest-paths information be used in this
way [4]. Furthermore, whether the re-weighting of edges is done using a sourcebased or sink-based potential function, Dijkstra’s algorithm can be run on the
re-weighted graph following edges forward from a single source or following edges
backward from a single sink. This paper refers to the diﬀerent combinations as
sinkPot/srcDijk, sinkPot/sinkDijk, and so on.
Second, when a contingent link, (A, x, y, C), is being processed during one
iteration of the inner loop of the Morris-N 4 algorithm, any new edge generated during that iteration must have that link’s activation time-point, A, as
its source5 . However, adding edges whose source time-point is A cannot cause
changes to the lengths of shortest paths terminating in A [4]. Thus, adding
new edges whose source is A cannot cause any changes to entries of the form,
Dx (T, A), for any time-point T . As a result, if the potential function used to reweight the edges for this Dijkstra-like traversal is a sink-based potential function
with A as its sink, then adding new edges generated by that traversal cannot
cause any changes to that potential function. Thus, that same potential function can be used along with Dijkstra’s single-sink, shortest-paths algorithm to
re-compute the values, Dx (T, A ), for any time-point T , in preparation for the
next iteration of the inner loop, where A is the activation time-point for the
next contingent link to be processed.
Given these observations, the rotating Dijkstra technique takes the following
steps to support the Dijkstra-like traversal of shortest allowable paths emanating
from the contingent time-point C associated with the contingent link (A, x, y, C).
(1) Given: All entries, Dx (T, A), for all time-points T . This collection of entries
provides a sink-based potential function, hA , where A is the sink.
(2) Use hA to convert all edge-lengths in G ou to non-negative values in preparation for a source-Dijkstra traversal of shortest allowable paths emanating
from C, as in the Morris-N 4 algorithm (Line 8).
(3) Since any edges generated by this traversal must have A as their source, the
new edges cannot cause any changes to the sink-based potential function,
hA . Thus, hA can subsequently be used to support a sinkDijkstra computation of all entries of the form Dx (T, A ), for any T , where A is the activation
time-point for the next contingent link to be processed. This computation
5

This follows immediately from how new edges are generated [8]. In particular,
each new edge is generated by reducing the path consisting of the lower-case edge,
c:x
C, and some extension sub-path into a single new edge. Since such a reducA
tion preserves the endpoints of the path, the generated edge must have A as its
source.
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Fig. 6. A path with nested extension sub-paths.

is abbreviated as sinkPot/sinkDijk(A, A ), since A is the sink for the potential function, and A is the sink for the Dijkstra traversal. It generates the
potential function, hA , for the next iteration.
For the very ﬁrst iteration of the inner loop, the entries, Dx (T, A), needed in
Step 1 are provided by an initial run of Johnson’s algorithm. For every subsequent iteration, the information needed in Step 1 is obtained from Step 3 of the
preceding iteration.
Choosing an Order in which to Process the Contingent Links. Because the rotating Dijkstra technique enables newly generated edges to be inserted into the network immediately, rather than waiting for the next iteration of the outer loop,
edges generated by one iteration of the inner loop can be used by the very next
iteration. Thus, subsequent iterations of the inner loop may generate new edges
sooner than they would in the Morris-N 4 algorithm, which can signiﬁcantly
improve performance.
Consider the path shown in Fig. 6. The innermost sub-path, from A1 to X1 ,
reduces to (i.e., can be transformed into) a new edge, E1 , from A1 to X1 . In turn,
that enables the next innermost sub-path, from A2 to X2 , to be reduced to a new
edge, E2 , from A2 to X2 . Finally, that then enables the outermost path, from
A3 to X3 , to be reduced to a single new edge, E3 , from A3 to X3 . Thus, in this
example, if the contingent links are processed in the order, C1 , C2 , C3 , then all
three edges, E1 , E2 and E3 , will be generated in one iteration of the outer loop—
involving three iterations of the inner loop. However, if the contingent links are
processed in the opposite order, then three iterations of the outer loop—involving
nine iterations of the inner loop—will be required to generate E1 , E2 and E3 .
To see this, notice that if C3 is processed ﬁrst, then the edges E1 and E2 will
not have been generated yet. And, since allowable paths do not include lowercase edges, the initial search through allowable paths emanating from C3 will
not yield any new edges. Similarly, the initial search through allowable paths
emanating from C2 will not yield any new edges. Only the processing of C1
will yield a new edge—namely, E1 —during the ﬁrst iteration of the outer loop.
During the second iteration of the outer loop, the processing of C2 will yield
the edge E2 . Finally, during the third iteration of the outer loop, the processing
of C3 will yield the edge E3 . Crucially, since the Morris-N 4 algorithm does not
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insert new edges until the beginning of the next iteration of the outer loop, that
algorithm would exhibit the same behavior for this path. In general, the MorrisN 4 algorithm requires d iterations of the outer loop to generate new edges arising
from semi-reducible paths in which extension sub-paths are nested to a depth d.
Nesting Order. Prior work [5] has deﬁned a nesting order for semi-reducible
paths as follows. Suppose e1 , e2 , . . . , en are the lower-case edges that appear in a
semi-reducible path P. Then that ordering of those edges constitutes a nesting
order for P if i < j implies that no extension sub-path for ej is nested within
an extension sub-path for ei in P. For example, the path shown in Fig. 6 has a
nesting order e1 , e2 , e3 . The relevance of a nesting order to DC checking is that
if a semi-reducible path P has extension sub-paths nested to a depth d, with a
nesting order, e1 , e2 , . . . , ed , and the lower-case edges (i.e., the contingent links)
are processed in that order using the rotating Dijkstra technique, then only one
iteration of the outer loop will be necessary to generate all edges derivable from
P. For the purposes of this paper, it is not necessary to prove this result—
although it follows quite easily from the deﬁnitions involved—because it is not
claimed that for any STNU graph there is a single nesting order that applies to
all semi-reducible paths in that graph. However, it does suggest that it might be
worthwhile to spend some modest computational eﬀort to ﬁnd a “good” order
in which to process the contingent links in the inner loop of the algorithm.
Toward that end, suppose that e1 and e2 are lower-case edges corresponding to the contingent links, (A1 , x1 , y1 , C1 ) and (A2 , x2 , y2 , C2 ). Suppose further
that P is a shortest allowable path emanating from e2 ; and that P contains e1 .
That is, e1 is nested inside e2 (e.g., as illustrated in Fig. 6). Although allowable
paths for e2 cannot include any upper-case edges labeled by C2 , the OU-graph
invariably includes at least one upper-case edge labeled by C2 . Thus, the AllMax matrix entry, Dx (C2 , A1 ), is not a perfect substitute for the length of the
shortest allowable path from C2 to A1 . Instead, Dx (C2 , A1 ) is a lower bound on
that length. Nonetheless, Speedy’s heuristic uses it as an imperfect substitute.
The Heuristic, H. Let G be the graph for an STNU with K contingent links, and
Gx the corresponding AllMax graph. Run Johnson’s algorithm on Gx to generate
the AllMax matrix Dx . For each i, let Q(i) be the number of entries of the form
Dx (Ci , Aj ) that are non-positive. Let H(G) be a permutation, σ1 , σ2 , . . . , σK ,
such that r < s implies Q(σr ) ≤ Q(σs ). In other words, H(G) is obtained by
sorting the numbers 1, 2, . . . , K according to the corresponding Q values.
The Speedy Algorithm. Pseudo-code for the Speedy DC-checking algorithm is
given in Table 3. The algorithm ﬁrst constructs the OU-graph, G ou , and the AllMax graph, Gx (Lines -1 and 0). It then uses Johnson’s algorithm to compute the
AllMax matrix, Dx (Line 1). As discussed above, Dx is used during the computation of the heuristic function, H (Line 2), which determines the processing order
for the contingent links. These Dx entries also provide the potential function
in Line 9 during the very ﬁrst iteration of the inner loop. GlobalIters, initially 0 (Line 3), counts the total number of iterations of the inner loop. If this
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Table 3. Pseudo-code for the Speedy DC-checking algorithm.

counter ever reaches K 2 , the algorithm terminates, returning True (Line 13)6 .
LocalIters, initially 0 (Line 4), counts the number of consecutive iterations of
the inner loop since the last time a new edge was generated. If this counter ever
reaches K, then the algorithm terminates, returning True (Line 16)7 .
In the Speedy algorithm, the inner loop (Lines 6–19) cycles through the contingent links in the order given by the heuristic until a termination condition
is reached. Since potential functions are re-computed after each inner iteration
(Line 18), the outer loop is provided only for counting purposes. One iteration
of the inner loop spans Lines 7–18. (Aj , xj , yj , Cj ) is the contingent link to be
processed, as determined by Order. For the very ﬁrst iteration of the inner loop,
the values, Dx (X, Aj ), that constitute a sink-based potential function (Line 9),
are provided by Johnson’s algorithm (Line 1); for every other iteration of the
inner loop, these values are provided by the sinkPot/sinkDijk computation from
Line 18 of the previous iteration. This potential function is then used in Line
10 to support a srcDijk traversal of shortest allowable paths emanating from
Cj . Because the values, Dx (X, Aj ), are available for all time-points X, any new
edge from Aj to some X can be immediately checked for consistency (Line 11).
If all new edges are judged to be consistent, then the algorithm increments the
6
7

This termination condition is analogous to the Morris-N 4 algorithm terminating
after K iterations of the outer loop.
This termination condition is analogous to the Morris-N 4 algorithm terminating
whenever any iteration of the outer loop fails to generate a new edge.
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global counter and checks the two termination conditions (Lines 13 and 16). If
no termination condition is reached yet, then a sinkPot/sinkDijk computation
is run (Line 18), to compute all entries of the form, Dx (X, A ), where A is the
activation time-point for the contingent link to be processed during the next
iteration of the inner loop. These values will form the potential function in Line
9 during the next iteration.
The Speedy algorithm was evaluated empirically against the Morris-N 4
algorithm [6], which was, at the time, the fastest DC-checking algorithm in
the literature. In the special case of so-called magic loops, which represent one
kind of worst-case scenario involving maximum nesting of lower-case edges [5],
the Speedy algorithm exhibited an order-of-magnitude improvement over the
Morris-N 4 algorithm, which suggests it would be competitive with the more
recent O(N 3 )-time algorithm. For other networks, the degree of improvement
appeared to be proportional to the degree of maximal nesting, indicating that
the heuristic was working eﬀectively. Furthermore, using the reverse of the order
suggested by the heuristic lead to signiﬁcantly worse performance, again indicating that the heuristic was working eﬀectively.

4

Inky: Speeding up Incremental DC Checking

This section presents a new incremental DC-checking algorithm, called Inky,
that applies similar kinds of insights and techniques seen in the previous section
to the problem of incremental DC checking. Toward that end, let S be an STNU
δ
Y
that is known to be dynamically controllable; let G be its graph; and let X
be a new edge. The incremental DC-checking problem is to determine whether
inserting the new edge into the network will preserve its dynamic controllability.
To avoid redundant computations across multiple invocations, and to bound
the number of rounds of edge generation, the Inky algorithm maintains an auxiliary K-by-N matrix, called D+ , where for each contingent time-point C and each
time-point T , D+ (C, T ) equals the length of the shortest quasi-allowable path
from C to T (cf. Sect. 2.3). Given a new edge from X to Y , the Inky algorithm
begins by sorting the lower-case edges such that the values of D+ (Ci , X) are
non-increasing. The reason, as shown by the following theorem, is that processing the lower-case edges in this order will require only one pass of the outer
loop of the DC-checking algorithm, thereby ensuring that the algorithm runs in
O(N 3 ) time.
Theorem 1. Let S = (T , C, L) be a dynamically controllable STNU having K
contingent links; and let G be the graph for S. Let E be a new edge of length δ
from X to Y , where X, Y ∈ T . Let G † be the graph obtained by inserting the
new edge E into G. As illustrated in Fig. 7, let P be any semi-reducible path in
ci :xi
Ci ; let U be the final
G † whose first edge is a lower-case edge ei : Ai
time-point in P; let Pi be the extension sub-path for ei in P; and, under the
cj :xj
Cj
supposition that Pi contains at least one lower-case edge, let ej : Aj
be the first lower-case edge that occurs in Pi . If D+ (Ci , X) ≤ D+ (Cj , X), then
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Fig. 7. The scenario addressed by Theorem 1.

the edge from Ai to U generated by using Pi to reduce away ei is strictly weaker
than an edge (or semi-reducible path) from Ai to U that can be obtained by
bypassing that occurrence of ej in P.
Proof. First, by Morris’ Theorem 3, only breach-free extension sub-paths need
be considered [8]. Thus, without loss of generality, Pi is assumed to be breachfree. That is, Pi does not contain any occurrences of upper-case edges labeled by
Ci . Next, since D+ (Ci , X) ≤ D+ (Cj , X), there must be a quasi-allowable path
from Ci to X of some length θ = D+ (Ci , X) ≤ D+ (Cj , X) ≤ β < α + xj + β,
where α and β are the (positive) lengths shown in Fig. 7. Finally, let Pi be the
path obtained by replacing the portion of Pi from Ci to X by the quasi-allowable
path of length θ; and let P  be the concatenation of the edge ei and the path
Pi . By construction, P  is a shorter path than P and it is breach-free. Thus, the
semi-reducibility of P ensures the semi-reducibility of P  . (Morris used a similar
argument in the proof of his Theorem 3.) There are two cases to consider. First,
if Pi is the extension sub-path for ei in P  , then using Pi to reduce away ei
yields a shorter edge from Ai to U than the edge generated by using Pi . On the
other hand, if some proper preﬁx P  of Pi is the extension sub-path for ei in P  ,
then the edge generated by using P  to reduce away ei , followed by the rest of
Pi is a semi-reducible path from Ai to U that is shorter than the edge generated
using Pi 8 .
Given Theorem 1, it follows that the only semi-reducible paths in G  that need
to be considered by the incremental algorithm are those in which the order
of nesting of LC edges is such that the corresponding D+ (Ci , X) values are
decreasing—that is, such that the innermost LC edges have smaller D+ (Ci , X)
values. Therefore, to ensure that the innermost LC edges are processed ﬁrst—in
any relevant path—the DC-checking algorithm need only process LC edges in
the order of non-decreasing D+ (Ci , X) values, where X is the source time-point
for the edge being inserted into the network.
The Inky algorithm assumes that all D+ (Ci , T ) values are available for the
DC network prior to the insertion of the new edge from X to Y . Thus, the
algorithm must ensure that all such values are updated so that they will be
available for the next invocation.
8

Any suﬃx of a breach-free extension sub-path is necessarily semi-reducible [5].
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Fig. 8. Alternative ways of reducing away a lower-case edge in an STNU graph.

The APPP Matrix. For each contingent time-point Ci and each time-point T ,
the Inky algorithm also keeps track of whether all shortest quasi-allowable paths
from Ci to T have the positive proper prefix (PPP) property. The reason is that
if there is some shortest quasi-allowable path from Ci to T that does not have
the PPP property, then it is not necessary to generate new edges using allowable
paths that contain T , even if such exist. For example, Fig. 8 shows a scenario
in which there are two shortest quasi-allowable paths from Ci to T , one having
the PPP property and one not. (The single edge from Ci to T has the PPP
property; the two-edge path from Ci to V to T does not.) Although a new edge,
−3
W, could be generated by using the shortest allowable path from Ci to
Ai
T to W to reduce away the lower-case edge, as illustrated on the lower portion
of the ﬁgure, it is not necessary to do so because the shortest allowable path
from Ci to V can be used to reduce away the lower-case edge, generating the
−1
V, as illustrated on the upper portion of the ﬁgure. This edge
new edge, Ai
creates an OU-path from Ai to V to T to W whose length is also −3.
In view of these considerations, the Inky algorithm also maintains a K-by-N
matrix, called AP P P , whose values AP P P (Ci , T ) are all initially True. However,
if the algorithm ever discovers a shortest quasi-allowable path from Ci to T that
does not have the PPP property, then it sets AP P P (Ci , T ) to False.
Marking Nodes. While searching through the shortest allowable paths emanating
from some contingent time-point, Ci , the Inky algorithm marks nodes that are
the source time-points for any new edges that have been generated during the
current invocation. Initially, the only marked node is X (i.e., the source timepoint for the new edge being added to the network). If, during the Dijkstra-like
traversal of shortest allowable paths, it happens that all nodes remaining in the
priority queue are unmarked and have keys (i.e., shortest quasi-allowable pathlengths) that have not changed, then it is certain that no more shorter extension
sub-paths can be found; hence, the processing of that lower-case edge can stop.
The algorithm uses simple counter variables to keep track of the numbers of
marked nodes in the queue and nodes whose keys have changed.
The Most-basic Form of the Inky Algorithm. Pseudo-code for the most basic
form of the Inky algorithm is given in Table 4. Its works as follows. First, it sorts
the lower-case edges of G according to their D+ (Ci , X) values (Line 1). Next,
it creates a boolean vector, called mark, that it uses to keep track of the source
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Table 4. Pseudo-code for the basic version of the Inky incremental DC-checking
algorithm.

f (T,r,A_ j)
(C_i,-x_j,A_ j)
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time-points of any newly created edges (Line 2). Initially, the only new edge
is E, the edge to be added to the network. Thus, its source time-point, X, is
the only time-point that starts out being marked. Note that once a time-point
is marked, it remains marked for the rest of the invocation of the algorithm.
The globalNumMarks counter keeps track of how many time-points have been
marked. Next, since adding an edge with source time-point X cannot aﬀect a
potential function whose sink is X, the initial potential function, f , is rotated
so that it now uses X as its sink (Line 4). Note that this is done using only
the edges from G, ignoring the edge E. This is simply a re-packaging of the
sinkPotSinkDijk function seen earlier in Sect. 3.
The main loop of the algorithm, which has exactly K iterations, spans Lines 5
thru 44. The ith iteration processes the contingent link, (Ai , xi , yi , Ci ), beginning
on Line 6. Any edges generated by reducing away the corresponding lower-case
edge will be added to the set, newEdges, which is initially empty (Line 7). The
Dijkstra-like traversal of shortest quasi-allowable paths emanating from Ci uses
a priority queue, Q, which is initially empty (Line 8). However, each time-point T
is immediately inserted into the queue using the corresponding D+ (Ci , T ) value
(Line 9). Note that the sink-based potential function, f , is used to convert the
path length into the appropriate non-negative value. The D+ (Ci , T ) values, of
course, do not reﬂect the presence of the new edge E, but they make good initial
values for the queue. The numMarksInQueue and numChangedInQueue counters
are initialized in Lines 10–11. The while loop on Line 12 runs as long as it is
possible for some shortest allowable path to be discovered that might be used to
generate a meaningful new edge by reducing away the ith lower-case edge. Note
that if these counters are ever both zero, it would imply that no path to any
time-point remaining in the queue could possibly generate a useful new edge.
At Line 13, the next node T is popped from the queue. Lines 14–15 ensure
that the two counters numMarksInQueue and numChangedInQueue are updated if
necessary. Note that the potential function, f , is used to convert the D+ (Ci , T )
value to its corresponding non-negative value, as seen earlier. Also, T.key denotes
length of the shortest quasi-allowable path from Ci to T that has just been discovered, which is the key associated with the time-point T in the queue. Line 16
determines whether the path from Ci to T is an extension sub-path (cf. the deﬁnition of extension sub-path in Sect. 2.3). The length of the new edge from Ai to
T that would be generated by using that extension sub-path to reduce away the
lower-case edge is computed in Line 17, and stored in the variable newVal. Note
that because the potential function is based solely on shortest paths in the OUgraph, the adjusted length of the lower-case edge (i.e., f (Ai , xi , Ci )) will typically
be negative. As a result, newVal itself could be negative, which would indicate
that a negative semi-reducible loop has been found (i.e., that inserting the edge
E into the graph G made the network not dynamically controllable); hence, Line
18 returns False if newVal is negative. Line 19 then checks whether an edge of
length newVal would be shorter than any pre-existing edge from Ai to T in the
graph. Note that the function, currAdjEdgeLen, uses the potential function f
to convert the length of any pre-existing edge to its non-negative counterpart. If
the new edge would be shorter, it is then added to the set newEdges (Line 20).
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Lines 21–29 then check each ordinary edge emanating from T to determine
whether any shortest-path values in the queue can be updated. For each successor
r
W, the length of the quasi-allowable path from Ci to T to W (using
edge, T
non-negative values) is computed (Line 22) to determine whether the key for W
that is currently stored in the queue needs to be decreased (Lines 23, 25). Line
24 ensures that the numChangedInQueue counter is properly updated if the key
for W is being changed for the ﬁrst time. Lines 26–27, still in the case where
the key for W was decreased, determine whether the new shortest path from Ci
to W has the PPP property and, if so, set APPP (Ci , W ) to True. In contrast,
Lines 28–29, which do not necessarily fall within that case, determine whether a
quasi-allowable path from Ci to W has been found that does not have the PPP
property, in which case, the APPP value is set to False.
Lines 30–37 then check each upper-case successor edge emanating from T in
a similar fashion. Lines 32–33 check whether the resulting path can reduce to an
ordinary edge, courtesy of the Label Removal rule from Table 1. If so, the path is
processed by Lines 22–29, as discussed above. Otherwise, Lines 34–37 determine
whether the resulting path can be used to generate a new upper-case edge; if so,
the edge is added to newEdges. Note that UC val being negative would imply
that a negative semi-reducible loop had been found (i.e., that inserting E into
the network made it non-DC, Line 35).
At the end of the ith iteration, if newEdges is non-empty (Line 38), then
several steps are taken to incorporate the newly generated edges. First, in anticipation of adding new edges, each of which has Ai as its source, the potential
function is rotated so that it uses Ai as its sink (Line 39). Next, the new edges
are added to the graph (Line 40). Since each new edge has Ai as its source, those
edges cannot disturb the recently rotated potential function. Finally, Lines 41–43
ensure that if this is the ﬁrst time that new edges with source time-point Ai are
being added to the network, then Ai becomes marked and the globalNumMarks
counter is updated (Note that Ai might be the activation time-point for multiple
contingent links; so this might not be the ﬁrst time that Ai is marked.)
Finally, if all K iterations of searching for extension sub-paths to generate
new edges fail to ﬁnd a negative loop (cf. Lines 18, 35), then the algorithm
returns True at Line 45.
Note that in the process of performing the K iterations, the Inky algorithm
computes all updates of the D+ matrix that will be needed by subsequent invocations of the algorithm. It also computes updates to the APPP matrix. Furthermore, since the algorithm runs at most K iterations, each of which runs in
O(N 2 ) time (due to the Dijkstra-like traversals), the algorithm runs in O(N 3 )
time overall.
Improving the Incremental Algorithm. The Inky algorithm can be substantially
improved as follows. Suppose that C1 is the ﬁrst contingent time-point to be
processed by the main loop of the algorithm (Lines 5–44). Consider the Dijkstralike traversal of shortest quasi-allowable paths emanating from C1 . Given that
each time-point T is initially inserted into the priority queue, Q, using the corresponding D+ (C1 , T ) value from the previous invocation of the algorithm (Line 9),
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any time-point that is popped oﬀ the queue before X need not have its successor edges processed (cf. Lines 22–29 and 31–37) because following those edges
could not possibly change any path-lengths currently stored in the queue. However, once X has been popped oﬀ the queue, normal processing of successor
edges must resume. For subsequent iterations of the main loop (i.e., when
processing other LC edges), a similar approach can be used. In particular, if
A = {Ai1 , Ai2 , . . . , Ais } is the set of source time-points for the edges that have
been generated so far—all of which must be activation time-points for alreadyprocessed LC edges—then until X or some member of A has been popped oﬀ
the queue, any other time-point that is popped oﬀ the queue need not have
its successor edges processed, because doing so could not possibly change any
values stored in the queue. However, once X or some member of A is popped,
then normal processing must be resumed. Given that the worst-case complexity
of Dijkstra’s algorithm is O(m + N log N ), where m is the number of edges in
the graph, reducing the number of successor edges that must be followed during
the Dijkstra-like traversals necessarily makes the algorithm more eﬃcient.
A similar technique can be used to make the rotatePotentialFunc (Line 4)
more eﬃcient. In this case, the algorithm must keep track of the sink time-point
Y of the new edge E, and the sink time-points of any edges that have already
been generated by prior iterations of the main loop. As long as none of those
time-points have been popped oﬀ the queue during the sinkDijkstra traversal
used by rotatePotentialFunc, the predecessor edges of other time-points that
are popped oﬀ the queue need not be followed. However, once any of those sink
time-points is popped, normal processing must resume. Once again, reducing the
number of edges that must be followed during a Dijkstra traversal necessarily
makes the Inky algorithm more eﬃcient.
Finally, when considering whether to generate a new edge from a given allowable path (Lines 19–20), instead of simply checking whether the new edge would
be shorter than any pre-existing edge involving the same time-points, the Inky
algorithm could use an extra, sourceDijkstra traversal in each iteration of the
main loop to compute all D∗ (Ai , T ) values, where D∗ is the all-pairs-shortestsemi-reducible-path matrix discussed in Sect. 2. On the positive side, this could
reduce the number of generated edges, leading to additional savings; on the
negative side, this technique requires additional computations to maintain the
D∗ (Ai , T ) values across invocations. Thus, the viability of this technique, unlike
the previous two, must be tested empirically.

5

Conclusions

This paper introduced new techniques for speeding up both full and incremental
DC checking for STNUs. The Speedy algorithm is the full DC-checking algorithm
the results from applying these techniques to the Morris-N 4 algorithm. It has
been shown to out-perform the Morris-N 4 algorithm, in some cases by an order
of magnitude. It is not yet known whether Speedy will be competitive with the
more recent O(N 3 ) algorithm presented after the initial publication of the Speedy
algorithm.
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The main contribution of the paper is the Inky algorithm, which is the incremental algorithm that results from applying similar techniques to the incremental DC-checking problem. Like its fastest competitors [9,14], the Inky algorithm
is O(N 3 ). However, the techniques it employs to reduce redundant computations, and the fact that its main loop has K iterations, together suggest that
Inky may out-perform its incremental competitors, each of which can involve
up to N iterations. Thus, it is expected that in scenarios where the number of
contingent links is relatively small compared to the total number of time-points,
Inky may perform especially well.
Clearly, a thorough comparative, empirical evaluation of the top incremental
DC-checking algorithms is needed. However, given that the competitors have
been so recently introduced, such an evaluation must be left to future work.
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Abstract. In many applications, learning algorithms act in dynamic
environments where data ﬂows continuously. In those situations, the
learning algorithms should be able to work in real time adjusting its controlling parameters, even its structures, when knowledge arrives. In a previous work, the authors proposed an online learning method for two-layer
feedforward neural networks which is able to incorporate new hidden neurons during learning without losing the previously acquired knowledge.
In this paper, we present an extension of this previous learning algorithm
which includes a mechanism, based on Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension,
to adapt the network topology automatically. The experimental study
conﬁrms that the proposed method is able to check whether a modiﬁcation of the topology is necessary according to the needs of the learning
process.
Keywords: Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension · Adaptive neural topology · Incremental learning · Optimal neural network structure

1

Introduction

Many real problems in machine learning are of a dynamic nature, this means that
the information ﬂows continuously and the new knowledge could aﬀect previously
learned model [1,2]. As reference we can mentioned important applications such
as, adaptive sensory-motor control systems [3], economic data analysis, brain
control interfaces, natural speech, robotics and, in general, applications dealing
with biological or physiological signals [4]. In those environments, the model
used for the learning process should work in real time and have the ability to
act and react by itself, adjusting its controlling parameters, even its structures,
depending on the requirements of the process. Classical batch learning are not
suitable for handling these types of situations, since they learn the concept from
the beginning and therefore, whenever new samples are available, they need
to discard the existing model and redesign a new one from scratch. This approach presents several problems, the waste of computational resources being the
most important. Therefore, in these situations an online or incremental learning
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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technique would be a more appropriate approach since it assumes that the information available at any given moment is incomplete and therefore, any learned
model is susceptible to modiﬁcations. When dealing with neural networks, the
adaptation implies changing not only the weights and biases but also the network architecture. The size of the neural network should ﬁt the number and
complexity of the data analyzed. The unawareness about the appropriate size of
the network to solve a certain problem presents several drawbacks:
– the decision is based on an trial and error approach which is not only computationally expensive but also it does guarantee that the selected number of
hidden nodes are close to optimum
– a too large network will lead to overﬁtting and poor generalization performance but a too small network will not be able to learn the problem well
– if the available number of training samples is large and the necessary number
of hidden units is high, it is necessary to reduce the needs of computational
resources
Among reasons for ﬁnding optimal structure for a neural network we can mention
for example, improve and speed up the prediction, obtain better generalization
and reduce computational requirements. Recently, several research works have
proposed diﬀerent approaches to modify the network structure as the learning
process evolves. There are two general strategies to achieve it: constructive algorithms [5] and pruning methods [6]. The former starts from a small network
which later increases its size until a satisfactory solution is found. The latter
trains a network that is larger than necessary until an acceptable solution is
found and then removes hidden units and weights that are not needed. Generally it is considered that the pruning technique presents several drawbacks with
respect to the constructive one [7].
The appropriate number of hidden units is a value very diﬃcult to estimate
theoretically; however, diﬀerent methods have been proposed to dynamically
adapt the network structure during the learning process based on several empirical measures. Among others, Ash [8] developed an algorithm for the dynamic
creation of nodes where a new hidden neuron is generated when the training
error rate is lower than a critical value. Hirose [9] adopted a similar approach
but at the same time it can remove units when small values of the error are
achieved. Aylward and Anderson [10] proposed a set of rules based in the error
rate, the convergence criterion and the distance to the target error. Other studies researched the application of evolutive algorithms to optimize the number
of hidden neurons and the value of the weights [11,12]. Murata [13] studied the
problem of determining the optimum number of parameters from a statistical
point of view. In [14] new hidden units and layers are included incrementally
only when they are needed based on monitoring the residual error that cannot
be reduced any further by the already existing network. An approach referred
to as error minimized extreme learning machine that can add random hidden
nodes was included in [15]. In spite of numerous studies, the authors are not
aware of an eﬃcient method for determining the optimal network architecture
and nowadays an appropriate selection remains an open problem [16].
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In a previous research [17] the authors presented an online learning algorithm
for two-layer feedforward neural networks (OANN) which incorporates a factor
that weights the errors committed in each of the samples. As a consequence,
OANN is eﬀective in stationary context as well as in dynamic environments. In
this previous work we included an in-depth study to check and justify the viability of OANN to work with incremental data structures. However, an important
drawback is that the modiﬁcation of the topology was manually forced every
ﬁxed number of iterations. Thus, in this paper we extend the previous method
including an automatic mechanism to check whether new hidden units should be
added depending on the requirements of the online learning process. As a result,
we presented a new learning algorithm (automatic-OANN) which is online and
incremental both with respect to its learning ability and its topology.
The paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2 the algorithm is explained. In
Sect. 3, its behavior is illustrated by its application to several time series in order
to check its performance in diﬀerent contexts. In Sect. 4 the results are discussed
and some conclusions are given. Finally, in Sect. 5 we raise some future lines of
research.

2

Description of the Proposed Method

We have to solved two fundamental problems to develop an automatic incremental topology. First, it is necessary to verify whether a learning algorithm
can adapt the network topology by incorporating new hidden neurons while
maintaining, as much as possible, the knowledge gained in previous stages of
learning. Secondly, we must developed a mechanism to know when it is appropriate to modify the network topology by adding new units. The former problem
was solved in a previous paper [17] resulting in OANN algorithm, which is summarized in Sect. 2.1. The second challenge is our new contribution and that will
be explained in-depth in Sect. 2.2. As a result, the new algorithm, automaticOANN, will be obtained.
2.1

How to Modify the Structure of the Network

Consider the two-layer feedforward neural network in Fig. 1 where the inputs are
represented as the column vector x(s), the bias has been included by adding a
constant input x0 = 1, and outputs are denoted as y(s), s = 1, 2, . . . , S where S
is the number of training samples. J and K are the number of outputs and hidden neurons, respectively. Functions g1 , . . . , gK and f1 , . . . , fJ are the nonlinear
activation functions of the hidden and output layer, respectively.
This network can be considered as the composition of two one-layer subnetworks. As the desired outputs, zk (s), for each hidden neuron k at the current
learning epoch s are unknown then arbitrary values are employed (obtained in
base to a previous initialization of the weights using a standard method, for
example Nguyen-Widrow [18]). Afterwards, the desired outputs of hidden nodes
are not revised during the learning process and they are not inﬂuenced by the
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Fig. 1. Two-layer feedforward neural network.

desired output of the whole network. Thus, the training of the ﬁrst subnetwork
is avoided in the learning task. Regarding the second subnetwork, as dj (s) is the
desired output for the j output neuron, that it is always available in a supervised
learning, we can use d¯j (s) = fj−1 (dj (s)) to deﬁne the objective function Q for
the j output of subnetwork 2 as the sum of squared errors before the nonlinear
activation function fj ,

2


 
(2)
(2) T
¯
¯
Qj (s) = hj (s) fj dj (s) wj (s)z(s) − dj (s)
(1)
(2)

where j = 1, . . . , J, wj (s) is the input vector of weights for output neuron j

at the instant s and fj (d¯j (s)) is a scaling term which weighs the errors. The
inclusion of this scaling term is an alternative formulation proposed in [19].
Moreover, the term hj (s) is included as forgetting function and it determines
the importance of the error at the sth sample. Several options can be used as
the forgetting function hj (s); for instance, a linear or an exponential function
among others. This function is employed to establish the form and the speed of
the adaptation to the new data points in a changing environment. In a stationary
context a constant function could be employed to give the same importance to
all the samples analyzed during the online learning process. In a non-stationary
context this function should be monotonically increasing to take into account
the increment in the importance of current information in contrast with the past
one. Thanks to the combination of incremental learning property and increasing
importance assignment the network forgets quickly in the presence of a change
while maintaining a stable behavior when the context is stationary [20].
The objective function presented in Eq. 1 is a convex function, whose global
optimum can be easily obtained deriving it with respect to the parameters of
the network and setting the derivative to zero [19]. Therefore, we obtain the
following system of linear equations,
K

k=0

(2)

(2)

(2)

Aqk (s)wjk (s) = bqj (s),

q = 0, 1, . . . , K;

j = 1, . . . , J,

(2)
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where

(2)
(2)
Aqk (s) = Aqk (s − 1) + hj (s)zk (s)zq (s)fj 2 (d¯j (s))


(2)
(2)
bqj (s) = bqj (s − 1) + hj (s)d¯j (s)zq (s)fj 2 (d¯j (s))

(3)
(4)

A(2) (s − 1) and b(2) (s − 1) being, respectively, the matrices and the vectors that
store the coeﬃcients of the system of linear equations employed to calculate the
values of the weights of the second layer in previous learning stage. In other
words, the coeﬃcients employed to calculate the weights in the actual stage are
used further to obtain the weights in the following one. Therefore, this permits
handling the earlier knowledge and using it to incrementally approach the optimum value of the weights. Equation 2 can be rewritten using matrix notation
as,
(2)
(2)
(2)
(5)
Aj (s)wj (s) = bj (s), j = 1, . . . , J,
where

(2)
(2)
Aj (s) = Aj (s − 1) + hj (s)z(s)zT (s)fj 2 (d¯j (s))

(2)
bj (s)

=

(2)
bj (s

(6)



− 1) + hj (s)fj−1 (dj (s))z(s)fj 2 (d¯j (s)).

(7)

Finally, from Eq. 5 the optimal weights for the second subnetwork can be
obtained as:
(2)

(2) −1

wj (s) = Aj

(2)

(s)bj (s), ∀j.

(8)

As regards the incremental property of the learning algorithm, the network structure can be adapted depending on the requirements of the learning process. The
number of hidden units can be increased by adequately redimensioning the number of weights. Several modiﬁcations have to be carried out in order to adapt
the current topology to a new one. The fact of increasing the number of hidden neurons implies modiﬁcations in both layers of the network. As it can be
observed in Fig. 2 the increment of hidden neurons aﬀects not only the ﬁrst subnetwork (its number of output units increases) but also the second subnetwork
(the number of its inputs also grows). As mentioned previously, the training of
the ﬁrst subnetwork is avoided in the training task, therefore we only comment
on the modiﬁcations corresponding to the second subnetwork. Thus, in Fig. 2 it
can be observed that as the number of hidden neurons grows and consequently,
(2)
(2)
all matrices Aj and the vectors bj (j = 1, . . . , J), computed previously mod(2)

ify their size. Therefore in order to adapt them, each matrix Aj is enlarged by
including a new row and a new column of zero values, in order to continue the
learning process from this point (zero is the null element for the addition). At the
(2)
same time, each vector bj incorporates a new element of zero value. The rest
of elements of the matrices and vectors are maintained without variation, this
fact allows us to preserve in some way the knowledge acquired previously with
the earlier topology. After these modiﬁcations, the latter described matrices and
vectors of coeﬃcients allow us to obtain the new set of weights for the current
topology of the network.
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Fig. 2. Incremental Topology.

2.2

When to Change the Structure of the Network

In the previous section we justify the suitability of the learning algorithm OANN to
work with adaptive network structures. However, the modiﬁcation of the topology
is manually forced. Therefore, it is necessary to include some mechanism for controlling the growth of the structure automatically. The topology must be changed
only if its capabilities are insuﬃcient to satisfy the needs of the learning process.
In statistical learning theory the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension [21] is a
measure of the capacity of a statistical classiﬁcation algorithm and it is deﬁned as
the cardinality of the largest set of points that the algorithm can shatter. It is said
that a classiﬁcation model g with parameters θ can split a dataset (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn )
if, for all possible class labels, there is a set θ∗ for which the model prevents
mistakes in its classiﬁcation. Because of the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension of
a model is the maximum cardinality of the set of data that the model is able
to divide, this term allows us to predict a probabilistic upper bound on the test
error of a classiﬁcation model based in its complexity. This is an ideal bound
that can be calculated according to the training error and the network topology.
If the model generalizes properly, the bound indicates the worst test error that
the model can obtain. Thus, the bound value establishes the margin to test error
and therefore it is possible to use this value to determine whether the current
topology is suﬃcient. In this way, it can be said that an adequate number of
hidden units is the one giving the lowest expected risk. Taking into account all
these considerations it is established that, with a probability of 1−η the smallest
test error (R, expected risk) is delimited by the following inequality [21],

R(dV C , θ) ≤ 
1−

1
n

n

i=1

2

(zi − ẑi (dV C , θ))

(9)

 
 
+1 −ln( η4 )
dV C ln d n
VC

n
+
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dV C represents the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension, θ the adjustable parameters
of the learning system, n the number of training patterns, z target outputs, ẑ
the outputs obtained by the learning system and the notation [.]+ indicates the
maximum value between 0 and the term between square brackets. It can be
observed that the numerator of Eq. 9 is the training error and the denominator
corresponds to a correction function.
In an informal way, we can say that the generalization ability of a classiﬁcation model is related with the complexity of the structure. Speciﬁcally the
greater complexity, the greater value of the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension and
the lesser generalization ability. In [22], authors established certain bounds to
a particular network architecture. For a network having the total of M units
(M ≥ 2) and W weights (including biases), they gave an upper bound on the
Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension in the form
dV C ≤ 2 W log2 (eM ),

(10)

e being the base of natural logarithms. Although Eq. 10 established an upper
bound for the value of the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension, this is a valid approach as it allows calculating the error bound in the worst case.
Taking into account all these considerations, we develop an automatic technique to control the neural network growth in the online learning algorithm. The
estimation method is based in the ideal bound for the test error calculated thanks
to Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension of the neural network. Then, we obtained a
constructive algorithm which adds a new unit to the hidden layer of the network when the obtained test error is higher than the limit established by the
ideal bound. The proposed learning algorithm starts from a small dimension network (initially, with only two units in the hidden layer) and adapts its topology
(adding only one unit at each time) in base of the needs of learning process.
Finally the new proposed learning algorithm, called automatic-OANN, online
and incremental with respect to its learning ability and structure is detailed in
Algorithm 1.

3

Experimental Results

In a previous work [17], the OANN algorithm was compared to other online
algorithms checking and justifying the suitability of OANN to work with adaptive structures without signiﬁcantly degrading its performance. However as we
commented previously, the modiﬁcation of the topology is manually forced every
ﬁxed number of iterations. In this paper, we extend the learning method including an automatic mechanism to check whether new hidden units should be added
depending on the requirements of the online learning process. In this experimental study we want to demonstrate the viability of the automatic adjustment mechanism of the structure. Therefore, taking these previous results into
account, automatic-OANN will only be compared to the previous OANN version
(ﬁxed topology) with the following aims:
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– To prove that the performance of the automatic-OANN at the end of the
learning process, (when it reaches a ﬁnal network topology), is similar to the
performance that would be obtained by employing this ﬁnal topology from
the beginning to the end of learning process.
– To check if automatic-OANN is able to incorporate hidden units without signiﬁcant performance degradation with respect to the version without adaptation of the topology.
For this experimental study, we employed distinct system identiﬁcation problems. Moreover, the behavior of the learning algorithm will be checked when it
operates in both stationary and dynamic environments. All experiments shared
the following conditions:
– The input data set was normalized, with mean and standard deviation values
equal 0 and 1, respectively.
– The neural functions. We employed the logistic sigmoid function for hidden
neurons, while for output units a linear function was applied as recommended
for regression problems [5].
– In order to obtain signiﬁcant results, ﬁve simulations were carried out. Therefore, mean results will be presented in this section. Moreover, in the case of
stationary context 10-fold cross validation was applied.
– In all cases an exponential forgetting function, deﬁned by the following equation,
(11)
h(s) = eµs , s = 1, . . . , S,
was used, where μ is a positive real parameter that controls the growth of the
function and thus the response of the network to changes in the environment.
When μ = 0 we obtain a constant function, and therefore all errors have the
same weight and the forgetting function has no eﬀect. The value of the μ
factor for the forgetting ability was set to 0.01.
3.1

Stationary Contexts

In this section, we consider several stationary time series, K.U. Leuven, Kobe
and Hénon. The goal is to predict the actual sample based in eight previous
patterns, in the case of K.U. Leuven and Kobe series and according to the seven
previous ones for Hénon. Next, a brief explanation of each selected time series
is given.
– K.U. Leuven Competition Data. The K.U. Leuven time series prediction competition was generated from a computer simulated 5-scroll attractor, resulting from a generalized Chua’s circuit which is a paradigm of chaos [23]. We
employed the total of 1,800 data points for training.
– Hénon. The Hénon map is a dynamic system that presents a chaotic behavior
[24]. The map takes a point (xn , yn ) in the plane and transforms it according to,
x(t + 1) = y(t + 1) − αx(t)2
y(t + 1) = γx(t)
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Algorithm 1. Automatic-OANN algorithm.
Inputs: xs = (x1s , x2s , . . . xIs ); ds = (d1s , d2s , . . . dJs ); s = 1, . . . , S.
Initialization Phase
– The number of hidden units (K) is established as 2
(2)
(2)
– Aj (0) = 0(K+1)×(K+1) , bj (0) = 0(K+1) , ∀j = 1, . . . , J.
(1)

– The initial weights, wk (0), are calculated by means of an initialization method.
For every new sample s (s = 1, 2, . . . , S) and ∀k = 1, . . . , K
(1)

– zk (s) = g(wk (0), x(s))
– For each output j of the subnetwork 2 (j = 1, . . . , J),
• The outputs of the hidden layer are calculated in base to the weights obtained
in the initialization phase,

(2)
(2)
• Aj (s) = Aj (s − 1) + hj (s)z(s)zT (s)fj 2 (d¯j (s)),

(2)
(2)
• b (s) = b (s − 1) + hj (s)f −1 (dj (s))z(s)fj 2 (d¯j (s)),
j

j

j

(2)

• The weights wj (s) are obtained by solving the system of linear equations
(2)

(2) −1

wj (s) = Aj
end of For

(2)

(s)bj (s)

– Calculate Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension dV C (see Eq. 10)
– Obtain the test error, M SET est and the test error bound (see Eq. 9)
– If M SET est > bound then a new hidden unit K+1 is added
• The coeﬃcient matrices and vectors are modiﬁed as follow
⎛
⎞
(K + 1)
(2)
⎜
Aj (s − 1) 0 . . . 0 ⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜
(2)
0
0 ... 0⎟
⎜
⎟,
=
Aj (s)
⎜
..
..
......
.. ⎟
⎜
⎟
.
.
...
.⎠
⎝ (K + 1)
⎛

(2)
bj (s

⎞

0

0

...

(2)

bj (s)

0

− 1)
⎟
0
⎟
⎟,
..
⎠
.
0
• For each new connection,
(1)
calculate the weights, wK+1 (0), by means of some initialization method
end of For
• K =K +1
end of If,
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝ (K + 1)

end of For

=
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x(t) being the series value at instant t. In this case the parameters values are
established as α = 1.4 and γ = 0.3. The total number of 3,600 patterns are
employed for training.
– Kobe1 . This time series corresponds to the signal of vertical acceleration
recorded by a seismograph. The seismograph recorded the Kobe earthquake
from the University of Tasmania, Hobart, Australia in 1995 for 51 min at
1 second intervals. The total number of 3,048 observations are available.
Fig. 3 shows the test MSE curves for the time series. In the case of ﬁxed
topologies, curves are include for the initial and ﬁnal ones used for adaptive case.
In the case of incremental topology, several peaks are observed in the curves as
a result of the topology changes. This fact is due to to the incorporation of a
new unit generated perturbations (new elements of zero value in the matrices).
However, these degradations are corrected speedily. Apart from that, we can
check that the incremental topology achieves results close to those obtained when
the ﬁnal ﬁxed topology is used from the initial epoch. The results are not exactly
the same but it should be considered that the proposed method constructs the
topology in an online learning scenario and then only a few samples are available
to train the last topology. The points over the curves of incremental topology
allow us to know when the error obtained by the network exceeds the bound
established for the test error. At that moment, the structure is modiﬁed in order
to response to needs of the learning process.
3.2

Dynamic Environments

In dynamic environments, the distribution of the data could change over time.
This situation often occurs when dealing with signals in real-life situations [25].
Moreover, in these types of environments, changes between contexts can be gradual if there is a smooth transition between distributions or abrupt when the distribution changes quickly [26]. We have considered examples of several changing
environments with the aim of checking if the proposed method is able to obtain
appropriate behavior when it works in dynamic environments.
Artificial Data Set. The ﬁrst data set is formed by 4 input random variables
that contain values drawn from a normal distribution with zero mean and standard deviation equal to 0.1. The desired output is obtained by a linear mixture of
nonlinear functions. Speciﬁcally, hyperbolic tangent sigmoid, exponential, sine
and logarithmic sigmoid functions were applied, respectively, to the ﬁrst, second, third and fourth output. Finally, the desired output is obtained by a linear
mixture of the transformed inputs. The ﬁnal set contains a training set of 2,400
samples and 4 test sets, one for each of the changes in the linear mixture of the
training set.
1

Available at http://www-personal.buseco.monash.edu.au/∼hyndman/TSDL.
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Fig. 3. Test error curves for the time series: (a) K.U. Leuven, (b) Hénon and (c) Kobe.
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Fig. 4. Artiﬁcial Data Set: (a) Example of the desired output for the training set, (b)
Test error curves.

Figure 4(a) contains the signal employed as desired target during the training
process. As can be seen, the signal evolves over time and 4 context changes are
generated. Also we created diﬀerent test sets for each context, so every training
sample has associated the test set that represents the context to which it belongs.
Thus, for this case we obtain 4 test sets, one for each of the changes in the linear
mixture of the process.
Figure 4(b) shows the test error curves obtained by the method with ﬁxed
and automatic incremental topologies. The error shown for each point of the
signal is the mean value obtained over test set associated to the current training
sample. It worth mentioning that the changes between contexts, each 600 samples, cause the large peaks. It can be seen that the initial ﬁxed topology (two
hidden neurons) commits a high error because the structure is not suﬃcient
to make a suitable learning. Regarding the incremental topology, although the
results at the beginning of the process are not appropriate (the topology is still
small), it can be observed as it performs better than the ﬁnal ﬁxed topology
when there are changes of context.
Lorenz Time Series. The proposed approach has been tested on real Lorenz
time series [29] which corresponds to a system with chaotic dynamics. Edward
Lorenz developed a simpliﬁed mathematical model for atmospheric convection.
The model is a system described by the solution of three simultaneous diﬀerential
equations which are shown below,
dx
=σ(y − x)
dt
dy
=x(ρ − z) − y
dt
dz
=xy − βz
dt

(12)
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Fig. 5. Lorenz time series: (a) Example of the desired output for the training set, (b)
Test error curves.
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Fig. 6. Mackey-Glass time series: (a) Example of the desired output for the training
set, (b) Test error curves.

where σ, ρ, β are the system parameters, x, y and z represent the system state
and t is time. The system parameters σ, ρ, and β must be positive values, and
usually are established as σ = 10, β = 83 and ρ = 28. For these values the
system exhibits a chaotic behavior. Considering this equation we generated the
total of 2, 000 observations where 5 diﬀerent contexts of 400 samples each are
included. Every context correspond to diﬀerent value for the β parameter. The
aim of the network is to predict the current sample based on the eight previous
ones. Figure 5(a) contains the signal employed as the desired target during the
training process.
Figure 5(b) shows the test error curves obtained by the method with ﬁxed
and automatic incremental topologies. The spikes observed in the curves are due
to two diﬀerent causes. The changes between contexts, each 400 samples, cause
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the large peaks while in the case of incremental topology, the small spikes are a
result of the variation in the topology. Again the automatic technique allows the
initial topology to grow along time adjusting its response of the requirements of
the process. Then, the incremental topology show a stable behavior and obtains
similar results to the ﬁxed topology even when 17 hidden units are employed
from the beginning.
Mackey-Glass Chaotic Time Series. Finally, in this third experiment we
employed the real chaotic Mackey-Glass time series, which was originally proposed as a physiological control model for the production of white blood cells
[27]. The time series is based on the following diﬀerential delay equation,
0.2y(t − τ )
dy(t)
=
− ρy(t).
dt
1 + y 10 (t − τ )

(13)

Considering this equation and using ρ = 0.1, 2, 000 observations are generated
by means of the fourth order Runga-Kutta method [28]. It is well-know fact that
the chaotic behavior of the Mackey-Glass system grows as the delay coeﬃcient
τ increases. Therefore, taking this idea we generated 4 diﬀerent contexts of 500
samples each, which correspond to diﬀerent values to the parameter τ (17, 30,
50 and 100). The goal of the network is to predict the current sample based on
the eight previous ones. Figure 6(a) contains the signal employed as the desired
target during the training process.
Figure 6(b) shows the test error curves obtained by the method with ﬁxed
and incremental topologies. It can be seen that the proposed method can obtain
similar results to the ﬁxed topology even when 18 hidden units are employed
from the beginning. It worth mentioning that the incremental approach presents
a more stable behavior than the ﬁxed ﬁnal topology when a context change
appears, speciﬁcally for the ﬁrst two ones. Again, we can check as the automatic
technique allows the initial network structure (two hidden units) to evolve in
time adapting its answer in function of the needs of the process.

4

Discussion

In this paper we complete our learning algorithm including a mechanism to
control the adaptation of the network topology in a automatic way. This mechanism is based of the Vapnkik-Chervonenkis dimension, a good measure of the
generalization capacity of a learning model that is related to its complexity. The
employment of this measure as reference allows us to predict an upper bound
for the test error. In view of the experiments made and the results presented in
Sect. 3 for stationary time series as well as for dynamic sets, we can say that the
automatic technique based in the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension of a neural
network allows obtaining an estimation of the appropriate size of the network.
Taking as a reference the results reached when a ﬁxed topology is used during
the whole learning process, we can check how our developed incremental approach obtains a similar performance without the need to estimate previously the
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suitable network topology to solve the problem. The proposed method ensures
an appropriate size for the network during the learning process maximizing the
available computational resources.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this work we have presented an modiﬁcation of the OANN online learning
algorithm (proposed in [17]) to control and adjust the network growth in an
automatic way according to the needs of the learning process. The main conclusions that can be obtained from the study reported in this paper are,
– The automatic-OANN achieves results close to those obtained when the ﬁnal
ﬁxed topology is used from the beginning of the learning process.
– The network structure begins with the minimum number of hidden neurons
and a new unit is added whenever the current topology was not appropriate
to satisfy the needs of the process.
– The method allows saving both temporal and spatial resources, an important
characteristic when it is necessary to handle a large number of data for training
or when the problem is complex and requires a network with a high number
of nodes for its resolution.
In spite of these favorable characteristics, there are some aspects that need an
in-depth study and will be addressed as future work. Among them, it worth
mentioning the following lines of research:
– Improving the addition of hidden units employing diﬀerent measures, as for
example, the increasing tendency of the errors committed.
– Including some pruning technique in order to allow, no only the addition, but
also the removal of unnecessary hidden units according to the complexity of
learning process.
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Abstract. Spacecrafts provide a large set of on-board components information such as their temperature, power and pressure. This information
is constantly monitored by engineers, who capture the outliers and determine whether the situation is abnormal or not. However, due to the large
quantity of information, only a small part of the data is being processed
or used to perform anomaly early detection. A common accepted research
concept for anomaly prediction as described in literature yields on using
projections, based on probabilities, estimated on learned patterns from
the past [6] and data mining methods to enhance the conventional diagnosis approach [14]. Most of them conclude on the need to build a pattern
identity chart. We propose an algorithm for eﬃcient outlier detection
that builds an identity chart of the patterns using the past data based
on their curve ﬁtting information. It detects the functional units of the
patterns without apriori knowledge with the intent to learn its structure and to reconstruct the sequence of events described by the signal.
On top of statistical elements, each pattern is allotted a characteristics
chart. This pattern identity enables fast pattern matching across the
data. The extracted features allow classiﬁcation with regular clustering
methods like support vector machines (SVM). The algorithm has been
tested and evaluated using real satellite telemetry data. The outcome
and performance show promising results for faster anomaly prediction.
Keywords: Data mining
identiﬁcation
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Introduction

The major concerns for satellite operations are the safety, reliability and durability of the spacecraft ﬂeet. The spacecrafts are being constantly exposed to
the space weather: radiations, solar ﬂares, peaks of temperature, etc. Besides,
due to the distance, there is no direct visibility on the spacecraft and no way to
examine or ﬁx it. The only health information available is the sensors information it sends to earth. It is an instant reading of all the on-board sensors (like
a snapshot) sent at regular intervals of one or two seconds. Once rebuilt, each
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sequence of data associated to its sensor is a continuous time series expanding
over several years.
Anomaly detection and prediction techniques are being constantly developed,
in order to perform early detection and avoid the failures, since they have a cost.
They may impact the spacecraft lifetime, its capacity, or in the worst case end
up with a total loss of control of the satellite. For the most part, expert systems
have been built using satellite engineers’ knowledge. These systems will trigger
an alarm before the anomaly happens. They are thus limited by the satellite
engineers knowledge and experience, since they know only a limited part of the
model and spacecraft history. A study run by ESOC1 [16] shows that only 10 %
of the on-board sensors data is actually being watched. On top of that, the
amount of data to process reaches terabytes. Processing the whole set of data
to perform detection and classiﬁcation is nowadays too much time consuming.
There is consequently no systematic classiﬁcation and analysis.
The most common way to tackle anomalies consists in looking at data from
the past for similar behavior in order to identify the root cause and to search
for indicators to help early detection. Currently, suspicious satellite data is classiﬁed manually by the data experts themselves. In this paper, we propose an
algorithm for eﬃcient outlier detection that builds a characteristics chart for
each patterns using the data from the past using its curve ﬁtting information,
in order to enable anomaly detection and eventually prediction. Each detected
pattern is thus allotted a characteristics chart with the most relevant statistical elements. This pattern identity chart allows fast pattern matching across the
data and pattern classiﬁcation. In the following section, we will present the state
of the art approaches in the space industry. We will then introduce our algorithm
for fast pattern matching and the subsequent techniques that can be used for
detecting the pattern, fuzzy comparison, to measure the quality of the match
and window sliding. The results are presented and discussed in the next part.
We will eventually conclude by summarizing the contributions of this paper in
the last part.

2

Conventional Approaches to Outlier Detection
by Satellite Operator Engineers

Expert systems are built on the knowledge of the satellite engineer, sometimes
based on the manufacturer’s inputs. They apply to one part of the system only
and usually focus on a speciﬁc anomaly. Though very accurate, the number of
these systems grows fast and each of them requires weeks or sometimes months
to be created.
Currently, the model-based approach is handled the following ways. The ﬁrst
consists in identifying the signature of the device instead of the anomaly. The
model is then implemented to reproduce its behavior. Anomalies can tentatively
1
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be reproduced and analyzed by satellite engineers depending on the inputs. The
second model-based approach is to build a fully ﬂedged model of the spacecraft,
commonly designated as simulator, to either test the maneuvers against it or use
its data output as predicted behavior.
The model-based approach nevertheless suﬀers from its lack of ﬂexibility with
regards to internal and environmental reconﬁgurations. The model needs to be
updated as soon as the satellite hardware is altered (broken gyro for instance).
On top of that, environmental elements such as space weather may alter the
measures. The eﬀort to develop and maintain such a model is merely prohibitive
and only some parts are considered due to the overall complexity of the satellite.
Systematic analysis methods emerge, relying classiﬁcation techniques such
as support vector machines for pattern recognition. These techniques are nevertheless subject to performance issues as the cloud of point grows. Besides, most
of them require complete reprocessing if only a subset needs to be taken into
account.
All these traditional approaches rely on apriori knowledge based on a narrow
set of data and the data mining methods suﬀer from performance issues induced
by scalability limitation. The synthesized data based outlier detection approach
is been increasingly considered. The concept is to use the curve ﬁtting data to
perform pattern matching using speciﬁc techniques and properties. Each pattern
is described by an identity chart in which appear the curve ﬁtting data and other
relevant statistical elements. This identity chart is then used to perform fast pattern matching across the entire database. As for the curve ﬁtting, Fourier series
propose an interesting set of properties that allow eﬃcient pattern comparison
and match quality measurement. Furthermore, using the sliding window technique as described by [2] would enable eﬃcient reclassiﬁcation of the patterns
while saving reprocessing time and therefore keeping the fast pattern matching
performance at its best.
The existing outlier detection techniques of the three categories supervised
(like support vector machines), semi-supervised (like transductive support vector machines or heuristics) and unsupervised (like k-Means) all rely on cloud
of points rather than a reduced dataset. The order of magnitude for a single
parameter over the entire lifetime of one spacecraft (roughly 15 years) is around
500 million points to process. Besides, this data is globally non-stationary: some
elements are bound to seasonal eﬀects, some to external factors like solar ﬂares,
moon attraction, etc., or simply the orbital position of the satellite. Most algorithms scale with the dimensionality of the input data, inducing a problem of
computational cost. To address this issue, approaches like Symbolic Aggregate
approXimation [15] as well as the ones described in Data mining in time series
databases [12] target the reduction of dimensionality. It nevertheless performs a
systematic reduction, regardless the semantics of the data. It obviously does not
make sense to compare Volts with Ampers, as does trying to make the intensity signature of battery charge and discharge match. Detecting the diﬀerent
phases of a signal, be it power or thermal signature for instance, is henceforth
paramount and will be addressed by our algorithm.
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Fig. 1. Pattern identities learning algorithm. The data ﬂows from the telemetry down
to anomaly detection/prediction. Our algorithm is represented by the two boxes inbetween: the analysis part processes the patterns in order to extract their characteristics
charts, composed of the percentiles explained in Sect. 3.3 and other elements listed in
Sect. 3.5. The patterns are extracted thanks to the percentiles method and used in the
learning part to determine the appropriate class the patterns belong to by comparing
them with the pool, as described in the Sects. 3.1 and 3.2. The resulting status vector
is then built from the comparisons. Anomaly detection can then be performed within
the class elements with cumulative distribution functions as described in Sect. 3.4.
The detected outliers can be either notiﬁed, ignored or integrated to the training set
depending on how it is ﬂagged (respectively anomaly, outlier or normal pattern). It
can eventually be reclassiﬁed as the training sets evolve, in order to determine if there
is a better classiﬁcation.

Although we are following up the thermal signatures of satellite thrusters
dataset only along this paper for the sake of clarity of the explanations, our
algorithm has been applied alike over diﬀerent types of geostationary satellites
and diﬀerent types of sensor measures (battery voltage, tank pressure, etc.).

3

Proposed Outlier Identiﬁcation System

Our approach to perform outlier identiﬁcation as summarized on diagram 1 is to
extract the features of the time series and enable traditional classiﬁcation algorithms. Depending on the context, the data analysis may nevertheless diﬀer and
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require re-classiﬁcation. Our method provides fast data processing algorithms
by using synthesized information.
The ﬁrst question is which curve ﬁtting technique shall be used in our case
in order to preserve eﬃciency. From our analysis of the diﬀerent methods, we
came to the conclusion that Fourier series is the most suitable method in the
case of satellite telemetry. First of all, because of the interesting properties of
Fourier with regards to the convolution of two series and how they can be easily
factorized that we elaborate below. Besides, due to the oscillating nature of
the signals and the background induced by spectrum analysis, most analysis
algorithms use this technique. The curve ﬁtting step is therefore already available
and normalized in the database.
In this section, we introduce how in our methodology we proceed to compare two patterns using the curve ﬁtting information, along with the interesting
properties. We will also show how we measure the quality of our match, the tools
we use for horizontal identiﬁcation and eventually how we deﬁne the pattern’s
characteristics chart.
3.1

Pattern Comparison

Given two Fourier series f1 and f2 of the same frequency:
f1 (t) = k1 +

N


ai,1 cos(iωt + ϕ) + bi,1 sin(iωt + ϕ)

(1)

ai,2 cos(iωt + ϕ) + bi,2 sin(iωt + ϕ)

(2)

i=1

f2 (t) = k2 +

N

i=1

Once factorized, the convolution R(f1 , f2 , t) can then be written the following
way:
R(f1 , f2 , t) = k1 − k2 +

N


(ai,1 −ai,2 ) cos(iωt+ϕ)
+(bi,2 −bi,2 ) sin(iωt+ϕ)

(3)

i=1

The resulting Fourier series represents the distance between the two original
 be the representation of R(f1 , f2 , t) in the freFourier series f1 and f2 . Let R
 by the following
quency domain. We deﬁne the quality of the comparison ρ(R)
equation:
 =
ρ(R)

N 

R(i)
i=1

i2

(4)

Vertical scaling and translation are the only two purely mathematical transforms we need for the comparison. The horizontal transforms require deeper
understanding of the signal itself and will be covered in the next section. Since
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Fig. 2. Fourier series representation of two thermal signatures f1 (lower curve) and
f2 (upper curve). We apply the aﬃne transforms on the f1 curve to obtain f1 . The
algorithm evaluated the best ﬁt with a = 0.502 and k = 0.21, using the points at 180◦
and 190◦ . The ranking of this example is bad because of the vertical scaling factor.
There is a high probability for this pattern to be either reclassiﬁed later on if a ﬁt with
better ranking is found or to go in a new class if a correlation with another spacecraft
context parameter is found and justiﬁes it.

the nature of the pattern is aﬀected, and henceforth the quality of the comparison, the measures of the transforms will be kept in the characteristics chart of
the pattern. The transforms are modeled the following way:
f2 (ϕ + δ) − f2 (ϕ)
f1 (ϕ + δ) − f1 (ϕ)
k = f2 (ϕ) − a × f1 (ϕ)
f1 (θ) = a × f1 (θ) + k
a=

3.2

(5)

Pattern Reconsolidation

The second diagram on Fig. 2 shows that even though we have a good performance match after the vertical transforms, the algorithm is still missing it. We
are hence introducing the concept of sliding pattern which consists in circularly
drifting one of the two series to the right or to the left.
As for the modeling, let θ be the circular drift component deﬁned as 0 ≤ θ <
2π. The f2 series equation would then be written as follows:
f2 (t) = k2 +

N

i=1

ai,2 cos(iωt + ϕ + θ) + bi,2 sin(iωt + ϕ + θ)

(6)
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 as per
The best value of θ is then determined by looking for the minimal ρ(R)
Eq. 4. From there, diﬀerent approaches are applicable. The most straightforward
(and less optimized) is to cycle θ by even steps. Other more accurate techniques
can also be applied, such as dichotomy or stochastic research. Stochastic research
remains better since it tackles the extrema problem.
3.3

Pattern Functional Units

As previously stated, each parameter of the satellite telemetry comes as a long
time series. The individual patterns that will be required for the training set for
the classiﬁcation can be either provided or must be algorithmically determined.
The telemetry stream and its curve ﬁt are extracted on a daily basis, regardless
the semantics. This is an arbitrary decision based on the satellite engineers
as there is one station-keeping maneuver per day. The temperature constantly
increases between 12am and 8am that day represents the maneuvers itself, the
thruster being idle for the rest of the day.
With regards to classiﬁcation, the diﬀerent events need to be isolated in an
unsupervised way. The algorithm must hence be capable to learn the pattern
structure without apriori knowledge. One intermediate alternative is to use the
information databases in which the burn times are scheduled by the engineers.
It would nevertheless then relies on user’s input and can therefore not adapt to
new or unexpected situations. Another approach is to extract the information
from the ground control system itself, where the command are actually sent to
the spacecraft. If this is more deterministic and accurate, it is still driven by
human actions and enters in the semi-supervised category. Some of the actions
may furthermore be initiated by the satellite itself and will thus not be captured.
For the reasons aforementioned, if these solutions can be considered as
helpers, a proper unsupervised method is still needed. Our approach is to divide
the signal horizontally by using the percentiles method. The ﬁrst element of
the percentiles method is the median m.
 Let n ∈ N and p the percentile step
(p = 0.5 for intervals of 50 %). The horizontal areas are deﬁned by the following
thresholds:




1
1
pm
 ≤ yn (x) < n +
pm

(7)
n−
2
2
Let A = ((a0 , b0 ), . . . , (an , bn )) be the Fourier series coeﬃcients. The blocks
intervals are delimited the following way:


1
Xn = F (A) ∩ n −
pm

(8)
2
Curve ﬁtting with Fourier in the context has the drawback of smoothing the
data. In order not to miss any outlier, the characteristics chart must therefore
enumerate the peaks. In this method, we keep the residuals information per
block. With Xi = {(xi,1 , xi,1 ), . . . , (xi,n , xi,n )} the list of block intervals and f (i)
the Fourier series, we deﬁne Sn as:
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Fig. 3. Original data plot divided by the percentiles method. The thick dashed curve
represents the Fourier series and the horizontal thick dashed line the median, used
as basepoint to calculate the percentiles. In this example, without apriori knowledge,
the blocks captured the idle phase (block around the median) and the “thruster ﬁred”
phase. Further analysis show that the ﬁred phase can be split in 3 steps, that the
algorithm still needs to learn.

|Xn | xn,j

Sn =

 

(y − f (i))

2

(9)

j=1 i=xn,j

As represented on Fig. 3, the pattern can thus be subdivided into functional
blocks, that will ﬁgure in the characteristics chart. In our original example,
we know by experience that the upper blocks represent the diﬀerent phases of
the thruster burn while the lowest one the idle period. As for the characteristics chart, we will not only keep the quantitative block representation, but the
sequence itself. This will help on one hand to split the active from the idle phases
and, on the other hand to characterize the remaining steps of the thruster burn,
which are “ﬁred”, “on-time” and “cooldown”.
3.4

Inner Class Comparison for Novelty Detection

Once identiﬁed the functional units thanks to percentiles method and a potential
class the pattern belongs to using the pattern comparison and reconsolidation
methods presented above, our algorithm needs to evaluate whether the introduced pattern presents a novelty amongst the other patterns of the class. To do
so, we are using the cumulative distribution functions: equation:
FX (x) = P (X ≤ x)

(10)

In general, we will also consider the tail distribution deﬁnition that illustrates
better the symmetry of the dispersion.
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Fig. 4. Cumulative distribution functions (CDF) applied on the residuals of the
thruster temperature signature evolution over one month against the calculated Fourier
series. The resulting class of CDF elements helps us to determine the upper and lower
boundaries of acceptable residuals (dotted lines). Any new pattern for which the CDF
exceeds these boundaries is an outlier.

F X (x) = 1 − FX (x)
= P (X > x)

(11)

The diagram on Fig. 4 shows how our algorithm determines the upper and
lower curve limits. We deﬁne a training period of one month during which the
CDF are considered without anomaly. From then on, any new CDF outside the
upper and lower limit curves raise an outlier detection notiﬁcation. This one is
then ﬂagged as anomaly or not. If not an anomaly, the new upper and lower
limits are calculated unless the CDF remains ﬂagged as outlier. It becomes part
of the training set otherwise.
3.5

Definition of the Characteristics Chart

The characteristics chart is the element to gather all the features of the studied
pattern. The signals however must be put in their original context. As we deﬁne
it, the chart shall comprise the immutable (or reference) elements:
– Spacecraft context: the conﬁguration of the spacecraft allows our algorithm
to segregate the pattern classes depending on the mode the spacecraft is conﬁgured, such as eclipse or solstice season, beacon or earth tracking mode,
etc.
– Percentiles blocks, as per Eq. (8): our algorithm to subdivides the pattern into
functional blocks in order to compare what semantically makes sense (thruster
on-time periods shall not be compared with cooldown periods).
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– Fourier series, as per Eq. (1): the pattern ﬁt with Fourier series allows our
algorithm to determine to which class the pattern belongs to.
– Per-block residuals, as per Eq. (9): this enumerates to our algorithm the data
trends within the block. It is later on used to decide if the next block belongs
to the same data ﬂow or if it belongs to another phase.
– The cumulative distribution functions, as per Eq. (10): helps our algorithm to
deﬁne what is a normal pattern within the selected class by determining the
upper and lower limit curves and checking whether the new pattern is out of
boundaries.
– Timestamp: The timestamp information is usually represented as day of year
plus the year. The day of year allows the classiﬁcation of seasonal patterns,
while the year information indicates the elderness of the data.
The spacecraft context elements can be subdivided in two categories: the
spacecraft conﬁguration and its status. The conﬁguration part represents the
setup of the spacecraft (switch, valves, etc.) while the status describes its condition such as a defective sensor or a broken CPU. This chart remains ﬂexible
and additional features can be experimentally added, such as ephemeris data
and space weather.
The characteristics charts are then classiﬁed and linked with each other in
order to preserve the analytical elements:
– Pattern matching quality, as per Eq. (4)
– Transform elements, as per Eqs. (5) and (6)
The training set of each class is dynamic. The main goal of these two elements
is then to be able to re-evaluate the classiﬁcation of a given pattern, in case it
later on ﬁts better in another one.

4

Experimental Validation

The validation of our approach is quite diﬃcult for three reasons. First of all, in
order to be accurate, the telemetry of the entire lifetime of the satellite should
be processed. In this paper we will run it on the most recent subset, that consists in two months of data. Besides, only the propulsion subsystem is analyzed
below, the outliers and anomalies of the power subsystem for instance being
very diﬃcult for the satellite engineers to detect and explain. The propulsion
subsystem henceforth provide a better second sight for validation. Eventually,
despite several anomaly detection and curve ﬁtting techniques exist such as [14]
and [6] none of them actually plainly address the problematic.
Our experiments dataset is the thrusters temperature telemetry, since related
to our original example. We are focusing here on the propulsion subsystem of a
single spacecraft. It is composed of 18 parameters, 16 of which representing the
thrusters thermal signature, 1 of which is the timestamp (day-of-year) and the
last being the thruster identiﬁer. The propulsion subsystem is known to be subject to seasonality, due to the exposition to the sun. The timestamp parameter is
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Table 1. Performance of the daily data collection phase for the 16 thermal signatures
for a single day. This shows that the data is made available within 2 min.
Collected element

Quantity of processed data Processing time

Fourier series

∼43200 points

Residuals calculation

∼43200 points

8s
75.6 s

Percentile blocks calculation 30 Fourier coeﬃcients

1.38 s

Blocks processing

0.39 s

56 blocks

Cumulated results

85.37 s

therefore relevant in the analysis. The thruster identiﬁer provides its cardinality
(north, south, west or east) and correlates with the type of maneuver performed
(south-north translation, west-east drift, etc.).
The performance measures depend on how the implementation is performed
(programming language, optimizations, etc.) and the hardware it is run on. To
obtain our results, we have developed the algorithm using IPython and Matplotlib, since they are accessible for free to everyone. The benchmarks have been
Table 2. Performance of our pattern comparison algorithm for the 16 thermal signatures. The analysis time of the two months of data decreases to 6 min, whereas
processing the original cloud of points requires approximately 60 min.
Thruster identiﬁer Patterns Vertical scalings Horizontal drifts Processing time
E1inj

42

41

54

15.37 s

E2inj

41

24

47

13.92 s

W1inj

45

30

63

22.26 s

W2inj

42

39

54

14.87 s

E1val1

58

59

85

22.87 s

E2val1

58

5

58

18.78 s

N1val1

57

32

67

20.64s

N2val1

58

46

87

24.03 s

N3val1

56

62

101

25.51 s

N4val1

59

91

123

29.96 s

W1val1

57

41

70

20.81 s

W2val1

58

53

67

20.08 s

E1val2

57

55

88

25.26 s

E2val2

59

17

59

20.16 s

W1val2

59

58

91

25.51 s

W2val2

58

50

73

24.23 s

703

1187

344.26 s

Cumulated results 864
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performed on a HP Proliant DL580 Intel Xeon E7420 dual CPU quad-core 2 GHz
running Debian 7 amd64.
Table 1 shows the data collection performance for one day of telemetry on 16
thrusters. It includes the Fourier ﬁt for the pattern comparison optimization, the
percentiles blocks calculation for learning the functional blocks, the Fourier ﬁt
residuals per block for compensating the smoothing eﬀect of the Fourier series,
and the extraction of statistical elements (median, mode, minimum and maximum) to search for the optimal thresholds for the percentiles.
Table 2 presents the outlier detection performance by only using the data
presented above. The original cloud of data at this stage is completely ignored.
The performance is the best with minimal transforms and processing time. A
higher number of transforms means additional iterations and wasted processing
time. The ideal case would be to identify the matching points of f1 into f2 and
calculate the necessary transforms to achieve it in one iteration only.
As a conclusion, we can observe that the characteristics charts as proposed
in our algorithm have been extracted for the last two months of thruster thermal
data in less than six minutes and is ready for being processed with regular classiﬁcation technique. The match rankings are also made available in our database
along the charts in order to mitigate the classiﬁcation and re-classify the case
being.

5

Conclusions

In this paper, we have addressed the problem of outlier detection in large data
warehouse. For this, we have developed an algorithm using curve ﬁtting information to speed up the patterns comparison and eﬃciently extracting the patterns
features for classiﬁcation. Processing years of cumulated time series for outlier
detection is thus made possible.
We have also addressed the problem of data smoothing induced by Fourier
ﬁtting with the percentiles method. The nature of the pattern is then reﬁned
using the statistical information of the generated blocks.
In order to keep some ﬂexibility in the analysis, the pattern matching
algorithm introduces the concept of match quality (Eq. (4)) on top of pattern
transforms. The resulting relevance vector mitigates the results, allows fuzzy
classiﬁcation and provides metrics for re-classiﬁcation.
The performance of our method is given by experimenting on a relevant
subset of data. Measurable eﬃciency elements are provided in terms of quantity
and speed. The results show an acceptable ratio in terms of exploitability and
availability of the data: both the data collection and data mining parts are
achieved within minutes and the number of iterations is kept minimal.
The horizontal best ﬁt method by sliding the pattern as presented in our algorithm is a topic of on-going and future work. In this respect, the technique can be
extended using the sliding window technique described by [2] or by determining
the functional units of the blocks deﬁnitions as per the percentiles method.
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The percentiles method on the other hand is mainly applicable to horizontally shaped time series such as battery charge cycle in the power subsystem.
Improving the semantics detection in diﬀerently shaped signals is a topic of ongoing and future work. Clustering techniques on external information such as the
maneuvers schedule and the spacecraft change of state can be used to enhance
the resulting deﬁnitions.
As a conclusion to this paper, we will note that our approach provides
accurate characteristics chart for the propulsion subsystem of the spacecraft.
It extracts the essential patterns information to enable systematic processing
in the satellite engineers analysis. Beyond, it preprocesses the pattern matching for classiﬁcation. This approach provides directions for further fast outlier
identiﬁcation techniques in time-series data.
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Abstract. The BDI (Belief-Desire-Intention) model is a well known
reasoning architecture for intelligent agents. According to the original
BDI approach, an agent is able to deliberate about what action to do
next having only three main mental states: belief, desires and intentions.
A BDI agent should be able to choose the more rational action to be
done with bounded resources and incomplete knowledge in an acceptable time. As humans need emotions to make immediate decisions with
incomplete information, some recent works have extending the BDI architecture in order to integrate emotions. However, as they only use logic
to represent emotions, they are not able to deﬁne the intensity of the
emotions. In this paper we present an implementation of the appraisal
process of emotions into BDI agents using a BDI language that integrates
logic and probabilistic reasoning. Hence, our emotional BDI implementation allows to diﬀerentiate between emotions and aﬀective reactions.
This is an important aspect because emotions tend to generate stronger
response. Besides, the emotion intensity also determines the intensity
of an individual reaction. In particular, we implement the event-based
emotions with consequences for self based on the OCC cognitive psychological theory of emotions. We also present an illustrative scenario and
its implementation.
Keywords: BDI
networks · BDN
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Introduction

The role of emotions in cognition has been neglected for many years. However,
in the last decades, works of psychologists and neurologists have pointed out the
important role of aﬀect in many cognitive activities such as, decision making,
memory and learning [7,11,13].
These new results about the relation of emotion and cognition have also
turning the attention of Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) researchers to emotions. The
emotion synthesis, the simulation of emotions in machines, has been a subject
of interest of several AI researches. The main idea is: if humans need emotions to accomplish several cognitive processes that are considered intelligent, so
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machines also do. Many works have integrated into agents architectures to infer,
respond and show emotions [8,28,32].
A very well known reasoning model in Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) is the BDI
(Belief-Desire-Intention). It views the system as a rational agent having certain
mental attitudes of belief, desire, intention, representing, respectively, the informational, motivational and deliberative states of the agent [24,33]. A rational
agent has bounded resources, limited understanding and incomplete knowledge
on what happens in the environment where it lives in. A BDI agent should be
able to choose the more rational action to be done with bounded resources and
incomplete knowledge in an acceptable time.
Damasio [7] showed that humans need emotions in order to make immediate
decisions with incomplete information. BDI agents also need to decide quickly
and with incomplete data from the environment. The BDI is a practical reasoning
architecture, which is reasoning directed towards action, employed in the cases
when the environment is not fully observable [25]. However, most BDI models
do not take into account the agent’s emotional mental states in its process of
decision making.
Among the several approaches of emotions - for example, basic emotions
[9], dimensional models [22], etc., the appraisal theory [18,26,27] appears to be
the most appropriate to implement emotions into BDI agents. According to this
theory, emotions are elicited by a cognitive process of evaluation called appraisal.
The appraisal depends of one’s goals and values. These goals and values can be
represented as the BDI agents’ goals and beliefs. In this way, it is possible to
make a direct relation between BDI agents goals and beliefs and appraisals.
When addressing emotional mental states into BDI agents, several research
questions should be addressed. An important issue is how to represent and implement the emotional appraisal, the emotions and its properties, such as, intensity.
This is a ﬁrst step before representing how emotions can interfere back in the
cognitive processes of the agent, such as decision making. When addressing emotions, one should take into account the emotions intensity, since it deﬁnes when
an emotion will occur or not. When an aﬀective reaction does not achieve a
suﬃcient intensity threshold, it will not be experienced as an emotion.
The formal logical BDI approach is not appropriate to represent the emotions
intensity because it does not allow to represent imprecise data. This is the reason because most emotional BDI models do not take into account the notion of
emotion intensity [1,15,32]. In order to represent the emotions intensity, we use
AgentSpeak(PL) BDI language [29]. AgentSpeak(PL) is a new agent programming language, which integrates BDI and probabilistic reasoning, i.e., bayesian
networks.
This article presents an implementation of the emotional appraisal into BDI
agents. We are interested in the implementation of emotions and their intensity using a language that integrates BDI and Bayesian reasoning. Unlike other
works, as we use a probabilistic extension of the BDI model that is able to
represent the intensity of the aﬀective reactions, our work is able to diﬀerentiate between emotions and other aﬀective states with low intensity. Besides,
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the intensity of the emotion also determines how strong is the response of an
individual [26]. Emotions are determined by having a high intensity [26], besides
its short duration and its appraisal, which diﬀerentiates emotions form other
aﬀective states.
In this paper, we focus on the event-based emotions, i.e., emotions that are
elicited by the evaluation of the consequences of an event for the accomplishment
of a person’s goals. We do not formalize emotions in which their appraisals
evaluate the consequences for others, such as resentment, pity, gloating and
happy-for. We chose to implement the event-based emotions with consequences
for self, since these emotions seems to be the most important in the decision
making process [2,12,23].
This paper is organized as follow. Section 2 presents the OCC model, the
psychological emotional model that grounds our work. Section 3 compares the
proposed work with related works and highlights its main contribution. In Sect. 4,
we describe the AgentSpeak(PL), a language that integrates BDI and Bayesian
Decision Network to reason about imprecise data. In Sect. 5, we present how we
deﬁne the emotion’s intensity in the proposed work. In Sect. 6, we cite a scenario
and its implementation with AgentSpeak (PL) to illustrate how it can be used
to implement emotional probabilistic BDI agents. Finally, in Sect. 6, we present
some conclusions.

2

The OCC Model

According to the cognitive view of emotions [27], emotions appear as a result of
an evaluation process called appraisal. The central idea of the appraisal theory
is that “the emotions are elicited and diﬀerentiated on the basis of a person’s
subjective evaluation (or appraisal) of the personal signiﬁcance of a situation,
event or object on a number of dimensions or criteria” [27].
Ortony, Clore and Collins [19] constructed a cognitive model of emotion,
called OCC, which explains the origins of 22 emotions by describing the appraisal
of each one. For example, hope appears when a person develops an expectation
that some good event will happen in the future. The OCC model assumes that
emotions can arise by the evaluation of three aspects of the world: events, agents,
or objects. Events are the way that people perceive things that happen. Agents
can be people, biological animals, inanimate objects or abstractions such as institutions. Objects are objects viewed qua objects. There are three kinds of value
structures underlying perceptions of goodness and badness: goals, standards,
and attitudes. The events are evaluated in terms of their desirability, if they
promote or thwart one’s goals and preferences. Standards are used to evaluate
actions of an agent according to their obedience to social, moral, or behavioural
standards or norms. Finally, the objects are evaluated as appealing depending
on the compatibility of their attributes with one’s tastes and attitudes. In this
paper we refer to the emotions that are generated from the evaluation of an
event consequences according to one’s goals as event-based emotions.
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The elicitation of an emotion depends on a person’s perception of the world
– his construal. If an emotion such as distress is a reaction to some undesirable event, the event must be construed as undesirable. For example, when one
observes the reactions of players at the outcome of an important game, it is clear
that those on the winning team are elated while those on the losing team are
devastated. In a real sense, both the winners and losers are reacting to the same
objective event. It is their construal of the event that is diﬀerent. The winners
construe it as desirable, while the others construe it as undesirable. It is this
construal that drives the emotion system.
A central idea of the model is the type of an emotion. An emotion type
is a distinct kind of emotion that can be realized in a variety of recognizably
related forms and which are diﬀerentiated by their intensity. For example, fear
is an emotion type that can be manifested in varying degrees of intensity, such
as “concern” (less afraid), “frightened”, and “petriﬁed” (more afraid). The use
of emotion type has the goal of being language-neutral so that the theory is
universal, independent of culture. Instead of deﬁning an emotion by using English
words (the author’s language), the emotions are characterized by their eliciting
conditions.
In the OCC model, the emotions are grouped according to their eliciting
conditions. For example, the “attribution group” contains four emotion types,
each of which depends on whether the attribution of responsibility to some agent
for some action is positive or negative, and on whether the agent is the self or
another person. The OCC model is illustrated in Fig. 1. When goals are the
source, one may feel pleased if the event is desirable, or displeased if it is not.
Which speciﬁc emotion arises depends on whether the consequences are for other
or for oneself. When concerned for oneself (CONSEQUENCES FOR SELF), the
evaluation depends on whether the outcomes are past (PROSPECTS IRRELEVANT), like joy and distress, or prospective (PROSPECTS RELEVANT), such as
hope and fear. If the prospect is conﬁrmed or not, other four emotions may arise,
such as satisfaction, disappointment, fear-conﬁrmed and relief. When concern for
other (labelled as CONSEQUENCES FOR OTHER), the outcomes are evaluated
according to when they are undesirable (UNDESIRABLE FOR OTHER), such as
gloating and pity, or desirable for other (DESIRABLE FOR OTHER), such as
happy-for and resentment.
When the actions of agents are evaluated according to standards, aﬀective
reactions of approval or disapproval arise. The speciﬁc emotions depend on
whether the action is one’s own (SELF AGENT), such as pride and shame; or
someone else’s (OTHER AGENT), such as admiration and reproach.
The aspects of an object are evaluated according to one’s tastes, if one likes or
dislikes. In this case, emotions such as love and hate may arise. Finally, emotions
like anger and gratitude involve a joint focus on both goals and standards at the
same time. For example, one’s level of anger depends on how undesirable the
outcomes of events are and how blameworthy the related actions are.
The OCC authors believe that this model when implemented in a machine
can help to understand what emotions people experience under what conditions.
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According to them, it is not the objective of the OCC model to implement
machine with emotions, but to be able to predict and explain human cognitions related to emotions. However, Picard [21] disagrees and believes that the
OCC model can be used for emotion synthesis in machines. In fact, in computing science research, there already are several works that use OCC in order to
implement emotions in machine [8,10,14,28].

3

Related Work

There are other researches that have also been working in the extension of the
BDI architecture in order to incorporate emotions. [15] deﬁnes an extension of
the generic architecture of BDI agents that introduces emotions. However, this
work focus on how the emotions inﬂuence agents’ beliefs and intentions. [32]
proposes an extension of the BDI model to integrate emotions, which is based
on the OCC model. In this model, the agent’s beliefs interfere in its appraisal,

Fig. 1. Global structure of emotion types - OCC model [19].
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which will determine its emotions. The emotions, on the other hand, interfere
in the choice of intentions. This work focuses on the impact of the emotions in
the agent’s choice of intentions from desires. Other related works are the ones
proposed by [1,30,31]. Both works present a purely logical formalization of the
OCC model. They are theoretical works that use a BDI modal logic to describe
the OCC’s appraisal. They do not show how to create an operational computing
model based on the logical formalization.
All the above cited related works do not use a probabilistic model to represent
the intensity of the emotions. Their model is not able to represent if the potential
of an aﬀective reaction in the appraisal process achieved the necessary threshold
to elicit an emotion. In these works, when the appraisal process occurs, an agent
always has an emotion. This is not the case, because an emotion only occurs
when its intensity achieves a speciﬁc threshold [19]. To diﬀerentiate emotions
from other aﬀective reactions is important because emotions tend to generate
stronger response. Besides, the emotion intensity also determines how strong is
an individual response [26].

4

Hybrid BDN+BDI Model

This work proposes an extension of the BDI model to also represent emotions
and their intensities. We intend to implement the appraisal process of emotions
into BDI agents that can represent and reason with BDN models.
4.1

BDI Agents

The BDI model is based on the works of Searle and Dennet, and it was posteriorly generalized by the philosopher Michael Bratman [6], who gave particular
attention to the role of intentions in reasoning [34]. The BDI approach views
the system as a rational agent having certain mental attitudes of belief, desire,
intention, representing, respectively, the information, motivational and deliberative states of the agent [24]. A rational agent has bounded resources, limited
understanding and incomplete knowledge on what happens in the environment
it lives in.
The beliefs represent the information about the state of the environment that
is updated appropriately after each sensing action. Desires are the motivational
state of the system. They have information about the objectives to be accomplished, i.e. what priorities or pay-oﬀs are associated with the various current
objectives. They represent a situation that the agent wants to achieve. The fact
that the agent has a desire does not mean that the agent will do it. The agent
carries out a deliberative process in which it confronts its desires and beliefs and
chooses a set of desires that can be satisﬁed. An intention is a desire that was
chosen to be executed by a plan, because it can be carried out according to the
agents beliefs (it is not rational an agent carries out something that it does not
believe). Plans are pre-compiled procedures that depend on a set of conditions
for being applicable. The desires can be contradictory to each other, but the
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intentions cannot [34]. Intentions represent the goals of the agent, deﬁning the
chosen course of action. An agent will not give up on its intentions – they will
persist, until the agent believes it has successfully achieved them, it believes it
cannot achieve them or because the purpose of the intention is no longer present.
In the BDI model, a belief is deﬁned as a two-state logical proposition: or the
agent believes that a certain event is true or it believes that the event is false.
Nowdays, programming languages and tools available to develop BDI agents
do not work with the concept of probabilistic beliefs [4], i.e. they do not allow
agents to understand, infer or represent degrees of belief (or degrees of uncertainty) about a given proposition. A degree of belief is deﬁned by the subjective
probability assigned to a particular belief.
4.2

Bayesian Decision Networks

The concept of Bayesian Networks (BN) [20] ﬁts in this scenario, allowing to
model the probabilistic beliefs of some agent. BN alone are excellent tools to
represent probabilistic models of agents, but, with the addition of utility, and
decision nodes, it is possible to use the full spectrum of Decision Theory to
model agent’s behaviour. BN extended with utility and decision nodes are called
Bayesian Decision Networks (BDN) [25].
The integration between the current agent programming languages and the
concept of belief probabilities can be approached in several ways and at diﬀerent
levels of abstraction. In practical terms, it is possible to make an ad-hoc junction of both kind of models in the actual programming code of the agents. Both
BDI and BDN agent programming environments rely on libraries and development frameworks, with a standard Application Programming Interface (API).
Thus, a hybrid agent can be designed and implemented by combining calls from
diﬀerent sets of APIs, each one from distinct programming environments. The
more abstract level to address this issue of integration is usually treated by
Probabilistic Logics [16]. Although Probabilistic Logics have the ability to represent both logical beliefs and probabilistic beliefs, there are notorious problems
related to the tractability of the resulting models [16]. Another approach is to
extend logic programming languages (essentially Prolog) to handle probabilistic concepts. P-Log [3] and PEL [17] ﬁt in this category. They oﬀer interesting
ideas, but they lack the full integration with BDI programming languages, like
AgentSpeak(L) [5].
4.3

The AgentSpeak(PL) Language

In the present work we consider a programming approach that fully integrates
the theoretical and practical aspects of BDN and BDI models. We use AgentSpeak(PL) [29] to implement a probabilistic process, for the appraisal of (some of)
the OCC’s emotions. AgentSpeak(PL) is a new agent programming language,
which is able to support BDN representation and inference in a seamless integrated model of beliefs and plans of an agent. AgentSpeak(PL) is based on the
language AgentSpeak(L) [5], inheriting from it all BDI programming concepts.
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AgentSpeak(PL) is supported by JasonBayes [29], an extension of the Jason [5]
agent development environment. The main changes of AgentSpeak(PL) [29], in
respect to AgentSpeak(L) [5], were:
– Inclusion of a probabilistic decision model of the agent, consisting of the speciﬁcation of a BDN.
– Inclusion of events/triggers based on probabilistic beliefs.
– Inclusion of achievement and test goals, based on probabilistic beliefs.
– Inclusion of actions, which are able to update the probabilistic model.
With these modiﬁcations the agent can add to its beliefs a BDN deﬁned by
a set of equations eq1 , ..., Eq2 , ..., eqn , which specify:
– The prior probability table for probabilistic nodes (variables) without parents.
The table is deﬁned by a set of equations with probability operator ‘%’ applied
to node states. For instance: %dirty(true) = 0.5, %dirty(false)=0.5.
– The conditional probability table for probabilistic nodes that have parents.
The table is deﬁned through the combined use of the probability operator ‘%’ and the conditional operator ‘|’. For instance: %cleaning(true)
|smash(true) &dirty(true) = 0.0.
– Utility function nodes deﬁned with the utility operator ‘$’. For instance:
$clean val |cleaning(true) = 80.0.
– Decision variables (or action nodes) deﬁned with the decision operator ‘?’.
For instance: ?%move(yes), ?%move(no) or ?%jump(yes) |barrier(true),
?%jump(yes) |barrier(false).
In AgentSpeak(PL), all BDN variables are represented by unary predicates
in the form p(t). The name of the predicate p deﬁnes the variable name, while
the term t identiﬁes the possible states that the variable can assume. These
states are mutually exclusive by deﬁnition, i.e. it is not possible to assume two
states at same time. Utility functions are deﬁned by the operator ‘$’ to assign
utilities to states (events) of the BDN variables. The name of an utility function
is a simple literal (atom).
Besides the BDN model, the AgentSpeak(PL) probabilistic inference engine
maintains a list of values of model’s variables, which contains the current probabilities and utilities assigned, respectively, to probabilistic nodes and utility
functions of the BDN model. This list of values is updated when new evidence
is aggregate to agent’s beliefs base. A new evidence can be a non-probabilistic
literal belief p(t) formed by a unary predicate that is exactly the same format
(which can be uniﬁed) that a BDN variable. In this case, if the non-probabilistic
belief is being added to the base (+p(t)), the list of values is updated so that
the probability assigned to p(t) is 1 (%p(t) = 1), and the probability assigned
to other states of the variable p is 0. When the agent is running, it is possible to
consult the probability value of any event or state p(t) using the probabilistic
operator %(p(t)). The value of some utility function u can be consulted through
the operator $(u).
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In terms of the agent’s plans programming, probabilistic variables can be used
both as trigger events associated with the plans, or in the context conditions of
the plans. In the ﬁrst case, when the probability of some event of state p(a) from
the BDN achieves the value 1.0, then a corresponding AgentSpeak action of +p(t) is generated, adding p(a) to the belief base and deleting any other event
of the form p(x ) (recall that BDN states or events are mutually exclusive). This
action can be used to trigger AgentSpeak plans through the +p(a) expression.
In the same form, when the probability of p(a), which was previously 1.0, is
reduced, then the corresponding -p(a) action is executed, and -p(a) triggers can
be used to activate AgentSpeak plans. The condition can be used as a trigger of
AgentSpeak plans, this condition is true when the probability of p(a) is changed.
In the case of context condition for plans, it is possible to use the %(p(t)) consult
operator to retrieve the probability assigned to some event or state p(t).
Decision variables or action nodes must be related to utility functions in
the BDN model, and can be either conditions of other probability nodes or be
conditioned by some other node. In any case, after the probabilistic inference
engine has updated the list of probabilities and utilities values, decision variables
states p(a) that yield the greater utility are added to the belief base of the agent
using − + p(a) operations, which can be tracked by AgentSpeak plan triggers.

5

The Appraisal for Joy and Fear Emotions

Emotions in the OCC model [19] depend on several cognitive variables, related
to the agent’s mental states. These variables are instrumental in the process of
emotion’s arousal, because they determine the intensity of the emotions. The
desirability is the main variable that determines the arousal and the intensity of
several emotions, particularly in the case of joy (and distress) emotion. In fact,
there are other global variables that also interfere in all emotions intensity, such
as sense of reality, proximity, and unexpectedness, but desirability is a central
variable that determines the arousal of the joy and distress emotions, and the
other global variables are more concerned to the establishment of the intensity.
The OCC model classiﬁes joy as a prospect-irrelevant event-based emotion,
which arouses when someone focuses on the desirability of an event that has
happened in respect to this person goals. Joy occurs when a person is pleased
about a desirable event that happened. The desirability of an event depends on
how a person construes the consequences of an event as being desirable or undesirable. If an event promotes someone goals, it is considered desirable, otherwise
it is undesirable. Then, if the consequences of an event are desirable according
to a person’s goals (it means, they promote someone goals), then one feels joy.
In the OCC model, aﬀective reactions are eﬀectively experienced as emotions
only if they achieve a minimum intensity degree. Not all aﬀective reactions (evaluation of an event as un/desirable) are necessarily emotions: “Whether or not
these aﬀective reactions are experienced as emotions depends upon how intense
they are” [19, p. 20]. Before that, these aﬀective reactions have only a potential
for the emotion. However, after this potential surpasses the minimum threshold, the emotion starts to be felt with an intensity related to the potential. For
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this purpose, we need some threshold level coeﬃcients to formalize emotions.
The coeﬃcients min joy and min fear provide the necessary absolute value
threshold limits for joy and fear emotions respectively. They represent the minimum intensity for an aﬀective reaction to be experienced as the emotion of joy
or fear.
In [19, p. 182–186] there is a set of rules, which are suggested as computational tools able to determine the potential and the intensity of several emotions,
including, joy, fear, and relief. These rules do not have a precise formal semantics, but they can be used as a rough guide to the deﬁnition of functions able
to estimate the potential and intensity of emotions. In this context, we deﬁne
the potential of the joy emotion for some perceived event e as the desirability
of this event, only if the desirability of e is greater than zero. Otherwise, this
potential is zero, meaning that the aﬀective reaction will not be experienced
as an emotion. Following the rules that estimate the intensity of joy emotion
[19, p. 183], we assumed that joy will be felt with some minimum intensity, only
if its potential surpasses the threshold level for joy (min joy ). If this is true,
then the intensity of joy will be deﬁned as the diﬀerence between its potential and this threshold. This entails the following deﬁnition of joy poten(e) and
joy inten(e) functions that will determinate the potential and intensity of the
joy in respect to some event e:

desirability(e), if P erceived(e) ∧ desirability(e) > 0
(1)
joy poten(e) =
0, otherwise

joy poten(e), −min joy , if joy poten > min joy
joy poten(e) =
(2)
0,
otherwise
Unlike joy, fear is a prospect-relevant event-based emotion. This kind of emotion results from reacting to the prospect of positive or negative events. It means
that one is reacting to the possibility or expectation that an event will happen.
When someone expects that an event will occur, but it did not happened yet,
then one will experiment hope or fear depending upon, respectively, if the event
is desirable or undesirable.
In the case of prospective relevant emotions, the likelihood of the occurrence
of the event becomes an important factor on the determination of the potential
of the emotion. The rules deﬁned in [19, p. 185] assume that a (non speciﬁed)
function will combine undesirability and likelihood. In our appraisal process,
we assume that the likelihood variable works like a filter of the undesirability,
“modulating” the value of undesirability, according to the chance of the occurrence of the event. Note that the likelihood estimation (likelihood(e)) is related
to, but it is not logically determined by the prospective condition expressed by
P rospect(e). Also note that, to simplify the appraisal process, we are working
only with positive values for undesirability, the negative valence can be always
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obtained by −undesirability(e).
⎧
⎪
⎨undesirability(e) × likelihood(e),
f ear poten(e) =
if P rospect(e) ∧ undesirability(e) > 0
⎪
⎩
0,
otherwise
⎧
⎪
⎨f ear poten(e) − min fear ,
f ear inten(e) =
f ear poten(e) > min fear
⎪
⎩
0,
otherwise
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(3)

(4)

A Test Scenario

In this section, we present a scenario to illustrate the process of appraisal that
happens with an agent, which has an emotional BDI+BDN architecture. Let us
consider a vacuum cleaner robot example, with its environment of a grid with
two cells. Besides the desires to work and clean the environment, our agent,
whose name is SCR (Super Cleaner Robot), also has the desire of protecting its
own existence with a stronger priority.
While SCR is cleaning Cell B, Nick, a clumsy researcher who also works at
the same laboratory, goes towards SCR without noticing it. When SCR perceives
that Nick is going to stomp on itself, the desire of self-protection becomes an
intention and SCR feels fear of being damaged.
In order to alert the awkward scientist, SCR emits an audible alarm. Nick
perceives SCR (almost behind his feet) and step on the other cell, avoiding
trample over SCR. When SCR perceives that it is not in danger any more,
ﬁnally, it feels relief. It can continue to do its work; at least while Nick does not
decide to come back to his oﬃce.
In the next section we present how the process of emotion appraisal, with the
corresponding behaviour consequences, can be implemented in AgentSpeak(PL),
and how this process will evolve in the ﬁrst reasoning cycles of the agent.

Fig. 2. SCR’s BDN model about desirability and likelihood of events.
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A BDN Model for Desirabilitiy and Likelihood

Desirabilities are not utilities. From an ontological perspective they are based on
distinct things: the prospective gains of some event in respect to the subjective
value of agent goals versus the functional representation of rational preferences
for states of the world. However, from a purely formal point of view, it is possible to use utilities to estimate the desirability of some event. If we consider a
subjective model for the state of the world, then it is possible to assume that
utilities (as a kind of evaluation) could enter in the formation of the desirability.
The desirability of some event could be calculated as the diﬀerence between the
utility of the state of the world previous to the occurrence of the event, and
the utility after this event happens, as hypothesized by the agent. Using this
interpretation, it is possible to build a BDN model for the states of the world
with associated utilities, that can be used to estimate desirability.
Unlike desirability, the likelihood of some event can be best represented by
the probability that this event will occur soon, given some evidence that can be
observed now. A fully formal model will require some modal or temporal probabilistic logic, however, it is relatively simple to integrate and assess the likelihood
of some event in a BDN, by including nodes to represent the evidences that the
agent will be smashed. The BDN diagram shown in Fig. 2 integrates desirabilities about SCR’s goals to work and to continue to exist, with an estimation of
the likelihood to be smashed, given evidence that someone is moving fast toward
the agent.
The tables presented in Table 1 deﬁne the quantitative model for the BDN
presented in Fig. 2. Note that this BDN model does not deﬁne the desirability
of some event, but the desirability (as utility) of SCR’s goals. The model can be
instrumental to estimate how much the fact of ﬁnding dirt will advance cleaning
and self-preservation goals and, thus, can be used to estimate the desirability of
these events. Together with the knowledge that any smashing will severely hinder
the agent’s goals, this model also allows SCR to estimate the undesirability of
some expected (prospected) smashing event and if it feels fear about this.
6.2

AgentSpeak(PL) Implementation of the Appraisal Process

Now, using an appropriate agent programming language, it is a relatively straightforward task to program SCR’s beliefs, emotions, intentions, and plans. To do so,
we will use AgentSpeak(PL) [29], which generalizes AgentSpeak(L), allowing a
seamless integration of bayesian decision model in the BDI planning process. An
AgentSpeak(PL) source code contains a BDN model, the non-probabilistic beliefs,
the agent’s goals, and its corresponding plans. Figure 3 shows the source code1 for
the BDN presented in Fig. 2.
SCR’s initial non-probabilistic beliefs, its primary goals, and the plans to
handle its perceptions are deﬁned in Fig. 4. SCR’s initial beliefs include the
1

This code can be programmed by hand, or it can be automatically generated from a
graphical model similar to the BDN presented in Fig. 2 (see [29] for details).
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Table 1. Probability tables for SCR’s BDN model.
clean U(clean des) selfpres U(selfpres des)
true
80
true
100
false
0
false
0
fast approx P(fast approx)
smash fast approx) P(smash |fast approx)
true
0.5
true
true
0.9
false
0.5
true
false
0.0
dirty P(dirty)
false
true
0.1
true 0.5
false
false
1.0
false 0.5
clean smash dirty
true
true
true
true
false
false
false
false

true
true
false
false
true
true
false
false

true
false
true
false
true
false
true
false

P(clean |
selfpres smash dirty P(selfpres |
smash & dirty)
smash & dirty )
0.0
true
true true
0.1
0.0
true
true false
0.1
0.9
true false true
1.0
0.2
true false false
1.0
1.0
false true true
0.9
1.0
false true false
0.9
0.1
false false true
0.0
0.8
false false false
0.0

Fig. 3. SCR’s BDN model programmed in AgentSpeak(PL).
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Fig. 4. SCR’s initial beliefs, goals, and plans.

threshold levels for joy and fear, the fact it is located in cell B and that nobody
is moving fast to this position. Raw perceptions of SCR include seeing if the cell
ﬂoor is dirty or not, and if somebody is near, moving away or moving towards
current position. The perception plans start intentions about what to do if some
event is perceived, incorporating the common sense knowledge of SCR about
what happens when dirt is detected or when some human is approximating fast.
The planning knowledge of SCR is relatively simple: do some cleaning if dirty
is perceived and do some self preservation action if it has fear of something.
The AgentSpeak(PL) programming is straightforward. The only small issue is
that in AgentSpeak(PL) it is necessary to start goals and plans to calculate
the desirability of events. This is due to how the marginal probabilities and
the utility values of the BDN model are calculated: whenever some evidence
is added to the beliefs of the agent, the bayesian inference engine is activated
and all probabilities and utilities are recalculated. An evidence is simply a nonprobabilistic belief, like dirty(true) or fast approx(false), that are identical
in name to some variable (node) of the BDN model.
SCR’s code is completed by the plans to detect if it feels some joy, or
fear, presented in the Fig. 5. These plans implement the functions joy poten(e),
joy inten(e), f ear poten(e) and f ear inten(e) as deﬁned in Sect. 5, to estimate
the potential and the intensity of these emotions.
6.3

First Reasoning Cycle

Initially, SCR is located in a dirty cell (cell B), it perceives this
(dirty in floor), register the perception(+perceived(dirty)) and selects the
goal to clean the cell (+!cleaning) as an intention. In the ﬁrst cycle, when
dirt is found, but not smashing event expected, then the variable U1 in
joy poten(dirty,JP) plan will give the utility if it is assumed that dirt is found.
The value of U1 will be 172, with the utility function returning: $(clean des)
= 72, and $(selfpres des)=100. The variable U2 will give the utility, if we
assume that dirt is not found. Its value is 116, with $(clean des) = 16, and
$(selfpres des)=100. The diﬀerence JP will be 56. With this value for the
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Fig. 5. SCR’s plans to estimate its joy, and fear emotions.

potential of joy, then joy inten(dirty,JI) plan will return JI=6, indicating
that SCR is feeling joy and could start to clean.
6.4

Second Reasoning Cycle

In the second cycle, while it is cleaning, SCR receives from its vision sensor the
perception that a human is moving fast toward its cell (human fast approx).
SCR also knows that human approximation can damage a robot, because the
human can trample the robot. It learned that from a previous bad-succeed experience with Nick. So, besides to register the perception (+fast approx(true)),
it will add the belief that it expects to be smashed (+prospect(smashed)).
Now, the variable U1 in the fear poten(smash,FP) plan, which estimates
the state of the world utility when some smashing is expected to occurs, will
be reduced to 26.2, with $(clean des) = 7.2, and $(selfpres des)=19. Note
that the calculus of the likelihood to be smashed is implicit in the BDN. When
the evidence (+fast approx(true)) was added, this changed the probability to
be smashed to 90 %. The value of U2 in the same plan, which estimates the
utility when no smashing occurs, is 172. This will set the undesirability of being
smashed to FP = 145.8, which is the value of the fear potential in this situation.
With this value, the fear inten(dirty,FI) plan will return FI=45.8, indicating
that SCR has fear and will start to sound the alarm.
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Conclusions

In this paper we presented an implementation of the appraisal process of emotions in BDI agents using a BDI language that integrates logic and probabilistic
reasoning. Speciﬁcally, we implemented the joy and fear event-based emotions
with consequences for self based on the OCC cognitive psychological theory of
emotions. We also presented an illustrative scenario and its implementation.
One original aspect of this work is that we implemented the emotions intensity using a probabilistic extension of a BDI language, called AgentSpeak(PL).
This intensity is deﬁned by the desirability central value, as pointed by the OCC
model. In this way, our implementation of emotional BDI allows to diﬀerentiate
between emotions and aﬀective reactions. This is an important aspect because
emotions tend to generate stronger response. Besides, the intensity of the emotion also determines how strong is the response of an individual [26].
We are aware that the implementation of the appraisal of emotions is only
a ﬁrst step. An emotional BDI implementation should address other important
dynamic processes between emotions and the mental states of desires, intentions
and beliefs in the BDI architecture. As the BDI is a practical reasoning architecture, that is reasoning towards action [34], it is important to discuss how the
use of emotions can help the agent to choose the most rational action to be done
and how the emotions can improve the way that an agent reasons or decides
or acts. These are open questions that we intend to address in a future work.
However, we believe that the implementation of the appraisal and the arousal of
an emotion depending on the intensity of the aﬀective reaction, presented in this
paper, is an important and initial point since the appraisal evaluation explains
the origin of an emotion and also diﬀerentiates them [27].
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Abstract. Simple Temporal Networks with Uncertainty (STNUs) allow
the representation of temporal problems where some durations are
uncontrollable (determined by nature), as is often the case for actions in
planning. It is essential to verify that such networks are dynamically controllable (DC) – executable regardless of the outcomes of uncontrollable
durations – and to convert them to an executable form. We use insights
from incremental DC veriﬁcation algorithms to re-analyze the original,
classical, veriﬁcation algorithm. This algorithm is the entry level algorithm for DC veriﬁcation, based on a less complex and more intuitive
theory than subsequent algorithms. We show that with a small modiﬁcation the algorithm is transformed from pseudo-polynomial to O(n4 )
which makes it still useful. We also discuss a change reducing the amount
of work performed by the algorithm.
Keywords: Temporal networks

1

· Dynamic controllability

Background

Time and concurrency are increasingly considered essential in planning and
multi-agent environments, but temporal representations vary widely in expressivity. For example, Simple Temporal Problems (STPs, [1]) allow us to eﬃciently
determine whether a set of timepoints (events) can be assigned real-valued
times in a way consistent with a set of constraints bounding temporal distances
between timepoints. The start and end of an action can be represented as timepoints, but its possible durations can only be represented as an STP constraint
if the execution mechanism can choose durations arbitrarily within the given
bounds. Usually, exact durations are instead chosen by nature and agents must
generate plans that work regardless of the eventual outcomes.
STPs with Uncertainty (STPUs, [2]) capture this aspect by introducing contingent timepoints corresponding to the end of actions. Associated with these
are contingent temporal constraints that correspond to possible action durations
to be decided by nature. One must then ﬁnd a way to assign times to ordinary
controlled timepoints (determine when to start actions) so that for every possible
outcome for the contingent constraints (action durations), all ordinary requirement constraints (corresponding to STP constraints) are satisﬁed.
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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If an STPU allows us to schedule controlled timepoints (actions to be started)
incrementally given that we receive information when a contingent timepoint
occurs (an action ends), it is dynamically controllable (DC ) and can be eﬃciently executed by a dispatching Algorithm [3]. Conversely, guaranteeing that
constraints are satisﬁed when executing a non-DC plan is impossible; it would
require information about future duration outcomes.
We will not describe dispatch algorithms for STPs and STPUs here. They
can be found in [3,4]. The idea behind them is to keep track of which events
that are allowed to be executed, since their predecessors have executed, and to
execute these in a way that satisﬁes all constraints towards predecessors. When
we in the future mention that a network is dispatchable we mean that it is in a
form which can directly be executed by one of the existing dispatch algorithms.
Although several algorithms for verifying the dynamic controllability of
STPUs have been published [4–7] we will focus our attention on the ﬁrst which
is often referred to as classical or MMV [4]. The algorithm is easily implemented,
it captures the intuition behind STPUs and has a direct correctness proof. It is
also the entry level algorithm for veriﬁcation. We will show that its run-time is
not as thought before, pseudo-polynomial, but O(n4 ) through a small modiﬁcation – the algorithm merely needs to stop earlier. This result shows that the
algorithm is quite fast and still useful.
The intuition behind the analysis is that not all of MMV’s derivations and
tightenings are necessary: Only a certain core of derivations actually matters for
verifying dynamic controllability, and when the STPU is DC, this core is free
of cyclic derivations. This can be exploited through a small change to MMV.
Stopping at the right time also preserves another aspect of MMV: the result is
dispatchable.
Outline. After providing some fundamental deﬁnitions (Sect. 2), we describe the
MMV algorithm (Sect. 3). We also present the FastIDC algorithm, which will
provide intuitions for our analysis of MMV (Sect. 4). We compare the derivations made by the two algorithms (Sect. 5) and analyze the length of FastIDC
derivation chains (Sect. 6), resulting in the new algorithm GlobalDC (Sect. 7)
which runs in O(n4 ). GlobalDC is in fact identical to a slightly modiﬁed MMV
algorithm (Sect. 8).

2

Temporal Problems

We start with deﬁning some fundamental concepts.
Definition 1. A Simple Temporal Problem (STP, [1]) consists of a number
of real variables x1 , . . . , xn and constraints Tij = [aij , bij ], i = j limiting the
temporal distance aij ≤ xj − xi ≤ bij between the variables.
We will work with STPs in graph form, with timepoints represented as nodes
and constraints as labeled edges. They are then referred to as Simple Temporal
Networks (STNs). We will also make use of the fact that any STN can be represented as an equivalent distance graph [1]. Each constraint [u, v] on an edge
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Fig. 1. Example STNU.

AB in an STN is represented as two corresponding edges in its distance graph:
AB with weight v and BA with weight −u. Computing the all-pairs-shortestpath (APSP) distances in the distance graph yields a minimal representation
containing the tightest distance bounds that are implicit in the original problem
[1]. This directly corresponds to the tightest interval constraints [u , v  ] implicit
in the original STN.
If the distance graph has a negative cycle, then no assignment of timepoints
to variables satisﬁes the STN: It is inconsistent. Otherwise it is consistent and
can be executed : Its events can be assigned time-points so that all constraints
are satisﬁed.
Definition 2. A Simple Temporal Problem with Uncertainty (STPU)
[2] consists of a number of real variables x1 , . . . , xn , divided into two disjoint sets
of controlled timepoints R and contingent timepoints C. An STPU also contains
a number of requirement constraints Rij = [aij , bij ] limiting the distance aij ≤
xj − xi ≤ bij , and a number of contingent constraints Cij = [cij , dij ] limiting
the distance cij ≤ xj − xi ≤ dij . For the constraints Cij we require that xj ∈ C,
0 < cij < dij < ∞.
STPUs in graph form are called STNs with Uncertainty (STNUs). An example
is shown in Fig. 1. In this example a man wants to cook for his wife. He does
not want her to wait too long after she returns home, nor does he want the food
to wait too long. These two requirements are captured by a single requirement
constraint, whereas the uncontrollable durations of shopping, driving home and
cooking are captured by the contingent constraints. The question is whether the
requirements can be guaranteed regardless of the outcomes of the uncontrollable
durations.
In addition to the types of constraints already existing in an STNU, some
algorithms can also generate wait constraints that make certain implicit requirements explicit for use in further computations.
Definition 3. Given a contingent constraint between A and B and a requirement constraint from A to C, the < B, t > annotation on the constraint AC
indicates that execution of the timepoint C is not allowed to take place until
after either B has occurred or t units of time have elapsed since A occurred.
This constraint is called a wait constraint [4], or wait, between A and C.
As there are events whose occurrence we cannot fully control, consistency is not
suﬃcient for an STNU to be executable. However, suppose that for a given STNU
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Algorithm 1. The MMV Algorithm.
Boolean procedure determineDC()
repeat
if not pseudo-controllable then
return false
else
forall the triangles ABC do
tighten ABC using the tightenings in Fig. 2
end
until no tightenings were found
return true

there exists a dynamic execution strategy [4] that can assign timepoints
to controllable events during execution, given that at each time, it is known
which contingent events have already occurred. The STNU is then dynamically
controllable [4] (DC) and can be executed. In Fig. 1 a dynamic execution
strategy is to start cooking 10 time units after receiving a call that the wife
starts driving home. This guarantees that cooking is done within the required
time, since she will arrive at home 35 to 40 time units after starting to drive and
the dinner will be ready 35 to 40 time units after she started driving.

3

The MMV Algorithm

Algorithm 1 shows a reformulated and clariﬁed [5] version of the classical “MMV”
algorithm [4]. Note that these versions share the same worst case complexity.
The algorithm builds on the concept of pseudo-controllability [4], a necessary
but not suﬃcient requirement for dynamic controllability. To test for pseudocontrollability the STNU is ﬁrst converted to an STN by converting all contingent constraints into requirement constraints. The STN then has to be put
in its minimal representation (see Sect. 2). If the STN is inconsistent, the corresponding STNU cannot be consistently executed and is not DC. If the STN
is consistent but a constraint corresponding to a contingent constraint in the
STNU became tighter in the minimal representation, the contingent constraint
is squeezed [4]. Nature can then place the uncontrollable outcome of the contingent constraint outside what is allowed by the STN representation, causing
execution to fail. Therefore the STNU is not DC. Conversely, if the minimal
representation is consistent and does not squeeze any corresponding contingent
constraint, the STNU is pseudo-controllable, but may still fail to be DC.
MMV additionally uses STNU-speciﬁc tightening rules, also called derivation
rules, which make constraints that were previously implicit in the STNU explicit
(Fig. 2). Each tightening rule can be applied to a “triangle” of nodes if the
constraints and requirements of the rule are matched. The result of applying a
tightening is a new or tightened constraint, shown as bold edges in the leftmost
part of the triangle.
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Fig. 2. Tightenings (derivations) of the MMV algorithm.

Algorithm 1 is centered around a loop where it ﬁrst veriﬁes pseudocontrollability and transfers all tighter constraints found by the associated APSP
calculation into the STNU, then applies all possible tightenings. If an STNU is
not DC, the tightenings will eventually produce suﬃcient explicit constraints for
the pseudo-controllability test to detect this [4].
The complexity of MMV is said to be O(U n3 ) where U is a measure of
the size of the domain (the number of constraints and the size of constraint
bounds). This comes from a cost of O(n3 ) per iteration and the fact that each
iteration must tighten at least one constraint leading in the extreme to a negative
cycle. Since the complexity bound depends on the size of constraint bounds, it
is pseudo-polynomial.
If MMV labels an STNU as DC, the processed STNU can be executed by
the dispatcher in [4].

4

The FastIDC Algorithm

The property of dynamic controllability is “monotonic” in the sense that if an
STNU is not DC, it can never be made DC by further adding or tightening
constraints. Therefore, the non-incremental veriﬁcation performed by MMV is
equivalent to starting with an empty STNU (which is trivially DC) and incrementally adding one edge at a time, verifying at each step that the STNU
remains DC.
We will exploit this fact to compare MMV to the incremental FastIDC
Algorithm [8,9], which will allow us to draw certain conclusions about MMV.
First, though, we will present and explain FastIDC itself, speciﬁcally its
tightening/edge-addition aspect (since loosening or removing edges will not be
required here). As the original version of this algorithm was incorrect in certain
cases, we use the corrected version shown in Algorithm 2 as our starting point
[10]. A proof that this version is correct can be found in [11].
FastIDC has three main diﬀerences compared to the MMV algorithm.
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1: Representation. FastIDC does not work in the standard STNU representation but uses an extended distance graph [12], analogous to the distance graphs
sometimes used for STNs. Requirement edges and contingent edges are then
translated into pairs of edges of the corresponding type in a manner similar to
what was previously described for STNs.
Definition 4. An Extended Distance Graph (EDG) is a directed multigraph with weighted edges of 5 kinds: positive requirement, negative requirement,
positive contingent, negative contingent and conditional.
The conditional edges mentioned above, ﬁrst used by [12], are used to represent
the waits that can be derived by MMV. The direction of a conditional edge is
intentionally opposite to that of the wait it encodes. This makes the conditional
edge more similar to a negative requirement edge in the same direction, the
diﬀerence being the condition.
Definition 5. A Conditional Edge CA annotated < B, −w > encodes a conditional constraint: C must execute after B or at least w time units after A,
whichever comes first. The node B is called the conditioning node of the constraint/edge.
2: Derivation Rules. Partly due to the new representation, FastIDC uses
diﬀerent derivation rules. These are shown in EDG form in Fig. 3, where we have
numbered two rules (D8–D9) that were unnumbered in the original publication,
but shown to be needed [11].
3: Traversal Order. FastIDC uses a signiﬁcantly diﬀerent graph traversal
order. MMV traverses a graph iteratively, and in each iteration, it considers
all “triangles” in a graph in arbitrary order. FastIDC, in contrast, uses the concept of focus edges. A focus edge is an edge that was tightened and may lead
to other constraints being tightened. FastIDC only applies derivation rules to
focus edges. If this leads to new tightened edges it will recursively continue to
apply the derivation rules until quiescence. Intuitively, this guarantees that all
possible consequences of any tightening are covered by the algorithm.
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Fig. 3. FastIDC derivation rules D1-D9.
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FastIDC Details. Being incremental, FastIDC assumes that at some point a
dynamically controllable STNU was already constructed (for example, the empty
STNU is trivially DC). Now one or more requirement edges e1 , . . . , en have been
added or tightened, together with zero or more contingent edges and zero or more
new nodes, resulting in the graph G. FastIDC should then determine whether G
is DC.
The algorithm works in the EDG of the STNU. First it adds the newly
modiﬁed or added requirement edges to a queue, Q (a contingent edge must be
added before any other constraint is added to its target node and is then handled
implicitly through requirement edges). The queue is sorted in order of decreasing
distance to the temporal reference (TR), a node always executed before all other
nodes at time zero. Therefore nodes close to the “end” of the STNU will be
dequeued before nodes closer to the “start”. This will to some extent prevent
duplication of eﬀort by the algorithm, but is not essential for correctness or for
understanding the derivation process.
In each iteration an edge ei is dequeued from Q.
A positive loop (an edge of positive weight from a node to itself) represents
a trivially satisﬁed constraint that can be skipped. A negative loop entails that
a node must be executed before itself, which violates DC and is reported.

Algorithm 2. FastIDC – sound version.
function FAST-IDC(G, e1 , . . . , en )
Q ← sort e1 , . . . , en by distance to temporal reference
(order important for eﬃciency, not correctness)
for each modified edge ei in ordered Q do
if IS-POS-LOOP(ei ) then SKIP ei if IS-NEG-LOOP(ei ) then return false
for each rule (Fig. 3) applicable with ei as focus do
if edge zi in G is modified or created then
Update CCGraph
if Negative cycle created in CCGraph then return false if G is
squeezed then return false if not FAST-IDC(G, zi ) then
return false
end
end
end
return true

If ei is not a loop, FastIDC determines whether one or more of the derivation
rules in Fig. 3 can be applied with ei as focus. The topmost edge in the ﬁgure is
the focus in all rules except D8 and D9, where the focus is the conditional edge
< B, −u >. Note that rule D8 is special: The derived requirement edge represents
a stronger constraint than the conditional focus edge, so the conditional edge is
removed.
For example, consider rule D1. This rule will be matched if ei is a positive
requirement edge, there is a negative contingent edge from its target B to some
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other node C, and there is a positive contingent edge from C to B. Then a new
constraint (the bold edge) can be derived. This constraint is only added to the
EDG if it is strictly tighter than any existing constraint between the same nodes.
More intuitively, D1 represents the situation where an action is started at
C and ends at B, with an uncontrollable duration in the interval [x, y]. The
focus edge AB represents the fact that B, the end of the action, must not occur
more than v time units after A. This can be represented more explicitly with a
conditional constraint AC labeled < B, v − y >: If B has occurred (the action
has ended), it is safe to execute A. If at most v − y time units remain until C
(equivalently, at least y − v time units have passed after C), no more than v
time units can remain until B occurs, so it is also safe to execute A.
Whenever a new edge is created, the corrected FastIDC tests whether a cycle
containing only negative edges is generated. The test is performed by keeping the
nodes in an incrementally updated topological order relative to negative edges.
The unlabeled graph which is used for keeping the topological order is called the
CCGraph. It contains the same nodes as the EDG and has an edge between two
nodes iﬀ there is a negative edge between them in the EDG. See [10] for further
information.
After this a check is done to see if the new edge squeezes a contingent constraint. Suppose FastIDC derives a requirement edge BA of weight w, for example w = −12, representing the fact that B must occur at least 12 time units after
A. Suppose there is also a contingent edge BA of weight w > w, for example
w = −10, representing the fact that an action started at A and ending at B may
in fact take as little as 10 time units to execute. Then there are situations where
nature may violate the requirement edge constraint, and the STNU is not DC.
If the tests are passed and the edge is tighter than any existing edges in the
same position, FastIDC is called recursively to take care of any derivations caused
by this new edge. Although perhaps not easy to see at a ﬁrst glance, all derivations lead to new edges that are closer to the temporal reference. Derivations
therefore have a direction and will eventually stop. When no more derivations can
be done the algorithm returns true to testify that the STNU is DC. If FastIDC
returns true after processing an EDG this EDG can be directly executed by the
dispatcher in [4].

5

Comparing FastIDC/MMV

To compare the derivation rules used by MMV to those of FastIDC, we ﬁrst
need a translation into EDG format. This is shown in Fig. 4 where as before the
bold edges are derived. Precedes reduction is split in two since it adds two edges.
Simple regression is also split in two, one version regressing over a positive edge
and one regressing over a negative edge. All variables used as weights are considered positive, i.e., −u is a negative number (with unconditional reduction as
an exception). The additional requirements from Fig. 2 still apply but are omitted for clarity. Most are encoded by the edge types – for instance in unordered
reduction, only a positive requirement edge can match the rule, making the v > 0
requirement implicit. We now see the following similarities:
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Fig. 4. Classical derivations in EDG format.

– Precedes Reduction 1 (PR1) is identical to D6.
– Unordered reduction is equivalent to D1. However without the extra requirement (u ≥ 0) used by MMV to distinguish between applying PR2 and
unordered reduction, FastIDC will always apply unordered reduction, even
when MMV instead would apply PR2. It can be shown that if the situation calls for an application of PR2, FastIDC derives the same edge as MMV
through conversion of the conditional edge resulting from D1 into a requirement edge (via unconditional reduction, D8). If the application of PR2 directly
leads to non-DC detection, FastIDC also detects this directly. So PR and
unordered reduction are handled by D1, D6 and D8 together.
– Simple regression 1 is equivalent to D3 and D5. The only diﬀerence between
D3 and D5 is which edge is regarded as focus.
– Contingent regression is identical to D2.
– Unconditional Reduction is identical to D8.
– General Reduction is identical to D9.
Thus, the only signiﬁcant diﬀerences are:
– FastIDC derivations has no counterpart to Simple Regression 2.
– D4 and D7 have no counterpart rules in MMV. These derive shortest path
distances towards earlier nodes in the STNU. This derivation is present and
handled by the APSP calculation in MMV.
We see that MMV does everything that the FastIDC derivations do, and also
applies SR2 and a complete APSP calculation.
It can in fact be seen that SR2 is not needed, not even by MMV. Figure 5
shows the situation where a conditional edge CA is regressed over an incoming negative requirement edge DC. Adding a constraint DA to “bridge” two
consecutive negative edges is always redundant both for execution and for DC
veriﬁcation. From an execution perspective this is easily seen since C is always
executed before D which ensures that the chain of constraints is respected without the addition of DA. From a veriﬁcation perspective this can be seen since
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the derived constraint is in fact weaker than the two original constraints. If B
is executed before the wait expires the DA constraint “forgets” about the −v
part of the constraint which must still be fulﬁlled. If the wait expires both paths
require D to be at least v + y time units after A and the constraint is redundant.

6

Focus Propagation

If we apply rules D1–D9 in Fig. 3, every derived edge has a uniquely deﬁned
“parent”: The focus edge of the derivation rule. Unless this edge was already
present in the original graph, it (recursively) also has a parent. This leads to the
following deﬁnition.
Definition 6. Edges that are derived through Fig. 3 derivations are part of a
derived chain, where the parent of each edge is the focus edge used to derive it.
We observe the following:
– A contingent constraint orders the nodes it constrains. In EDG form we see
this by the fact that the target of a negative contingent edge is always executed
before its source.
– Either D8 or D9 is applicable to any conditional edge. Thus there will always
be an order between its nodes set by the negative requirement edge from
D8/D9: The target node of a conditional constraint is always executed before
its source.
This leads directly to the facts in Table 1. Here, node n1 is considered earlier
than n2 if n1 must be executed before n2 in every dynamic execution strategy
Table 1. The derived edges compared to the focus edges.
Rule

Eﬀect

D1

The target of the derived edge is an earlier node

D2, D6 The source of the derived edge is an earlier node
D3, D7 The source of the derived edge is an earlier or unordered node
D4, D5 The target of the derived edge is an earlier node
D8, D9 The derived edge connects the same nodes
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and for all duration outcomes. Similarly, node n1 is considered unordered relative
to n2 if their order can diﬀer depending on strategy or outcome.
We now consider the structure of derived chains in DC STNUs. The focus
will be on the direction and weight of each derived edge, ignoring whether edges
are negative, positive, requirement or conditional (but still keeping track of contingent edges).
Lemma 1. Suppose all rules in Fig. 3 are applied to the EDG of a dynamically
controllable STNU until no more rules are applicable. Then, all derived chains
are acyclic: No derivation rule has generated an edge having the same source
and target as an ancestor of its parent edge along the current chain.
Proof. Note that by the deﬁnition of acyclicity we allow “cycles” of length 1.
These can only be created by applications of D8–D9 in a DC STNU.
For D1–D7, each derived edge shares one node with its parent focus edge,
but has another source or target. We can then track how the source and target
of the focus edge changes through the chain.
Table 1 shows that only derivation rules D1, D4 or D5 result in a diﬀerent
target for the derived edge compared to the focus edge. The new target has
always “moved” along a negative edge, so it must be executed earlier than the
target of the focus edge. Since the STNU is DC, its associated STN cannot have
negative cycles. Thus, if the target changes along a chain, it cannot “cycle back”
to a previously visited target.
Rules D2, D3, D6 and D7 result in a diﬀerent source for the derived edge. This
source may be earlier or later than the source of the focus edge, so these rules
can be applied in a sequence where the source of the focus edge “leaves” a node
n and eventually “returns”. Suppose that this happens and the target n has not
changed. This must occur through applications of rules D2, D3, and/or D6–D9.
No such derivation step decreases the weight of the focus edge. Therefore, when
the source returns to n, the new edge to be derived between n and n cannot be
tighter than the one that already exists. No new edge is actually derived. Thus,
if the source changes along a chain, it cannot “cycle back” to a previously visited
source.


This fact together with the previous lemma limits the length of a derived
chain to 2n2 since we have at most n2 distinct ordered source/target pairs and
can at most have one application of D8/D9 in-between source/target movements.
The use of chains to reach an upper bound on iterations is inspired by [5] where
an upper bound of O(n5 ) is reached for MM.
Note that FastIDC derivations together with local consistency checks and
global cycle detection is suﬃcient to guarantee that all implicit constraints represented by a chain of negative edges are respected, or non-DC is reported. There
is no need to add these implicit constraints but the next proof will make use of
the fact that they exist.
Some derivations carried out by FastIDC can be proven not to aﬀect the
DC veriﬁcation process, and hence we would like to avoid doing these. These
can both be derivations of weaker constraints and constraints that are implicitly
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Fig. 6. Situation where D2 or D6 is applied.

checked even if they are not explicitly present in the EDG. In order to single out
the needed derivations we deﬁne critical chains.
Definition 7. A critical chain is a derived chain in which all derivations are
needed to correctly classify the STNU. If any derivation in the chain was missing,
a non-DC STNU might be misclassified as DC.
Given a focus edge, one or more derivations may be applicable. Those that would
extend the current critical chain into a non-critical one can be skipped without
aﬀecting classiﬁcation. We therefore identify some criteria that are satisﬁed in
all critical chains.
Theorem 1. Given a DC STNU:
1. A D1 derivation for a specific contingent constraint C can only be part of a
critical chain once.
2. At most one derivation of type D2 and D6 involving a specific contingent
constraint C can be part of a critical chain.
Proof (Proof Sketch). Part 1 is shown as in the proof of Lemma 1: The target
cannot come back for another D1 application to the same contingent node.
We use Fig. 6 to illustrate the situation when D2 or D6 is applied over the
contingent ab constraint. The rightmost part of this ﬁgure is an arbitrary triangle
abc where one of the rules is applicable, while the leftmost part is motivated by
the proof below.
In the following we do not care if the edges are conditional or requirement:
Only the weights of the derived edges are important. We follow a critical chain
and see how the source and target change as we continually derive new edges.
Applying D2 or D6 gives a new edge ac where the source changes from b to a.
We now investigate how derivations can move the source back to b and show
that all derivations using the edge which resulted from moving the source back
to b are redundant. We already know that the source can only move back to
b if the target moves from c. Otherwise there would be a cycle contradicting
Lemma 1. So there must be a list, c, . . . , y of one or more nodes that the target
moves along. Since the source moves only over positive edges (using the weight
of the negative in case of contingent) there must be another list a, . . . , x that
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the source moves over before reaching b again. The ﬁnal edge derived before
reaching b is xy, whose edge will be a sum of negative weights along c, . . . , y
where negative requirement edges and positive contingent edges contribute, and
positive weights along a, . . . , x where positive requirement edges and negative
contingent edges contribute. For the source to return to b, the weight of xy must
be negative and there must be a positive edge bx. Then we can apply a rule
deriving the edge by. We can determine that this edge is redundant by applying
derivations to it. If by is positive it is redundant since there is a tighter implicit
constraint along the strictly negative bcy path, as discussed before the theorem.
If by is negative we apply derivation to move the source towards x. In this way we
continue to apply derivations until we get a positive edge zy or the source reaches
x. If this happens the derived edge must have a larger value than the already
present xy edge, and be redundant, or we have derived a cycle contradicting
Lemma 1. This can also be seen by observing that derivations start with the
weight of xy, which can only increase along the derivation chain.
If we instead get a positive edge zy along the derivations we can show that
there is a tighter constraint implicit here. We know z = x. When ﬁrst deriving
xy there was a negative edge from z to some node t in the c, . . . , y list. If t = y
we arrive with a larger weighted edge (positive) ty this time and it is redundant.
If t = y there is an implicit tighter negative constraint zty. So again the zt edge
is redundant.
So by is already explicitly or implicitly covered and hence redundant for
DC-veriﬁcation. Therefore it is not part of a critical chain.


This entails that along a critical chain each contingent constraint can only be
part of at most two derivations: One using D1 and one using D2 or D6.

7

GlobalDC

We will apply the theorem above to the new algorithm GlobalDC (Algorithm 3).
Given a full STNU this algorithm applies the derivation rules of Fig. 3 globally,
i.e., with all edges as focus in all possible triangles (giving an iteration O(n3 )
run-time). It does this until there are no more changes detected over a global
iteration. The structure of GlobalDC is hence directly inspired by the BellmanFord algorithm [13]. Non-DC STNUs are detected in the same way as FastIDC,
by checking locally that there is no squeeze of contingent constraints and globally
that there is no negative cycle.
This full DC algorithm can be compared with how an incremental algorithm
(FastIDC) could be used to verify full DC, i.e., by adding edges from the full
graph one at a time and doing derivations until done. Note that the order in
which the derivation rules are applied to edges does not aﬀect the correctness of
FastIDC, only its run-time.
Given a DC STNU, GlobalDC will use the same derivation rules as FastIDC
and therefore cannot generate tighter constraints. Since the same mechanism is
used for detecting non-DC STNUs, both FastIDC and GlobalDC will indicate
that the STNU is DC.
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Algorithm 3. The GlobalDC Algorithm.
function GLOBAL-DC(G − ST N U )
Interesting ← {All edges of G}
repeat
for each edge e in G do
Interesting ← Interesting\{e}
for each rule (Fig. 3) applicable with e as focus do
Derive new edges zi
for each added edge zi do
Interesting ← Interesting ∪ {zi }
if not locally consistent then return false if negative cycle
created then return false
end
end
end
until Interesting is empty
return true

Given a non-DC STNU, there exists a sequence of derivations that will let
FastIDC decide this. Since GlobalDC performs all possible derivations in each
iteration, it will do all derivations that FastIDC does in the same sequence.
Again, the same mechanism is used for detecting non-DC STNUs, and both
FastIDC and GlobalDC will indicate that the STNU is non-DC.
The key to analyzing the complexity of GlobalDC is the realization that we
can stop deriving new constraints as soon as we have derived all critical chains:
These are the only derivations that are required for detecting whether the STNU
is DC or not.
The target of derived edges must eventually move. It can move at most n
times, since it always moves to a node guaranteed to execute earlier. In-between
two such moves the source can move between at most n nodes. Between each
move of the source there can be one application of D8/D9, resulting in a chain
of length 2n between each of the target moves. Together this bounds the longest
critical chain by 2n2 .
An example will illustrate how we can shrink the length of critical chains.
Figure 7 shows a graph where no more derivations can be made. In Fig. 8 a
negative edge ie is added to the graph and GlobalDC is used to update the
graph with this increment.
Figure 9 shows the critical chain of edge ac at this point. Here we see as
mentioned before that the source of the derived edge can move many times in
sequence without the target moving in-between. In the example chain this is
shown by the sequential D7 derivations. For requirement edges in general such
a sequence may also include D4 derivations. Conditional edges can also induce
sequences of moving sources through derivation rules D3 and D5.
All these derivations leading to sequential movement of the source require
it to pass over requirement edges. If we had access to the shortest paths along
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requirement edges all these movements could in fact be derived in one global
iteration. The source would be moved to all destinations at once and would
not be replaced later since it had already followed a shortest path making the
derived edge as tight as possible. Of course derivation rules may change the
shortest paths, but if we added an APSP calculation to every global iteration we
would compress the critical chains so that there would be no repeated application
of sources moving along requirement constraints.
D3+UR

D3

D1

D7

D7

D7

D6

Fig. 9. The critical chain of edge ac, derived in Fig. 8.

Figure 10 shows how several applications of D7 and two of D3 are compressed
by the availability of shortest path edges.
GlobalDC with the addition of APSP calculations in each iteration is still
sound and complete since the APSP calculations only make more implicit constraints explicit. The run-time complexity is also preserved since each iteration
was already O(n3 ) (applying rules to all focus edges). We now give an upper
bound of the critical chain length:
Theorem 2. The length of the longest critical chain in GlobalDC with APSP
is ≤ 7n.
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D3+UR

D1

D7

D6

Fig. 10. Critical chain compressed using shortest paths.

Proof. To be able to prove this we need the results of Theorem 1. We will refer
to derivations that can only occur once along a critical chain, i.e. D1, D2 and
D6, as limited derivations.
What is the longest sequence in a critical chain consisting only of requirement
edges such that it does not use any limited derivations? The only non-limited
derivation rules that result in a requirement edge are D4, D7 and D8/D9. The
last two require a conditional edge as focus, and can therefore only be at the
start of such a sequence. We know that due to APSP there can only be one
of D4/D7 in a row. Therefore the longest requirement-only sequence not using
limited derivations starts with D8/D9 which is followed by D4/D7 for a total
length of 2.
The longest sequence consisting of only conditional edges not using limited
derivations must start with D5. It can then be continued only by D3. As we have
access to shortest paths there can be at most one D3 in any sequence of only
conditional edges.
In summary the longest sequences of the same type, requirement or conditional, not using limited derivations, are of length 2.
It is not possible to interleave the length-2 sequences of conditional edges
with requirement edges more than once without changing the conditioning node
of the conditional edges. To see this suppose we have a requirement edge which
derives a conditional edge conditioned on B. This means that the edge is pointing
towards A being the start of the contingent duration ending in B. If derivations
now takes this edge into a requirement edge this edge must point towards A as
well since the only way of going from conditional to requirement is via D8/D9
which preserves the target. If the target of the requirement edge later were to
move (such targets only move forwards) it would become impossible to later
invoke D5 for going back to conditional, because D5 requires the requirement
edge to point towards a node that is after A. So in order for derivations to come
back to a conditional edge again by D5 the target must stay at A. But then D5
cannot be applicable, for the same reason: It must point towards a node after
A. So it is not possible to interleave these sequences.
This gives us the longest possible sequence without using limited derivations.
It starts with a requirement sequence followed by a conditional sequence again
followed by a requirement sequence. Such a sequence can have a length of at
most 6. An issue here is that if a conditional edge conditioned on for instance B
is part of the chain a D1 derivation involving B cannot also occur in the chain
since this contingent constraint has already been passed. This means that it does
not matter which of derivation D1 or D5 is used to introduce a conditioning node
into the chain. The limitation applies to them both.
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In conclusion this lets us construct an upper bound on the number of derivations in a critical chain. We have sequences of length 6 and these are interleaved
with the n derivations of type D2 and D6 for a total of at most 7n derivations.


Therefore all critical chains will have been generated after at most 7n iterations
of GlobalDC. If we can iterate 7n times without detecting that an STNU is
non-DC, it must be DC. With a limitation of 7n iterations, GlobalDC veriﬁes
DC in O(n4 ).

8

A Revised MMV Algorithm

We have described a new algorithm called GlobalDC and seen that it is O(n4 ).
Compared to MMV, the following similarities and diﬀerences exist.
First, GlobalDC and MMV both interleave the application of derivation rules
with the calculation of APSP distances and the detection of local inconsistencies
and negative cycles. In MMV some of this is hidden in the pseudo-controllability
test, but the actual conditions being tested are equivalent.

Algorithm 4. The revised MMV Algorithm.
function Revised-MMV(G − ST N U )
Interesting ← {All edges of G}
iterations ← 0
repeat
if not pseudo-controllable (G) then
return false
Compare edges and add all edges which were changed since last iteration to
Interesting
for each edge e in Interesting do
Interesting ← Interesting\{e}
for each triangle ABC containing e do
tighten ABC according to Fig. 4 except SR2
end
end
iterations ← iterations + 1
until Interesting is empty or iterations = 7n
return true

Second, GlobalDC works in an EDG whereas MMV works in an STNU
extended with wait constraints. These structures represent the same underlying constraints and the diﬀerence is not essential.
Third, GlobalDC lacks SR2, which is half of the original Simple Regression
(SR) rule. Making this change in MMV will greatly speed it up in practice. Since
it runs in an APSP graph it is reasonable to expect, on average, half of the nodes
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to be after a derived wait. This change will then cut the needed regression in
MMV to half of that of the original version.
Fourth, GlobalDC stops after 7n iterations. Given the similarities above and
the fact that the theorem about critical chain lengths directly carries over, MMV
can also stop after 7n iterations without aﬀecting correctness. The modiﬁed
MMV can then decide DC in O(n4 ) time. We formulate this as a theorem.
Theorem 3. The classical MMV algorithm for deciding dynamic controllability
of an STNU can, with the small modifications shown in Algorithm 4, decide
dynamic controllability in time O(n4 ).

9

Related and Future Work

Recently several papers [14,15] have examined the use of Timed Game Automata
(TGA) for both veriﬁcation and execution of STNUs. These solutions work on
a smaller scale and do not exploit the inherent structure of STNUs as distance
graphs. Therefore they are more useful in networks that are small in size but
involve choice and resources which cannot be handled by pure STNU algorithms.
At the time most of the research presented here was conducted the fastest
algorithm for verifying dynamic controllability of an STNU was O(n4 ) [6]. Very
recent activities however have converged on an algorithm which performs this in
O(n3 ) [7,16].
Since there are now so many algorithms available for verifying DC it is important to ﬁnd good benchmarks that can be used both to identify weaknesses but
also to establish run-times of the algorithms in relevant use cases. This constitutes a large study that need to be carried out by the community in the near
future. Also, execution of the produced networks need to be investigated further
in the spirit of [17,18].

10

Conclusion

We have proven that with a small modiﬁcation the classical “MMV” dynamic
controllability algorithm, which in its original form is pseudo-polynomial, ﬁnishes
in O(n4 ) time. The modiﬁed algorithm is still a viable option for determining
whether an STNU is dynamically controllable. Compared to other algorithms,
it oﬀers a simpler and more intuitive theory. It is also an entry level algorithm
which many familiarize with before implementing more advanced algorithms.
As such it is an excellent choice for regression testing of the more complicated
algorithms.
In this paper we also showed that there is no reason for MMV to regress over
negative edges, a result that can be used to improve performance further.
Acknowledgements. This work is partially supported by the Swedish Research
Council (VR) Linnaeus Center CADICS, the ELLIIT network organization for Information and Communication Technology, the Swedish Foundation for Strategic Research
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Abstract. The paper presents an approach for the robust plan execution in presence of consumable and continuous resources. Plan execution
is a critical activity since a number of unexpected situations could prevent the feasibility of tasks to be accomplished; however, many robotic
scenarios (e.g. in space exploration) disallow robotic systems to perform
signiﬁcant deviations from the original plan formulation. In order to both
(i) preserve the “stability” of the current plan and (ii) provide the system with a reasonable level of autonomy in handling unexpected situations, an innovative approach based on task reconﬁguration is presented.
Exploiting an enriched action formulation grounding on the notion of
execution modalities, ReCon replaces the replanning mechanism with a
novel reconﬁguration mechanism, handled by means of a CSP solver.
The paper studies the system for a typical planetary rover mission and
provides a rich experimental analysis showing that, when the anomalies
refer to unexpected resources consumption, the reconﬁguration is not
only more eﬃcient but also more eﬀective than a plan adaptation mechanism. The experiments are performed by evaluating the recovery performances depending on constraints on computational costs.
Keywords: Replanning · Plan repair
ration · Consumable resources · CSP

1

·

Plan execution

·

Space explo-

Introduction

The management of a plan for a robotic agent operating in hazardous and
extreme environments is a critical activity that has to take into account several challenges. In particular, in the context of space exploration, a planetary
rover operates in an environment which is just partially observable and loosely
predictable. As a consequence, the rover must have some form of autonomy in
order to guarantee robust plan execution (i.e., reacting to unexpected contingencies). The rover’s autonomy, however, is typically bounded both because of
limitations of on-board computational power, and because the rover is not in
general allowed to change signiﬁcantly the high level plan synthesized on Earth.
Space missions therefore exemplify situations where contingencies occur, but
plan repair must be achieved through novel techniques trading-oﬀ rover’s autonomy and the stability of the mission plan.
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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Robust plan execution has been tackled in two ways: on-line and oﬀ-line.
On-line approaches, such as [4,13,14,18,20,27], interleave execution and replanning: whenever unexpected contingencies cause the failure of an action, the plan
execution is stopped and a new plan is synthesized as a result of a new planning
phase. Oﬀ-line approaches, such as [3,8], avoid replanning by anticipating, at
planning time, the possible contingencies. The result of such a planning phase
is a contingent plan that encodes choices between functionally equivalent subplans1 . At execution time, the plan executor is able to select a contingent plan
according to the current contextual conditions. However, as for instance in the
work of [24], the focus is mainly on the temporal dimension and they do not
consider consumable and continuous resources.
In this paper we propose a novel on-line methodology to achieve robust plan
execution, which is explicitly devised to deal with unexpected deviations in the
consumption of rover’s resources. First, in line with the action-based approach
a-la STRIPS [11] and diﬀerently from the constrained based planning [12,22], we
model consumable resources as numeric ﬂuents (introduced in PDDL 2.1 [11]).
Then, we enrich the model of the rover’s actions by introducing a set of execution
modalities. The basic idea is that the propositional eﬀects of an action can be
achieved under diﬀerent conﬁgurations of the rover’s devices. These conﬁgurations, however, may have a diﬀerent impact on the consumption of the resources.
An execution modality explicitly models the resource consumption proﬁle when
an action is carried out in a given rover’s conﬁguration. The integration of execution modality at the PDDL level allows a seamless integration between planning
and execution.
Relying on the concept of execution modalities, we propose to handle exceptions arising in planetary rover domains as a reconﬁguration of action modalities,
rather than as a replanning problem. In particular, the paper proposes a plan
execution strategy, denoted as ReCon; once (signiﬁcant) deviations from the
nominal trajectory are detected, ReCon intervenes by reconﬁguring the modalities of the actions still to be performed with the purpose of restoring the validity
of resource constraints imposed by the rover mission.
To accomplish its task ReCon uses Choco2 as CSP solver, so that it takes
advantage of both the power of the constraint programming and the high level
representation of PDDL.
After introducing a motivating example, we describe the employed action
model, enriched with the notion of execution modality. Then we introduce the
ReCon strategy and an example showing how the system actually works in a
exploration rover mission. Finally, an experimental section, which evaluates the
competence and the eﬃciency of the strategy w.r.t. a traditional replanning from
scratch and the LPG-ADAPT system reported in [15].
1
2

The notion of alternative (sub)plans is also presented for (oﬀ-line) scheduling; for
details see [1].
The software is at disposal at http://www.emn.fr/z-info/choco-solver/, while the
work has been presented in [23].
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Motivating Example

Let us consider a planetary rover in charge of exploring (and analyzing) a number of potentially interesting sites and able to transmit information towards the
Earth. In doing so the rover is capable of moving, taking pictures, and starting
the data upload once the pieces of information must be transmitted. For simplicity reasons, consider the mission plan of Fig. 1, involving take picture, drive
and communications activities. This mission represents a feasible solution for
a planning problem with goal: {in(r1,l3), mem>=120, pwr>=0, time<=115}; that
is, at the end of plan the rover must be located in l3 (propositional ﬂuent),
the free memory must be (at least) 120 memory units, there must be a positive
amount of power, and the mission must be completed within 115 s.

Fig. 1. A simple mission plan.

The ﬁgure shows how the four actions (regular boxes) change the status
of the rover over the time (rounded-corner boxes)3 . Note that the status of a
rover involves both propositional ﬂuents, (e.g., in(r1, l1) meaning rover r1
is in location l1); and numeric ﬂuents: memory represents the amount of free
memory, power is the amount of available power, time is the mission time given
in seconds, and com cost is an overall cost associated with communications.
The estimates about the rover’s status are inferred by predicting, deterministically, the eﬀects of the actions. In particular, the numeric ﬂuents have been
estimated by using a “default setting” (i.e., a standard modality) associated with
each action.
Let us now assume that during the execution of the ﬁrst drive action the
rover has to travel across a rough terrain. Such an unexpected condition aﬀects
the drive as the rover is forced to slowdown4 , and as a consequence the drive
action takes a longer time to be completed; the eﬀects are propagated till the
last snapshot, s 4 where the goal constraint time <= 115 is no longer satisﬁed.
After detecting this inconsistency, approaches based on a pure replanning
step would compute a new plan achieving the goal by changing the original
mission. For instance, some actions could be skipped in order to compensate the
time lost during the ﬁrst drive.
3
4

To simplify the picture, we show in the rover’s status just a subset of the whole
status variables.
The slowdown command of the rover may be the consequence of a reactive supervisor,
which operates as a continuous controller as shown in [21].
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However, robotic systems as a planetary rover have typically diﬀerent conﬁgurations of actions to be executed and each conﬁguration can have a diﬀerent
impact on the mission progress. For instance the robotic systems described in
[5] and in [21] can perform a drive action in fast or slow modes. Reliable transmission to the earth, for example, can be slow and cheap, or fast and expensive,
depending on the devices actually used.
Our proposal is to explicitly represent such diﬀerent conﬁgurations within
the action models, and hence try to resolve an impasse via a reconﬁguration of
the actions still to be performed. Intuitively, our objective is to keep the high
level plan structure unchanged, but to adjust the modalities of the actions still
to be performed. In Sect. 5 we will see an example of such a reconﬁguration.
In the next section we will introduce the rover action model that explicitly
expresses the set of execution modality at disposal.

3

Modeling Rover’s Actions

As shown in the previous section, a planetary rover can perform the same set
of actions via diﬀerent conﬁgurations of parameters or devices. To capture this
aspect, this section introduces the rover action model adopted in this work. As
reported in [25], the model exploits (and extends) the numeric PDDL 2.1 action
model [11], i.e. where the numeric ﬂuent notion has been proposed. In particular,
we use the numeric ﬂuents to model continuous and consumable resources.
The intuition is that, while actions diﬀer each other in terms of qualitative
eﬀects (e.g. a drive action models how the position of the rover changes after the
action application), the expected result of an action can actually be obtained
in many diﬀerent ways by appropriately conﬁguring the rover’s devices (e.g. the
drive action can be performed with several engine conﬁgurations). Of course,
diﬀerent conﬁgurations have in general diﬀerent resource proﬁles and it is therefore possible that the execution of an action in a given conﬁguration would lead
to a constraint violation, whereas the same action performed in another conﬁguration would not. We call these alternative conﬁgurations modalities and we
propose to capture the impact of a speciﬁc modality by modeling the use of
speciﬁc conﬁgurations in terms of pre/post conditions on the numeric ﬂuents
involved; such modalities become explicit in the action model deﬁnition.
The resulting model expresses the rover actions at two diﬀerent levels of
abstraction. The higher one is the qualitative level indicating “what” the action
does. The lower one is the quantitative level expressing “how” the action achieves
its eﬀect.
The idea of alternative behaviors has also been investigated in (oﬀ-line)
scheduling, where the notion of Temporal Network with Alternatives has been
introduced [1]. It is quite evident however that, as anticipated in the introduction, the concept of execution modality is inspired to an (on-line) action centered
approach [4], rather than on a constraints/scheduling based one [6].
By recalling our motivating example, Fig. 2 shows the model of the drive
action. The action template drive (?r, ?l1, ?l2) requires a rover ?r to move
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from a location ?l1 to location ?l2. :modalities introduces the set of modalities associated with a drive; in particular, we express for this action, three
alternative modalities:
- safe: the rover moves slowly and far from obstacles; intuitively the action
should spend more time but consuming less power
- cruise: the rover moves at its cruise speed and can go closer to obstacles;
- agile: the rover moves faster than cruise, consuming more power but requiring less time.
The :precondition and :effect ﬁelds list the applicability conditions and the
eﬀects, respectively, and are structured as follows: ﬁrst a propositional formula
encodes the condition under which the action can be applied; the second ﬁeld
(:effect) indicates the positive and the negative eﬀects of the action. For each
modality m in :modalities we have the amount of resources required (numeric
precondition) or consumed/produced (numeric eﬀect) by the action when performed under that speciﬁc modality m.
For instance, the preconditions (reachable ?l1, ?l2) and (in ?r1, ?l1) are
two atoms required as preconditions for the application of the action. These two
atoms must be satisﬁed independently of the modality actually used to perform
the drive action. While the comparison (safe:(>= (power ?r)(*(safe cons ?r)
(/ (distance ?l1 ?l2) (safe speed ?r))))) means that the modality safe can
be selected when the rover’s power is at least larger than a threshold given
by evaluating the expression on the right side. Analogously, (safe:(decrease
(power ?r)(*(safe cons ?r) (/(distance ?l1 ?l2) (safe speed ?r)))) describes
in the eﬀects how the rover’s power is reduced after the execution of the drive
action. More precisely, we have modeled the power consumption as a function
depending on the duration of the drive action (computed considering distance
and speed) and the average power consumption per time unit given a speciﬁc
modality. For instance, in safe modality, the amount of power consumed depends
on two parameters (safe cons ?r) and (safe speed ?r) which are the average
consumption and the average speed for the safe modality, respectively, while
(distance ?l1 ?l2) is the distance between the two locations ?l1 and ?l2.
Finally, note that in the numeric eﬀects of each modality, the model updates
also the ﬂuent time according to the selected modality. Also in this case, the
duration of the action is estimated by a function associated with each possible
action modality.
Analogously to the drive action we model modalities also for the Take Picture
(TP) and the Communication (COMM). For TP we have the low (LR) and high
(HR) resolution modalities which diﬀer in the quality of the taken picture and the
occupied memory. Intuitively, the more the resolution is, the more the memory
consumption will be.
Figure 3 reports the model of the communication action; it is worth noticing
that execution modalities correspond to two diﬀerent communication channels:
CH1 with low overall comm cost and low bandwidth, and CH2 with high overall
comm cost but high bandwidth.
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Fig. 2. The augmented model of a drive action.

The selection of action modalities has to take into account that complex
dependencies among resources could exist. For instance, even if a high resolution
TP takes the same time as a low resolution TP, the selection has a big impact
on the amount of time spent globally, too. As a matter of facts, as long as the
amount of stored information increases, the time spent by a (possible) successive
COMM grows up accordingly, which means that also the global mission horizon
will be revised.
Given the rover’s actions deﬁned so far, a rover mission plan is a total ordered
set of fully instantiated rover’s action templates5 . Given a particular rover’s state
S and a given set of goals G to be reached (including both propositional/classical
conditions and constraints on the amount of resources), the mission plan is valid
iﬀ it achieves G from S.
Executing the Mission Plan. As we have seen in the previous section, the
rover’s mission can be threatened many times by unexpected contingencies; so
the validity of the mission can be easily compromised during its actual execution.
Nevertheless, when the detected unexpected contingency at execution time
just invalidates the resource consumption expectations, even if the current
modality allocation would not be consistent with the constraints involved in
5

The plan can be also generated automatically by exploiting a numeric planner system, properly modiﬁed to handle actions with modalities (e.g., the Metric-FF planning system [17] or LPG [16]).
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Fig. 3. The augmented model of a communication action.

the plan and in the goal, there could be “other” allocations of modalities still
feasible. By exploiting this intuition, the next section introduces an adaptive
execution technique which, instead of abandoning the mission being executed,
tries ﬁrst to repair the ﬂaws via a reconﬁguration of the action modalities. The
reconﬁguration considers all those actions still to be executed. Given a plan P,
to indicate when a plan is just resource inconsistent, we will use the predicate
res incon over P, i.e. we will say res incon(P). Otherwise we will say that the plan
is valid or structurally invalid. This latter case happens when, given the current
plan formulation, at least an action in the plan is not propositional applicable,
or there is at least a missing (propositional) goal.

4

ReCon: Adaptive Plan Execution

In this section we describe how the plan adaptation process is actually carried on
by exploiting a Constraint Satisfaction Problem representation. The main strategy implemented, namely ReCon, is a continual planning agent [4,9], extended
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to deal with the rover actions model presented in the previous section. In order
to handle the CSP representation, ReCon exploits two further sub-modules:
Update by means of which new observations are asserted within the CSP representation, and Adapt which has the task of making the mission execution
adaptive to the incoming situation.
4.1

The Continual Planning Loop

Algorithm 1 shows the main steps required to execute and (just in case) adapt
the plan being executed. The algorithm takes in input the initial rover’s state
S0 , the mission goal Goal, and the plan P expressed as discussed in the previous
section. Note that each action has to have a particular modality of execution
instantiated. The algorithm returns Success when the execution of the whole
mission plan achieves the goal; F ailure otherwise. In this case, a failure means
that there is no way to adapt the current plan in order to reach the goal satisfying
mission constraints. To recover from this failure, a replanning step altering the
structure of the plan should be invoked, but this step requires the intervention
of the ground control station on Earth.
The ﬁrst step of the algorithm is to build a CSP M odel representing the
mission plan (line 1). As thoroughly described in [25], our approach inherits the
main steps by Lopez et al. in [19] in which the planning problem is addressed
as a CSP6 . As a diﬀerence w.r.t. the classical planning, the encoding exploited
by our approach needs to store variables for the modalities to be chosen, and
variables for the numeric ﬂuents involved in the plan. Numeric ﬂuents variables are replicated as many steps in the plan. The purpose is to capture all
the possible evolutions of resources proﬁles given the modalities that will be
selected. The constraints oblige the selection of the modality to be consistent
with the resource belonging to the previous and successive time step. Moreover, further constraints allow only reconﬁgurations consistent with the current
observation acquired (which at start-up corresponds to the initial state), and the
goals/requirement of the mission.
Once the CSP M odel has been built, the algorithm loops over the execution
of the plan. Each iteration corresponds to the execution of the i-th action in
the plan. At the end of the action execution the process veriﬁes the current
observation obsi+1 with the rest of the mission to be executed. In case the plan
is structurally invalid (some propositional conditions are not satisﬁed or the goal
cannot be reached) ReCon stops the plan execution and returns a failure; i.e., a
replanning procedure is required.
Otherwise we can have two other situations. First, there have been no consistent deviations from the nominal predictions therefore the execution can proceed
with the remaining part of the plan. Second the plan is just resource inconsistent (res incon(P ), line 10). In this latter case, ReCon has to adapt the current
plan by ﬁnding an alternative assignments to action modalities that satisﬁes the
numeric constraints (line 11). If the adaptation has success, a new non-empty
6

Alternative CSP conversions are possible; for instance see [2].
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plan newP is returned and substituted to the old one. This new plan is actually
the old plan, but with a diﬀerent allocations of action modalities. Otherwise, the
plan cannot be adapted and a failure is returned; in this case, the plan execution
is stopped and a new planning phase is needed.
4.2

Update

The Update step is sketched in Algorithm 2. The algorithm takes in input the
CSP model to update, the last performed action ai , and the set N Obs of observations about numeric ﬂuents. The algorithm starts by asserting within the model
that the i-th action has been performed; see lines 1 and 2 in which variable
modi is constrained to assume the special value exec. In particular, a ﬁrst role
of the exec value is to prevent the adaptation process to change the modality
of an action that has already been performed, as we will see in the following
section. Moreover, exec allows also the acquisition of observations even when
the observed values are completely unexpected. In fact, by assigning the modality of action ai to exec, we relax all the constraints over the numeric variables at
step i + 1-th (which encode the action eﬀects). This is done in lines 3–5 in which
we iterate over the numeric ﬂuents N j mentioned in the eﬀects of action ai , and
assign to the corresponding variable at i + 1-th step the value observed in N Obs.
On the other hand, all the numeric ﬂuents that are not mentioned in the eﬀects
of action ai do not change, so the corresponding variables at step i + 1 assume
the same values as in the previous i-th step (lines 6-8). The idea of the Update
is to make the CSP aware of the current new observations and the modalities
already executed. In this way, a reconﬁguration task does not need to rebuild
the structure completely from scratch.
4.3

Adapt

The Adapt module, shown in Algorithm 3, takes in input the CSP model, the
index i of the last action performed by the rover, the mission goal, and the plan
P ; the algorithm returns a new adapted plan, if it exists, or an empty plan when
no solution exists.
The algorithm starts by removing from CSP M odel the constraints on the
modalities of actions still to be performed; i.e., each variable modk with k greater
than i is no longer constrained (ai is the last performed action and its modality
is set to exec) (lines 1-2). This step is essential since the current CSP M odel
is inconsistent; that is, the current assignment of modalities does not satisﬁes
the global constraints. By removing these constraints, we allow the CSP solver
to search in the space of possible assignments to modality variables (i.e., the
actual decisional variables, since the numeric ﬂuents are just side eﬀects of the
modality selection), and ﬁnd an alternative assignment that satisﬁes the global
constraints (line 3). If the solver returns an empty solution, then there is no
way to adapt the current plan and Adapt returns no solution. Otherwise (lines
6-10), at least a solution has been found. In this last case, a new assignment of
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Algorithm 1. ReCon.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Input: S0 , Goal, P
Output: Success or Failure
CSP M odel = Init(S0 , Goal, P ) ;
i = 0;
while ¬ P is completed do
execute(ai , curM od(ai ));
obsi+1 = observe();
if P is structurally invalid w.r.t. obsi+1 and Goal then
return F ailure
else
Update(CSP M odel,ai ,num(obsi+1 ));
if res incon(P ) then
newP = Adapt(CSP M odel,i,Goal,P );
if newP = ∅ then
P = newP
else
return F ailure

16

i=i+1

17

return Success

Algorithm 2. Update.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Input: CSP M odel, ai ,N Obs
Output: modiﬁed CSP M odel
delConstraint(CSP M odel,modi =curMod(ai ));
addConstraint(CSP M odel,modi =exec);
foreach N j ∈ af f ected(ai ) do
addConstraint(CSP M odel,
j
j
(modi =exec)→ Ni+1
=get(N Obs,Ni+1
))
foreach N j ∈ ¬af f ected(ai ) do
addConstraint(CSP M odel,
j
(modi =exec)→ Ni+1
=Nij )

modalities to the variables modk (k : i + 1..|P |) is extracted from the solution,
and this assignment is returned to the ReCon algorithm as a new plan newP
such that the actions are the same as in P , but the modality labels associated
with the actions ai+1 , .., a|P | are diﬀerent.
Note that, in order to keep updated the CSP model for future adaptations,
the returned assignment of modalities is also asserted in CSP M odel; see lines 6
to 10.
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Algorithm 3. Adapt.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

5

Input: CSP M odel, i,Goal,P
Output: a new plan, if any
for k=i+1 to |P | do
delConstraint(CSP M odel modk =currentMod(ak ))
Solution = solve(CSP M odel);
if Solution = null then
return ∅
else
newP =extractModalitiesVar(Solution);
for k=i+1 to |newP | do
addConstraint(CSP M odel, modi =curMod(newP [i]))
return newP

Running the Mission Rover Example

Let us consider again the example in Fig. 1, and let us see how ReCon manages
its execution. First of all, the plan model must be enriched with the execution
modalities as previously explained; Fig. 4 (top) shows the initial conﬁguration
of action modalities: the drive actions have cruise modalities, the take picture
(TP) has HR (high resolution) modality, and the communication (Comm) uses the
low bandwidth channel (CH1). This is the enriched plan ReCon receives in input.
Now, let us assume that the actual execution of the ﬁrst drive action takes
a longer time than expected, 47 s instead of 38 s, and consumes more power,
3775 J instead of 3100 J. While the discrepancy on power is not a big issue as it
will not cause a failure, the discrepancy on time will cause the violation of the
constraint time <= 115; in fact, performing the subsequent actions in their initial
modalities would require 120 s. In other words, the assignment of modalities to

Fig. 4. The initial conﬁguration of modalities (above), and the reconﬁgured plan
(below).
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the subsequent actions does not satisﬁes the mission constraints. This situation
is detected by ReCon that intervenes and, by means of the Adapt algorithm
discussed above, tries to ﬁnd an alternative conﬁguration of modalities.
Let us assume that communication cost is constrained; that is, the mission
goal includes the constraint com cost = 1; this prevents ReCon from using the
fast communication channel. The more intuitive decision is to promote the execution of the drive to agile. However, this would cause the violation on the
constraint concerning the maximum amount of power to be spent. Therefore
ReCon has to look for an alternative assignments of modalities.
It is interesting to note that a lower resolution image consumes less memory,
meaning that the successive communication, in our case (COMM R1 L3), will
need less time (and also less power) for achieving its eﬀects. For this reason
ReCon demotes the next activity, i.e. TP, to be execute to modality LR and so
the global constraints are now satisﬁed.
Of course, we assume that mission constraints leave ReCon some room to
repair resource inconsistent situations. For instance, if the mission has required
an hard constraint on the quality of the taken images, the low resolution would
have not been possible, and hence an overall replanning would have been necessary.
In principle, by ﬂattening all the actions and the given modalities as explained
in [28], replanning is possible as alternative to the reconﬁguration mechanism. In
this case, however, the problem to be handled would become much more diﬃcult,
since all the possible action sequences applicable starting from the current state
could be explored.
To highlight the complexity arising from a replanning formulation, let us
assume that in our example there is a connection from location l3 to l4, and
from l2 and l4. That is, the rover can move not only from l1 to l2, but also
from l2 to l4 and from l4 to l3, for all the provided modalities. In addition, for
simplicity reasons, assume that from that point (l3), the only possible sequence
of actions toward the goal is given by a2 and a3 .
While the reconﬁguration mechanism can focus just on the impact on
resources given by the selection of modalities for the next actions (TP, DRIVE,
COMM), it is quite evident that a traditional replanner should deal with a larger
search space. As matter of fact, it should consider also the (several) possible trajectories of states given by exploring the alternatives ways of reaching location
l2 (drive(r1, l2, l4)), for all the possible modalities of execution. That is, it will
have to cope with both the propositional and resource constraints of the arising
planning problem. For a deeper discussion on this aspect, and on the computational complexity relation between the reconﬁguration and the overall numeric
planning problem see [25,28].
As we will see in the next section, this diﬀerent characterization is crucial
for determining the performance of the reconﬁguration over replanning from
scratch, and even over the state of the art plan repair strategy presented in [10].
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Experimental Validation

To assess the eﬀectiveness of our proposal, we evaluated two main parameters:
(1) the computational cost of reconﬁguration, and (2) the competence of ReCon,
that is, the ability of completing a mission.
To this aim, we have compared ReCon with three alternative strategies:
REPLAN, LPG-ADAPT and NoRep. Whenever the plan becomes resources
inconsistent, both REPLAN and LPG-ADAPT stop the execution of the plan
and try to recover from the impasse. REPLAN searches a new plan completely
from scratch, while LPG-ADAPT uses the old plan as a guidance to speed-up
the resolution process7 . Conversely, NoRep just stops the plan execution as soon
as it is no longer valid. We used REPLAN and LPG-ADAPT to better assess the
contribution of ReCon w.r.t. the current state of the art in (re)planning dealing
with consumable resources.
We have implemented ReCon in Java 1.7 by exploiting the PPMaJaL
library8 ; the Choco CSP solver (version 2.1.3)9 has been used in the Adapt
algorithm to ﬁnd an alternative conﬁguration. Concerning the REPLAN strategy, we invoke Metric-FF [17] by converting the rover actions with modalities
in PDDL 2.1 actions. In order to study the eﬀectiveness of the strategy in an
on-line plan execution context, we allotted each computation with a time deadline; this parameter is critical for the competence of the system being tested.
For this reason, we report results obtained with three diﬀerent time deadlines:
5 s, 30 s and 60 s. Each time deadline corresponds to the maximum time that
is given to the reconﬁguration/replanning for providing a valid solution, once a
plan becomes invalid throughout the whole execution process.
Our tests set consists of 168 plans; each plan involves up to 34 actions (i.e.,
drives, take pictures, and communications), it is fully instantiated (a modality
has been assigned to each action), and feasible since all the goal constraints are
satisﬁed when the plan execution starts.
To simulate unexpected deviations in the consumption of the resources, we
have run10 each test in thirteen diﬀerent settings. In each of these settings we
have noised the amount of resources consumed by the actions. In particular,
in setting 1, an action consumes 10 % more than expected at planning time. In
setting 2, the noise was increased to 15 %, and so on until in setting 13 where the
noise was set to 70 %, i.e. an action consumes 70 % more resources than initially
predicted.
On the left of Figs. 5, 6 and 7 we report the competence - measured as the percentage of performed actions in the plan - of the three strategies, in the thirteen
settings of noise we have considered. As expected, the competence decreases
7

8
9

LPG-ADAPT, [15], is the plan adaptation extension of LPG, [16], one of the more awarded
systems throughout the planning competitions of the last decade. LPG-ADAPT can be considered
the state of the art in the context of plan adaptation.

http://www.di.unito.ittextasciitildescala.

The Choco Solver implements the state of the art algorithms for constraint programming and has
already been used in space applications, see [6]. Choco can be downloaded at http://www.emn.
fr/z-info/choco-solver/.
10
Experiments have run on a 2.53 GHz Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo processor with 4 GB.
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as long as the amount of noise increases, for all the strategies tested. ReCon
resulted more competent than both REPLAN and LPG-ADAPT. Even though
REPLAN and LPG-ADAPT can modify all the aspects of the plan structure,
and hence they are theoretical more competent than ReCon, the search spaces
generated by the overall arising planning problems turned out to be too large
from the point of view of REPLAN and LPG-ADAPT. The timeouts are reached
by a large number of cases in all cpu-time settings, and this is the reason of a
lower competence of REPLAN and LPG-ADAPT. In particular we can observe
a large gap between the percentage of plan completed by ReCon and REPLAN
in all the cpu-time settings. In our experiments, also with an increased cpu-time
at disposal, REPLAN was not able to ﬁnd solutions for many cases. As refers
the comparison with LPG-ADAPT, the gap is more limited for the high level
of noise, showing how LPG-ADAPT can eﬀectively takes advantage from the
knowledge of the previous plan. It is worth noting that, as expected, this gap
decreases as long as the noise increase; this is of course due to the contribution
of the ﬂexibility of the search space in which LPG-ADAPT and REPLAN can
ﬁnd a solution.
Observing the diﬀerences between the competence of the systems over the
various cpu-time setting, it is clear that this parameter is crucial for the competence of LPG-ADAPT, while it does not aﬀect the competence of ReCon, and

Fig. 5. Competence (left) and cpu-time (right) - 5 s setting.

Fig. 6. Competence (left) and cpu-time (right) - 30 s setting.
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Fig. 7. Competence (left) and cpu-time (right) - 60 s setting.

neither of REPLAN. As expected, the LPG-ADAPT competence is quite competitive with ReCon for the 60 s; in particular in the ﬁrst 4 settings of noise,
ReCon outperforms LPG-ADAPT, while with larger noises, LPG-ADAPT has
more or less the same performances of ReCon. In the 5 s setting both LPGADAPT and REPLAN are not competitive at all.
The right column of Figs. 5, 6 and 7 reports the computational cost, on
average, of the three strategies. Note that for each case considered, the computational cost corresponds to the sum of all the attempts to recovery from the
failure (reconﬁguration, plan-adaptation or replanning) performed until the end
of the mission. Here the advantage of ReCon is very large in each experimental
setup. In fact, even for the worst case (when the noise is set to be 70 %), ReCon
is extremely eﬃcient, indeed it takes, on average, just 1,2 s. Whereas, even for
the cases with small amount of noise, as you can see in Fig. 7, REPLAN takes
about 7 s of cpu-time till 50 s employed for the worst cases, while LPG-ADAPT
performs a little bit worse than REPLAN.
Finally, in Fig. 8 we conclude by analyzing the number of invocations of the
systems throughout the whole plan execution. Basically we collected the average
number of attempts that the systems have performed whenever the plan turned
out not valid during the execution. Observing the results, it is quite evident that
the reconﬁguration mechanism is invoked on average more times than the other
architectures. This happens because, as long as the plan execution process goes
on, the constraints becomes more and more tight, causing the detection mechanism to be invoked more frequently. Diﬀerently, each invocation of REPLAN

Fig. 8. Average Number of Repairs over all the timeout settings.
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generates a completely new plan; therefore the plan execution till the end is
not directly related to the previous plan execution problem. This is the reason
why REPLAN almost preserves the same amount of invocations throughout the
cases we have tested. A similar trend can be found in comparing LPG-ADAPT
with ReCon. Also LPG-ADAPT makes on the average less repair than ReCon;
the diﬀerence of performances between REPLAN and LPG-ADAPT is probably
due to the diﬀerent way the underlying planning systems (LPG and Metric-FF)
explores the search space. Of course this should be veriﬁed testing other numeric
planners.

7

Conclusions

We have proposed in this paper a novel approach to the problem of robust plan
execution. Rather than recovering from plan failures via a re-planning step (see
e.g., [13,14,18,26]), we have proposed a methodology, called ReCon, based on
the re-conﬁguration of the plan actions. ReCon is justiﬁed in all those scenarios
where a pure replanning approach is unfeasible. This is the case, for instance, of
a planetary rover performing a space exploration mission. Albeit a rover must
exhibit some form of autonomy, its autonomy is often bounded by two main
factors: (1) the on-board computational power is not always suﬃcient to handle
mission recovery problems, and (2) the rover cannot in general deviate from the
given mission plan without the approval from the ground control station.
ReCon presents many advantages w.r.t. re-planning. First of all, as the experiments have demonstrated, reconﬁguring plan actions is computationally cheaper
than synthesizing a new plan from scratch and even trying to adapt it via a
classical plan adaptation tool (as the one reported in [15]). Moreover, ReCon
leaves the high-level structure of the plan (i.e., the sequence of mission tasks)
unchanged, but endows the rover with an appropriate level of autonomy for handling unexpected contingencies. ReCon can be considered as a complementary
repair strategy to other works in the context of autonomy for space as those in
[7]; as matter of facts, ReCon explores a diﬀerent dimension of the repair problem, which is based on an action-centered planning representation rather than
on a timeline based perspective [12].
The solution described in this paper has been tested on a challenging domain
such as a space exploration domain, but its applicability is not restricted to
this domain. Many other robotic tasks could beneﬁt of the proposed approach
(combined with a generative approach, see [25]), since in many of them the need
of adapting the plan execution to the resources constrains is very relevant.
The approach we have presented can be improved in a number of ways. A
ﬁrst important enhancement is the search for an optimal solution. In the current
version, in fact, ReCon just ﬁnds one possible conﬁguration that satisﬁes the
global constraints. In general, one could be interested in ﬁnding the best conﬁguration that optimizes a given objective function. Reasonably, the objective
function could take into account the number of changes to action modalities;
for instance, in some cases it is desirable to change the conﬁguration as little as
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possible. Of course, the search for an optimal conﬁguration is justiﬁed when the
global constraints are not strict, and several alternative solutions are possible.
Acknowledgements. We would like to thank the Choco’s team for making freely
available the CSP solver, Joerg Hoﬀman for the Metric-FF planning system as well as
Alfonso Gerevini, Alessandro Saetti and Ivan Serina for the LPG-ADAPT system.
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Abstract. We show in this paper how Semantic Query Disambiguation
(SQD) combined with Semantic Query Expansion (SQE) can improve the
effectiveness of intelligent information retrieval. Firstly, we propose and assess a
possibilistic-based approach mixing SQD and SQE. This approach is based on
corpus analysis using co-occurrence graphs modeled by possibilistic networks.
Indeed, our model for relevance judgment uses possibility theory to take
advantage of a double measure (possibility and necessity). Secondly, we propose
and evaluate a probabilistic circuit-based approach combining SQD and SQE in
an intelligent information retrieval context. In this approach, both SQD and SQE
tasks are based on a graph data model, in which circuits between its nodes (words)
represent the probabilistic scores for their semantic proximities. In order to
compare the performance of these two approaches, we perform our experiments
using the standard ROMANSEVAL test collection for the SQD task and the
CLEF-2003 benchmark for the SQE process in French monolingual information
retrieval evaluation. The results show the impact of SQD on SQE based on the
recall/precision standard metrics for both the possibilistic and the probabilistic
circuit-based approaches. Besides, the results of the possibilistic approach outperform the probabilistic ones, since it takes into account of imprecision cases.
Keywords: Semantic Query Disambiguation  Semantic query expansion 
Word sense disambiguation  Information retrieval  Possibility theory  Probability theory  Semantic graph  Semantic proximity

1 Introduction
Information Retrieval Systems (IRS) stay suffer from many challenges especially
related to users’ queries. In fact, IRS users mainly express their needs within short
queries which can also contain ambiguous terms. Consequently, IRS results can
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include several irrelevant documents (noise) due to the limit context provided by such
queries. This noise decrease search efﬁciency and open the doors of two problems to be
solved: Semantic Query Expansion (SQE) and Semantic Query Disambiguation
(SQD) in order to improve search results.
The Semantic Query Disambiguation process [1, 2] is based on Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) task. Indeed, Word sense disambiguation consists of selecting the
suitable sense of a word given its context [3]. In fact, WSD stays as the main problem
in natural language processing (NLP) and has a great influence in several related
applications such as mono- and cross-language information retrieval, information
extraction, machine translation (MT), content analysis, word processing, lexicography
and the semantic Web applications.
Recently, WSD ﬁeld has been mainly improved thanks to SensEval and SemEval
competitions. For example, some works conﬁrmed that the efﬁciency of MT systems
has been considerably enhanced, thanks to the incorporation of a WSD task; supporting
the translation process [4, 5]. However, in the information retrieval ﬁeld the WSD task
shows also its importance in two ways: (i) query terms can have closely related senses
with other words not exist in the query. Consequently, retrieval recall can be enhanced
if we take into account of these semantic links between words; and (ii) queries and
documents terms can have multiple senses which decrease the retrieval precision [6].
Selecting the correct sense for both queries and documents terms may signiﬁcantly
enhance retrieval precision by decreasing noise in search results.
In general, WSD systems support IR systems (IRS) by identifying the suitable
senses of queries and documents terms during search process. On the one side, querying step is improved by identifying the correct sense of each query term given its
context. On the other side, correct senses of documents terms should be also identiﬁed
in order to suitably index them given their context. Both queries and documents terms
disambiguation tasks should be done before starting retrieval process. Nevertheless,
this conclusion was not approved in some early research works such as [7, 8] in which
search effectiveness cannot be improved despite the incorporation of a WSD system in
their IRS. On the contrary, other IRS such as in [9–14] justiﬁed their efﬁciency
enhancement thanks to the integration of WSD systems.
The Semantic Query expansion is the process of reformulating the set of the original user’s query terms adding to them some other terms from their context [15, 16].
This technique aims to enhance search effectiveness in information retrieval task. In
case of Web search engine, query expansion includes assessing a user’s original query
terms and expanding the retrieval query to match further documents. In fact, Query
expansion implicates many other methods such as: (i) Re-weighting the original query
terms; (ii) Stemming every term in the query in order to identify all the different morphological forms of terms; (iii) Identifying spelling errors and automatically
retrieving for the corrected form or proposing it in the results; and (iv) Searching
synonyms of original query terms in order to enrich the query context.
However, query expansion task can reformulate the original query by adding some
ambiguous terms. This problem cannot be solved without a query disambiguation task.
This relationship and dependency between these two tasks prove the need to mix them
together for the purpose of improving IR efﬁciency. [15] and [17, 44] proposed
respectively SQE and WSD approaches based on possibilistic networks. However they
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did not apply their WSD algorithm on query disambiguation. They also used dictionaries as lexical resources.
This paper is a fully revised version of the conference paper [18], in which we
briefly presented a combined approach for SQD and SQE tasks using possibilistic
networks and applied on an extracted co-occurrence graph. We also tested possibilistic
networks for enhancing IR results, by studying many combinations of scenarios of
SQD, SQE and relevance feedback. In this paper, we mainly address the following new
issues: (i) we explain the theoretical contribution of possibility theory compared to
probability theory; (ii) we propose and assess a second probabilistic circuit-based
approach mixing SQD and SQE to improve efﬁciency of intelligent information
retrieval. In this approach, both SQD and SQE tasks are based on a dictionary modeled
by a graph, in which circuits between its nodes (words) represent the probabilistic
scores for their semantic proximities; (iii) we compare the performance of these two
approaches by performing our experiments using the standard ROMANSEVAL test
collection for the SQD task and the CLEF-2003 test collection for the SQE process in
French Monolingual IR evaluation; and (iv) we propose more perspectives for future
investigations.
The paper is organized as follows. We review in Sect. 2 previous works using SQD
and SQE in intelligent IR. In Sect. 3, we present the co-occurrence graph model used as
a resource for both SQE and SQD tasks. Section 4 details the possibilistic and the
circuit-based approaches for combining SQE and SQD. Experimental results, comparative study between these two approaches and their discussion are provided in
Sect. 5. Finally, Sect. 6 concludes this paper by evaluating our work and proposing
some directions for future research.

2 Related Works
In this literature review, we ﬁrstly study the most important approaches of WSD
improving information retrieval efﬁciency in Sect. 2.1. Secondly, query expansion
techniques and their impact on the performance of IRS are presented in Sect. 2.2.
Finally, approaches combining SQD and SQE to improve IR are discussed in Sect. 2.3.

2.1

Semantic Query Disambiguation in IR

Word sense disambiguation (WSD) is a generally known task in natural language
processing (NLP) problems and IR [19]. According to the survey presented in [3, 44],
WSD seriously depends on knowledge resources which are classiﬁed into two groups:
structured resources (such as thesauri, electronic dictionaries, etc.) and unstructured
resources (such as corpora documents).
Query disambiguation task stays a serious challenge in information retrieval process. That’s why several previous works have studied the advantages and the disadvantages of integrating a SQD task in IRS. For example, the authors in [7] matched
queries’ terms meanings with documents’ terms senses in order to take advantage of
WSD in IR. However, their results are not very convincing because of the limit sense
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provided by query terms, which present some disambiguation. In order to conﬁrm the
impact of WSD on IR, Sanderson in [20, 21] took advantage of a set of pseudo-words
to identify query terms meanings. Nevertheless, he conﬁrmed the important need of
high accuracy WSD systems able to improve IR effectiveness.
Schütze and Pedersen in [9] didn’t use predeﬁned sense inventories, but they
exploited the sense inventory directly from the text retrieval collection. Indeed, and
based on the correspondences of their contexts, every word and its occurrences were
clustered into senses. Authors proved via their experiments that retrieval effectiveness
has been enhanced thanks to the support of WSD task. Besides, IR performance was
also increased as a result of using the combination of sense-based ranking and
word-based ranking. Nevertheless, the sense inventory is mainly dependent on the used
collection. Consequently, it is not easy to enlarge the text collection without re-playing
preprocessing task. Further, the clustering process of each word is a hard task and a
time consuming step.
On the other hand, the corpus SemCor was manually sense annotated in order to
discuss the impact of a wrong WSD on IR [10]. Indeed, authors represented documents
and queries with correct meanings as well as synonym sets (synsets) to achieve
important enhancements in IR. In fact, thanks to the use of this synset representation,
experimental results proved that IR effectiveness still enhanced even they used a WSD
with an error rate between 40 % and 50 %. Afterward, the authors in [22] conﬁrmed the
discriminative effect of part-of-speech (POS) information in IR tasks.
Besides, senses predeﬁned in hand-crafted sense inventories are also used to disambiguate both queries and documents terms. In fact, identify the correct senses for
documents’ terms improve indexing task which cannot alone enhance the whole IR
performance without a query disambiguation process. For example, and in order to
disambiguate the polysemous nouns given their context, Voorhees in [8] took
advantage of the hyponymy “IS-A” relation existing in WordNet [23]. All experimental
results showed that the stem-based retrieval outperformed the sense-based retrieval.
However, these results cannot be improved using a wrong WSD system.
Both documents and queries terms are disambiguated in [11] using a ﬁne-grained
sense inventory with an accuracy of 62.1 %. Their experiments using the TREC collections accomplished important enhancements and outperformed a standard term
based vector space model. But, the general poor performances of their system and their
baseline approach make not easy to objectively evaluate the exact impact of WSD in IR
efﬁciency.
Alternatively, Kim et al. in [12] proposed a coarse-grained sense tagging technique
using WordNet to tag words with 25 root senses of nouns. They exploited the
stem-based index method and assign a weight to document’s term according to its
sense matching result with the query. Experimental results, performed using the TREC
collections, showed that their coarse-grained sense tagging technique achieved signiﬁcant improvement since it was flexible and consistent. Moreover, they concluded
that drawbacks caused by inaccurate WSD performance can be overcome by the
incorporation of senses into the classical stem-based index.
Recently, Zhong and Ng in [14] approved the relevance of WSD task to enhance IR
efﬁciency. Authors presented and tested a technique for senses annotations applied to
short queries. In fact, they integrated WSD into the language modeling method to
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information retrieval [24]. Moreover, they took advantage of sense synonym relationships to more increase the IR effectiveness. Experimental tests using TREC collections proved that supervised WSD performed better results than the two other WSD
baselines and considerably enhanced IR performance.
The state-of-the-art IR systems using WSD conﬁrmed that the word sense errors
can simply cancel its encouraging effect. Consequently, it is relevant to decrease the
destructive effect of wrong disambiguation. One of the possible solutions consists in
the incorporation of senses into traditional term index such as stem-based index.
Besides, the investigation of semantic relationships between senses considerably
improves IR performance. These semantic relations have showed to be useful for query
expansion task in IR.

2.2

Semantic Query Expansion in IR

Semantic Query Expansion (SQE) is one of the most popular technique has been used
in IR systems to enhance their effectiveness by satisfying their users’ needs. Carpineto
and Romano in [16] classiﬁed SQE into two principal methods: automatic query
expansion (ASQE), and interactive query expansion (ISQE), which depend on user
assistance. In both cases, SQE can be accomplished by several methods such as utilization of external linguistic resources (thesauri, dictionaries, ontologies, etc.), corpus
analysis and relevance feedback techniques [25]. Indeed, Manning et al. in [25] classiﬁed SQE methods based on relevance feedback into three principal classes: (i) In the
ﬁrst class called “user relevance feedback”, the returned results take into account the
user’s judgment; (ii) In the second class called “indirect relevance feedback” (or
implicit relevance feedback), we took advantage of indirect sources of evidence such as
number of hits on web page’s links; and (iii) In the third class called “pseudo relevance
feedback” (or blind relevance feedback), the IRS exploited the top k most relevant
retrieved documents in order to expand the original query. Therefore, a set of candidate
terms from these documents is added using often variants of Rocchio algorithm [26].
Even though relevance feedback may decrease noise in IR results, all these methods do
not provide a solution to precisely ﬁnd the suitable sense of the query terms, therefore
requiring other techniques for query disambiguation.
Many SQE approaches existing in the literature have used external linguistic
resources such as WordNet on English IRS [16, 27, 28]. However, these approaches are
based on poor, uncertain and unclear data, while possibility theory is naturally suitable
for this type of application; because it permits to express ignorance, imprecision and
uncertainty [29]. In fact, it provides two kinds of relevance: (i) plausible relevance
quantiﬁed by the possibility, trends to remove non-semantically similar terms (irrelevant ones); and (ii) necessity relevance increases our belief in terms not removed by
possibility measure. Based on these advantages provided by the possibility theory, Ben
Khiroun et al. in [30] proposed and evaluated a possibilistic approach for semantic
query expansion. They later extend their approach in [15] by proposing and assessing a
new possibilistic IRS which takes advantage, combine and compare the possibilistic
and the probabilistic circuit-based approaches for semantic query expansion [31, 32].
Indeed, authors took advantage of the dependencies relationships between the query
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terms and the articles of a dictionary to model their possibilistic network. Consequently, they investigated possibility and necessity measures to compute the corresponding possibilistic semantic similarity between terms. In fact, the SQE technique
consists of injecting into the original query the most possibly and necessarily articles
selected from the dictionary. Besides, SQE process was enhanced by incorporating a
reweighting model which provides to the original and new query terms some relative
importance. The possibilistic and the probabilistic circuit-based approaches for SQE
were ﬁrstly compared in terms of their impact to IR performance. Secondly, authors
mixed these two approaches by assessing two different aggregation methods. They also
improved IR efﬁciency by integration a reweighting query terms technique in the
possibilistic matching model existing in [32] to increase the performance of the
expansion task. Experimental results using the standard “LeMonde94” test collection
and the French dictionary “Le Grand Robert” showed partial enhancement of the
results of some test queries. These enhancements, not seen at the global level of
analysis, approved that the performance of any semantic query expansion technique
depends on the nature of the test queries in the test collection. Moreover, query
expansion task can induce noise in the search results because of the injection of
polysemous words. To reduce this problem, it is suitable to incorporate a semantic
disambiguation mechanism solving the problem of word sense disambiguation before
and/or after the expansion task.

2.3

Combining SQD and SQE in IR

Several approaches in the literature studied the impact of SQD with SQE in IR performance using knowledge sources from thesauri. Indeed, some thesauri-based methods accomplished enhancements in IR efﬁciency by expanding the disambiguated
query terms with synonyms and some other information from WordNet [13, 27, 33].
Besides, document expansion also beneﬁted from the investigation of knowledge
sources from WordNet which consequently prove enhancements in IRS performance
[34, 35].
On the other hand, Pinto and Pérez-sanjulián in [36] exploited WordNet as external
linguistic resource for both WSD and SQE. They approved the necessity of incorporating a WSD task in SQE process in order to increase IR performance. Experimental
results are achieved using short and long queries from the TREC-8 text collection.
These results conﬁrmed that SQE applied on both short and long queries is not sufﬁcient to increase IR efﬁciency. However, identifying the suitable sense of each
ambiguous query term using a set of extracted synonyms from WordNet can mainly
contribute to improve IR performance. Consequently, retrieval effectiveness was signiﬁcantly improved for short queries than long ones.
Moreover, Paskalis and Khodra proposed, tested and evaluated in [2] several
scenarios on IR process by using WSD, SQE, stemming and a relevance feedback
technique. For WSD task, they investigated an extended implementation of Lesk
algorithm [19] in order to identify the correct meaning of each query and document
terms. For SQE task, they ﬁrstly exploited a co-occurrence based thesaurus built
automatically from the documents collection. Secondly, they took advantage of a
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pseudo relevance feedback technique using a set of top relevant documents in order to
extract some representative terms from them. These terms are ﬁnally injected in the
original query to improve expansion process.
Recently, authors in [17, 44] and [15] proposed and evaluated respectively a
possibilistic approach for WSD and a possibilistic approach for semantic query
expansion (SQE). Both of them exploited a possibilistic network in order to compute
possibilistic scores between French words using the French dictionary “Le Grand
Robert” as an external linguistic resource. Indeed, in the possibilistic WSD approach,
authors beneﬁted from the double relevance measure (possibility and necessity)
between words and their contexts. Experimental results are done using the standard
ROMANSEVAL test collection. Experiments proved a promote enhancements in terms
of disambiguation rates of French words. This disambiguation performed better on
nouns as they are most frequent among the existing words in the context.
In [18], authors studied the impact of Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) on
Query Expansion (SQE) for monolingual intelligent information retrieval. The proposed approaches for WSD and SQE are based on corpus analysis using co-occurrence
graphs modeled by possibilistic networks. Indeed, the model for relevance judgment
uses possibility theory to take advantages of a double measure (possibility and
necessity). Experiments are performed using the standard ROMANSEVAL test collection for the WSD task and the CLEF-2003 benchmark for the SQE process in French
monolingual Information Retrieval (IR) evaluation. The results showed the positive
impact of WSD on SQE based on the recall/precision standard metrics.

3 Model Architecture and Knowledge Representation
In order to have a generic data representation that can be used for SQE, SQD and
relevance feedback, we opted for a graph model that uses co-occurrences between term
nodes. These relations are extracted from corpora to model contextual and similarity
links. Thus, these relations are useful to compute the similarity between the terms of the
queries (in the case of expansion) or between terms and senses (in the case of
disambiguation).
To perform co-occurrence graph construction, we consider that two nodes are
related if they exist in the same sentence. The edges are bi-oriented and weighted by the
normalized co-occurrence frequency of the related terms. On the other hand, ambiguous words are related with their appropriate senses in the dictionary as considered in
the following:
• T: the set of terms in the corpus
• S: the set of senses in the dictionary
• A node ti is related to a node tj if ti and tj co-occur in the same sentence; where {ti,
tj2T}.
• A node ti is related to a node sj if ti is an ambiguous term and sj represents a sense of
ti; where {ti2T} and {sj2S}.
The process in Fig. 1 presents the different resources used in the SQD task, SQE
and pseudo relevance feedback.
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Fig. 1. Sematic query expansion using disambiguation process.

The QE module is executed to generate an expanded query starting from the initial
query. In the case of ambiguous terms, the disambiguation module is used before
applying QE. Thus, the best sense node having the greater possibilistic or probabilistic
score is selected and the terms existing in its deﬁnition are used for expanding the
original query. For both QE and QD processes, the co-occurrence graph is used to
achieve possibilistic and probabilistic circuit-based calculus. Afterwards, the expanded
query is matched with documents to achieve results as the classical IR process.
A pseudo relevance feedback is applied at the end of the process by extracting the
most signiﬁcant terms from the top ﬁrst returned documents. The whole process may be
iterated.

4 Possibilistic and Probabilistic Approaches for Combined
SQD and SQE
We present in this section two approaches for combined SQD and SQE and we
introduce an illustrative example.

4.1

A Possibilistic Approach for SQD and SQE

We based our approach on the possibilistic theory introduced by Zadeh [37] and
developed by several authors [38, 39] in order to compute terms similarity in both SQE
and SQD tasks. We adapted the possibilistic model architecture of Elayeb in [15] to be
applied on co-occurrence graphs. Thus, we deﬁne the Degree of Possibilistic Relevance
(DPR) for each co-occurrence graph’ node nj given a query Q = (t1, t2, …, tT) by:
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DPR(nj) ¼ Pðnj jQ) + Nðnj jQ)

ð1Þ

Where Π(nj|Q) and N(nj|Q) represent respectively the possibility and necessity
measures. The possibility measure allows to reject the non-relevant nodes identify the
relevant nodes (those who are not close to the context of the query and may not be used
to expand or disambiguate it). However, the necessity reinforces the relevance of the
most important nodes. The two measures are computed as follows:
Pðnj jQ) ¼ Pðt1 jnj Þ  . . .  PðtT jnj Þ ¼ nft1j  . . .  nftTj

ð2Þ

N(nj jQ) ¼ 1  ð1  /n1j Þ  . . .  ð1  /nTj Þ

ð3Þ

Where nftij represents the normalized frequency of query terms in the co-occurrence
graph:
nftij ¼

tf ij
maxk ðtf kj Þ

ð4Þ

In the formula (4), tfij is the weight of the edge relating the nodes ti and nj (i.e. the
number of times the two nodes co-occur).
And:
/nij ¼ Log10



nCN
 nftij
nNi

ð5Þ

Where:
nCN = total number of nodes in the co-occurrence graph related to the query terms;
nNi = number of nodes related to the term ti.
Using the log function (such as in TF-IDF) allows to compute the discriminative
power of the query terms. Thus, we select the graph nodes which are closest to the most
discriminative items of the contextual information represented in the query.

4.2

A Probabilistic Approach Using Circuit-Based Measure
for SQD and SQE

Elayeb studied in [31, 32] the query expansion problem and its impact on a possibilistic
information retrieval system. His method is based on counting circuits in a graph
generated from a dictionary. Indeed, in the graph of dictionary words maintain relationships that sometimes make circuits. For a given term ti of an initial query Qold,
using the graph of the dictionary we compute the score of semantic proximity of term ti
with any other term tj according to following formula [31, 32]:
Sem Pr ox(ti ; tj Þ ¼

Number of Circuitsðti ; tj Þ
Maximum Number of Circuits in the Graph

ð6Þ
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Where: Number_of_Circuits(ti, tj) represents the number of circuits starting from
the node ti and passing through the node tj in the graph of dictionary (i.e. ti→…→tj
→…→ti).
For the SQD task, we consider a sense Si corresponding to an ambiguous word in
the query Q. The semantic proximity of Si to Q is generalized from the Eq. (6) as
follow:
XX
Sem Pr ox(Si ; Q) ¼
Sem Pr ox(sij ; tk Þ
ð7Þ
sij 2Si tk 2Q

The maximum length of circuit is one of important parameter in this distance. In
fact, more the circuit is long more there is chance to mix various groups of meanings.
However, taking into account only too short circuits would cause to cluster terms
related to the same hyperonym into different groups. More details about the regrouping
principle can be found in [31, 32], where author specify that the maximum length of
circuit that we can take into account is about 4 edges.
4.3

Illustrative Example

Let us consider the following query admitting that it contains an ambiguous word:
Les règles d’orthographe et de ponctuation pour la langue
allemande ont été considérablement simpliﬁées
Which may be translated as follows:
The rules of spelling and punctuation for the German language
has been considerably simpliﬁed
The query is tokenized and lemmatized ignoring stop words (like pronouns, articles,
etc.) as follow:
règle (rule), orthographe (spelling), ponctuation (punctuation), langue (language), allemand (German), cosidérable
(considerable), simple (simple)
The output query contains the ambiguous word “simple” (simple). So the WSD is
executed and the sense having the best possibilistic score from ROMANSEVAL dictionary is selected (in this example we consider the sense “AII1”):
AI2 Qui n’est formé que […]
AI3 Qui sufﬁt à soi seul […]
AII1 Qui est facile à comprendre […]
Translated as:
AI2 Which is formed only by[…]
AI3 Sufﬁcient to itself alone […]
AII1 That is easy to understand […]
So the corresponding terms in the deﬁnition “AII1” are injected in query using the
possibilistic approach (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. A sample of the co-occurrence graph.

On the other hand, we consider this sample overview of the graph to compute the
semantic proximity by using the circuit-based approach.
When enumerating the number of circuits for the three senses “AI2”, “AI3” and
“AII1”, the sense “AI3” containing the words “seul” (alone), “soi” (itself) and “sufﬁsant” (sufﬁcient) has the highest semantic proximity for circuit-based computation.
Thus, this sense is the best one collating to the query context. So, the terms of the
sense “AI3” are selected by the circuit-based approach for SQD task and are added to
the query before expansion.

5 Experimental Results
In this section, we evaluate and compare the contribution of the possibilistic and the
circuit-based approaches on both SQD and SQE tasks.
5.1

Experimental Settings

We used two test collections to experiment our proposed approach to study the impact
of query disambiguation on the expansion process in French language: CLEF2003 and
ROMANSEVAL.
On the one hand, the CLEF2003 test collection provides necessary tools for the
evaluation of information retrieval systems on large corpora including a set of documents, a set of queries and the list of relevant documents for each query. Each query is
represented in the XML format by a title containing its terms, a description and a
detailed narrative text. The CLEF2003 collection for French language is composed of
Le Monde 94, ATS 94, and ATS95 sub-collections forming 57 test queries and more
than 300 MB of data [40].
On the other hand, the ROMANSEVAL test collection is useful for evaluating
WSD approaches: it provides the necessary resources for WSD including a set of
documents and a list of test sentences containing ambiguous words. A set of 60
ambiguous words distributed on three grammatical categories (20 nouns, 20 adjectives,
20 verbs) were annotated by 6 members in accordance with the senses. Each word
occurrence may have one or several labels of sense or none [41].
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In all our experiments, we focused only on queries from CLEF2003 test collection
which contains ambiguous terms included in ROMANSEVAL test collection.
We used the Terrier experimental platform for IR to evaluate our system [42].
Different common IR measures where used like Recall/Precision, R-precision and
Mean Average Precision (MAP) (for more details about state of the art IR measures see
[25]). The Okapi (BM25) matching model and the Snowball stemmer (integrated in
Terrier) are used for all experimentations.
In order to perform pseudo relevance feedback based on the document collection,
we used the Bo1 (Bose-Einstein 1) pseudo relevance feedback method implemented in
the Terrier information retrieval platform [42]. The default settings are speciﬁed as
follows: the number of terms to expand a query is set to 10 and the number of
top-ranked documents from which these terms are extracted is limited to 3 documents.

5.2

Evaluating SQD and SQE

This section summarises and discusses the overall performance of the various performed tests. Table 1 reports the main runs and evaluation scores for each one. For both
possibilistic and circuit-based approaches, we performed two scenarios: 1- by applying
the query expansion alone (“Poss_QE” and “Circuit_QE”); 2- by disambiguating the
query before expansion (“Poss_QD&E” and “Circuit_QD&E”). The baseline scenario
refers to the initial query without expansion or disambiguation.
Table 1. Overview of the results of the possibilistic and the probabilistic approaches.
Method
Possibilistic Poss_QE
Poss_QD&E
Probabilistic Circuit_QE
Circuit_QD&E
Baseline

MAP

R-precision

0,5083
0,5124
0,4920
0,5071
0,5487

0,4742
0,4760
0,4633
0,4642
0,5174

The last two columns present the Mean Average Precision (it is the mean of the
average precision scores for each query) and the exact precision (R-Precision is the
precision at rank R; where R is the total number of relevant documents) values [25].
The application of query expansion presents a performance decrease for all tests by
adding new terms. However, possibilistic expansion method shows slightly better
results than the circuit-based expansion method. The application of query disambiguation contributes as well for improving the retrieval results when comparing the 4 tests.
As a preliminary interpretation, this overall negative performance of query expansion (with and without query disambiguation), compared to the baseline test, could be
explained by the generation of noise in search results (so lower precision values).
Oviglie et al. noted in [43] that the number of expansion terms for optimal precision
varies widely across systems and topic (query) sets. Applying query expansion on long
queries (that contain more than 10 words) may produce noisy and non-interpretable
results as studied by Pinto and Pérez in [36]. So, we limited the number of expansion
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terms to the quarter of the query’ length in order to reduce the noise phenomenon
according to the experimental results in [18].
We conducted a more detailed analysis by examining the Recall/Precision curve in
Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Recall-Precision curve comparing different tests.

So, focusing on the test scenario “Poss_QD&E”, in which we applied both SQD
and SQE, we can conﬁrm that the query expansion combined with disambiguation is
better than the baseline at high recall levels (i.e. initially better at retrieving the relevant
documents).
In these detailed tests, we applied also the pseudo relevance feedback after disambiguating and expanding the queries of the test set. The application of relevance
feedback with SQD and SQE improves the information retrieval performance for both
possibilistic (“Poss_QD&E_RF”) and probabilistic circuit-based (“Circuit_
QD&E_RF”) approaches. Nevertheless, the possibilistic approach outperforms the
circuit-based one. Indeed, the former method reﬁnes the search of new terms
(respectively senses) for semantic expansion (respectively query disambiguation) by
taking into account a double measurement of semantic proximity between the
co-occurrence graph nodes.

6 Discussion and Future Works
This work presents and compares possibilistic and probabilistic approaches based on a
co-occurrence graph resource. Thus, we compared the impact of word sense disambiguation in IR performance when applying query expansion and relevance feedback.
The graph used in the different approaches was prepared from the collection of documents in ROMANSEVAL test collection.
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Afterwards, this resource is used to choose the best candidates for disambiguation
and expansion tasks. The computed score for semantic similarity depends on the used
approach. The results show that the possibilistic one is ﬁner than the probabilistic
circuit-based one. This is explained by the fact that possibility and necessity measures
increase the relevance of correct senses/terms and penalize the scores of the remaining
ones.
Furthermore, we showed the important contribution of pseudo relevance feedback
in the presented experiments of this paper. The same positive role of relevance feedback was observed in the works of Paskalis and Khodra [2]. Indeed, we join the fact
that it should be better to focus on this technique to improve IR performance in parallel
with word sense disambiguation methods.
In order to have a wider comparative study, we aim to compare in future works the
impact of changing the knowledge source used for SQD and SQE tasks such as
dictionary in place of co-occurrence graphs. However, this may present coverage
problem especially for modern terms and proper nouns. As a second perspective, we
aim to expand the proposed models from monolingual context to cross-lingual one by
using other adapted corpora such as the SemEval corpus.
Acknowledgements. We are grateful to the Evaluations and Language resources Distribution
Agency (ELDA) which kindly provided us the Le Monde 94 and ATS 94 document collections
of the CLEF 2003 campaign.
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Abstract. Digital images often undergo through various processing and
distortions which subsequently impacts the perceived image quality. Predicting image quality can be a crucial step to tune certain parameters for
designing more eﬀective acquisition, transmission, and storage multimedia systems. With the huge number of images captured and exchanged
everyday, automatic prediction of image quality that correlates well with
human judgment is steadily gaining increased importance. In this paper,
we investigate the performance of three combinations of objective metrics
for image quality prediction with an adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS). Images are processed to extract various attributes which
are then used to build a predictive model to estimate a diﬀerential mean
opinion score for diﬀerent types of distortions. Using a publicly available
and subjectively rated image database, the proposed method is evaluated and compared to individual metrics and an existing technique based
on correlation and error measures. The results prove that the proposed
method can be a promising approach for predicting subjective quality
of images.
Keywords: Image quality assessment · Adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference
system · ANFIS · Diﬀerential mean opinion score · Human visual system · Subjective assessment · Objective assessment

1

Introduction

Digital images are gaining great importance in the domain of electronic technology in recent years. However, images can be corrupted due to various reasons
during acquisition, processing, storage and transmission. With the increasing use
of digital imaging systems such as digital cameras, high deﬁnition cameras, monitors and printers, Image Quality Assessment (IQA) has attracted great attention
in image processing applications [11]. Moreover, a variety of image processing
techniques can beneﬁt from image quality assessment for adaptive parameter
tuning and prediction of required resources, e.g. [29].
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Image quality assessment methods can be classiﬁed into two broad categories:
subjective and objective. The subjective assessment is based on the human perception of image quality and it is preferred when human beings are the ultimate
recipients of the image processing applications [27]. To reduce subjectivity, it is
typically conducted through a number of human observers who are asked to visually judge the perceived quality of a target image in the presence (full-reference)
or absence (no-reference) of its original image. This judgement can be in the
form of a rank or score. The results of diﬀerent observers are averaged and the
resulting aggregated metric is called Mean Opinion Score (MOS). This score can
be scaled to be in the range from 0 (very low quality) to 1 (very high quality). In
the presence of a reference, another evaluation metric is known as DMOS which
is the diﬀerence between the MOSs assigned to the reference and target images.
If we assume the reference image has perfect quality, i.e. its MOS is 1, then the
range for DMOS assigned to the target image will be from 0 (very high quality)
to 1 (very low quality). Notice that it is the opposite of MOS.
The automation of subjective quality assessment is diﬃcult as it depends on
modelling the human visual system (HVS); which is a complex task especially
when considering high-level cognitions. In contrast, objective quality assessments
use numeric measures to quantify the degree of quality degradation and can
beneﬁt from the low-level models of certain features of HVS. Hence, it can be
automated to replace the way a human assesses the quality of an image. The
majority of objective quality assessment methods are based on pixel diﬀerence
metrics due to their low computational complexity [2]. However, these methods
can suﬀer from some limitations in dealing with the wide spectrum of image
distortion types. Hence, a number of other quality metrics have been proposed
in the literature for various situations by diﬀerent researchers [7].
Whether subjective or objective, image quality assessment techniques can be
also classiﬁed as no-reference, full-reference or reduced-reference. This classiﬁcation depends on the availability of information from the original image besides
the target or query image. In a no-reference technique, the assessor has only
access to the query image; hence it is also termed as blind assessment, e.g. [5,15].
But when the original image is available with the target image, it is termed as
full-reference; e.g. [14]. In some applications, only partial information about the
original image can made be available, e.g. due restricted bandwidth or storage
space, besides the query image and hence it is termed reduced-reference [19].
This paper therefore investigates the ability of the adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) approach in predicting the subjective quality of images. It
is implemented to estimate an aggregated score from a set of objective metrics for
image quality assessment. We consider ﬁve types of distortion at diﬀerent levels
including JPEG compression, JPEG 2000 compression, additive pink Gaussian
noise (APGN), additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and Gaussian blurring
(Blur). To evaluate its performance, the predicted value is compared to the actual
diﬀerence mean opinion score (DMOS). Four performance measures and subsequently computed, namely Pearson’s correlation coeﬃcient, Spearman’s rank
order correlation coeﬃcient, mean absolute error (MAE), and root mean square
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error (RMSE). This work is a revised and extended version of our earlier work
published at the international conference on agents and artiﬁcial intelligence [6].
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives a brief background of the main ANFIS characteristics and how it can be used for function
approximation and prediction. The related work is reviewed in Sect. 3. Section 4
provides more details on image quality assessment and deﬁnes the quality metrics that are used in this work. Section 5 describes the evaluation dataset and
discusses the experimental work and results. Finally, Sect. 6 concludes the paper
and highlights future work.

2

ANFIS Background

In the case of fuzzy logic based systems, the mapping of prior human knowledge
or experience into the inference process using linguistic variables is an advantage
but a cumbersome task. No standard procedure is found to provide an eﬃcient
way of this transformation. Usually, a trial and error approach determines the
type, size and settings of the input and output membership functions (MFs).
Eﬀective tuning methods for the input and output membership functions and
reduction of the rule base to the least necessary rules have always been on the
list of signiﬁcant issues to be explored.
Adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system or ANFIS is emerged to mitigate the
above mentioned issues by providing a learning capability to the fuzzy system
through its integration with a neural network [8]. Thus, ANFIS combines the
advantages of both the fuzzy inference system and the neural network. ANFIS
has been widely used to solve several problems in diﬀerent domains [1,10,17,18].
Typically, the ANFIS system works in two distinct phases. The ﬁrst phase
is a neural-network phase, where a system classiﬁes data and ﬁnds patterns.
The other phase develops a fuzzy expert system through adaptive tuning of
membership functions [10]. Figure 1 shows an illustrative example of a Sugenotype ANFIS system, with two inputs X and Y , one output F , and two rules. Each
input variable is assumed to have two linguistic terms (e.g. small and large). The
computations are performed in ﬁve layers; where the output from each node in
every layer is represented by Oil , where l denotes the layer number and i denotes
the speciﬁc neuron within that layer. The purpose of the ﬁrst layer is to fuzzify
the crisp input values using a set of linguistic terms (e.g., small, medium, and
large). Membership functions of these linguistic terms determine the output of
this layer as given by:
1
1
= μAi (x), OB
= μBi (y)
OA
i
i

(1)

where μAi (x) and μBi (y) represent the membership functions that establish the
degree to which the given input values x and y satisfy the quantiﬁers Ai and
Bi . A variety of membership functions exists such as bell-shaped, trapezoidal,
triangular, Gaussian, and sigmoidal. The ﬁring strength for each rule quantiﬁes
the extent that any input data belongs to that rule, and is computed in the
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Fig. 1. An illustrative example of ANFIS model architecture and reasoning.

second layer as the multiplication of all the incoming signals at each node as
follows:
(2)
Oi2 = wi = μAi (x) × μBi (y)
The nodes in the third layer perform normalization operation by calculating
the ratio of the i-th rule’s ﬁring strength to the sum of all rules’ ﬁring strengths
as follows:
wi
(3)
Oi3 = w̄i =
w1 + w2
In Sugeno-type ANFIS system, the consequent part of each rule is expressed
as a linear combination of the inputs. The fourth layer has square-shaped nodes
with node functions given as:
Oi4 = w̄i × fi (x, y) = w̄i × (pi x + qi y + ri )

(4)
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Finally, the last layer node conducts summation of all incoming signals to
generate the output as a weighted sum of all node inputs:
Oi5 = w̄1 × f1 (x, y) + w̄2 × f2 (x, y) =

1
[w1 f1 (x, y) + w2 f2 (x, y)]
w1 + w2

(5)

The objective of a learning algorithm is to update the consequent and premise
parameters in order to achieve the least error between the predicted and the
desired target output. A hybrid training algorithm is normally applied to tune
the parameters of an ANFIS network. Such a learning technique is composed of
least square estimates and a gradient descend (back-propagation) algorithm. The
ﬁrst stage updates the consequent parameters through least-square estimates
by passing signals forward until layer 4. In the second stage, the error rates
are propagated backward which helps in updating the premise parameters by a
gradient descent algorithm.

3

Related Work

In the past, various methods and metrics have been proposed in the literature
for assessing the image quality in agreement with human judgments; whether
full reference, restricted reference, or no-reference. In this section, we brieﬂy
review relevant recent work for mainly full-reference image quality assessment.
An extensive comparison of several full-reference single-metric algorithms is presented in [22] using a single database with a total of 779 distorted images judged
by more than 24 human observers. The highest correlation with average human
judgments was approximately 0.95. A more recent and comprehensive performance comparison is provided in [13] for 18 full-reference quality metrics over six
benchmark databases and four types of distortions (JPEG compression, JPEG
2000 compression, additive Gaussian noise, and Gaussian blurring). The results
showed that the performance varied widely after nonlinear regression with superior capability for the visual information ﬁdelity (VIF) metric in terms of its
correlation to the subjective human ratings.
In [2], the authors proposed a neural network approach for the assessment of
image quality. The neural network measured the quality of an image by predicting the mean opinion score (MOS) with the help of six key features extracted
from both the reference and target images. These features are the two means,
two standard deviations, covariance and mean-square error. The experimental
work was carried out using 352 images compressed by JPEG/JPEG2000. The
resulting correlation is about 0.9744 between the predicted and actual MOS values. Similar work has been conducted in [9] where a neural network approach
is used to predict the subjective image quality score DMOS using statistical
features extracted from both the reference and target images. In 2011, Li et al.
developed a no-reference image quality assessment using regression neural networks to approximate the functional relationship between a range of distortion
types and the human subjective judgment [15].
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In [27], the authors developed an image quality assessment method based on
structural distortion and image deﬁnition. They carried out their experiments
on Lena and Barbara original and distorted images. In their work, it was shown
that the proposed method is more consistent with human perception. In [12], the
authors used characteristics of structural similarity index and artiﬁcial neural
network for image quality assessment. The experimental results showed that their
proposed approach can achieve adaptability for image quality of diﬀerent types.
In [16], the authors conducted a survey on perceptual visual quality metrics, in
which they compared 6 image metrics using seven public image databases. In
[26], a new full-reference quality assessment metric is proposed to automate the
quality assessment of an image in the discrete orthogonal moment domain. This
metric was constructed by using image spatial information in terms of low-order
moments.
Concerning the recent use of ANFIS approach in the literature, in [1] the
authors worked on classifying greenery and non-greenery image classiﬁcation
using an ANFIS technique. They used a hybrid set of parameters which involved
texture and color coherence vector (CCV). More recently in [17], ANFIS was
used for classiﬁcation and detection purposes for the brain Magnetic Resonance
(MR) images and tumor detection. The decision making was performed in two
stages. The ﬁrst stage involved using feature extraction using principal component analysis (PCA) and in the second stage, ANFIS was trained. The authors
mentioned that ANFIS, as a fuzzy logic based paradigm, grasps the learning
abilities of neural network to improve the performance of the intelligent system using a priori knowledge. The authors demonstrated that ANFIS can be a
promising approach for image classiﬁcation in the ﬁeld of medical sciences. In
[5], ANFIS is used to assess quality of distorted/decompressed images without
reference to the original image using three statistical features as inputs expressed
as linguistic variables, namely area, extent and eccentricity.

4

Proposed Approach for Quality Assessment

In this paper, we have developed a full-reference image quality assessment model.
The outline of the proposed predictive model is shown in Fig. 2. As a fullreference method, the quality of a query image is compared with a reference
image of perfect quality. Image quality is determined through various image
quality metrics computed based on features extracted from both the reference
and the target images. These features are based on existing studies, e.g. [3,16].
Here, we considered only seven signiﬁcant full-reference objective quality metrics
as follows:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR)
Universal Quality Index (UQI)
Mean Structural Similarity Index (MSSIM)
Weighted Signal to Noise Ratio (WSNR)
Visual Information Fidelity (VIF)
Noise Quality Measure (NQM)
Information Fidelity Criterion(IFC)

These quality metrics are discussed brieﬂy in the following subsections.
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Fig. 2. Outline of the proposed ANFIS-based quality assessment system.

4.1

Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR)

The traditional and most widely-used objective image quality metric for many
years is the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR). PSNR is a pixel-based method,
which means that the distorted image is compared to the reference image pixel
by pixel. Perhaps, it wide spread use can be attributed to its simplicity and
power to assess white noise distortion. However, it has been lately demonstrated
that it can be inconsistent to human subjective perception [23]. Moreover, it
may not capture the wide spectrum of distortion types.
The peak-signal-to-noise ratio is computed by utilizing the mean square error
(MSE) between the reference image and the target image. For a reference image
A and a target image B each of size N × M , the mean square error is computed
by averaging the squared intensity diﬀerences of the pixels of the two images as
follows:
N M
1 
(aij − bij )2
(6)
M SE =
N M i=1 j=1
where aij and bij are the intensities of the pixels at location (i, j) in the reference
and target images, respectively. If we assume 8-bit encoding for each pixel, i.e.
intensity values represent gray levels in the range from 0 to 255. The maximum
gray level of 255 is then used as a scaling factor in computing the P SN R which
is deﬁned as:
2552
) dB
(7)
P SN R = 10 × log(
M SE
4.2

Universal Quality Index (UQI)

This metric was suggested by Wang et al. [24,25] by utilizing ﬁrst and second order statistics of both the reference and the target images. It is based
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on luminance, contrast, and structural comparisons of both images. The luminance comparison l(a, b) between a reference image A and a target image B is
determined in terms of mean values μa and μb by the relation:
l(a, b) =

2μa μb
μ2a + μ2b

(8)

The contrast comparison c(a, b) is performed utilizing the standard deviations
for images A and B as:
2σa σb
(9)
c(a, b) = 2
σa + σb2
Utilizing covariance between the images A and B, the structural comparison
s(a, b) is given by:
2σab
s(a, b) =
(10)
σa σb
Subsequently, the universal quality index is deﬁned as:
U QI(a, b) = l(a, b)c(a, b)s(a, b)

(11)

where the value of U QI ∈ [−1, 1]. It serves as an improved metric when compared
to the P SN R. However, when the denominator is too small, U QI can become
unstable and badly correlate with the subjective evaluations.
4.3

Mean Structural Similarity Index (MSSIM)

An improved metric was later proposed known as structural similarity index
(SSIM ) [25], which is computed in a similar way but adding some constants to
overcome the instability of U QI as follows:
SSIM (a, b) =

(2μa μb + C1 )(2σab + C2 )
(μ2a + μ2b + C1 )(σa2 + σb2 + C2 )

(12)

where C1 = (K1 L)2 , C2 = (K2 L)2 , L denotes the dynamic range of pixel values
(255 in our case), and K1 and K2 are small positive constants. The SSIM index
is calculated for the whole image as one block and its value is scaled to the
range [0, 1]. When features are highly spatially non-stationary, SSIM can be
calculated within local windows and the overall image quality is measured by
the mean SSIM index as given by:
1 
SSIM (i, j)
(13)
M SSIM =
K i j
where K is the total number of local SSIM indices.
4.4

Weighted Signal-to-Noise Ratio (WSNR)

In [4], a diﬀerent approach to signal-to-noise ratio was used. It is known as
weighted signal-to-noise ratio (W SN R). This measure is deﬁned as the ratio of
average weighted signal power to the average weighted noise power. Here, the
contrast sensitivity functions (CSF ) are used as weights.
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Visual Information Fidelity (VIF)

V IF metric was proposed in [20]. In this metric the image quality assessment
depends upon the amount of information shared between the source (reference)
image and the distorted image. A fundamental limit is imposed on how much
information can ﬂow from the source image through the channel (i.e., the image
distortion process) to the receiver (i.e., human being). V IF is distinctive over
traditional image quality assessment methods.
4.6

Noise Quality Measure (NQM)

N QM metric [4] was proposed as a better measure for visual quality than
P SN R. It considers variation in contrast sensitivity with distance, image dimensions and spatial frequency. It also considers the variation in local luminance,
mean and contrast interaction between spatial frequencies, and masking eﬀects.
N QM is given by:
  2
i
j aij
(14)
N QMdB = 10 × log(   2
2 2)
i
j (aij − bij )
where aij and bij denote the (i, j) pixels in the reference and distorted images.
4.7

Information Fidelity Criterion(IFC)

IF C image quality assessment was proposed by [21]. This metric is based on
natural scene statistics. The IF C is the mutual information between the source
and distorted images. Firstly, the mutual information is derived for one sub-band
and then generalized for multiple sub-bands. The IF C quantiﬁes the perceptual
quality of the image.

5

Evaluation

The images used in our study are collected from the a recent database released
from the Oklahoma State University, Computational Perception and Image
Quality Lab. This database is known as Categorical Subjective Image Quality (CSIQ) database [14]. This image database is chosen for our experiments
because it has a relatively large number of images distorted with a variety of
types. In addition, it was previously used in several image quality assessments
in the literature, e.g. [14,28,29].
The adopted dataset has 30 original images and 750 distorted versions of the
original images. We chose 5 types of distortions each is taken at ﬁve levels (This
means there is a total of 5 × 30 = 150 images for each distortion type). The
considered distortions are JPEG compression, JPEG 2000 compression, additive pink Gaussian noise (APGN), additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and
Gaussian blurring. Each image in the database is of 512 × 512 RGB pixels and
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Fig. 3. Examples of the images in CSIQ database for two types of distortions JPEG
2000 and Gaussian Blur.

each color has 256 levels (from 0 to 255); a total of 24 bits per pixel. Examples
of the images in this database are shown in Fig. 3.
Each distorted image in the database has a subjective rating in the form
of DMOS (Diﬀerence Mean Opinion Score) ranging from 0 (no distortion or
lightly distorted) to 1 (highly distorted). Ratings are conducted by 35 male and
female observers with ages from 21 to 35 years. The actual DMOS score for
each image pair is also taken from the Oklahoma State University CSIQ image
database website. Figure 4 shows distorted images with top ten and bottom
ten DMOS ratings including distortion name and index, image name, distortion
level, standard deviation of DMOS, and DMOS. It is clear that rating is high
when the level of distortion is high and vice versa.
We paired each distorted image with the corresponding original image as
a reference. This gave us 750 pairs. Out of the 750 image pairs, we used 600
pairs for training the model, 50 pairs for validating the model and 100 pairs
for testing the model. Using MATLAB, we computed the seven image quality
measures under consideration (see Sect. 4) using the code developed by their
inventors.
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Fig. 4. Distorted images with top ten and bottom ten DMOS ratings.

We then built diﬀerent ANFIS models using subsets of these measures and
evaluated their performances. The desired output of the ANFIS network was the
crisp DMOS values. The ﬁrst ANFIS model has only three inputs (P SN R, U QI
and M SSIM ) whereas the second ANFIS model has ﬁve inputs (P SN R, U QI,
M SSIM , W SN R and V IF ). The last ANFIS model has seven inputs (P SN R,
U QI, M SSIM , W SN R, V IF , N QM , and IF C). Table 1 shows the ANFIS
parameters and their values used for training with 7 input variables. Figure 5
shows a snapshot of the corresponding ANFIS model for the 7 input variables.
The other two models use similar parameter types but the values for input and
output MFs diﬀers accordingly.
For the purpose of evaluating the performance of each model, we used four
measures. The Pearson’s linear correlation coeﬃcient ρ is given by:
ρ=

Cov(DM OS a , DM OS p )
V ar(DM OS a )V ar(DM OS p )

(15)

where DM OS a and DM OS p are vectors containing the actual and predicted
values for DMOS. To assess the monotonicity relationship between predicted
value and actual value for a particular model, we used Spearman’s rank order
coeﬃcient ρs . This measure is computed suing the same equation for Pearson’s
coeﬃcient but replacing the raw scores by their ranks. In order to ﬁnd the error
of the model, we used Mean Absolute Error (M AE) and Root Mean Square
Error (RM SE) which as calculated as follows:
M AE =

N
1 
|DM OSia − DM OSip |
N i=1

(16)
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Table 1. ANFIS parameters and their values that are used for training with 7 input
variables.
Parameter

Value

Number of training data records

600

Number of validation data records 50
Number of testing data records

100

AND method

Product

OR method

Probabilistic OR (probor)

Implication method

Product

Defuzziﬁcation method

Weighted average (wtaver)

Aggregation method

Sum

Output MF function

Linear

Input MFs type

Generalized bell MF (gbellmf)

Number of inputs

7

Number of outputs

1

Number of MFs per variable

2

Number of rules

128

Table 2. Results for a 3-input ANFIS model (using PSNR, UQI and MSSIM).
Distortion ρ
Blur

ρs

M AE

RM SE

0.9641 0.9665 5.4136

7.8199

JPEG2000 0.9887 0.9837 3.9443

4.9776

JPEG

0.9477 0.9519 7.7900

10.3173

APGN

0.2413 0.6019 25.7500 60.2763

AWGN

0.9510 0.9562 11.4998 15.3729



N
1 
(DM OSia − DM OSip )2
RM SE = 
N i=1

(17)

where DM OSia and DM OSip are the actual and predicted values for DMOS for
the i-th image.
We started with the three features metrics P SN R, U QI and M SSIM ,
selected arbitrarily as inputs to the ANFIS network. The results of our experiment are given in Table 2. In order to study the performance as more features
become available, we added two more feature metrics, i.e. W SN R and V IF ,
and repeated the experiment with a 5-input ANFIS network. The corresponding results are shown in Table 3. We again added two more feature metrics, i.e.
N QM and IF C, and repeated the experiment with a 7-input ANFIS network
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Fig. 5. ANFIS model with 7 inputs.

Fig. 6. Average Pearson’s and Spearman’s correlation results for JPEG/JPEG 2000
distortion types for the proposed ANFIS-based with 7 inputs as compared to neural
network (NN) and MSSIM, as reported in [2].

and the yielded results are shown in Table 4. The rationale behind repeating the
experiments was to judge the performance of the ANFIS network by increasing
the feature metrics incrementally and document the results.
Considering the results in Tables 1, 2 and 3, we can see that the predicted
DMOS values are highly correlated with the actual DMOS values for all distortion types except APGN. The correlation improves as more inputs become
available. Similar conclusions can be made regarding M AE and RM SE.
For the sake of comparison, Fig. 6 shows the average values for the correlation of two types of distortion JPEG/JPEG 2000 for our method and two other
methods from the literature: neural network [2] and MSSIM [25]; as reported
in [2]. We should mention that the authors for the other works used a diﬀerent
image database and provided the results for only these two types of distortions.
For a more relevant comparison on the same dataset (CSIQ), Figure 7 compares the Spearman’s correlation resulting from the proposed approach to that
individual metrics on the four types of distortions reported in [13]. This ﬁgures
demonstrates that the proposed approach has consistently higher correlation.
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Fig. 7. Comparing the Spearman’s correlation results for four distortion types on the
same dataset (CSIQ) of individual metrics, as reported in [13] and the proposed ANFISBased model with 7 inputs.

Table 3. Results for a 5-input ANFIS model (using PSNR, UQI, MSSIM, WSNR and
VIF).
Distortion ρ
Blur

ρs

M AE

RM SE

0.9862 0.9811

3.3941

4.8836

JPEG2000 0.9938 0.9881

2.6951

3.5981

JPEG

0.9762 0.9693

6.1521

7.8826

APGN

0.6181 0.7143 94.3118 98.5724

AWGN

0.9646 0.9636 16.7365 22.4688

Table 4. Results for a 7-input ANFIS model (using PSNR, UQI, MSSIM, WSNR,
VIF, NQM, and IFC).
Distortion ρ
Blur

ρs

M AE

RM SE

0.9937 0.9902

2.2626

3.2177

JPEG2000 0.9944 0.9902

2.4395

3.3292

JPEG

0.9814 0.9758

5.7428

7.1629

APGN

0.7035 0.7338 96.1683 99.8975

AWGN

0.9548 0.9590 16.8990 22.7204
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Conclusion

In this paper, we explored the application of an adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference
system (ANFIS) for subjective quality prediction by fusing a number of objective
metrics. The experimental results showed that ANFIS network can be trained
using image quality assessment metrics to predict the diﬀerential mean opinion
score (DMOS) with high correlation coeﬃcients and low errors. The ANFIS
results compare favourably with two other methods in the literature. As a future
work, the proposed method can be intensively tested on other databases and
compared to other metrics. More quality assessment metrics can be considered
as inputs to the predictive model and in this case the selection of the most
relevant features for building the predictive models will be of interest.
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Abstract. We propose a clustering method which produces valid results
while automatically determining an optimal number of clusters. The proposed method achieves these results with minimal user input, of which
none pertains to a number of clusters. Our method’s eﬀectiveness in clustering, including its ability to produce valid results on data sets presenting nested or interlocking shapes, is demonstrated and compared with
cluster validity analysis to other methods to which a known optimal number of clusters is provided, and to other automatic clustering methods.
Depending on the particularities of the data set used, our method has
produced results which are roughly equivalent or better than those of
the compared methods.
Keywords: Data-mining
learning

1

·

Automatic clustering

·

Unsupervised

Introduction

Data clustering, also known as cluster analysis, segmentation analysis, taxonomy analysis [1], is a form of unsupervised classiﬁcation of data points into
groups called clusters. Data points in a same cluster should be as similar to each
other as possible and data points in diﬀerent clusters should be as dissimilar as
possible [2].
One common problem across many clustering methods is determining the
correct (optimal) number of clusters. One prevalent method to determine an
optimal number of clusters involves the use of validity indices. Cluster validity
indices are a value computed based on a clustering result and represent a relative
quality of this clustering. Often, a clustering method will be applied to the target
data set a number of times with a diﬀerent number of clusters and a validity
index will be computed for each resulting clustering. The result which leads to
the best index value will be taken as being the most optimal. Given n the number
of
√ data points, the number of clusters to try can be a sequence (often from 2 to
n), all possible values (1 to n), or a selection of speciﬁc values or ranges based
on prior knowledge of the data set.
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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Even with the use of cluster validity indices, it is still required to cluster the
data many times and compare the results to determine the optimal clustering.
There is a group of clustering algorithms, called automatic clustering algorithms,
which determine an optimal number of clusters automatically. These methods,
although generally more complex and time consuming, do not need to be run
more than once. Some of these algorithms, such as Y-means [3], still require
an initial number of clusters from which to start. Others, such as the method
proposed by Mok et. al. [4], hereafter referred to as RAC, requires no user input
at all regarding the number of clusters. Our goal is to develop an automatic
clustering algorithm which requires minimal user input and more speciﬁcally
does not require to be provided a target number of clusters or an initial number
of clusters from which to start.

2
2.1

Related Works
Types of Clustering

Clustering methods can be categorized in many ways such as hard or fuzzy,
hierarchical or partitional, and as combinations of these types.
Hard vs. Fuzzy Clustering. Hard clustering, also called crisp clustering, is
a type of clustering where every datum belongs to one and only one cluster. In
contrast, fuzzy clustering is a form of clustering where data belong to multiple
clusters according to a membership function [1]. Hard clustering is generally
simpler to implement and has lower time complexity. Hard clustering performs
well with linearly separable data but often does not perform very well with non
linearly separable data, outliers, or noise. Fuzzy clustering often has a larger
memory footprint as it often requires a c × n matrix to store memberships,
where c is the number of clusters and n is the number of data points. Fuzzy
clustering is able to handle non-linearly separable data as well as outliers, and
noise better than hard clustering.
Hierarchical vs. Partitional Clustering. A hierarchical clustering method
yields a dendrogram representing the nested grouping of patterns and similarity
levels at which groupings change [2]. A partitional clustering method yields a
single partition of the data instead of a clustering structure, such as the dendrogram produced by a hierarchical method [1].
Automatic Clustering. Automatic clustering is a form of clustering where the
number of clusters c is unknown and determining its optimal value is left up to
the clustering method. Some automatic clustering methods may require an initial
number of clusters, from which clusters will be split and merged until a pseudooptimal number of clusters is achieved. Other methods require no initial value
or additional information regarding the number of clusters and will determine a
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pseudo-optimal value without any user input. Other parameters, such as a fuzzy
constant (for fuzzy clustering algorithms) or thresholds, may still be required,
but are generally kept to minimum or are optional with good default values.
2.2

Validation Methods

As clustering is by deﬁnition an unsupervised method, there is generally no
training data with known output values with which to compare results. As such,
it requires a diﬀerent approach to evaluating its results. The quality of clustering
is evaluated using a validity index, which is a relative measure of clustering
quality based on a number of parameters. There are many clustering validity
indices, but the approach to using them generally remains the same and is as
follows:
1. Use ﬁxed values for all parameters other than c the number of clusters.
2. Iteratively cluster the data set with the √
clustering method being evaluated
with varying values of c (often from 2 to 2).
3. Calculate the validity index for every clustering generated by 2.
4. The clustering for which the validity index presents the best value is considered to be “optimal”.
A good index must consider compactness (high intra-cluster density), separation (high inter-cluster distance or dissimilarity) and the geometric structure of
data [5].
Xie and Beni Index. Xie and Beni have proposed a validity index which relies
on two properties, compactness and separation [6], which was later modiﬁed by
Pal and Bezdek [7]. This index is deﬁned by
c n
um xk − vi 2
(1)
VXB = i=1 k=1 ik
n(mini,j∈c,i=j {vi − vj })
where u is a n × c matrix such that uik is the membership of object k to cluster
i, m is a fuzzy constant, xk are data points and vi are clusters (represented by
their centroids).
The numerator of the equation, which is equivalent to the least squared error,
is an indicator of compactness of the fuzzy partition, while the denominator is an
indicator of the strength of the separation between the clusters. A more optimal
partition should produce a smaller value for the compactness and well separated
clusters should produce a higher value for the separation. An optimal number
of clusters c is generally found by solving min2≤c≤n−1 VXB (c).
Fukuyama and Sugeno Index. Fukuyama and Sugeno also proposed a validity index based on compactness and separation [8] deﬁned by:
VF S = Jm − Km
c 
c 
n
n


2
2
=
um
um
ik xk − vi  −
ik vi − v̄
i=1 k=1

i=1 k=1

(2)
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where Jm represents a measure of compactness, Km represents a measure of
separation between clusters and v̄ is the mean of all cluster centroids. An optimal
number of clusters c is generally found by solving min2≤c≤n−1 VF S (c).
Kwon Index. Kwon extends the index of Xie and Beni’s validity function to
eliminate its tendency to monotonically decrease when the number of clusters
approaches the number of data points. To achieve this, a penalty function was
introduced to the numerator of Xie and Beni’s original validity index. The resulting index was deﬁned as
n c
c
1
m
2
2
j=1
i=1 uij xj − vi  + c
i=1 vi − v̄
(3)
VK =
mini,k∈c,i=k vi − vk 2
An optimal number of clusters c is generally found by solving

min2≤c≤n−1 VK (c).

PBM Index. Pakhira and Bandyopadhyay [9] proposed the PBM index, which
was developed for both hard and fuzzy clustering. The hard clustering version
of the PBM index is deﬁned by

VP BM =

1 E1
·
· Dc
c Ec

where
Ec =

c


2
(4)

Ek

(5)

xj − vk 

(6)

k=1

and
Ek =

n

j=1

with vk being the centroid of the data set and
Dc = max vi − vj 
i,j∈c

(7)

An optimal number of clusters c is generally found by solving
max2<c<n−1 VP BM (c).
Compose Within and Between Scattering. The CWB index proposed
by Rezaee [10] focusing on both the density of clusters and their separation.
Although meant to evaluate fuzzy clustering results, it can be used to evaluate
hard clustering by generating a partition matrix u such that memberships have
values of 1 or 0 (is a member or is not a member).
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Given a fuzzy c-partition of the data set X = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn |xi ∈ Rp } with
c cluster centers vi , the variance of the pattern set X is called σ(X) ∈ Rp with
the value of the pth dimension deﬁned as
σxp =

n

1 p
(xk − x̄p )2
n

(8)

k=1

n
where x̄p is the pth element of the mean of X̄ = k=1 xk /n.
The fuzzy variation of cluster i is called σ(vi ) ∈ Rp with the pth value
deﬁned as
n
1
p
σ vi =
uik (xpk − vip )n
(9)
n
k=1

The average scattering for c clusters is deﬁned as
c
1
i=1 σ(vi )
n
Scat(c) =
σ(X)
where x = (xT · x)1/2
A dissimilarity function Dis(c) is deﬁned as
−1
 c
c
Dmax  
Dis(c) =
vk − vz 
Dmin
z=1

(10)

(11)

k=1

where Dmax = maxi,j∈{2,3,...,c} {vi − vj } is the maximum dissimilarity
between the cluster prototypes. The Dmin has the same deﬁnition as Dmax ,
but for the minimum dissimilarity between the cluster prototypes.
The compose within and between scattering index is now deﬁned by combining the last two equations:
VCW B = αScat(c) + Dis(c)

(12)

where α is a weighting factor.
An optimal number of clusters c is generally found by solving
min2<c<n−1 VCW B (c).
Silhouettes Index. Rousseeuw introduced the concept of silhouettes [11] which
represent how well data lie within their clusters. The silhouette value of a datum
is deﬁned by
⎧
⎪
⎨1 − a(i)/b(i), a(i) < b(i)
S(i) = 0,
(13)
a(i) = b(i)
⎪
⎩
b(i)/a(i) − 1, a(i) > b(i)
which can also be written as
S(i) =

b(i) − a(i)
max{a(i), b(i)}

(14)
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where a(i) is the average dissimilarity between a point i and all other points in
its cluster and b(i) is the average dissimilarity between a point i and all points
of the nearest cluster to which point i is no assigned. The silhouette index for a
given cluster is the average silhouette for all points within that cluster and the
silhouette index of a clustering is the average of all silhouettes in the data set:
VS =

n


S(i)/n.

(15)

i=1

An optimal number of clusters c is generally found by solving
max2≤c≤n−1 VS (c).

3

Proposed Method

The proposed method, Heuristic Divisive Analysis (HDA), consists of two phases:
splitting and merging. The ﬁrst phase splits the data set into a number of
clusters, often leading to more cluster than optimal. The second phase merges
(or links) clusters, leading to a more optimal clustering. The reason for this
two-step approach is to address one of the larger drawbacks of hard clustering;
poor performance when dealing with data which is not linearly separable. Both
steps use diﬀerent approaches to computing the dissimilarity between clusters,
which allows for the creation of non-elliptical clusters which may be nested or
interlocked.
3.1

Splitting

The splitting algorithm is a divisive hierarchical method based on the DIANA
clustering algorithm [12]. However, the proposed method employs a heuristic
function to interrupt the hierarchical division of the data set once an “adequate”
clustering for this step has been reached.
DIANA. DIANA (DIvisive ANAlysis) is a divisive hierarchical clustering
algorithm based on the idea of MacNaughton-Smith et al. [13]. Given X =
x1 , x2 , . . . , xn a data set consisting of n records and beginning with all points
being in one cluster, the algorithm will alternate between separating the cluster
in two and selecting the next cluster to split until every point has become its
own cluster. To split a cluster in two, the algorithm must ﬁrst ﬁnd the point
with the greatest average dissimilarity to the rest of the records. The average
dissimilarity of a record xi with regards to X is deﬁned as
Di =

n

1
D(xi , xj )
n − 1 j=1,i=1

(16)

where D(x, y) is a dissimilarity metric (in this case, we use Euclidean distance).
Given Dmax = max0≤i≤n−1 Di , xmax is the point with the greatest average
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dissimilarity which is then split from the cluster. We then have two clusters:
C1 = {xmax } and C2 = X\C1 . Next, the algorithm checks every point in C2
to determine whether or not it should be moved to C1 . To accomplish this, the
algorithm must compute the dissimilarity between x and C1 as well as the dissimilarity between x and C2 \x. The dissimilarity between x and C1 is deﬁned as
DC1 (x) =

1 
D(x, y), x ∈ C1
|C1 |

(17)

y∈C1

where |C1 | denotes the number of records in C1 . The dissimilarity between x
and C2 \x is deﬁned as
DC2 (x) =

1
|C2 − 1|



D(x, y), x ∈ C2

(18)

y∈C2 ,y=x

If DC1 < DC2 , then x is moved from C2 to C1 . This process is repeated until
there are no more records in C2 which should be moved to C1 .
To select the next cluster to separate, the algorithm will chose the cluster
with the greatest diameter. The diameter of a cluster is deﬁned as
Diam(C) = max D(x, y)
x,y∈C

(19)

Heuristic Stopping Function. The ﬁrst phase in our method consists of running the DIANA algorithm with a heuristic function in order to stop it once an
“adequate” clustering has been reached. This function consists of ﬁrst calculating the average intra-cluster dissimilarity (again, we use Euclidean distance) of
each cluster, deﬁned as

D(x, x̄)
x∈C
(20)
AvgIntraCluster Distance(C) =
|C|
where x̄ denotes the mean of all points in cluster C. The heuristic index for
this clustering is the average of all the average intra-cluster dissimilarities. If
the heuristic index for this clustering is lower than that of the previous clustering, the current clustering is considered the most optimal to date. Otherwise, we
have reached our “adequate” clustering at the previous step, but we will continue
running the DIANA algorithm for a set number of iterations as a preventative
measure against falling into a local optimum. We chose this rather simple heuristic instead of one of the many known validity indices because it allowed us to
decrease the complexity (as it uses values which our implementation had already
calculated) and still produced good results.
3.2

Merging

The splitting phase’s result can be non-optimal. This is especially likely when
data sets contain clusters which are not linearly separable or have irregular
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shapes. In these cases, the “adequate” clustering will usually contain instances
where what should be one single cluster is divided into many. These many clusters will be very close to each other in relation to the other clusters and it is the
goal of this merging phase to collect them into optimal clusters.
For each pair of clusters, we calculate the average nearest neighbor dissimilarity, deﬁned as

min D(x, y)
x∈C y∈C,y=x
(21)
AvgN earestN eighbor(C) =
|C|
for both clusters and keep the greater of both values as our merging dissimilarity
threshold MT . We then go through each pair of objects with one object from
each cluster and if we ﬁnd a pair where the dissimilarity between the two objects
is less than the merging dissimilarity threshold (multiplied by a constant), then
the two clusters are merged. We express the test for merging as
CanM erge(C1 , C2 ) =

true,
∃x ∈ C1 , ∃y ∈ C2 |D(x, y) < MT · K
f alse, otherwise

(22)

where K is a merging constant.
As the average nearest neighbor dissimilarity of a single-object cluster is zero,
a pair of single-object clusters will always have MT = 0 and will never merge.
This edge case is handled by deﬁning the merge threshold for this particular
merge as follows:
c

σ Ci
(23)
MT = i=1
c
where σCi is the standard deviation of the dissimilarity between the objects in
a cluster Ci to the centroid of that cluster.
Once all merges are completed, we are left with the ﬁnal clustering. The value
of the merging constant can be adjusted depending on the data set and we have
found experimentally that a value of 2 generally produces good results.
We have also tested an alternative merging method based on the Ymeans approach to merging. Because the Y-means algorithm uses dissimilarities
between cluster centroids, merging clusters will relocate the centroids in such a
way that is detrimental to our method. To avoid this drawback, we link clusters
by attributing them labels instead of merging them until all pairs are linked,
after which we merge all linked clusters. We express the test for linking as
CanLink(C1 , C2 ) =

true
D(C1 , C2 ) ≤ (σC1 · σC2 ) · L
f alse otherwise

(24)

where L is a linking constant. The value of the linking constant can be adjusted
depending on the data set and we have found that a value of 0.5 generally
produces good results with our method.
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Results

The proposed method was tested with ﬁve data sets. The results were compared
to the Y-means, fuzzy c-means [14] and RAC algorithms using the Xie & Beni,
Fukuyama & Sugeno, Kwon, CWB, PBM and Silhouette validation indices.
4.1

Data Sets

The ﬁrst data set was the Iris data set [15], composed of 150 elements in four
dimensions belonging to three categories of 50 elements each; however, two of the
three categories of the data set are so close as to generally be clustered together.
The second data set, or “nested circles” data set, is composed of 600 elements
in two dimensions belonging to two groups. The ﬁrst group, of 100 elements,
is a full circular shape in the center of the plane. The second group, of 500
elements, is a circular shell surrounding the ﬁrst group. As the centroids of
both clusters are approximately identical, it is diﬃcult for clustering methods
which use cluster centroids (such as Y-means and fuzzy c-means) to produce an
appropriate clustering.
The third data set, or “nested crescents” data set, is composed of 500 elements in two dimensions belonging to two groups of 250 elements each. The two
groups form opposing semi-circles which are oﬀset and inset in such a way that
one tip of each semi-circle is nested within the other semi-circle.
The fourth data set, or “ﬁve groups” data set, is composed of 1500 elements
in two dimensions belonging to ﬁve groups of 300 elements each. Each group is
a roughly circular with an approximately Gaussian distribution. The groups are
spread in such a way as to have two pairs of tightly adjacent clusters.
The ﬁfth data set or “Aggregation” data set is a testing data set proposed
by Gionis et.al. [16]. This data set presents 7 roughly elliptical groupings, one of
which has a concave indentation. Two pairs of these groups a linked by narrow
lines of data points.
4.2

Clustering Results

We have compared our method to the Y-means algorithm, another hard automatic clustering method based on the well-known k-means algorithm. Y-means
requires an initial number of clusters, as such we provided it with the known
optimal number of clusters or the best approximations thereof.
We have also compared our method to the fuzzy c-means algorithm. Although
this method belongs to the category of fuzzy clustering, we compared our method
to it as our method should be able to correctly treat non-linearly separable data
and comparison with a fuzzy method could prove interesting.
As well as the previous two methods, we have compared our method to the
RAC method. This method makes use of the fuzzy c-means algorithm as well
as graph partitioning concepts to arrive at a hard partition. This automatic
clustering method should also be able to correctly treat non-linearly separable
data but has a greater time complexity.
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Fig. 1. Clustering result on Iris data set.

Of the validity indices used, Xie & Beni, Fukuyama & Sugeno, Kwon, and
CWB should be minimized (lower values indicates a better clustering) while
PBM and Silhouette should be maximized (higher value indicates a better
clustering).
Iris Data Set. Figure 1 shows the result of clustering the Iris data set with our
method. We can discern four clusters, two of which contain one and two members
respectively. These two clusters are considered as outliers and the remaining two
clusters then approximately correspond to the expected results.
Table 1 shows the validation results of our method and the compared methods
for the Iris data set. The results for the proposed method (HDA) were calculated after removing all outliers. We notice that for the XB, Kwon, CWB, and
PBM indices, although our method does not produce the best validation result,
its results are very near the best. For the XB and Kwon indices, our method
outperformed the other hard clustering methods. The small variations in results
between our method and the others are partly due to the data points eliminated
when removing outliers.
Table 1. Iris data set validation results.
KMP (c=2)
KMP (c=3)
FCM (c=2)
FCM (c=3)
RAC
HDA

XB
FS
0.0654087− 592.227
1.55946 − 789.946
0.0544162− 530.501
0.137036 − 509.939
0.0654087− 592.227
0.061941 − 568.303

Kwon
10.0613
239.56
8.41243
21.966
10.0613
9.35532

CWB
0.503325
2.7801
0.503334
1.34779
0.503325
0.508643

PBM
23.8917
14.4217
17.1528
14.8009
23.8917
24.2696

Silhouette
0.690417
0.561084
0.685031
0.558518
0.690417
0.697063
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Fig. 2. Clustering result on nested circles data set.

Nested Circles Data Set. Figure 2 shows the result of clustering the nested
circles data set with our method and Table 2 shows the validation results of our
method and the compared methods for the nested circles data set.
We can observe that the two clusters are correctly identiﬁed. However, the
validation indices for our method and RAC (which produced the same clustering)
are all much worse than those of Y-means and fuzzy c-means which did not
correctly identify the clusters (see Fig. 3). This is in part due to the fact that
most of these indices use the centroids of clusters to compute dissimilarities,
which is also at least in part the reason why Y-means and fuzzy c-means did not
produce good results.
Nested Crescents Data Set. Figure 4 shows the result of clustering the nested
crescents data set with our method. We can see that the two clusters are correctly
identiﬁed.
Table 2. Nested circles data set validation results.
XB
FS
Kwon
KMP (c=2)
0.45743 − 3367.37
274.708
FCM (c=2)
0.318881− 2173.72
191.578
RAC 2600.64
− 0.908002 1.56039e6
HDA 2600.64
− 0.908002 1.56039e6

CWB
0.422658
0.427173
25.7067
25.7067

PBM
Silhouette
8.53994
0.340658
6.34011
0.338348
0.00151379− 0.0477678
0.00151379− 0.0477678
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Fig. 3. Y-means result on nested circles data set.

Fig. 4. Clustering result on nested crescents data set.

Table 3 shows the validation results of our method and the compared methods
for the nested crescents data set. The RAC method has no values for this data
set as it clustered the entire data set into a single cluster.
Again, Y-means and fuzzy c-means obtain better values with validity indices
while producing inferior results (see Fig. 5).
5 Groups Data Set. Figure 6 shows the result of clustering the ﬁve groups data
set with our method. We can observe seven clusters, two of which contain one
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Table 3. Nested crescents data set validation results.
XB
FS
Kwon
CWB
PBM Silhouette
KMP (c=2) 0.318794− 5495.04 159.647 0.302265 19.4784 0.342838
FCM (c=2) 0.142008−5212.3 71.2541 0.269979 22.4437 0.472577
RAC−
−
−
−
−
−
HDA 0.304331−5071.23 152.415 0.312159 18.2753 0.377258

Fig. 5. Y-means result on nested crescents data set.

Fig. 6. Clustering result on ﬁve groups data set.

and two member points respectively. These two clusters are treated as outliers
and the remaining ﬁve clusters then correspond to the expected result.
Table 4 shows the validation results of our method and the compared methods
for the ﬁve groups data set. The results for the proposed method were calculated
after removing all outliers. Similarly to the Iris data set, our method outperforms
the other hard clustering methods in the XB and Kwon indices as well as in the
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Fig. 7. Clustering result on Aggregation data set.

CWB index for this data set. Our method also produced the best values for the
PBM and Silhouette indices.
Aggregation Data Set. Figure 7 shows the result of clustering the Aggregation
data set with our method. We can observe that the three clusters produced are
not ideal. The top 3 clusters have been grouped together yet should be separate.
After adjusting the merging constant K from its default value of 2.0 to 0.8, we
obtain the clustering seen in Fig. 8. This new clustering is better but still not
perfect as the upper-left and upper-center clusters are still grouped together and
some outliers are produced. Reducing K to 0.7 produced the clustering seen in
Fig. 9. Reducing K further produced no improvement as the clusterings produced
were under-merged and represented the data even more poorly.
Table 5 shows the validation results of our method and the compared methods for the Aggregation data set. The results for the proposed method were
calculated after removing all outliers. With the exception of the FS index, our
method performed best with a merging constant of 0.7. With these values, our
method outperformed the Y-means method in all but the CWB index. For the
other indices, our method performed similarly but slightly worse than fuzzy cmeans with 5 clusters with the exception of the PBM index where our method
Table 4. Five groups data set validation results.
KMP (c=5)
FCM (c=5)
RAC
HDA

XB
FS
Kwon
7.64716 −540692 11494.1
0.0506787−523890
78.7023
0.05887 −581968
91.0297
0.0583695−581594
90.1025

CWB
0.608328
0.155432
0.15704
0.156968

PBM
427.786
2101.97
3985.93
4012.27

Silhouette
0.532795
0.730427
0.730427
0.73118
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performed signiﬁcantly better. The RAC method has no values for this data set
as it clustered the entire data set into a single cluster.

Fig. 8. Clustering result on Aggregation data set.

Fig. 9. Clustering result on Aggregation data set.
Table 5. Aggregation data set validation results.

KMP (c=5&7)
FCM (c=5)
FCM (c=7)
RAC
HDA (K=2.0)
HDA (K=0.7)
HDA (K=0.8)

XB
FS
0.320621 −86011.4
0.185912 −78942.4
0.26758 −73294.5
−
−
1.98674 −128690
0.489475−121270
0.723013− 138778

Kwon
CWB
253.039 0.100997
148.601 0.215287
214.788 0.34196
−
−
1567.92 0.329051
387.897 0.295478
571.038 0.310896

PBM Silhouette
98.4674 0.272249
117.716 0.500565
66.6775 0.467089
−
−
142.117 0.241994
302.46 0.468173
284.03 0.455008
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Conclusion

In this paper, an automatic clustering method based on a heuristic divisive
approach has been proposed and implemented. The method is based on the
DIANA algorithm interrupted by a heuristic stopping function. As this process
alone generally produces too many clusters, its result is then passed on to a
merging method. The advantage of this two phase approach being that with the
splitting and merging using diﬀerent criteria for determining if data belong in a
same cluster, the merged clusters can take non elliptical shapes. This advantage
sets our method apart from the majority of hard clustering methods in that it
can handle data which is not linearly separable fairly well.
Five data sets have been used to evaluate the proposed clustering method.
The proposed method was also compared against an automatic hard clustering
method, a fuzzy clustering method (for which a known number of clusters was
provided), and an automatic clustering method based on fuzzy c-means using
multiple cluster validity indices. The proposed method was shown to be roughly
equivalent in eﬀectiveness as the others to which it was compared when clustering
linearly separable data sets and equivalent or better when clustering non linearly
separable data sets without ever needing to be provided a number of clusters.
There remains work to be done in ﬁnding more appropriate validation methods to evaluate the proposed method as the validity indices used fall victim to
the same pitfalls as most hard clustering methods when the data set is not linearly separable. There also remains to further optimize the proposed method
and it’s heuristics, and to attempt modifying it for speciﬁc applications.
In conclusion, the proposed clustering method not only identiﬁes a desired
number of clusters, but produces valid clustering results.
Acknowledgements. We gratefully acknowledge the support from NBIF’s (RAI
2012-047) New Brunswick Innovation Funding granted to Dr. Nabil Belacel.
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Abstract. Phenotype prediction is one of the central issues in
genetics and medical sciences research. Due to the advent of highthroughput screening technologies, microarray-based cancer classiﬁcation has become a standard procedure to identify cancer-related gene
signatures. Since gene expression proﬁling in transcriptome is of high
dimensionality, it is a challenging task to discover a biologically functional signature over diﬀerent cell lines. In this article, we present an
innovative framework for ﬁnding a small portion of discriminative genes
for a speciﬁc disease phenotype classiﬁcation by using information theory.
The framework is a data-driven approach and considers feature relevance,
redundancy, and interdependence in the context of feature pairs. Its eﬀectiveness has been validated by using a brain cancer benchmark, where
the gene expression proﬁling matrix is derived from Aﬀymetrix Human
R
. Three multivariate ﬁlters based on inforGenome U95Av2 GeneChip
mation theory have also been used for comparison. To show the strengths
of the framework, three performance measures, two sets of enrichment
analysis, and a stability index have been used in our experiments. The
results show that the framework is robust and able to discover a gene signature having a high level of classiﬁcation performance and being more
statistically signiﬁcant enriched.
Keywords: Aﬀymetrix · Cancer classiﬁcation · Feature interdependence · Feature selection · Gene expression proﬁles · Gene signature
discovery

1

Introduction

In recent biomedical research, transcriptome analysis using high-throughput
screening (HTS) technologies, such as microarrays, has been a prevailing approach to obtain gene expression proﬁles of cells of interest in response to physiological and genetic changes in several tissues. Since HTS is capable of interrogating many thousands of oligonucleotide probes simultaneously, the analysis
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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of expression proﬁling data has shown enormous potential for the discovery of
biological markers in carcinogenesis studies and in the diagnoses of diseases [1].
Diﬀerent types of tumor cells can be marked by discriminating genes at expression level. Thus, biomarkers for distinct tumorigenesis stages and cancer classiﬁcation under HTS experiments could be explored by selecting discriminating
genes. The identiﬁcation of subsets of these genes contributing to the predictive
power is the process of ﬁnding so-called gene signatures and is subject to change
[2]. Out of an abundance of transcripts in a tissue, a few genes are diﬀerentially expressed, while a tremendous amount of mRNAs would be regarded as
noise. Also, biologists favor a small number of candidate genes to achieve greater
eﬃciency for in vitro validation.
Identiﬁcation of diﬀerentially expressed genes in bioinformatics can be
referred to as feature selection, the domain of dimensionality reduction techniques, commonly termed in the context of data mining, machine learning and
pattern recognition [3]. In particular, feature subset selection is a technique not
only to reduce the feature dimension of data points without changing their initial
representation, but also to select the minimal subset that maximizes the classiﬁcation performance. In terms of knowledge discovery, this is actually based
on the principle of parsimony [4], leading to a preferred model having as few as
possible variables that suﬃciently ﬁt with the data this is very similar to the
need of gene signature determination. Unfortunately, a typical microarray-based
cancer experiment might only consist of tens to a hundred of clinical samples,
but each sample has thousands to tens of thousands of genes to be questioned
[5]. The presence of experimental noise is another widely criticised issue in the
experimental design of microarrays. The noise is unavoidable and doomed to existence from the early stages of sample preparation, extraction and hybridization,
largely due to the principles of microarray technology. Feature subset selection
is known to be an NP-complete problem [6], and the curse of dimensionality
and the common occurrence of experimental noise would make the procedure of
discriminating gene selection and the process of ﬁnding a parsimony model even
more challenging.
Over the past decade, one can categorize feature selection methods into
three groups: ﬁlters, wrappers, and embedded techniques, depending on how
they interact with a classiﬁcation method [3]. A ﬁlter method measures features
with respect to diﬀerent phenotypes by considering the intrinsic properties of
the data and does not make use of a classiﬁcation algorithm within its selection scheme. There are two types of ﬁlters, univariate and multivariate methods.
Univariate ﬁlters disregard feature interaction and evaluate features individually. Both parametric statistics (e.g. paired/unpaired student t-test &ANOVA)
and nonparametric statistical tests like Wilcoxon rank sum are univariate. On
the other hand, multivariate ﬁlters that consider feature-feature correlations to
some extent are sometimes referred to as space search methods [7]. A wrapper employs a classiﬁcation method to evaluate the prediction performance of a
selected feature subset and an iterative selection process is wrapped around the
classiﬁer. The procedure is terminated with a stop criterion in order to obtain the
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best predictive model. Although the wrapper is able to manage feature-to-class
relevance and feature-to-feature dependence, it seems prone to overﬁtting and
is computationally time-consuming because of a small sample size and a large
feature dimension. According to search strategies, the wrapper can be deterministic or randomized. Sequential forward selection and sequential backward
elimination are two typical examples of deterministic wrappers, whereas simulated annealing or genetic algorithms serve as an illustration of randomized ones
[8,9]. Similar to the wrapper, an embedded approach is also dependent on a
classiﬁcation method and takes feature correlations into account. However, the
embedded is less computationally intensive than the wrapper as feature subset
selection is embedded in a base classiﬁer. As soon as a classiﬁer is built, features
are about to be ranked or weighted. SVM-RFE and its variants are one of the
most representative examples of embedded feature selection [10–12]. The main
idea is to rank features by the weight vector of a linear SVM hyperplane and to
select features using a recursive feature elimination strategy.
In recent years, several feature selection methods based on information theory have been developed to deal with feature-to-feature dependence and the
correlation between a feature and the selected feature subset in large scale
gene expression data. Moreover, more recently a probabilistic interpretation has
been established, derived from optimizing the conditional likelihood, for unifying
information theoretic feature selection [13]. Three space search feature selection
methods are now brieﬂy described and then compared to a new gene selection ﬁlter proposed in the present paper. The three multivariate methods are
all based on information theory and focus on the issue of feature-feature dependence and feature-phenotype correlation. Ding and Peng proposed the minimumRedundancy and Maximum-Relevance framework (mRMR) to explore high
order gene interactions [14]. This method uses mutual information to cope with a
tradeoﬀ between the reduction of feature redundancy within a feature subset and
the strength of feature-to-class correlation. Their experimental results show that
the deﬁned criterion could lead to features with least redundancy. Using conditional mutual information as an evaluation criterion, Fleuret proposed a fast
binary feature selection (cmim) to select features having the largest association
with respect to sample classes conditioned on the selected feature subset [15].
As the cmim criterion would select features having more information about
sample classes evaluated only by pairwise feature statistics, some informative
features, in which biologists could be interested, would be removed, even though
the author claims that the selected features are informative and weakly pairwise dependent. The third feature selector, fcbf, was designed by Yu and Liu to
eﬃciently eliminate a considerable number of irrelevant and redundant features
[16]. While mRMR and cmim deﬁne evaluation criteria, fcbf introduces an
approximate Markov blanket as a search strategy for an eﬃcient feature removal
by using symmetrical uncertainty. This method therefore selects much fewer features than mRMR and cmim and is very prone to removing ‘less informative’
but important features that might be of interest to the domain expert. Although
feature relevance and feature redundancy are well addressed by the three
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multivariate ﬁlters just discussed, feature interdependence is discarded in favour
of reduced computational complexity. Feature inter-dependence may point to an
important feature that is strongly discriminative together with other features
in the selected feature subset, but is individually less informative relative to a
class. The approach could be biologically meaningful within gene signatures in
post-genomics.
In this article, we introduce a multivariate approach based on information
theory for cancer related gene signature discovery under high-throughput gene
expression proﬁles. The approach is a four-step framework considering several
types of feature properties (feature relevance, feature redundancy, and feature
interdependence) in the context of feature pairs. This complete framework has
been reﬁned by appropriately ﬁne-tuning parameter settings, by establishing an
aggregation scheme for gene signatures, and by proposing an RC plot to illustrate how coupled genes could bring more information about sample classes than
individual genes can do. To show the eﬀectiveness of the framework, brain cancer gene expression proﬁling data [17] generated by Aﬀymetrix Human Genome
R
has been used. The brain cancer expression matrix is comU95Av2 GeneChip
posed of 12,625 interrogated genes and 50 samples from two cell-lines. It implies
that the discovery of biologically discriminative genes in the brain experiment
would be more demanding than that in some easy-classiﬁed benchmarks, such
as the famous Leukemia dataset [18] . Through the brain cancer study, we will
demonstrate the great strengths of this novel ﬁlter in terms of classiﬁcation performance, robustness, and enrichment analysis.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
Domain Description

In this section, the domain of HTS gene selection for phenotype prediction
is brieﬂy described. Given a gene expression dataset D = X ∈ Rm , C ∈ R =
{(xi , ci )}ni=1 , where D includes n samples X labeled by a class vector C, and
each sample is proﬁled over m gene expressions, i.e. xi = {xi1 , · · · , xim }ni=1 ,
m  n. The domain expert expects to ﬁnd a small number of discriminating
genes (from tens to a hundred) for clinical classiﬁcation to be validated in vitro
and to identify a gene signature for a speciﬁc disease. To address the issue of
HTS-based gene signatures, we can refer to it as a feature selection problem.
Let F be a full set of features (genes) F = {fi }m
i=1 , then feature selection aims
at choosing a feature subset G ⊂ F that maximizes the prediction performance;
moreover, if G is aimed at a minimum, a parsimonious subset is sought for.
2.2

Information Theory Basics

Entropy is the rationale behind information theory and is an intuitive measure to
evaluate the uncertainty of a random variable. Given a variable, it is computed
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at the level of probability distributions [19]. Let X be a nominal random variable,
Shannon entropy is deﬁned as

p(x) log p(x),
(1)
H(X) = −
x∈X

where x denotes the values of the random variable X over its alphabet X(the
domain), and p(x) is the marginal probability distribution of X. Without loss of
generality, the domain X will be ignored in the rest of the paper. Unlike conventional statistics, an entropy-based measure does not make any a priori assumption. For instance, one is required to ask whether data is normally distributed
before using the student’s t-test. Additionally, other information quantities can
also be deﬁned through applying probability theory to entropy. The conditional
entropy of X given Y is represented as


H(X|Y) = −
p(y)
p(x|y) log p(x|y),
(2)
where p(x|y) is the conditional probability of X given the observed values of Y.
This quantity evaluates how much uncertainty of X is left given that the value of
another random variable Y is known. Similarly, the joint entropy of two random
variables X and Y is denoted as

H(X|Y) = −
p(x, y) log p(x, y),
(3)
where p(x, y) is the joint probability distribution of X and Y. It quantiﬁes the
amount of information needed to describe the outcome of two jointly distributed
random variables. Another important information theoretic measure, mutual
information, quantiﬁes the amount of information shared by two random variables X and Y, and can be obtained by the deﬁnition of entropy and conditional
entropy
(4)
MI(X|Y) = H(X) − H(X|Y).
The mutual information is the reduction of entropy of one variable, if the
other is known. This measure is symmetric and non-negative, and the value of
zero implies that the two variables are statistically independent. The mutual
information of X and Y can also be conditioned on Z, conditional mutual information, and deﬁned by
CMI(X, Y|Z) = H(X|Z) − H(X|Y, Z).

(5)

The quantity measures the information amount shared between X and Y, if
Z is known. Finally, we introduce symmetrical uncertainty that will be heavily
utilized in our gene selection framework throughout the paper. The measure
could be viewed as one type of normalized mutual information and deﬁned as


H(X) − H(X|Y)
SUX,Y = 2
.
(6)
H(X) + H(Y)
If X is a joint random variable, the joint symmetrical uncertainty could be
acquired by exactly the same idea as the joint entropy.
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Feature Relevance

Given a full set of features F and a feature fi , then let Fi = F \fi denote
that the feature fi is removed from the set F . Kohavi and John (hereafter KJ)
deﬁned three feature types of relevance to sample classes via the probability
distribution of the class C conditioned on the features of fi and Fi , as in the
following Deﬁnitions 1–3 [20].
Definition 1. KJ-Strong Relevance:
A feature fi is strongly relevant to C iﬀ
p(C|fi , Fi ) = p(C|Fi ).

(7)

Definition 2. KJ-Weak Relevance:
A feature fi is weakly relevant to C iﬀ






p(C|fi , Fi ) = p(C|Fi ) and ∃Fi ⊂ Fi such that p(C|fi , Fi ) = p(C|Fi ).

(8)

Definition 3. KJ-Irrelevance:
A feature fi is irrelevant to C iﬀ






∀Fi ⊆ Fi , p(C|fi , Fi ) = p(C|Fi ).

(9)

The three deﬁnitions imply that an ideal feature subset should include all
strongly relevant features and some weakly relevant features with least feature
redundancy, and all irrelevant features should be removed. Given two jointly distributed random variables fi fj (or fij ), similar to KJ deﬁnitions, we can deﬁne
a strongly relevant feature pair fij by the conditional probability distribution of
the class C.
Definition 4. Strongly Relevant Feature Pair:
A feature pair fij is strongly relevant to C iﬀ
p(C|fij , Fij ) = p(C|Fij ),

(10)

where Fij denotes the feature set F with the features fi and fj both together
eliminated from F . Therefore, a feature pair is referred to as a united-individual
and must be selected or removed together during the process of selection. The
strong relevance of a feature pair will be the basis for the framework presented
in our paper for ﬁnding HTS gene signatures.
2.4

Feature vs Feature Pair

We propose a ‘Ratio by Correlation’ (RC) plot in order to demonstrate if feature
pairs can reveal more information about the class C than single features could
do and whether or not the coupled features can provide insight into feature interdependence, revealing potentially some genetic regulatory interactions between
features. Out of the probe-sets (features) designed in the Aﬀymetrix Human
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Fig. 1. Ratio by correlation plot.

Genome U95Av2 Array with a real gene expression data set [17], ten thousand
feature pairs fij were randomly selected to generate the RC plot as shown in
Fig. 1. Given the population of the selected pairs and a gene expression matrix
with the corresponding sample class vector, we used symmetrical uncertainty to
calculate two correlation measures between two features and C (SUi,c and SUj,c ,
respectively), and additionally one correlation value between a feature pair and
C (SUij,c ). Then the mean of SUi,c and SUj,c was computed and represented
by M , followed by three computations displayed below:
SUIF,C = log10 M ;

(11)

SUF P,C = log10 (SUij,c );

(12)

R = log2 (SUij,c ) − log2 M.

(13)

The RC plot is constructed by plotting R against SUIF,C and against
SUF P,C , respectively. Here, SUIF,C represents the average correlation between
individual feature and C, whereas SUF P,C denotes correlation between a feature
pair and C. Thus, R is the ratio between the feature pair correlation and individual feature correlation. For the convenience of visualization, a logarithmic scale
is used, with twofold changes for the ratios and tenfold increases for correlations.
While most coupled features have a signiﬁcantly increased joint eﬀect, there
still exist many cases where two features coupled together do not provide more
information about a class, and this happens especially for those features that
might potentially be considered as strongly relevant to the class. Moreover, a few
cases have been found where a feature pair has a decrementing joint eﬀect if two
strong features are joined together. It might imply a common phenomenon in
gene regulation where one gene can be silenced or deactivated by another gene or
its products. On the other hand, there are only a few coupled features from very
weak features having exceptionally high strength of association between them
and the class due to some kind of their underlying interdependence. Overall, we
observe that single features (grey scatter plot) move rightwards towards feature
pairs (black scatter plot) in Fig. 1. It means that there is a clear tendency for
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features to combine to stronger pairs. Therefore, we believe that feature pairs
would play more important roles than individual features in gene selection based
on high-throughput gene expression proﬁles. Feature pair could either bring more
information about C or have a potential for dealing with feature interdependency
that could take more gene synergy into account.

3

iRDA – A Framework for Finding Gene Signatures

A complete framework for selecting high-throughput gene signatures is shown
in Algorithm 1. This novel gene selector is named iRDA, abbreviated by gene
selection guided by interdependence with redundant-dependent analysis and a
gene aggregation. The framework is based on information-theoretic measures, an
appropriate search strategy, a suitable parameter estimation criterion, a mixture
of forward-backward phases, and a simple aggregation scheme. The rationale for
devising such a framework is to select a gene signature around gene synergy that
could potentially discover genetic regulatory modules or disease-related factors.
Interdependence between features is, therefore, a matter of concern.
The proposed gene selection method is a four-step framework with a vast
body of feature pairs, including a set of analyses of feature relevance, feature
interdependence, feature redundancy and dependence, and feature aggregation.
Features relevant to C deﬁned by KJ looks sensible in theory, but it would hardly
work in practice, speciﬁcally for the analysis of large-scale gene expression proﬁles. In general, high throughput gene expression proﬁling has only a relatively
small number of diﬀerentially expressed genes, and correlations between features
and labels are exponentially distributed. In this paper, we estimate the degree of
features relevant to a target class via an analysis of a partition method working
on a selected correlation measure. Given a random value for feature fi , symmetrical uncertainty SUi,c is used to quantify the strength of association between
features and labels. After sorting all of the calculated correlations in descending
order, k-mean clustering is proceed upon the sorted list of SUi,c to partition
features into ﬁve groups. We label the ﬁve clusters as R1 · · · R5 in descending
order according to their centroids, to gradually make the way down the scale
of KJ-relevance/-irrelevance to C. These feature types will be a prerequisite to
conduct our main idea of feature interdependent analysis.
The consideration of multi-way gene interactions would have the potential
for a road map of feature interdependence. However, because of the immense
complexity of gene regulatory mechanisms, it would not be a good strategy
to infer multi-way feature interdependence in a direct way. Unlike traditional
feature selection ﬁlters working on a search space of individual features, feature
pairs will be our main body throughout the framework and individual features
with various scale of relevance to sample classes will only be an indicator in the
subsequent analyses. It is impractical to perform exhaustive search for visiting all
feature pairs if the number of features is very large. Therefore, feature relevance
partitions from the previous step could be an indicator to produce potential
feature pairs that are KJ relevant to C. In the second step, given a joint random
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Algorithm 1. iRDA Gene Selector.
m
Given: D = {X ∈ Rm , C ∈ R} = {(xi , ci )}n
i=1 , and F = {fi }i=1
Parameter: ε
Find: gene signature G

RELEVANCE:
1 ∀fi , calculate SUi,c
2 Sort SUi,c into descending order
3 Perform k-mean clustering (k=5) on the sorted SUi,c
4 Label 5 clusters R1 -R5 whose centroids are in descending order
INTERDEPENDENCE:
5 Forward Phase
6 t=1
7 for i=1 to sup(R1 )
8
Gts = ∅
9
for j=i+1 to sup(R4 )
10
if SUij,c > ε, where ε is estimated by Eq. (14)
11
add feature pairs fi fj to Gts , fi followed by fj
12
where fi is a seed (fst ) and added once only
13
end
14
t=t+1
15 end
16 Let Gpre = {Gts |Gts = ∅, Gts led by fst }
REDUNDANCY AND DEPENDENCE:
17 Backward Phase
18 for each Gts do
19
for each fi ∈ Gts do ﬁrst in last check
20
fi is removed instantly if CMI(fi , C|Gts )=0
21
Gts = ∅ if CMI(fst , C|Gts ) = 0
22
end
23 end
24 Insertion Phase
25 ∀fs,j ∈ Gpre , add fs to Gtj if applicable

26 Gpre is then established

27 Perform backward phase on Gpre
t−1
t
28 Let Gpost = {Gts |Gts = ∅, #Gts > 1, SUs,c
> SUs,c
}
AGGREGATION:
29 t=1, G = ∅
30 do
31
G = G∪ Gts
32
t=t+1
33 while G = Gpost or G is deﬁned

variable of two features fi fj (or fij ), joint symmetrical uncertainty SUij,c is
used to measure the strength of correlation between coupled features and a class
variable. The aim of this step is to search for those strongly relevant feature
pairs whose joint symmetrical uncertainty values are greater than a threshold
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ε. We assume that one feature in R1 partition colliding with the other feature
in the partitions of R1 , R2 , R3 and R4 might have a positive joint eﬀect for
producing potential coupled features. Based on this assumption, an estimation
of the threshold ε will be a critical task for exploring feature pairs. We propose
to estimate the critical value by the following equation:
ε = SUij,c ,

(14)

where fij ∈ Ω, Ω = {fij |T = 1, · · · , T ∗ ; SUij,c > SUi,c ; SUi,j < SUj,c }. Given
the number of trials T , two features (fi , fj ) in the sorted list of SUi,c are coupled
in turn, where SUi,c > SUj,c , to test if the conditions of SUij,c > SUi,c and
SUi,j < SUj,c are satisﬁed. Then when T ∗ successful feature pairs that meet
the conditions are executed, the mean of their SUij,c is computed to be the
estimation of the threshold ε. The conditions reveal that a feature pair has
positive joint eﬀect and less redundancy between the two coupled features even
though a feature correlation sometimes does not necessarily mean redundancy.
Once a feature pair succeeds in the examination of SUij,c > ε, the feature is then
added to a subset of Gts led by a seed feature fs . It means, every feature pair fsj
in Gts has the same feature fs , and every feature belongs to the subset in the order
of its relevance to C. Finally, there could be a collection of Gts s led by various
seed features. Through the approximation of high-order feature interdependence
led by seed features and their coupled features, feature interdependence could
be extended from mutual dependence on feature pairs to high dimensional gene
interactions.
If a subset is formed, it is necessary to ask if there are any redundancies
among features within a selected feature subset. A minimal feature subset must
include the most discriminative features, but avoid redundant features. Thus
the third step is mainly to check and remove redundant features as many as
possible to form a parsimonious set of features. Given a collection of subsets
derived from interdependent analysis, Gpre , the conditional mutual information
CMI(fi ,C|Gts ) of a feature fi and label C conditioned on a subset Gts ∈ Gpre is
used for this purpose by using an approximation of backward elimination with
ﬁrst in last check policy. For any Gts , we test if the value of CMI(fi ,C|Gts ) is zero
for every feature checked one by one and from the end of Gts to the beginning of
Gts . A feature whose CMI value is zero will instantly be removed and the next
less relevant feature will then be checked until the features in Gts have all been
tested. If a seed feature is eliminated, the subset Gts led by this feature will be
discarded; otherwise, features that remain in a retained subset are considered to
be dependent on the seed feature. When redundancy analysis of Gpre is ﬁnished,
for any coupled features with seed features (fsj ) in Gpre , a seed feature fs might
be added to the subset led by feature fj if applicable. This procedure is in order
to complement the greedy formulization of Gts . Therefore, we might have a new

collection of subsets Gpre so that a second round of redundant analysis would

be required for Gpre . iRDA actually includes a forward phase and a backward
phase. Interdependent analysis carries out forward addition and more false positive features might be selected in this phase while redundant and dependent
(T )
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analysis performs backward elimination to identify and to remove false positive features. An insertion phase included in redundant and dependent analysis
increases a chance that true positive features might enter some potential subsets.
Through these phases, a ﬁnal collection of parsimonious subsets Gpost is able to
safely accomplish.
As biomedical researchers are always more interested in candidate genes
regarding a speciﬁc disease, in a word, a gene signature is a main issue to ﬁnd
potentially biomarkers, biological process, molecular function, cellular mechanism, and regulatory motifs. Conventional gene selectors usually allow people
select genes as many as they can to deﬁne a gene signature so the ﬁnal step of
our method is to aggregate genes to establish a gene list where an appropriate
gene signature might be found. Since each subset Gts ∈ Gpost is built by a seed
feature fs , the strength of relevance between fs and C is able to use as an indicator for gene aggregation. We ﬁrst select a subset having the most relevant seed
feature, and aggregating genes by considering next subset whose seed feature
is the next most relevant to C. This procedure proceeds until no genes can be
accumulated (G = Gpost ) or a preferred gene signature G is deﬁned.

4

Experimental Results

To show the proposed framework is potentially capable of selecting the most
discriminative gene signature for phenotype prediction and of ﬁnding signiﬁcant
genetic regulation within the selected signature, a publicly available microarraybased brain cancer classiﬁcation data was used [17]. The experiment was designed
to investigate whether high-throughput gene expression proﬁling could classify
high grade gliomas better than histological classiﬁcation. The data set consists
of 50 samples and 12,625 probe-sets using Aﬀymetrix Human Genome U95Av2
Array. Out of 50 high grade gliomas, there are 28 glioblastomas (GBM) and 22
anaplastic oligodendrogliomas (AO). Upon this gene expression matrix, features
were discretized to three bins as suggested by [14] and each bin was then designated by a discrete value such as 1, 3 and 5 for the better calculation of information theoretic measures. We evaluated the proposed framework with three modelfree feature selection ﬁlters (mRMR, cmim and fcbf) to know the capacities of
four gene selectors in terms of classiﬁcation performance and enrichment analysis. While classiﬁcation performance reveals how good a selected model could
predict, enrichment analysis could display whether a gene signature actively
involves gene synergy.
Because of the curse of dimensionality, the conventional training-test data
partition given a ratio (say 60-40 %) is not very appropriate for the assessment
of gene selection approaches in the domain of high-throughput gene expression
data. Thus, the procedure of leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) was used
in our experiments. Three performance measures were chosen to assess the predictive power of selectors. They are the generalisation error rate (ERR), the
area under a receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) and the Matthews
correlation coeﬃcient (MCC). Besides, a reference classiﬁer is required to induct
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ﬁlter-based feature selectors into a learning process. This is due to their independence of learning methods. We utilized the k-nearest-neighbour (k-NN) classiﬁer
(k=3) to establish classiﬁcation models after gene selectors had been performed.
There were three feasible subsets generated by iRDA for the binary classiﬁcation of the brain dataset and 8 unique features in total were involved in
these subsets. Hence, three sets of features were established by mRMR, cmim
and fcbf and each set had eight features to be compared with iRDA. From the
viewpoint of parsimony, a minimal feature subset is selected to evaluate how well
the chosen features could dedicate themselves to a class versus those features of
the other three selectors, results shown in Table 1. The optimal subset was the
one led by the ﬁrst seed feature and its cardinality was just three. The misclassiﬁcation rate was 0.4 that was also the lowest one and only fcbf could reach
the same level using four genes. In addition, the four-gene set of fcbf had the
highest of MCC performance, 92.26 %, very slightly better than the three-gene
set of iRDA by 0.15 %. The best AUC performance went to the cmim gene signature at the level of 100 % whereas the minimal gene set of iRDA had nearly
approached the same level by 0.32 %; however, cmim had employed seven genes
more than twice the features produced by iRDA. In sum, a parsimony model
of the three-gene set built by iRDA had very good predictive power from all
aspects of performance measures.
Other than the selection of a parsimonious subset, it is also an essential
matter to select one of the best gene signatures with a reasonable gene size that
could have the strongest classiﬁcation performance and a strong possibility for
biological ﬁndings regarding a certain disease or cancer such as biomarkers or
regulatory modules. To do so, three feature subsets of iRDA were aggregated in
order of the seed feature relevance to C and eventually an eight-gene signature
could be established. We then compared our gene sets with those of mRMR,
cmim and fcbf to know the performance among them and to see what the best
gene signature would be. Figure 2 shows that when iRDA aggregated the other
features led by the other seeds into a parsimony model, classiﬁcation performance
was stronger and stronger, ﬁnally leading to no misclassiﬁcation. Meanwhile,
both AUC &MCC performance could also approach the highest level of 100 %
even though the parsimony model initially could not greatly outperform all of the
other methods as discussed in Table 1. Furthermore, it is observed that except
the proposed method no the other selectors here were able to dominate all of
the three performance measures. For instance, when we only compared mRMR,
Table 1. Prediction performance in terms of parsimony.
iRDA
%
ERR

mRMR
#Gene %

cmim

#Gene %

fcbf
#Gene %

6.00 6

#Gene

4.00 3

6.00 4

4.00 4

AUC 99.68 3

98.54 8

100

7

94.72 5

MCC 92.11 3

87.96 4

88.32 6

92.26 4
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cmim and fcbf, fcbf could have the best level of error and the MCC performance
but its AUC level was undoubtedly the lowest. Similarly, cmim was able to
reach the AUC value at 100 % but was decidedly inferior to fcbf in either error
or MCC. In a word, iRDA was far superior to the compared gene ﬁlters in
terms of classiﬁcation error and performance and an eight-gene signature (the
full feature set of iRDA) was recognised as the best one.

Fig. 2. Classiﬁcation performance of four sets of gene signatures.

Robustness is another crucial issue in the context of high dimensional gene
selection for cancer classiﬁcation. One of likely scenarios relating to ﬁnding biologically potential biomarkers under large scale gene expression proﬁles is that
discriminative genes selected by a feature selection method could be many and
varied given minor instance variations. It is, therefore, important to know how
robust a gene selector can be. The more robust the signature is, the more convinced the domain expert feels. We assess robustness of the four multivariate
ﬁlters by using the pairwise similarity measure of the Jaccard Index [21] with
leave-one-out sample perturbation based on the same brain dataset. The experimental result is shown in Fig. 3. The bar chart reveals that iRDA is by far
the most robust method (reaching at the level of 0.8), followed by fcbf (inferior
to iRDA by 21 %), and nearly twice better than mRMR and cmim. Both
mRMR and cmim have impressive classiﬁcation performance (especially in
AUC), but surprisingly, they are less robust (<0.5) even in this very minor variation experiment. In a word, iRDA could provide great performance in terms
of classiﬁcation and stability analysis, and could be reliable for downstream biological validations.
Since the proposed method has paid attention to feature interdependence,
it is an essential issue to know if there is any molecular information extracted
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Fig. 3. Robustness of four multivariate ﬁlters.

from a gene signature that is generated by gene selectors. This relates to enrichment analysis that might provide an insight as to how genes inter-actively work
together about biological process. A tool of gene set enrichment analysis, GSEA
[22], was employed in this paper to see how many gene sets are statistically signiﬁcantly enriched based on a collection of a priori annotated gene sets, here
MSigDB database was considered. We generated four sets of eight-gene signatures from four gene selectors, the same as we mentioned in Fig. 2, to be studied
on GSEA with MSigDB. After the process of collapsing original features into
gene symbols, there were 7 genes in iRDA and cmim signatures and 8 genes in
mRMR and fcbf signatures. Based on these collapsed features, Table 2 shows
that given an iRDA gene signature, there were 6 and 4 gene sets recognised as
statistically signiﬁcant enrichment in two phenotypes of GBM and AO respectively (p-value<0.05) while the other three gene signatures had far fewer enriched
gene sets. Moreover, out of up-regulated gene sets in two phenotypes, 6 gene sets
were statistically signiﬁcantly enriched in total (FDR<0.25) for the iRDA gene
signature by far the most number of enrichment in this study.
In addition to GSEA, we have also adopted WebGestalt [23] to carry out a
functional genomic enrichment analysis that biological themes of gene lists could
be open to interpretation. The same sets of four gene signatures as used in GSEA
were once again submitted to WebGestalt. After transferring probe-set id into
gene symbol, the number of genes remained in their original gene sets was 7, 7, 6
and 8 for the signatures of iRDA, mRMR, cmim and fcbf, respectively. These
remained genes would be the basis to see how many functional factors could be
found and how many genes have been involved in those identiﬁed biological
factors at the statistical signiﬁcance level of 0.05. Gene synergy is initially one
of our main ideas to develop a new gene selector; therefore it is important to
understand if there are any relationships between gene regulatory modules and
a gene set. We have found that 5 genes in iRDA seven-gene signature were
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Table 2. Gene set enrichment analysis.
iRDA mRMR cmim fcbf
Native features

8

8

8

8

Collapsed features

7

8

7

8

FDR < 25 %

3

0

0

0

p-value < 5 %

6

0

0

1

FDR < 25 %

3

1

1

0

p-value < 5 %

4

1

2

0

Enrichment in GBM

Enrichment in AO

Enrichment in total
FDR < 25 %

6

1

1

0

p-value < 5 %

10

1

2

1

Table 3. Functional genomic enrichment analysis.
iRDA

Selected probe-sets 8
Mapped genes
7

mRMR

cmim

fcbf

8

8

8

7

6

8

#Gene #Factor #Gene #Factor #Gene #Factor #Gene #Factor

Transcription factor 5
MicroRNA
5
Disease
2

5

0

−

2

2

0

−

8

2

1

2

1

2

1

1

0

−

0

−

0

−

p-value<0.05

connected to ﬁve transcription factors and eight microRNA targets, respectively;
and there were only two interactions found between two transcription factors and
two genes within the cmim six-gene signature while no interactive relationships
with transcription factor were found in the gene signatures of mRMR and fcbf
(see Table 3). Although one microRNA-mRNA interaction was found with two
genes in the gene lists of mRMR, cmim and fcbf, the discovered interaction
was actually the same one and included in iRDA microRNA-mRNA ﬁndings.
To reveal cancer-related genes, disease association analysis was performed. Out of
the iRDA selected genes, a report has statistically signiﬁcantly related two genes
to the disease of inﬂammation - one of key factors in tumour development [24].

5

Conclusions

A framework for high throughput gene signatures, named iRDA, is presented in
this paper. Whereas individual features are searched in conventional gene selection in a either univariate or multivariate manner, the proposed ﬁlter is mainly
focused on feature pairs. Single feature relevance to a class variable is just used
as an indicator throughout the framework. By using a number of information
theoretic measures and through a series of analysis of feature characteristics
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including relevance, interdependence, redundancy and dependence, the iRDA
gene selector is devised around gene synergy based on feature pairs and seed
features that lead to various possible parsimonious set of feature. With a simple
aggregation scheme, a gene signature is eventually able to be deﬁned for ﬁnding
biological information related to a certain disease in diﬀerent phenotypes.
To demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of this newly developed gene selector in the
domain of high-throughput gene signatures, a brain cancer gene expression proﬁling data was examined. This expression matrix was derived from Aﬀymetrix
Human Genome U95Av2 Array, and having 50 labelled samples and 12,625 interrogated genes. The curse of dimensionality implicates that the task of gene selection is an enormous computing challenge. Based on the brain cancer data set,
we have compared iRDA with three ﬁlters (mRMR, cmim and fcbf) that
are widely discussed in the research community. Also, these methods all use
information theoretic measures. The experimental results show that an 8-gene
signature was deﬁned by iRDA and it outperformed the other three methods in
terms of classiﬁcation performance with three performance measures. By using
the pairwise Jaccard Index, we have also demonstrated that iRDA is the most
robust gene selector among the other three ﬁlters. In addition to classiﬁcation
and stability analysis, we ﬁnally performed two sets of enrichment analysis to
see how eﬀectively feature interdependence has been tackled in the framework.
The results show that more statistically signiﬁcant gene sets and genetic regulatory interactions could be found in our gene signature. Furthermore, within
the iRDA 8-gene signature, there were two genes associated with a disease of
inﬂammation at the statistical signiﬁcance level. And no the other ﬁlters could
ﬁnd disease-related genes. The rationale behind these signiﬁcant ﬁndings is that
our method is able to ﬁnd an important feature which is individually weakly relevant to a class but might have strong interdependence between features. This
type of genes accompanied by other genes in a selected gene list would more contribute to the phenotype than they appear solely at the expression level. Except
for iRDA, however, most recent ﬁlter-based feature selectors could not search
for these features that may attract the interest of the domain user.
We think that our iRDA framework can have the capacity of ﬁnding robust
and small size gene signatures with a potentially high predictive power that, in
turn, could disclose biological information regarding gene synergy.
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Abstract. Hearing plays a key role in our social participation and daily
activities. In health, hearing loss in one of the most common conditions,
so its diagnosis and monitoring is highly important. The standard test
for the evaluation of hearing is the pure tone audiometry, which is a
behavioral test that requires a proper interaction and communication
between the patient and the audiologist. This need of understanding is
which makes this test unworkable when dealing with patients with severe
cognitive decline or other communication disorders. In these particular
cases, the audiologist base the evaluation in the detection of spontaneous facial reaction that may indicate auditory perception. With the
aim of supporting the audiologist, a screening method that analyzes
video sequences and seeks for eye gestural reactions was proposed. In
this paper, a comprehensive survey about one of the crucial steps of the
methodology is presented. This survey determines the optimal conﬁguration for all of them, and evaluates in detail their combination with
diﬀerent classiﬁcation techniques. The obtained results provide a global
vision of the suitability of the diﬀerent interest operators.
Keywords: Hearing assesment
analysis

1

· Gesture information · Eye movement

Introduction

Hearing loss occurs when the sensitivity to the sounds normally heard is diminished. It can aﬀect to all age ranges, however, there is a progressive loss of
sensitivity to hear high frequencies with increasing age. Considering that population aging is nowadays a global phenomenon [1,2] and that the studies of
Murlow [3] and A. Davis [4] point out that hearing loss is the disability more
closely related to aging, the number of elder people with hearing impairment is
increasingly higher.
Hearing plays a key role in the process of “active aging” [5]. Active aging is
the attempt to maximize the physical, mental and social well-being of our elders.
Hearing plays a key role in the process of active aging. This high impact of the
hearing on the aging process makes necessary to conduct regular hearing checks
if any symptom of decreased hearing is noticed.
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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Pure Tone Audiometry (PTA) is unequivocally described as the gold standard
for audiological evaluation. Results from pure-tone audiometry are used for the
diagnosis of normal or abnormal hearing sensitivity, namely, for the assessment of
hearing loss. It is a behavioral test so it may involve some operational constraints,
especially among population with special needs or disabilities.
In the standard protocol for a pure-tone audiometry the audiologist delivers auditory stimuli to the patient at diﬀerent frequencies and intensities. The
patient is wearing earphones and the auditory stimuli are delivered through
an audiometer to these earphones. The patient must indicate somehow (typically by raising his hand) when he perceives the stimuli. In the case of patients
with cognitive decline or other communication disorders, this protocol becomes
unenforceable, since the interaction audiologist-patient is practically impossible. Taking in consideration that cognitive decline is highly related to age (and
hearing loss is also related to age), the number of patients with communication
diﬃculties to be assessed is potentially substantial.
Since a typical interaction question-answer is not possible, the audiologist
focuses his attention on the patient’s behavior, trying to detect spontaneous
reactions that can be a signal of perception of the auditory stimuli. These reactions are shown by facial expression changes, mainly expressed in the eye region.
Typically, changes on the gaze direction or excessive opening of the eyes could
indicate perception of the auditory stimuli. The interpretation of these reactions
requires broad experience from the audiologist. The reactions are totally dependent on the patient, each patient may react diﬀerently and even a same patient
may show diﬀerent reactions at diﬀerent times, since these reactions are completely unconscious. Moreover, although the audiologist has experience enough,
it is a entirely subjective procedure. This subjectivity greatly limits the reproducibility and robustness of the measurements performed in diﬀerent sessions or
by diﬀerent experts leading to inaccuracies in the assessments.
The development of an automatic method capable of analyzing the patient
facial reactions will be very helpful for assisting the audiologists in the evaluation of patients with cognitive decline and, this way, reducing the imprecision
associated to the subjectivity of the problem. It is important to clarify at this
point that other techniques aimed at the interpretation of facial expressions
are not applicable in this domain. Most of these techniques (such as [6] or [7])
are focused on the classiﬁcation of the facial expressions into one of the typical
expressions (anger, surprise, happiness, disgust, etc.). The facial expressions of
this particular group of patients do not directly correspond to any of those categories. They are speciﬁc to each patient, without following a ﬁxed pattern, and,
as commented before, they can even vary within the same patient.
Some initial researches have already been developed in [8] considering the
particularities of this domain. In this work, one of the most important steps of
this methodology is going to be addressed in detail: the selection of the interest
points used for the optical ﬂow (whose behavior aﬀects every subsequent step of
the methodology). Diﬀerent interest point detectors are going to be studied in
order to ﬁnd the most appropriate for this speciﬁc problem.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the
methodology used as base for this work and introduces the parts over which this
study will be focused, Sect. 3 is devoted to the experimental results and their
interpretation. Finally, in Sect. 4 some conclusions and future work ideas are
presented.

2

Methodology

As depicted in the Introduction, the development of an automatic solution capable of detecting facial movements as a response to auditory stimuli could be very
helpful for the audiologists in the evaluation of patients with cognitive decline.
An initial approach was proposed in [8], which is going to be the base for this
study. A general scheme of the original methodology is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the methodology.

This method focuses its attention on the eye region, which has been highlighted by the audiologists as the most representative for the facial reactions of
these patients. This methodology is addressed in a global way since movements
can occur in any area of the region. In order to address the problem from a
global viewpoint but having a manageable descriptor, interest points are going
to be used.
Therefore, the ﬁrst steps of the methodology are aimed to the location of
this particular area. The proposed approach previously locate the face region in
order to reduce the search area, and then locates the eye region within the face
region. Both regions are located applying the Viola-Jones object detector [9],
the face by the application of a cascade provided by the OpenCV tool, and the
eye region with a cascade speciﬁcally trained for this region. Once the eye area
is located, the motion estimation begins. To that end, two separated frames are
analyzed to determine the movement produced between them. The motion is
estimated by applying the iterative Lucas-Kanade [10] optical ﬂow method with
pyramids [11]. Once the motion has been detected, it is characterized based on
several descriptors, this characterization will allow to apply a classiﬁer which will
determine the type of movement occurred. All these stages are further detailed
in [8].
Since the results of the optical ﬂow depend on the interest points that the
method receives as input, choosing these interest points is a crucial step, since
the following steps will be highly aﬀected by the results of this stage of the
methodology.
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(b)

Fig. 2. Sample of the optical ﬂow results: (a) Reference image with the interest points
represented in blue. (b) Second image with the corresponding points obtained by the
optical ﬂow represented in red (Color ﬁgure online).

Firstly, it is important to describe the characteristics that deﬁne an interest
point. Usually, these points are deﬁned by qualities like: well-deﬁned position on
the image, mathematically well-founded, rich in terms of local information and
stable to global perturbations. These properties are assigned regularly to corners
or to locations where the color of the region suﬀers a big change.
Considering this, we want to choose those interest points than can be easily
matched by the optical ﬂow. To select them, an analysis between diﬀerent interest
operators was conducted. Each of these methods has diﬀerent foundations, and
consequently, a diﬀerent way of working, so the results that one provides can be
very diﬀerent from those provided by the others. The analysis performed in this
work is further explained in Sect. 3.
Once the interest points are detected over the reference image, the application
of the optical ﬂow method will provide the location of these points on the second
image. This means that we obtain a correspondence between the two images. In
Fig. 2 we can see a sample of this: Fig. 2(a) is the reference image where the
detected interest points are represented in blue, Fig. 2(b) is the second image
showing the correspondence of the interest points obtained by the optical ﬂow
method.
With this information, we can build vectors where the interest point detected
on the reference image is the origin, and the corresponding point on the second
image is the end of the vector. These vectors represent the direction and the
amount of movement of each point of the reference image. Figure 3 shows the
obtained vectors for the movement between Fig. 2(a) and (b). Globally, this information is going to be interpreted as the movement produced in the eye region
between two images.
This representation can be modiﬁed into a more intuitive way with vectors
depicted as arrows. The arrow for a particular point represents its movement

Fig. 3. Movement vectors between Fig. 2(a) and (b).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. Samples of the movement vectors for diﬀerent changes on the eye region:
(a) gaze shift to the left, (b) eye opening and (c) gaze shift to the right.

from the initial time considered to the ﬁnal one. With this representation it is
possible to visually analyze the results obtained by the optical ﬂow method.
In Fig. 4 several samples of this representation can be observed. Vectors
shown in this ﬁgure are the vectors with a length greater than a established
threshold (those that represent signiﬁcant movements), as they are a good example of how with this technique it is possible to detect the changes on the eye
region. In Fig. 4(a) the gaze direction is moving towards the patient’s left, this
movement is detected by the optical ﬂow and represented by the vectors that
are pointing to the patient’s left. In Fig. 4(c) the movement is the opposite, the
gaze direction moves slightly to the patient’s right and the optical ﬂow is still
capable of detecting it. In the case of Fig. 4(b) the eyes open slightly, so in this
case, vector are pointing up following the movement occurred within the region.
The obtained vectors are characterized according to some features, so it is
possible to obtain a descriptor that can be classiﬁed into one of our considered
movements. After reaching consensus with the experts, four typical movements
were identiﬁed as the most relevant: eye opening, eye closure, gaze shift to the left
or gaze shift to the right. The features used for obtaining these descriptors are
related with the strength, orientation and dispersion of the movement vectors,
the speciﬁc way in which the descriptors are formed is detailed in [8].
As mentioned, the ﬁnal aim is to classify the movements produced within
this region into one of the four categories previously presented. To that end,
diﬀerent classiﬁers have been tested too. The four established classes serve as an
initial test set that allow to draw conclusions about the most suitable interest
operator for this domain. These conclusions will allow to establish a foundation
for moving forward and then including new classes that may be deemed relevant
by the audiologists. The analysis of the diﬀerent alternatives for the classiﬁcation
will be addressed on the next section.

3

Experimental Results

As commented before, several interest points detectors were tested in order to
ﬁnd the most appropiate for this domain. The detectors tested are: Harris corner
detector [12], Good Features to Track [13], SIFT [14], SURF [15], FAST [16,17]
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Fig. 5. Sample of the particular setup of the video sequences.

and a particular version of Harris with a little modiﬁcation. Also diﬀerent classiﬁcation techniques were tested, in order to ﬁnd the best detector-classiﬁer
combination.
Video sequences show patients seated in front of the camera as in Fig. 5.
As showed in the picture, the audiometer is also recorded so the audiologist can
check when he was delivering the stimuli. Video sequences are Full HD resolution
(1080 × 1920 pixels) and 25 FPS (frames per second). Despite the high resolution
of the images, it is important to take into account that the resolution of the
eye region will not be as optimal, and moreover, lighting conditions will aﬀect
considerably.
Test were conducted with 9 diﬀerent video sequences, each one from a diﬀerent patient. Each audiometric test takes between 4 and 8 min. Considering that
video sequences have a frame rate of 25FPS, an average video sequence of 6 min
will have 9000 frames, implying a total number of 81000 frames for the entire
video set. Taking into account that reactions only occur in a timely, we ﬁnally
have 128 pairs of frames to be considered. Since each eye is considered separately, the test set will consist of 256 movements. These movements are labeled
into four classes depending in the movement they represent (see Table 1).
Three diﬀerent experiments were conducted in order to ﬁnd the best detector
for this domain. The three experiments are:
1. Find the best classiﬁers.
2. Find the best conﬁguration parameters for each interest points detector.
3. Evaluate the detector-classiﬁer results.
Table 1. Number of samples for each class of movement.
Eye opening Eye closure Gaze left Gaze right
80

82

46

48
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3.1

Classifier Selection

In this part of the research, diﬀerent classiﬁers were tested with the aim of
selecting the three best methods for applying them on the following tests. The
considered classiﬁers are provided by the WEKA tool [18], and they are: Naive
Bayes, Logistic, Multilayer Perceptron, Random Committee, Logistic Model
Trees (LMT), Random Tree, Random Forest and SVM.
To obtain these results, 18 tests were conducted for each pair detectorclassiﬁer, where each one of these tests is the result of a 10-fold cross validation.
Computing the average per method (without considering the detector used) we
obtain the results shown in Fig. 6. As it can be observed on this graph, all the
methods obtain an accuracy between 60 and 75 %. Worst results are observed for
Naive Bayes, Logistic and Random Tree. Best results are obtained with SVM,
followed by Random Committee and Random Forest, so these are going to be
the three classiﬁers considered for the next survey.

Fig. 6. Minimum, maximum and average success percentage by classiﬁer.

3.2

Adjustment of Parameters

This methodology makes use of diﬀerent parameters, that are going to be
adjusted according to this experiment. The parameter adjustment is performed
dependently on the method used. The parameters studied in this section are:
– Number of detected points: it indicates the number of points that the detector
needs to select. Very few points may not be enough to create a correct motion
descriptor and a number too high may introduce too much noise.
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– Minimum percentage of equal points to remove the movement: sometimes,
the detected motion may be due to global motion between the two frames
and not to a motion within the region. This will imply a high number of
vectors with the same direction and strength. With the aim of removing this
oﬀset component, the parameter λ is introduced. This parameter indicates
the required minimum percentage of equal vectors to be considered a global
motion, and consequently, discard them.
– Minimum Length: very short vectors will not be representative of motion.
In order to select the representative vectors three classes were established
depending on the length of the vector: u1 for vectors smaller than 1.5 pixels,
u2 for vectors between 1.5 and 2.5 pixels and u3 for vector between 2.5 and
13 pixels (vectors larger than 13 pixels will be considered erroneous). Vectors
in u1 are considered too small and are not taked into account for the descriptor, while vectors in u3 are considered relevant and are always part of the
descriptors. The inclusion or not of vectors in u2 is going to be studied on this
section.
Harris. Harris has a particular behavior, it detects few points concentrated in
areas with high contrast. The obtained results are represented in Fig. 7. Each
line represents a classiﬁer (Random Committee, Random Forest and SVM), distinguishing between using only u3 vectors (green lines) and u2 and u3 vectors
(blue lines).
It can be observed that, the higher λ is, the better the results are. Moreover,
the inclusion of the vectors in u2 shows worse results. It can be noticed that in
Fig. 7(c) there is a value nearly the 100 % of accuracy. This value is an outlier that
may not be repeatable, since it breaks the tendency of the other values. However,
it conﬁrms the tendency that with higher λ values the accuracy increases.
Good Features to Track. This detector was speciﬁcally designed for the calculation of the optical ﬂow. Figure 8 shows the obtained results for this classiﬁer.
As it can be observed, results are quite consistent regardless of the values of the

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7. Classiﬁcation results for Harris. Green lines for u3 vectors and blue lines for u3
and u2 vectors. Each of the three lines for each color corresponds to a diﬀerent classiﬁer.
(a) For 40 points of interest. (b) 80 points. (c) 160 points (Color ﬁgure online).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 8. Classiﬁcation results for Good Features to Track. Green lines for u3 vectors and
blue lines for u3 and u2 vectors. Each of the three lines for each color corresponds to
a diﬀerent classiﬁer. (a) For 40 points of interest. (b) 80 points. (c) 160 points (Color
ﬁgure online).

parameters. The behavior is better for low values of λ, and also considering 80
points of interest. Although the results are very similar, including vectors in u2
slightly increases the success rate.
SIFT. The SIFT detections are quite similar to the detections of Good Features
to Track. Its results are also broadly similar (see Fig. 9). Unlike the previous
method, in this case the results for 80 points of interest are slightly worse than
for 40 or 160. The λ parameter does not aﬀect the results too much. Inclusion
of the intermediate vectors (u2 ) oﬀers also better results.
SURF. SURF detector is a very particular method, since it is very selective
about the detected points. With these images, it is not possible to select more
than 35–40 points, even with very permissive thresholds. Due to this particularity, the only results obtained are the ones shown in Fig. 10. Better results are
obtained when including vectors in u2 , for which the most appropriate value of
λ is 0.8.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 9. Classiﬁcation results for SIFT. Green lines for u3 vectors and blue lines for u3
and u2 vectors. Each of the three lines for each color corresponds to a diﬀerent classiﬁer.
(a) For 40 points of interest. (b) 80 points. (c) 160 points (Color ﬁgure online).
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Fig. 10. Classiﬁcation results for SURF. Green lines for u3 vectors and blue lines for
u3 and u2 vectors. Each of the three lines for each color corresponds to a diﬀerent
classiﬁer (Color ﬁgure online).

FAST. The interest points detected by FAST are quite signiﬁcant for this
domain. Charts with the results can be observed in Fig. 11. Regarding the length
of the vectors, results vary according to the number of points considered. For
40 and 80 points, best results are obtained only considering the strong vectors
(u3 ), while for 160 points best results are obtained when considering vectors in
u3 and u2 . For 40 points of interest the most appropriate is a high value for λ,
for 80 points the results are quite stable regardless of the value of λ, and for 160
points low values for λ oﬀer better results.
Harris Modified. The original Harris detector detects few points in areas with
high contrast. To achieve a greater separation between the points, and therefore
more representative points, a location of the local maximums is conducted. Also
a thresholding is applied over the Harris image, and ﬁnally, the and operation is
computed with these two images, obtaining this way more distributed interest
points.
Results for this alternative version of Harris are charted in Fig. 12. These
results are similar to the ones obtained with FAST. In the general case, better
results are obtained considering only vectors in u3 . For 80 and 160 interest points,

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 11. Classiﬁcation results for FAST. Green lines for u3 vectors and blue lines for u3
and u2 vectors. Each of the three lines for each color corresponds to a diﬀerent classiﬁer.
(a) For 40 points of interest. (b) 80 points. (c) 160 points (Color ﬁgure online).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 12. Classiﬁcation results for Harris modiﬁed. Green lines for u3 vectors and blue
lines for u3 and u2 vectors. Each of the three lines for each color corresponds to a
diﬀerent classiﬁer. (a) For 40 points of interest. (b) 80 points. (c) 160 points (Color
ﬁgure online).

the best behavior occurs for the lower value of λ (0.2). In the case of considering
40 points, best results occur for λ equal to 0.4.
3.3

Final Evaluation of the Results

Once the behavior of the diﬀerent methods in relation to the conﬁguration of
their parameters has been analyzed, we are going to compare here the results of
the diﬀerent methods with their best conﬁguration. The optimum conﬁguration
parameters and classiﬁers for each method are detailed in Table 2.
Results are shown graphically for better understanding. In order to assess
the capacity of each one of the interest operators in the detection of the relevant
movements the obtained descriptors are compared with the ground truth of
movements previously labeled by the experts.
The graph below (Fig. 13) shows the true positive and false positive rate
(Ttp (d) and Tf p (d) respectively). It can be note that SURF has a good value
for the false positive rate, but a poor value for the true positive rate. SIFT is
the opposite case, it has a good value for the Ttp (d) but poor for the Tf p (d).
The same happens with Harris, which oﬀers intermediate values for both rates.
Instead, FAST, Good Features to Track and Harris modiﬁed show good values
Table 2. Optimum conﬁguration parameters for each method.
Method

Classiﬁer No. points λ

Harris

SVM

Good feat

R. Forest

SIFT

160

Vectors

0.8 u3

80

0.2 u2 & u3

SVM

160

0.8 u2 & u3

SURF

SVM

40

FAST

R. Forest 160

Harris mod SVM

160

0.4 u3
0.2 u2 & u3
0.2 u3
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Fig. 13. True positive rate (Ttp (d)) and false negative rate (Tf p (d)) for the diﬀerent
methods.

for both rates. Good Features and FAST oﬀer almost equivalent results, while
Harris modiﬁed has a worst Ttp (d) but it is compensated with a optimum Tf p (d)
rate.
Given the previous results, only FAST, Good Features to Track and Harris
modiﬁed are considered for the last evaluation. Figure 14 shows the true positive
rate in detection (Ttp (d)), the speciﬁcity (1−Tf p (d)) and the true positive rate in
classiﬁcation (Ttp (c)). All the methods have a similar value for the true positive
rate in classiﬁcation (Ttp (c)). FAST oﬀers better results than Good Feature
for the three evaluated measures; so between these two methods, FAST would
be chosen. Comparing between FAST and Harris modiﬁed, it can be observed
that the Ttp (c) is quite similar, while the Ttp (d) and the speciﬁcity are slightly
opposite. FAST oﬀers better results for the Ttp (d) while with Harris better results
are obtained for the speciﬁcity. The decision of choosing one or another depends
on the suitable results for this domain. If we want to reduce the number of false
positives Harris is the best solution, while if the true positive detections are more
important, FAST is the method that should be chosen.
3.4

Classification by Classes

A more detailed survey about the results was conducted in order to analyze
the classiﬁcation results by classes. Tables 3, 4 and 5 represent the confusion
matrices for the three best interest operators selected from the previous results
combined with the best classiﬁer for each one of them, i.e., FAST - Random
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Fig. 14. True positive rate (Ttp (d)) and speciﬁcity (1 − Ttp (d)) for detection and true
positive rate for classiﬁcation (Ttp (c)).

Forest (Table 3), Good Features to Track - Random Forest (Table 4) and Harris
ad. - SVM (Table 5). Where Open, Close, Left and Right correspond with the
considered movement categories: eye opening, eye closure, gaze shift to the left
and gaze shift to the right.
As it can be inferred from these confusion matrices, the classiﬁcation accuracy
for the eye closure movement is always over the 90 %. Instead, the worst results
are obtained for the movements of gaze shift to the right and gaze shift to the
left. None of them is able to achieve the 80 % of accuracy; which worsens in
the case of Harris ad. and Good Features to Tack where the accuracy falls to
60 %. This negative eﬀect for Harris ad. and Good Features to Tack is oﬀset by
a better behavior for the eye opening movements, where they outperform FAST.
Table 3. Confusion matrix for FAST - Random Forest.
Open
Close
Left
Right

Open
0.772
0.012
0.068
0.174

Close
0.050
0.927
0.205
0

Left Right
0.076 0.101
0.060
0
0.727
0
0.065 0.761
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Table 4. Confusion matrix for Good Features to Track - Random Forest.
Open
Close
Left
Right

Open Close Left Right
0.818 0.039 0.026 0.117
0.049 0.89 0.061
0
0.075 0.3 0.625
0
0.25
0
0.023 0.727

Table 5. Confusion matrix for Harris ad. - SVM.
Open
Close
Left
Right

Open Close Left Right
0.811 0.04 0.027 0.122
0.012 0.901 0.086
0
0.033 0.2 0.767
0
0.357
0
0.048 0.595

It can be observed that the main problem in classiﬁcation occurs when distinguishing between the classes eye opening and gaze shift to the right, in this
case, the misclassiﬁcation occurs in both directions, sometimes samples of the
class eye opening are classiﬁed as gaze shift to the right and sometimes the
opposite happens. It can be also observed that there is a considerable number
of misclassiﬁcations between classes eye closure and gaze shift to the left, but in
this case, it only occurs when classifying samples of the class gaze shift to the
left, and not in the opposite direction. Between the remaining classes there are
also some errors in the classiﬁcation, but they are almost negligible.
For a more general understanding, in Table 6 we show the true positive rate
in classiﬁcation Ttp (c) for each class (the diagonal of the confusion matrices previously presented) and the false positive rate in classiﬁcation Tf p (c) computed
from the misclassiﬁcations. Likewise, we show the ROC area value, which provides a measure of how good the classiﬁcation is.
Table 6. Results by classes for FAST, Good Features to Track and Harris ad.
Open Close Left
FAST

Right Average

Ttp (c)
0.772 0.927 0.727 0.761 0.813
Tf p (c)
0.07 0.077 0.068 0.039 0.066
ROC area 0.896 0.969 0.88 0.934 0.924

Good Features Ttp (c)
0.818 0.89 0.625 0.727 0.794
Tf p (c)
0.108 0.093 0.039 0.045 0.08
ROC area 0.928 0.966 0.929 0.941 0.943
Harris ad.

Ttp (c)
0.811 0.901 0.767 0.595 0.797
Tf p (c)
0.111 0.062 0.056 0.049 0.0075
ROC area 0.923 0.974 0.915 0.907 0.94
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As it can be inferred from Table 6 all the three methods show successfully
results for the ROC area, near to the ideal, where the best of them is Good Features to Track with a 0.943 value. From the evaluation of the false positive rate
Tf p (c) the results conﬁrm the same idea that was deducted from the evaluation
of the confusion matrices, which is that the class eye opening is the worst in
terms of classiﬁcation, since it has the highest Tf p (c) value. In general terms,
the obtained results are promising for both the detection and the classiﬁcation
for any of the interest operators presented here. This indicates that any of these
three interest operators could provide optimal results when integrated with in
the ﬁnal methodology.

4

Conclusions

A methodology for supporting the audiologists in the detection of gestural reactions within the eye region was developed in previous research, but interest
operator analysis for motion detection was not studied in detail. This paper
analyzes diﬀerent methods for the selection of the interest points, determines
the best conﬁguration parameters for each one of them, and it also analyzes
its behavior according to diﬀerent classiﬁers. We have also analyzed the behavior of the best combinations interest operator - classiﬁer by classes, in order to
evaluate the performance of each one of these combinations for each one of the
movement categories established by the audiologists. The results obtained with
new interest operators surpass the previous approach in terms of accuracy.
In clinical terms, the choice of a suitable interest points detector for this
domain may improve the accuracy in the detection and interpretation of the
gestural reactions.
Future works will involve an extension of the training dataset so a robust
classiﬁer can be trained with the conﬁgurations established by this work. This
classiﬁer may then by applied over the video sequences in order to detect the
relevant movements and, thus, serve to assist the audiologists.
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Abstract. This paper deals with automatic face recognition in order
to propose and implement an experimental face recognition system. It
will be used to automatically annotate photographs taken in completely
uncontrolled environment. Recognition accuracy of such a system can be
improved by identiﬁcation of incorrectly classiﬁed samples in the postprocessing step. However, this step is usually missing in current systems.
In this work, we would like to solve this issue by proposing and integrating a conﬁdence measure module to identify incorrectly classiﬁed
examples. We propose a novel conﬁdence measure approach which combines four partial measures by a multi-layer perceptron. Two individual
measures are based on the posterior probability and two other ones use
the predictor features. The experimental results show that the proposed
system is very eﬃcient, because almost all erroneous examples are successfully detected.
Keywords: Face recognition · Czech News Agency · Conﬁdence measure · Multi-layer perceptron · Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT)

1

Introduction

Automatic face recognition consists in the use of a computer for identiﬁcation of a person from a digital photograph. This area has been focused on by
many researchers and many algorithms have been proposed during the past two
decades. Nowadays, face recognition can be seen as one of the most progressive
biometric authentication methods and represents a key task in several commercial or law enforcement applications as for example surveillance of wanted
persons, access control to restricted areas, automatic annotation of the photos
used in the recently very popular photo sharing applications or in the social
networks, etc.
The majority of the current applications achieves high recognition accuracy
only in the particular conditions (suﬃciently aligned faces, similar face pose and
lighting conditions, etc.). Unfortunately, their recognition results are signiﬁcantly
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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worse when these constraints are not fulﬁlled. Many approaches to resolve this
issue have been proposed, however only few of them perform well in a fully
uncontrolled environment.
In our previous work, we proposed the SIFT based Kepenekci face recognition method [19] and showed that it signiﬁcantly outperforms other approaches
particularly on uncontrolled face images. However, its recognition accuracy is
still not perfect. Therefore, we proposed in [17] two Conﬁdence Measure (CM)
approaches in order to detect and handle incorrectly recognized examples. These
approaches are based on the posterior class probability. We experimentally
showed that these approaches are very promising in our task. However, the further improvement of the results is beneﬁcial.
The main goal of this paper consists in proposing a novel conﬁdence measure
approach which will be integrated into our experimental automatic face recognition system. This method combines two previously proposed measures with
two novel ones in a supervised way using a multi-layer perceptron classiﬁer. The
novel measures are based on the predictor features which characterize our face
model.
The proposed system will be used by the Czech News Agency (ČTK)1 to
annotate people in photographs during insertion into the ČTK database2 . Its
main strength is to successfully process photos of a great number of diﬀerent
persons taken in a totally uncontrolled environment. The system (with the source
code) is publicly available for research purposes for free.
The following section gives a brief overview of important face recognition and
conﬁdence measure approaches. Some existing face recognition systems are also
mentioned at the end of this section. Section 3 describes our face recognition and
conﬁdence measure methods. Section 4 details the architecture of the proposed
system. Section 5 evaluates and compares the performance of our system on
the ČTK corpus. In the last section we discuss the achieved results and give
some further research directions.

2

Related Work

This section is composed of three parts. The successful face recognition
approaches are described in the ﬁrst part, while the second part is focused on
the conﬁdence measure task itself. This section further summarizes some existing
face recognition systems.
2.1

Face Recognition

One of the ﬁrst successful approaches is Eigenfaces [34]. This approach is based
on the Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Unfortunately, it is sensitive
on variations in lighting conditions, pose and scale. However, the PCA based
1
2

http://www.ctk.eu.
http://multimedia.ctk.cz/en/foto/.
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approaches are still popular, as shown in [24]. Another method, the Fisherfaces [6], is derived from Fisher’s Linear Discriminant (FLD). According to the
authors, this approach should be less sensitive to changing lighting conditions
than Eigenfaces.
Independent Component Analysis (ICA) can be also successfully used in
the automatic face recognition ﬁeld [3]. Contrary to Eigenfaces, ICA uses higher
order statistics. It thus provides more powerful data representation. The authors
showed that ICA performs slightly better than PCA method on the FERET
corpus.
Another eﬃcient face recognition approach is the Elastic Bunch Graph
Matching (EBGM) [7]. This approach uses features constructed by the Gabor
wavelet transform. Several other successful approaches based on Gabor wavelets
have been introduced [30]. Some approaches [29] combine the pre-processing
with Gabor wavelets with well-established methods such as Eigenfaces, Fisherfaces, etc. Kepenekci proposes in [15] an algorithm that addresses the main
issue of Elastic Bunch Graph Matching, manual labelling of the landmarks. The
proposed method outperforms the classical EBGM.
Other successful approaches [1,33] use so-called, Local Binary Patterns
(LBP) for facial feature extraction. A modiﬁcation of the original LBP approach called Dynamic Threshold Local Binary Pattern (DTLBP) is proposed
in [21]. It takes into consideration the mean value of the neighbouring pixels and
also the maximum contrast between the neighbouring points. It is stated there
that this variation is less sensitive to the noise than the original LBP method.
Another extension of the original method is Local Ternary Patterns (LTP) proposed in [32]. It uses three states to capture the diﬀerences between the center
pixel and the neighbouring ones. Similarly to the DTLBP the LTP is less sensitive to the noise. The so called Local Derivative Patterns (LDP) are proposed
in [37]. The diﬀerence from the original LBP is that it uses features of higher
order. It thus can represent more information than the original LBP.
Speeded-Up Robust Features (SURF) [4] is another recent method used for
automatic face recognition. This method is invariant to face rotation. To ensure
rotation invariance, one orientation is assigned to each key-point. The computation is based on the circular neighbourhood of the key-points.
Recently, the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) is successfully used
for face recognition [2]. The main advantage of this approach is the ability to
detect and describe local features in images. The features are invariant to image
scaling, translation and rotation. Moreover, they are also partly invariant to
changes in illumination. Therefore, this approach is beneﬁcial for face recognition
in real conditions where the images diﬀer signiﬁcantly. Another approach based
on the SIFT, called Fixed-key-point-SIFT (FSIFT), is presented in [16].
For further information about the face recognition, please refer to the
survey [5].
2.2

Confidence Measure

Conﬁdence measure is used as a post-processing of the recognition to determine
whether the result is correct or not. The incorrectly recognized samples should be
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removed from the recognition set or another processing (e.g. manual correction)
can be further realized.
This technique is mainly used in the automatic speech processing ﬁeld [27,36]
and is mostly based on the posterior class probability. However, two other groups
of approaches exist [14]. The ﬁrst one uses a classiﬁer in order to decide whether
the classiﬁcation is correct or not. This classiﬁer uses a set of the so-called
predictor features which should have a maximal discriminability between the
correct and incorrect classes. The second group uses a likelihood ratio between
the null (a correct recognition) and the alternative (an incorrect recognition)
hypotheses.
The conﬁdence measure can be successfully used in other research areas as
shown in [28] for genome maps construction, in [12] for stereo vision or in [23]
for handwriting sentence recognition.
Another approach related to the conﬁdence measure is proposed by Proedrou
et al. in the pattern recognition task [26]. The authors use a classiﬁer based on
the nearest neighbours algorithm. Their conﬁdence measure is based on the
algorithmic theory of randomness and on transductive learning.
Unfortunately, only few works about the conﬁdence measure in the face recognition domain exist. Li and Wechsler propose a face recognition system which
integrates a conﬁdence measure [20] in order to reject unknown individuals or
to detect incorrectly recognized faces. Their conﬁdence measure is, as in the
previous case, based on the theory of randomness. The proposed approaches are
validated on the FERET database.
Eickeler et al. propose and evaluate in [11] ﬁve other CMs also in the face
recognition task. They use a pseudo 2-D Hidden Markov Model classiﬁer with
features created by the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). Three proposed conﬁdence measures are based on the posterior probabilities and two others on ranking of results. Authors experimentally show that the posterior class probability
gives better results for the recognition error detection task.
Note that the most of the proposed approaches are unsupervised. However,
the supervised [31] and semi-supervised [10] methods have been also proposed.
2.3

Face Recognition Systems

As already shown above, numerous papers presented in the face recognition
domain concentrate only on the recognition task itself. Unfortunately, to the
best of our knowledge, relatively few works about whole face recognition systems
exist.
One example of such a system is proposed in [22]. The system compensates
the face position and also solves partial occlusion and diﬀerent facial expressions.
Only one training example per person is used.
Another face recognition system is described in [35]. The training images are
well aligned (acquired in controlled conditions) whereas the recognized images
are real-world photos. The system is based on the Sparse Representation and
Classiﬁcation (SRC) [13] algorithm. It achieves very good results on the FERET
database.
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Campadelli et al. present in [9] another face recognition system. The authors
localize the face in the images and then compute the facial features. Their face
recognition algorithm is based on the EBGM, but the ﬁducial points are detected
completely automatically. The system is evaluated on the FERET corpus. The
authors show that their system has recognition scores comparable to the elastic
bunch graph matching.
For additional information about the face recognition and the face recognition
systems, please refer to the survey [38]. The authors also mention some commercial face recognition systems. Unfortunately, neither the system architecture nor
the approaches used are usually reported.

3
3.1

Confidence Measure for Face Recognition System
Face Recognition

For the face recognition task, we use our previously proposed SIFT based
Kepenekci method [19] which uses the eﬃcient SIFT algorithm for parametrization and adapted Kepenekci matching [18] for recognition. This method was chosen, because as proven previously, it signiﬁcantly outperforms other approaches
particularly on lower quality real data.
SIFT Parametrization. This algorithm creates an image pyramid with resampling between each level to determine potential key-point positions. Each
pixel is compared with its neighbours. Neighbours in its level as well as in the
two neighbouring levels are analysed. If the pixel is maximum or minimum of
all neighbouring pixels, it is considered to be a potential key-point.
For the resulting set of key-points their stability is determined. The locations
with low contrast and unstable locations along edges are deleted.
The orientation of each key-point is computed next. The computation is
based on gradient orientations in the neighbourhood of the pixel. The values are
weighted by the magnitudes of the gradient.
The last step consists in the descriptor creation. The computation involves
the 16 × 16 neighbourhood of the pixel. Gradient magnitudes and orientations
are computed in each point of the neighbourhood. Their values are weighted
by a Gaussian. For each sub-region of size 4 × 4 (16 regions), the orientation
histograms are created. Finally, a vector containing 128 (16×8) values is created.
Adapted Kepenekci Matching. This approach combines two methods of
matching and uses the weighted sum of the two results.
Let T be a test image and G a gallery image. For each feature vector t of
face T we determine a set of relevant vectors g of face G. Vector g is relevant iﬀ:

(xt − xg )2 + (yt − yg )2 < distanceT hreshold
(1)
where x and y are the coordinates of the feature vector points.
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If no relevant vector to vector t is identiﬁed, vector t is excluded from the
comparison procedure. The overall similarity of two faces OS is computed as the
average of similarities between each pair of corresponding vectors as:
OST,G = mean {S(t, g), t ∈ T, g ∈ G}

(2)

Then, the face with the most similar vector to each of the test face vectors
is determined. The Ci value denotes how many times gallery face Gi was the
closest one to some of the vectors of test face T . The similarity is computed as
Ci /Ni where Ni is the total number of feature vectors in Gi . The weighted sum
of these two similarities is used for similarity measure:
F ST,G = αOST,G + β

CG
NG

(3)

The face is recognized by the following equation:
F SˆT,G = arg max(F ST,G )
G

(4)

The cosine similarity is used for vector comparison.
3.2

Confidence Measure

Posterior Class Probability Approaches. Let P (F |C) be the output of the
classiﬁer, where C is the recognized face class and F represents the face features.
The values P (F |C) are normalized to compute the posterior class probabilities
as follows:
P (F |C).P (C)
(5)
P (C|F ) = 
I∈F IM P (F |I).P (I)
FIM represents the set of all individuals and P (C) denotes the prior probability
of the individual’s (face) class C.
We propose two diﬀerent approaches. In the ﬁrst approach, called absolute
confidence value, only faces Ĉ complying with
Ĉ = arg max(P (C|F ))
C

P (Ĉ|F ) > T

(6)
(7)

are considered as being recognized correctly.
The second approach, called relative confidence value, computes the difference between the best score and the second best one by the following equation:
P Δ = P (Ĉ|F ) − max(P (C|F ))
C=Ĉ

(8)

Only the faces with P Δ > T are accepted. This approach aims to identify the
“dominant” faces among all the other candidates. T is the acceptance threshold
and its optimal value is adjusted experimentally.
Note that these two measures working separately were already presented
in [17]. However, their description is important in the context of the whole composed approach.
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Predictor Feature Approaches. As already stated, this type of approaches
uses the features with a maximal discriminability between the correct and incorrect classes to classify the recognition results. Two measures are proposed next.
The ﬁrst one is based on the number of vectors in the model with the highest
output value during the recognition task (i.e. the recognized face model). The
number of vectors is given by the results of the SIFT algorithm. A face model
with a high number of vectors is more general and it can be more likely identiﬁed
as a good one. Conversely, a few vector face model is more accurate. Therefore,
when this model is chosen as a good one (the highest output value) we assume
that it is very probable that the recognition is correct.
Let V be the number of vectors in the face model and let T be the acceptance
threshold. Only the faces where V < T are accepted. The optimal value of
the threshold T will be set experimentally. This measure is hereafter called the
vector number approach.
The second measure uses a standard deviation of the similarities among
images in the recognized face model. Let the recognized model M be composed
of the images I1 , I2 , ..., IN . The S measure is deﬁned as follows:


N
1 
(F SIi ,M \Ii − μ)2
(9)
S=
N i=1
where F SIi ,M \Ii is the similarity (see Eq. 3) of the image Ii and a model M \ Ii
created from the remaining images from model M and μ is computed by the
following equation:
N
1 
μ=
F SIi ,M \Ii
(10)
N i=1
Similarly as in the case of the vector number measure we suppose that higher
standard deviation characterizes a more general face model and vice versa.
Therefore, only the recognition results where S < T are accepted. The optimal
value of the acceptance threshold T will be set experimentally. This measure is
hereafter called the standard deviation approach.
Composed Supervised Approach. Let Rk be the score obtained by a partial
unsupervised measure k described above and let variable H determines whether
the face image is classiﬁed correctly or not. A Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP)
which models the posterior probability P (H|R1 , .., RN ) is used to combine all
partial measures in a supervised way. Note that the variable N represents the
number of measures to combine
In order to identify the best performing topology, several combinations
and MLP conﬁgurations are built and evaluated. The MLP topologies will be
described in detail in the experimental section.
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System Description

The proposed system has (as shown in Fig. 1) a modular architecture. It is composed of ﬁve modules (see the rectangles) connected by dependencies (see the
oriented edges). The input image and the recognition results are represented
by parallelograms. The storage of the face representation is shown by the Face
Gallery sign.
The ﬁrst module M 1 deals with face extraction. This module converts a color
image into its grey-scale representation, then it performs face detection. The
detected face is further extracted from the image in the next step. This module
also detects the eyes in the detected face region and transforms and resizes the
face.
The second module M 2 is used to create the face representation. It detects
the SIFT key-points and creates a set of SIFT descriptors for a representation
of the face image.
The next module M 3 is used to create a face model M . It uses the SIFT
representations of the face images (output of module M 2) and saves them to the
face gallery.
The fourth module M 4 deals with face recognition. A recognized face is
compared to the face models stored in the Face Gallery and the most similar
model is chosen as the recognized one.
The last confidence measure module M 5 is dedicated to identifying whether
the recognition result is correct or not. This unique step is particularly important, because when the user knows that the recognition is probably not correct,
he can manually correct the recognition result.
Modules M 1 and M 2 are used in both face representation (or modelling) and
face recognition tasks. However, module M 3 is used only for face representation
and modules M 4 and M 5 are used only for recognition. The last remark is that
every module should be used separately in order to create another face processing
system.

5
5.1

Experiments
Czech News Agency Corpus

This corpus is composed of images of individuals in an uncontrolled environment
that were randomly selected from the large ČTK database. All images were
taken over a long time period (20 years or more). The corpus contains grey-scale
images of 638 individuals of size 128 × 128 pixels. It contains about 10 images for
each person. The orientation, lighting conditions and image backgrounds diﬀer
signiﬁcantly.
Figure 2 shows four examples of one face from this corpus. This corpus is
available for free for research purposes at http://home.zcu.cz/∼pkral/sw/ or
upon request to the authors.
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Fig. 1. System Architecture.

Fig. 2. Examples of one face from the ČTK face corpus.

5.2

Recognition Results with Confidence Measure

Three experiments are described next. The ﬁrst experiment analyses the discriminability of the proposed partial measures by histograms. This experiment
is realized in order to show the suitability of the proposed measures. The second
experiment reports the results of the measures also used separately. In the last
experiment, we show the classiﬁcation results of the whole composed approach.
Discriminability of the Proposed Measures. In the ﬁrst experiment, we
would like to analyse the discriminability of the proposed partial measures. We
created two histograms for every measure in order to analyse the distribution
of the correctly and incorrectly classiﬁed faces. The reported output densities
of the measures are based on the 638 values (the number of individuals in the
corpus). Note that all output values are normalized to the interval [0..1].
Figure 3 shows the output densities of the correctly and incorrectly classiﬁed
faces when the absolute confidence value measure is used. These histograms show
that the majority of the correctly recognized face examples has higher output
values than the incorrectly recognized ones. This fact conﬁrms our assumption
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Fig. 3. Histograms of the correctly (left) and incorrectly (right) classiﬁed faces using
the absolute confidence value measure.
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Fig. 4. Histograms of the correctly (left) and incorrectly (right) classiﬁed faces using
the relative confidence value measure.
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Fig. 5. Histograms of the correctly (left) and incorrectly (right) classiﬁed faces using
the vector number measure.

that the ﬁrst measure is suitable for our task and should be useful to be integrated to the whole composed method.
Figure 4 plots the output densities when the relative confidence value measure
is used. These histograms show clearly that the discriminability of this measure
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is better than the previous one. Almost all correctly recognized face examples
have higher output values than the incorrectly recognized samples. Therefore this
measure should be suitable for our task and we decided to combine it with the
other ones by an MLP. Moreover, we assume that this measure used separately
outperforms the previously proposed one.
Figure 5 depicts the output densities when the vector number measure is used.
These histograms show that this measure is less discriminant than the two ones
presented previously. However, the correctly recognized examples have slightly
inferior output values than the incorrectly ones. This fact conﬁrms our assumption (see Sect. 3.2) that the conﬁdence of a few vector model is high. We assume
that this measure will bring poor results if used separately. However, it can add
some further information when it will be combined with the other approaches.
Therefore, we decided to integrate it into the whole composed approach.
The output densities of the last standard deviation measure are reported in
Fig. 6. The discriminability of these two histograms are limited and it is diﬃcult
to propose some conclusions about this measure. However, we decided to use
this measure in the further experiments and verify its usefulness experimentally.
To summarize:
– relative confidence value (rel) measure is the best proposed one;
– absolute confidence value (abs) method has also very good separation abilities;
– vector number(vect) measure can bring some complementary information for
our task;
– contribution of the standard deviation (sd) measure is questionable and must
be conﬁrmed experimentally.

Accuracy of the Separate Measures. In the second experiment we would
like to show the performance of the above described measures used separately
without any combination. As in many other articles in the conﬁdence measure
ﬁeld, we will use the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve [8] for
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Fig. 6. Histograms of the correctly (left) and incorrectly (right) classiﬁed faces using
the standard deviation measure.
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Fig. 7. ROC curves of the four proposed measures used separately. The corrected
standard deviation measure is reported with the modified standard deviation label.

evaluation of this experiment. This curve clearly shows the relationship between
the true positive and false positive rates for the diﬀerent acceptance threshold.
Figure 7 shows the results of the proposed absolute confidence value, relative
confidence value, vector number and standard deviation measures used separately.
This experiment shows that the relative confidence value method signiﬁcantly
outperforms the all other approaches.
We can further deduce that our assumption in the fourth proposed measure
was not correct. Based on this experiment we can consider that the dependence
between the value of the standard deviation and the correctly recognized faces
is reversed. We modify the deﬁnition of such measure as follows: only the faces
where S > T are accepted.
After this modiﬁcation we can conclude that all proposed measures are suitable for our task in order to identify incorrectly recognized faces. Note that the
corrected version of the ROC curve of the fourth standard deviation measure is
reported with the modified standard deviation caption.
We will further compare the results of the separate measures with the whole
composed approach. Therefore, we created Table 1 to show the scores of the
separate measures with optimal threshold conﬁgurations. The F-measure (Fmes) [25] is used as an evaluation metric, the Precision (Prec) and Recall (Rec)
are also reported in this table. Precision and recall have the similar importance
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Table 1. Performance of the measures used separately [%].
Conﬁdence Measure

Prec Rec F-mes

Absolute conﬁdence value 65.7 60.6 63.0
Relative conﬁdence value

69.6 60.8 64.9

Vector number

62.2 63.5 62.8

Standard deviation

58.9 60.3 59.6

for our application, therefore the optimal threshold T̂ value has been deﬁned for
the “best” compromise between these two values:
T̂ = arg min | 1 −
T

P rec
|
Rec

(11)

Accuracy of the Whole Composed Approach. In the last experiment,
we will evaluate the results of the whole composed conﬁdence measure method.
Table 2. Performance of all combinations of the measures by an MLP classiﬁer [%].
Conﬁdence Measure

Prec Rec F-mes

1. Separate measures
abs. conﬁdence value (abs) 92.5 64.8 76.2
rel. conﬁdence value (rel)

96.2 80.4 87.6

vector number (vect)

55.4 84.9 67.0

standard deviation (sd)

54.0 65.3 59.1

2. Combinations of two measures
abs, rel

97.2 83.5 89.8

abs, sd

70.4 55.8 62.2

abs, vect

95.8 75.8 84.6

rel, sd

95.8 84.3 89.7

rel, vect

97.7 85.6 91.2

sd, vect

67.6 90.6 77.4

3. Combinations of three measures
abs, rel, sd

96.7 90.0 93.2

abs, rel, vect

97.2 93.7 95.4

abs, sd, vect

93.4 90.5 91.9

rel, sd, vect

94.8 94.8 94.8

4. Combination of all measures (the whole approach)
abs, rel, sd, vect

100

99.5 99.8
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First, we will show the impact of the use of an MLP classiﬁer with the separate measures. Then, we compare and evaluate all possible combinations of the
proposed measures in order to show the complementarities among them.
Several MLP conﬁgurations are tested. The best MLP topology uses three
layers. The number of the input neurons corresponds to the number of measures
to combine, 10 neurons are in the hidden layer and two outputs are used to
identify the correctly and incorrectly recognized faces. This MLP topology was
set empirically on a small development corpus which contains 120 examples (i.e.
120 conﬁdence values).
The results of this experiment are reported in Table 2. These results show that
the separate measures used with an MLP have better F-measure values (except
sd approach) than used in the unsupervised way. A successive addition of the
measures improves progressively the F-measure value. When all measures are
combined, the resulting F-measure is close to 100 %. This ﬁgure also shows that
all measures bring complementary relevant information and are thus useful to be
integrated to the whole composed approach (i.e. the whole combined approach
gives the best recognition score).

6

Conclusions and Perspectives

We proposed and evaluated a novel conﬁdence measure approach and integrated
it in the experimental automatic face recognition system as a new module. The
proposed approach combines two measures based on the posterior probability
and two ones based on the predictor features in a supervised way with an MLP.
We experimentally showed that the proposed approach is very eﬃcient, because
it detects almost all erroneous examples. We further showed that it is possible
to use all four proposed measures separately. However, every measure brings
complementary information and it is thus beneﬁcial to combine all measures in
the composed approach.
To summarize, the main scientiﬁc contribution of this paper consists in:
1. proposing two novel measures based on the predictor features;
2. proposing a combined supervised conﬁdence measure approach which combines the measures from two groups of methods; two ones based on the posterior class probability and the other two ones on the predictor features;
3. evaluation of the proposed method in the face recognition task on the real
ČTK data;
4. integration of the proposed conﬁdence measure approach into the experimental automatic face recognition system.
The ﬁrst perspective consists in proposing of semi-supervised conﬁdence measures. In this approach, the CM model will be progressively adapted according to
the recognized data. We will further integrate other more suitable features into
our model. Another perspective consists in the use of our conﬁdence measure
approach in the task of automatic creation of the face corpora.
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